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Abstract
The increasing penetration of stochastic renewable distributed generation, energy storage

systems and novel loads (e.g. electric-vehicles (EVs)) in active-distribution-networks (ADNs)

or microgrids has triggered the need to develop real-time (e.g. minutes to sub-second) control

frameworks to avoid grid-operational problems. These can be split into two main categories

of active constraints: static and power-quality. Static constraints refer to branches’ amapac-

ity limitations, nodal voltage magnitudes’ security-bounds as well as resources’ limitations

(e.g. MV-LV substation transformer apparent power limitations, power converters’ capability

curves and general constraints of the internal states of energy storage systems). Power-quality

constraints refer to the quality-of-service for the end-users that must be guaranteed by the

power distribution utility.

Within this context, this thesis focuses on the development of real-time ADN controls, in the

form of frameworks or control-enabling methodologies, that take into account the above-

mentioned power-grid operational constraints while considering grid uncertainties and unbal-

ances. In its first part, the thesis focuses on a general, i.e. resource-agnostic, methodology to

linearize the power-flow equations and showcases its real-time control-enabling advantages

through two sub-second-scale control-application-examples. Then, in the second part, a

deeper focus is given to the operational challenges raised by the large presence of electric-

vehicles charging-stations (EVCSs) in ADNs.

More specifically, here below the contributions of both parts of the thesis are listed.

1. Part 1 - Efficient methods for the control of multiple unsymmetric and uncertain ADN

resources

• First, an analytical method for computing general-three-phase sensitivity coeffi-

cients (SCs), considering voltage-dependent nodal power injections, is presented.

SCs are the partial derivatives of any electrical quantity w.r.t. control variables

(e.g. nodal active power injections and nodal voltage magnitudes at PV-nodes).

The proposed method assumes the knowledge of the grid-model, i.e. grid topol-

ogy and branch parameters, and relies on the resolution of unique and full-rank

linear systems of equations to compute nodal voltage SCs. Finally, knowing the

nodal voltage SCs and the grid model, one can compute all other auxiliary SCs that

can, for instance, be leveraged to linearize the power-flow equations, rendering

the resolution of security-constrained optimal-power-flow (OPF) problems highly

efficient.
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Abstract

• Second, an application example of SCs is presented. More specifically, the problem

of securely reconnecting unbalanced islanded ADNs to their upstream grids at

the point of common coupling (PCC) is tackled. The process is usually called

resynchronization and is split into two sub-processes: (i) steering the downstream

PCC nodal voltages towards their upstream counterparts and, (ii) asserting nodal

voltage phasors’ alignment on both sides of the PCC to close the PCC-breaker. An

algorithm is proposed for each process. The first leverages SCs to approximately

solve a three-phase OPF. The second makes use of the enhanced-Interpolated-

Discreet-Fourier-Transform (e-IpDFT) to extract and compare the per-phase nodal

voltage phasors at both sides of the PCC. Both processes are experimentally vali-

dated on a real-scale laboratory microgrid.

• Third, a second application example of SCs is presented. More specifically, a

novel technique to render an intractable OPF problem solvable, is presented. The

proposed algorithms account for the uncertainties due to set-point implemen-

tation by the resources’ controllers. The result of the proposed methods is the

computation of optimal control setpoints that are admissible i.e. satisfies grid and

resource operational constraints for all uncertainties realizations. The algorithms

are numerically tested on MATLAB using a modified IEEE-34 node test distribution

feeder.

1. Part 2 - Efficient methods for the safe operation of electric-vehicle-charging-stations

• First, a specific analysis is presented to quantify: (i) how uncontrolled EV charging

can affect ADN static operational constraints, (ii) how some EVCS can increase

grid-load-unbalances, and (iii) EV on-board controller reaction times. The analysis

leverages (i) a Monte-Carlo load-flow framework, and (ii) a small-scale experi-

ment using a non-commercial Type-2 EVCS connected to a real-scale laboratory

microgrid.

• Second, a distributed real-time, i.e. seconds to minute scale, control framework for

EVCSs is presented. The framework consists in solving a three-phase OPF that is:

(i) augmented, i.e. accounts for EV user needs, (ii) approximated, i.e. leverages SCs

to linearize the power-flow equations, and (iii) distributed, i.e. uses the alternating

direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm. The presented framework is

numerically validated on MATLAB using a modified IEEE-34 node test distribution

feeder.

• Third, a day-ahead ADN dispatch-plan (DP) generator is presented. The pre-

sented algorithm accounts for next-day load and generation stochasticity through

scenario-based optimization. It further considers that, unlike what can be found

in the literature, both energy-storage systems and EVCSs are controllable entities.

The generated DP is experimentally validated on a real-scale laboratory microgrid.

Key words: active distribution networks, microgrids, load flow, optimal power flow, sensitivity
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coefficients, voltage-dependent nodal power injections, unbalanced power grids, island resyn-

chronization, synchronism check, unbalanced three-phase control, uncertainties, feasible

network operation, uncertain three-phase control, electric vehicles charging stations, real-

time (distributed) control, grid operational constraints, power quality, day-ahead dispatching.
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Résumé

La prolifération croissante des producteurs d’énergie renouvelable non-centralisés , des sys-

tèmes de stockage d’énergie et des nouveaux consommateurs (e.g. les véhicules électriques

(EVs)) dans les réseaux de distribution actifs (ADN) ou les micro-réseaux a déclenché le be-

soin de développer des algorithmes de contrôle en temps réel pour éviter des problèmes de

fonctionnement du réseau. Ces derniers peuvent être catégorisés en des contraintes statiques

et des contraintes liées à la qualité de l’alimentation. Les contraintes statiques font référence

aux limites de capacité des lignes électriques, aux limites de sécurité des modules des ten-

sions aux nœuds ainsi qu’aux limites des ressources (e.g. les limites de puissance apparente

des transformateurs des sous-stations MT-BT, les courbes de capacité des convertisseurs de

puissance et les contraintes générales des états internes des systèmes de stockage d’énergie).

Les contraintes liées à la qualité de l’alimentation font plutôt référence à la qualité de la

tension fournie aux utilisateurs finaux qui doit être garantie par les gérants des réseaux de

distribution.

Dans ce contexte, cette thèse se focalise sur le développement d’algorithmes de contrôle

d’ADN en temps réel qui prennent en compte les contraintes opérationnelles mentionnées

ci-dessus tout en considérant les incertitudes et les déséquilibres du réseau. Dans sa première

partie, la thèse présente une méthodologie générale pour linéariser les équations de flux

de puissances et illustre ses avantages en termes de contrôle en temps réel à travers deux

exemples d’application avec des périodes de contrôle de l’ordre de moins d’une seconde.

Ensuite, dans sa deuxième partie, une attention plus approfondie est accordée aux défis opéra-

tionnels soulevés par la présence importante de bornes de recharge pour véhicules électriques

dans les ADNs.

Plus précisément, les contributions de chaque partie de la thèse sont énumérées ci-dessous.

1. Partie 1 - Méthodes efficaces pour le contrôle de multiples ressources asymétriques et

incertaines connectées à un ADN

• Tout d’abord, en considérant que les injections de puissance aux nœuds dépendent

des modules des tensions aux nœuds, une méthode analytique pour calculer les

coefficients de sensibilité (SCs) triphasés est présentée. Les SCs sont les dérivées

partielles de toute quantité électrique par rapport aux variables de contrôle (e.g. les
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injections de puissance active et les modules de tension aux nœuds producteurs

(PV)). La méthode proposée suppose la connaissance du modèle de réseau (i.e. la

topologie du réseau et les paramètres des branches) et repose sur la résolution de

systèmes d’équations linéaires uniques de rangs complets pour calculer les SCs

des tensions aux nœuds. En effet, en connaissant les SCs de tension aux nœuds et

le modèle du réseau, on peut calculer tous les autres SCs auxiliaires souhaités (e.g.

les SCs des modules des courants de lignes). Ces derniers peuvent, par exemple,

être utilisés pour linéariser les équations de flux de puissance dans le cadre d’un

problème de flux de puissance optimal (OPF) rendant sa résolution beaucoup plus

efficace.

• Deuxièmement, un exemple d’application des SCs est présenté. Plus précisément,

le sujet abordé est celui de reconnecter des ADNs isolés et déséquilibrés à leurs

réseaux en amont au point de couplage commun (PCC). Ce dernier est généra-

lement appelé resynchronisation et se définie par deux processus : (i) diriger les

tensions aux nœuds en aval du PCC d’un ADN isolé vers leurs homologues amont,

et (ii) affirmer l’alignement des phases de tension aux nœuds des deux côtés du

PCC pour fermer le disjoncteur du PCC. Un algorithme est proposé pour chaque

processus. Le premier utilise les SCs pour résoudre approximativement un OPF tri-

phasé. Le second fait appel à la transformée de Fourier améliorée (e-IpDFT) pour

extraire et comparer, par phase, les phaseurs de tension aux nœuds des deux côtés

du PCC. Les deux processus sont validés expérimentalement sur un micro-réseau

de laboratoire à échelle réelle.

• Troisièmement, un deuxième exemple d’application des SCs est présenté. Plus

précisément, une nouvelle technique pour rendre résoluble un OPF intraitable

est présentée. Les algorithmes proposés tiennent compte des incertitudes dues

à l’implémentation des consignes par les contrôleurs des ressources. Le résultat

des méthodes proposées est le calcul de points de consigne de contrôle optimaux

qui sont admissibles, c’est-à-dire qui satisfont les contraintes opérationnelles du

réseau et des ressources pour toutes les réalisations d’incertitudes possibles. Les

algorithmes sont testés numériquement sur MATLAB en utilisant une version

modifiée du réseau de distribution de test IEEE-34.

2. Partie 2 - Méthodes efficaces pour l’exploitation sûre des bornes de recharge pour véhicules

électriques

• Premièrement, une analyse spécifique est présentée pour quantifier : (i) comment

la recharge incontrôlée des EVs peut influencer les contraintes opérationnelles

statiques d’un ADN, (ii) comment certaines EVCSs peuvent augmenter les déséqui-

libres de la charge du réseau, et (iii) les différents temps de réaction des contrôleurs

embarqués des EVs. L’analyse s’appuie sur : (i) une analyse de flux de charge basée

sur la méthode statistique de simulations Monte-Carlo, et (ii) une expérience à

petite échelle utilisant une EVCS non-commerciale de Type-2 connectée à un

micro-réseau de laboratoire à échelle réelle.
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• Deuxièmement, un algorithme de contrôle en temps réel, i.e. à l’échelle de quelques

secondes à quelques minutes, de EVCSs est présenté. L’algorithme consiste à ré-

soudre une OPF triphasée qui est : (i) augmentée, c’est-à-dire qu’elle tient compte

des besoins des utilisateurs des EVs, (ii) approximée, c’est-à-dire qu’elle utilise les

SCs pour linéariser les équations de flux de puissance, et (iii) distribuée, c’est-à-dire

que sa méthode de résolution se base sur la technique ADMM (méthode des mul-

tiplicateurs à direction alternée). L’algorithme présenté est validé numériquement

sur MATLAB en utilisant une version modifiée du réseau de distribution de test

IEEE-34.

• Troisièmement, un outil qui génère des plans de répartition (DP) d’ADN du jour

suivant est présenté. L’algorithme présenté tient compte des charges et produc-

tions stochastiques du lendemain en utilisant une formulation d’un problème

d’optimisation basée sur des scénarios. Il considère en outre que, contrairement

à ce que l’on trouve dans la littérature, les systèmes de stockage d’énergie et les

EVCS sont des entités contrôlables. Le DP généré est validé expérimentalement

sur un micro-réseau de laboratoire à échelle réelle.

Mots clefs : réseaux de distribution actifs, micro-réseaux, flux de charge, flux de puissance op-

timal, coefficients de sensibilité, injections de puissance de nœud qui dépendent des modules

des tensions des nœuds, réseaux électriques déséquilibrés, resynchronisation d’îlots, vérifica-

tion du synchronisme, commande triphasée déséquilibrée, incertitudes, commande triphasée

incertaine, stations/bornes de recharge de véhicules électriques, commande (distribuée) en

temps réel, contraintes opérationnelles du réseau, qualité de l’alimentation, répartition des

réseaux de distribution actifs pour le jour suivant.
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Thesis Introduction

The increasing penetration of stochastic renewable distributed generation, ESSs and novel

loads (e.g. EVs) in ADNs or microgrids has triggered the need to develop real-time (e.g. minutes

to sub-second) control frameworks to avoid grid-operational problems. These can be split in

two main categories of active constraints: static and power-quality. Static constraints refer

to branches’ amapacity limitations, nodal voltage magnitudes’ security-bounds as well as

resources’ limitations (e.g. MV-LV substation transformer apparent power limitations, power

converters’ capability curves and general constraints of the internal states of ESSs). Power-

quality constraints, instead, refer to the quality-of-service for the end-users that must be

guaranteed by the power distribution utility.

Within this context, this thesis focuses on the development of real-time ADN controls, in the

form of frameworks or control-enabling methodologies, that take into account the above-

mentioned power-grid operational constraints while considering grid uncertainties and un-

balances. By grid uncertainties we refer to either natural stochasticities, i.e. resources whose

performance is a function of external factors such as weather or human behaviors, or, designed

uncertainties, i.e. uncertainties arising from the technical designs of resources (e.g. setpoint

implementation inaccuracies). Indeed, within the context of this thesis, we assume that grid

models, i.e. network topologies and branch parameters, are fully known and do not present

uncertainties. By grid unbalances we refer to injections/absorptions that are unbalanced over

the phases. Indeed, we do not power-grids with unbalanced grid models.

In terms of literature, the problem of real-time control under grid unbalances and/or uncer-

tainties has been extensively studied. As a result, each contribution of the upcoming chapters

is individually positioned w.r.t the state-of-the-art in order to only present relevant works.

However, for the interested reader, we advise the reading of recently published survey or review

papers that concisely summarise the relevant literature. For instance, [1, 2] thoroughly discuss

the problem of stochastic optimization of power-grids by extensively presenting all relevant

works on the subject. In [3, 4] authors tackle the problem of ADNs control by reviewing the

newest trends in terms of real-time resource management. For completeness, we refer the

interested reader to works such as [5] that review the controllability of specific resources (here

ESSs) while studying their integration in ADNs.

In terms of contributions, in its first part, the thesis focuses on a general (i.e. resource-
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Thesis Introduction

agnostic) methodology to linearize the power-flow equations and showcases its real-time

control-enabling advantages through two sub-second control examples. Then, in the second

part, a deeper focus is given to the operational challenges raised by the large presence of

EVCSs in ADNs. More specifically, here below the contributions of both parts of the thesis are

listed with more details.

1. Part 1 - Efficient methods for the control of multiple unsymmetric and uncertain ADN

resources

• First, an analytical method for computing general-three-phase SCs, considering

voltage-dependent nodal power injections, is presented. SCs are the partial deriva-

tives of any electrical quantity w.r.t. control variables (e.g. nodal active power

injections and nodal voltage magnitudes at PV-nodes). The proposed method

assumes the knowledge of the grid-model and relies on the resolution of unique

and full-rank linear systems of equations to compute nodal voltage SCs. Finally,

by knowing the nodal voltage SCs and the grid model, one can compute all other

desired SCs (e.g. branch current ones).

• Second, an application example of SCs is presented. More specifically, the problem

of securely reconnecting unbalanced islanded ADNs to their upstream grids at the

PCC is tackled. The process is usually called resynchronization and is split into two

process: steering the PCC downstream nodal voltages of an isolated ADN towards

their upstream counterparts and asserting nodal voltage phasors’ alignment on

both sides of the PCC to close the PCC-breaker. An algorithm is proposed for each

process. The first leverages SCs to approximately solve a three-phase OPF. The

second makes use of the enhanced-Interpolated-Discreet-Fourier-Transform (e-

IpDFT) to extract and compare the per-phase nodal voltage phasors at both sides

of the PCC. Both processes are experimentally validated on a real-scale laboratory

microgrid.

• Third, a second application example of SCs is presented. More specifically, a novel

technique to render an intractable OPF problem solvable, is presented. The pro-

posed algorithms account for the uncertainties due to set-point implementation

by the resources’ controllers. The result of the proposed methods is the computa-

tion of optimal control setpoints that are admissible i.e. satisfies grid and resource

operational constraints for all uncertainties realizations.

2. Part 2 - Efficient methods for the safe operation of electric-vehicle-charging-stations

• First, a specific analysis is presented to quantify: (i) how uncontrolled EV charging

can affect ADN static operational constraints, (ii) how some EVCS can increase

grid-load-unbalances, and (iii) EV on-board controller reaction times. The analysis

leverages (i) a Monte-Carlo load-flow framework, and (ii) a small-scale experi-

ment using a non-commercial Type-2 EVCS connected to a real-scale laboratory

microgrid.
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• Second, a distributed real-time, i.e. seconds to minute scale, control framework

for EVCSs is presented. The framework consists in solving a three-phase OPF that

is: (i) augmented, i.e. accounts for EV user needs, (ii) approximated, i.e. leverages

SCs to linearize the power-flow equations, and (iii) distributed, i.e. its solutions

adopts the ADMM algorithm.

• Third, a day-ahead ADN DP generator, extending the work done in [6], is presented.

The proposed algorithm accounts for next-day load and generation stochasticity

through scenario-based optimization. It further considers that, in both day-ahead

and real-time stages both ESSs and EVCSs are controllable entities. The generated

DP is experimentally validated on a real-scale laboratory microgrid using the real-

time distributed controller of [6] augmented by an MPC-based variant of the EVCS

aggregator controller developed in the previous contribution.

Finally, in terms of document outline, Chapter 1 introduces part I of the thesis. Chapter 2

details the first contribution of part I. Chapter 3 details the second contribution of part I.

Chapter 4 details the third contribution of part I. Chapter 5 introduce part II of the thesis and

details the first contribution of part II. Chapter 6 details the second contribution of part II.

Chapter 7 details the third contribution of part II. Finally, the General Conclusion chapter,

concludes the thesis by summarizing the each chapter’s conclusion section and future works.
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1 Context

1.1 Introduction & Motivations

This part tackles the problem of controlling ADNs that contain unsymmetric and uncertain

resources. Unsymmetric grid resources are grid-connected entities whose absorptions are

unbalanced over the phases. The unbalance usually concerns loads that consume electric

power over a single-phase, e.g. Type 1 EVs that have on-board single-phase chargers. Uncertain

grid resources are grid-connected entities whose injections and/or absorptions are either

stochastic by nature or uncertain by design. Natural stochasticity refers to variable processes

that are not a result of the performance of a resource but from external factors, e.g. (i) P-V

power plants’ outputs are directly affected by the movement of the clouds and (ii) residential

load demands present a certain periodicity that is correlated to the inhabitants routines

and habits. The degree of uncertainty by design, instead, depends on the accuracies and

efficiencies of the system that controls a grid-connected resource, e.g. (i) setpoint tracking

inaccuracies and (ii) ESS-inverters’ output power dependencies on AC and/or DC-side nodal

voltages. Accounting for all above-mentioned uncertainties leads to more robust control

frameworks.

As previously mentioned, with the penetration of distributed generation and power-demanding

load units in electric-power-grids, the need for novel control frameworks is advocated by the

power systems technical community. Real-time control of power-grids has emerged as a

potential solution to efficiently compute optimal setpoints and thus quickly respond to the po-

tential uncertainties of the different resources. The later control frameworks can be achieved if

the resolution of multi-phase robust OPF problems is made computationally efficient. Indeed,

multi-phase non-approximated OPFs that include the AC non-linear power-flow equations

are known to be hard non-convex problems, which renders them practically impossible to

solve in real-time, e.g. at sub-second resolution times. Interestingly, as power-grid states

vary slower as the control timestep is reduced, using first-order Taylor linearizations of the

power-flow equations to approximate the highly non-convex grid operational constraints –

e.g. nodal voltage and branch current magnitudes within safety bounds – renders the security-
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constrained-OPF-resolution-times compatible with sub-seconds to seconds scales. Finally,

as known, OPs with convex objectives and linear constraints have unique solutions which

removes the issues of (i) non-uniqueness and (ii) sensitivity to the initial guess of the resolution

algorithms of non-linear problems.

To this end, this thesis’s first part focuses on a general (i.e. resource-agnostic) methodology to

linearize the power-flow equations and showcases its real-time control-enabling advantages

through two sub-second control examples. In the following, the details of the contributions of

the next chapters of Part I, are given.

1.2 Contributions of the next chapters of Part I

This part contains three contributions that tackle the above-raised issues. Each contribution

constitutes an upcoming chapter. In the following, a summary of the latter is given.

1. Chapter 2 The first contribution [7] consists in an analytical method to compute the

derivatives of power-grid controllable quantities (e.g. nodal voltages at PQ nodes, branch

currents, nodal sequence voltages, etc.) with respect to control variables, i.e. nodal

active and reactive power injections at PQ1 nodes, nodal voltage magnitudes and nodal

active power injections at PV2 nodes and nodal voltage magnitudes and phase-angles

at slack nodes. The latter are called SCs and can directly be leveraged to linearize the

power-flow equations (c.f. sec. 2). The proposed method (i) assumes the knowledge of

the grid model, i.e. branch parameters and grid topology, (ii) utilizes the grid states, i.e.

nodal phase-to-ground voltage phasors at all buses, coming, for instance, from a state-

estimator, (iii) computes the coefficients for all node-types (i.e. slack, PQ and PV nodes),

(iv) can be applied to power-grids with generic number of phases and topologies, and (v)

unlike what can be found in the literature, accounts for voltage-dependent nodal power

injections. It will become clearer further-on that this contribution is the theoretical basis

of all the other developments of this thesis as it enables a tractable inclusion of power-

grid operational constraints in optimal ADN management problems and, therefore,

answers to the increasing need for real-time control in power-systems.

2. Chapter 3 The second contribution [8] consists in an application example of the first

contribution. More specifically, the problem of the resynchronization of an islanded

ADN, in the presence of grid-unbalances, is tackled. Resynchronization is the process of

securely reconnecting ADNs – e.g. microgrids – to their upstream grids at the PCC. The

latter has to be done with care in order to avoid large transient current flows resulting

from differences of nodal voltage phasors at both sides of the PCC. The active resyn-

chronization process can be split into two tasks: the PCC-control and the synchrocheck.

The PCC-control refers to the process used to steer the PCC nodal voltage at the ADN’s

1Buses where active and reactive nodal power injections are regulated (traditionally called load buses).
2Buses where nodal active power injections and nodal voltage magnitudes are regulated (traditionally called

generator buses).
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side (i.e. downstream) towards the PCC nodal voltage at the upstream-grid’s side (i.e.

upstream). The synchrocheck refers to the algorithm used to check the synchroniza-

tion (i.e. phasor alignment within tolerances) of the upstream and downstream PCC

nodal voltages. Methods for PCC-control and synchrocheck presented in the literature

commonly ignore the ADN’s operational constraints and rely on the assumption of a bal-

anced power systems. In this respect, first, an OPF problem is proposed to control ADNs’

resources in order to rapidly steer their PCC downstream nodal voltages close to their

non-controllable upstream counterparts. The proposed OPF is (i) linearized using SCs

and (ii) is solved approximately using a gradient-descent based algorithm to render it

compatible with real-time applications. Second, an IpDFT-based synchrocheck method

that verifies the alignment of all three-phases of both upstream and downstream nodal

voltages at the PCC, is proposed. The proposed algorithms of this second contribution

are experimentally validated on the CIGRE-low-voltage-benchmark-microgrid available

at the DESL at the EPFL where the results of the developed synchrocheck are further

benchmarked against the Schneider Electric’s Micom P143 grid relay.

3. Chapter 4 The third contribution consists in an extension of the previous contribution

that further accounts for grid uncertainties. More specifically, as a preamble, the con-

tribution first presents an overview of stochastic grid control problems. In particular,

a non-exhaustive list of power-system uncertainties together with their mathematical

modeling techniques are presented. Furthermore, a synthesis of the different tech-

niques used in power-grids applications, dealing with the above-mentioned uncertain-

ties, is presented. The main focus of this section is the development of two real-time

ad-hoc algorithms that account for state-dependent-control-setpoint-implementations-

uncertainties. The first algorithm, denoted as the admissibility test, leverages SCs to

assert whether or not an optimal-control-setpoint, e.g. coming from any-OPF-based

framework, is admissible. Admissibility is guaranteed if the grid and resources’ opera-

tional constraints are satisfied for all possible-realizations – due to resource controllers

implementation inaccuracies – of an optimal control-setpoint. The second algorithm

is activated if the admissibility test fails. Its objective is to compute the closest (in

terms of Euclidean distance) vector of optimal-control-setpoints w.r.t. the optimal non-

admissible vector of optimal-control-setpoints given as its input. To do the latter, the

algorithm iteratively approximately solves a linear and tractable OPF problem. Both

tractability and linearizations of the OPF are achieved by leveraging SCs which, in turn,

renders the proposed method compatible with real-time controls. The algorithms of

this chapter, including the presented resource-uncertainty-models, are numerically

tested on a MATLAB-simulated-version of the IEEE-34 [9] node test distribution feeder

augmented with several controllable-resources.
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2 Analytical Computation of Power
Grids’ Sensitivity Coefficients with
Voltage-Dependent Injections
Keywords— Sensitivity coefficients, voltage-dependent nodal power injections, unbalanced power

grids.

2.1 Introduction & Literature Review

As power-flow equations are strongly non-linear, their linear approximations are used to create ef-

ficiently solvable constraints or objectives for OPF-based control of power grids. In practice, some

power-flow linearizations leverage SCs to link control variables (i.e. nodal active and reactive power

injections at PQ nodes, nodal voltage magnitudes and nodal active power injections at PV nodes and

nodal voltage magnitudes and phase-angles at slack nodes) to controlled variables (e.g. nodal voltage

magnitudes at PQ nodes and branch currents). SCs are formally defined as the partial derivatives of

controlled variables w.r.t. control variables. In the literature, the different SCs’ estimation methods can

be clustered in two categories: model-based and model-less.

Model-based SCs estimation methods rely on the knowledge of the grid model i.e. grid-topology

together with the branch parameters and the associated admittance matrix. Historically, the first

methods proposed to compute SCs relied on the inversion of the Jacobian matrix of the LF problem (e.g.

[10]). For computational efficiency, the latter were replaced by methods that only rely on the knowledge

of the grid model and its state. In [11], using a fixed-point approach and under the assumption of

constant nodal power injections, the authors were the first to propose a method that does not rely on

the Jacobian-matrix inversion to determine nodal voltage SCs for PQ nodes. Then, in [12], authors

present a method based on solving linear systems of equations to compute voltage SCs for PQ nodes.

They rigorously prove the applicability of the method to unbalanced radial electrical distribution

networks in the presence of voltage independent nodal power injections. More recently, in [13], using a

decentralised LF expression that assumes a radial network topology and the absence of shunt elements,

authors proposed a closed-form expression to compute nodal voltage magnitude SCs for PQ nodes.

Model-less SCs estimation methods rely only on measurements and assume no knowledge of the grid

model. In [14], authors present a least-squared-based identification method to compute nodal voltage

SCs. Their method considers the presence of measurement noise. In [15], compared to [14], authors

went a step further by accounting in their regression for cross-correlations between nodal power

injections. In [16], the authors rely on a least-squares-based method exploiting the analytical relation
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between nodal active and reactive power injections and the squares of nodal voltage magnitudes. The

method neglects shunt elements and is only applicable to radial distribution networks. More recently,

in [17], authors present a robust technique leveraging recursive-least-squares to compute nodal voltage

SCs. The estimation is done online and is updated as soon as new measurements are available. Finally,

it is worth mentioning that the load dependence on voltage fluctuations is inherently taken into account

in SC model-less estimation techniques unlike in model-based SC estimation techniques, where it has

to be explicitly included in the problem’s equations.

To our knowledge, no model-based method that derives all-node-types (i.e. PQ, PV and Slack) SCs

considering voltage-dependent nodal power injections and three-phase unbalanced networks can

be found in the literature. In this respect, we present a model-based technique that relies on solving

systems of linear equations to compute all-node-types voltage SCs and that accounts for generic voltage-

dependency of nodal power injections. The method is applicable to polyphase networks with any grid

topology (i.e. radial or meshed), allows users to compute SCs w.r.t. to any selection of control variables

and relies solely on the knowledge of the grid model and its present state (e.g. can be coupled with a

state estimator to feed suitable control applications). Finally, we present an exhaustive list of all SCs, e.g.

the magnitude, phase-angle or complex coefficients of branch current, sequence voltages and nodal

currents, that can be derived from nodal voltage SCs using the known grid model (see Section 2.2.4).

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the problem formulation. Section 2.3

presents the proposed method to compute all-node-types nodal voltage SCs considering a generic

voltage-dependent power injection model. Section 2.4, presents a formal computational analysis of the

proposed method. Section 2.5, first presents benchmarking processes to validate the computation of

nodal voltage SCs and then, using the latter, shows a numerical validation of the proposed method

performed on the IEEE-34 test distribution feeder [9]. Finally, section 2.6 concludes the chapter.

2.2 Problem Formulation

2.2.1 Grid Model

In this chapter3, electrical networks are assumed 3-phase (denoted as a, b and c), with |N | buses,

where N is the set of bus indexes. P Q ⊂N is the set of PQ nodes. P V ⊂N is the set of PV nodes.

S ⊂N is the set of slack nodes. Without loss of generality and assuming that zero-injection nodes can

be modelled as PQ nodes, we have N =P Q∪P V ∪S and |P Q|+ |P V |+ |S | = |N |. The network

is described by the so-called, assumed to be known4, compound admittance matrix [19] given by

Ȳ ∈C3|N |×3|N | = [Ȳ φφ′
i n ] ∀i ,n ∈N and ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}.

The relation between phase-to-ground nodal voltages Ē = [Ē a
1 , Ē b

1 , Ē c
1 , · · · , Ē a

|N |, Ē b
|N |, Ē c

|N |] and, nodal

injected currents Ī = [Ī a
1 , Ī b

1 , Ī c
1 , · · · , Ī a

|N |, Ī b
|N |, Ī c

|N |] is given by, Ī = Ȳ Ē . By relying on the assump-

tions of [20], namely that different branches are not electromagnetically coupled and have non-zero-

admittances, network branches can be represented by 3-phaseΠ-circuit equivalents as in Fig. 2.1. Thus,

3In the following, matrices and vectors will be denoted in bold (e.g. M), complex numbers will be denoted
with an upper bar (e.g. x̄ = |x̄|exp( j∠ (x̄)) = ℜ{x̄}+ jℑ{x̄}) and complex conjugates with a bar underneath (e.g.

¯
x = conj(x̄) = |x̄|exp(− j∠ (x̄)) =ℜ{x̄}− jℑ{x̄}).

4The knowledge of the grid-model is an assumption that is recurrent all throughout this thesis. The study of
the needed accuracy of the model for the proposed methods to work properly is outside the scope of this thesis.
However, for completeness, we refer the interested readers to the work presented in [18] where authors quantify
the error propagation of branch parameter uncertaintites.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a generic 3-phase network branch

a branch current Īi n can be expressed as follows:

Īi n =

Ī a
i n

Ī b
i n

Ī c
i n

= ȲLi n


Ē a

i
Ē b

i
Ē c

i

−

Ē a
n

Ē b
n

Ē c
n


+ ȲTi n ,i

Ē a
i

Ē b
i

Ē c
i

 , (2.1)

where ȲLi n ∈ C3×3 and ȲTi n ,i ∈ C3×3 are respectively the 3-phase longitudinal admittance between

nodes i ∈ N and n ∈ N and the 3-phase shunt admittance between node i ∈ N and the ground.

Consequently, the nodal apparent power injections S̄ = [S̄a
1 , S̄b

1 , S̄c
1, · · · , S̄a

|N |, S̄b
|N |, S̄c

|N |], with S̄φi = Pφ

i +
jQφ

i where Pφ

i and Qφ

i are, respectively, the nodal active and reactive power injections for node i ∈N

and phase φ ∈ {a,b,c}, can be expressed as,

S̄φi = Ēφ

i

∑
n∈N ,

φ′∈{a,b,c}

¯
Y φφ′

i n ¯
Eφ′

n , i ∈N ,φ ∈ {a,b,c}. (2.2)

2.2.2 Voltage-Dependent Power Injections Model

A generic nodal power injection model is considered to encapsulate voltage-dependency. It is given by:


Pφ

i = Pφ

0,i

∑
(α,λ)∈Λφi

α|Ēφ

i |λ

Qφ

i = Qφ

0,i

∑
(β,ω)∈Ωφi

β|Ēφ

i |ω
, (2.3)

where Pφ

0,i and Qφ

0,i are respectively the reference active and reactive nodal power injections, at node

i ∈N and phase φ ∈ {a,b,c}, at nominal voltage. Λφi andΩφ

i are sets containing couples of constant

weights and exponents (usually in the range [0;3] [21]). Note that, the widely-used ZIP and exponent

injection models [22] are, with the right constant and exponent sets, instances of (2.3). In this respect,

we consider (2.3) as the most general form of voltage-dependent nodal power injections. Finally, for

completeness, it is worth mentioning that the estimation of the parametersΛφi andΩφ

i is considered

outside the scope of this thesis5. Indeed, the latter are considered given.

5We refer the interested reader to [23–25] where online and offline methods for estimating the injection model
parameters, are presented.
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Chapter 2. Analytical Computation of Power Grids’ Sensitivity Coefficients with
Voltage-Dependent Injections

2.2.3 Voltage SCs for all node types

In control applications, the targeted control variables depend on the type of node. For slack nodes

the control variables are the magnitude and phase-angle of the nodal voltages (i.e. |ĒΦk | and ∠
(
ĒΦk

)
,

∀k ∈S and ∀Φ ∈ {a,b,c}). For PQ nodes the control variables are the nodal active and reactive power

injections at nominal voltage (i.e. PΦ0,l and QΦ
0,l , ∀l ∈P Q and ∀Φ ∈ {a,b,c}). For PV nodes the control

variables are the nodal active power injections at nominal voltage and the magnitude of the nodal

voltages (i.e. PΦ0,m and |ĒΦm |, ∀m ∈P V and ∀Φ ∈ {a,b,c}).

The method here proposed aims to compute nodal voltage SCs w.r.t. any control variable, i.e.
∂Ē

φ

i
∂X ,

with X ∈
{
|ĒΦk |,∠(

ĒΦk
)

,PΦ0,l ,QΦ
0,l ,PΦ0,m , |ĒΦm |

}
where i ∈N , k ∈S , l ∈P Q, m ∈P V and φ,Φ ∈ {a,b,c}),

as, knowing the grid model, once the nodal voltage SCs are computed, all other control-application-

relevant-auxiliary-SCs can be analytically inferred (see Section 2.2.4).

2.2.4 Auxiliary SCs

From the grid model and the nodal voltage SCs one can analytically infer the SCs of any auxiliary elec-

trical quantity (e.g. nodal currents, branch currents, slack powers and sequence voltages/currents). As-

suming that Ȳ is invariant to control variables’ changes, the nodal current SCs can be computed by tak-

ing the partial derivative of Ī = Ȳ Ē w.r.t. any control variable. Similarly, the branch current SCs can be

computed by differentiating (2.1) and the slack power SCs can be computed by differentiating (2.2) for

i ∈S . Knowing that the sequence-to-phase transformation matrix H seq−>abc = (
1,1,1;h2,h,1;h,h2,1

)
,

where h = exp
(

j 2π/3
)
, and its inverse H abc−>seq are invariant to control variables’ changes [26], any

sequence (i.e. positive, negative and zero triplet) quantity can be computed by taking the partial deriva-

tive, w.r.t. any control variable, of W̄ seq = H abc−>seqW̄ abc, with W̄ abc being an arbitrary unbalanced

three-phase set of phasors (e.g.
(
Ē a

i ; Ē b
i ; Ē c

i

)
,
(
Ī a

i ; Ī b
i ; Ī c

i

)
or Īi n , for i ,n ∈N ), and W̄ seq being the latter’s

sequence-domain equivalent.

2.2.5 Complex, magnitude and phase-angle SCs

The analytical relationships between complex (•̄), magnitude (|•̄|) and phase-angle (∠ (•̄)) SCs are given

by (2.4).

∂•̄
∂X

= •̄
(

1

|•̄|
∂|•̄|
∂X

+ j
∂∠ (•̄)

∂X

)
∂|•̄|
∂X

= 1

|•̄|ℜ
{
• •̄
∂X

}
∂∠ (•̄)

∂X
= 1

|•̄|2 ℑ
{
• •̄
∂X

} (2.4)

With • being any controlled electrical quantity (e.g. nodal voltages, nodal currents, sequence voltages

and currents, branch currents and slack powers) and X ∈
{
|ĒΦk |,∠(

ĒΦk
)

,PΦ0,l ,QΦ
0,l ,PΦ0,m , |ĒΦm |

}
where

k ∈S , l ∈P Q, m ∈P V and φ,Φ ∈ {a,b,c}, being any control variable.
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2.3 Method

2.3 Method

As said, the proposed method aims at computing the nodal voltage SCs w.r.t. any control variable

(i.e.
∂Ē

φ

i
∂X , with X ∈

{
|ĒΦk |,∠(

ĒΦk
)

,PΦ0,l ,QΦ
0,l ,PΦ0,m , |ĒΦm |

}
where i ∈ N , k ∈ S , l ∈ P Q, m ∈ P V and

φ,Φ ∈ {a,b,c}). Assuming that slack nodal voltages are fixed6, i.e. cannot be influenced by control

variables other than their own), the nodal voltage SCs of slack nodes can be directly computed as

∂Ēφ

i

∂X
= d(i ,φ, X ) =



0 if X ∈
{

PΦ0,l ,QΦ
0,l ,

PΦ0,m , |ĒΦm |
}

Ii=k,
φ=Φ

{
exp( j∠

(
Ēφ

i

)}
if X ∈ {|ĒΦk |}

Ii=k,
φ=Φ

{
j Ēφ

i

}
if X ∈ {

∠
(
ĒΦk

)} (2.5)

where i ,k ∈ S , l ∈ P Q, m ∈ P V , φ,Φ ∈ {a,b,c} and I⋄ {△} is a function equal to △ if all boolean

conditions ⋄ are met or zero otherwise.

For the remaining nodal voltage SCs (i.e.
∂Ē

φ

i
∂X with i ∈P V ∪P Q), we propose solving a system of linear

equations per control variable (i.e. X ). The first step to get the latter is to differentiate (2.2) and (2.3)

∀i ∈P V ∪P Q and ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c} w.r.t. a control variable; with some rearranging and using (2.4), this

leads to the system of 3|P V |+3|P Q| equations given by

∂Pφ

0,i

∂X

∑
(α,λ)∈Λφi

α|Ēφ

i |λ+Pφ

0,i

∑
(α,λ)∈Λφi

αλ|Ēφ

i |λ−1
∂|Ēφ

i |
∂X

+
j

∂Qφ

0,i

∂X

∑
(β,ω)∈Ωφi

β|Ēφ

i |ω+Qφ

0,i

∑
(β,ω)∈Ωφi

βω|Ēφ

i |ω−1
∂|Ēφ

i |
∂X

=

∑
n∈N

φ′∈{a,b,c}

Ēφ

i ¯
Y φφ′

i n ¯
Eφ′

n

(
1

|Ēφ

i |
∂|Ēφ

i |
∂X

+ 1

|Ēφ′
n |

∂|Ēφ′
n |

∂X

)
+ j

∂∠
(
Ēφ

i

)
∂X

−
∂∠

(
Ēφ′

n

)
∂X


. (2.6)

By taking the real and imaginary parts of each equation in (2.6), i.e. ℜ {(2.6)} and ℑ {(2.6)} ∀i ∈P V ∪P Q

and ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}, using (2.4) and (2.5), and, assuming that a control variable cannot be influenced by

another control variable [12], i.e.

∂Pφ

0,i

∂X
= f (i ,φ, X ) =



IX=PΦ0,l ,

i=l ,
φ=Φ

{1} if i ∈P Q

IX=PΦ0,m ,
i=m,
φ=Φ

{1} if i ∈P V
, (2.7)

6This remains applicable in situations with multiple slack nodes as the power distribution ratio between
different slack nodes has to be fixed. As a result, their respective nodal voltages can be fixed.
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∂Qφ

0,i

∂X
= g (i ,φ, X ) =


IX=QΦ

0,l ,

i=l ,
φ=Φ

{1} if i ∈P Q

∂Q
φ

0,i
∂X if i ∈P V

, (2.8)

∂|Ēφ

i |
∂X

= h(i ,φ, X ) =


∂|Ēφ

i |
∂X if i ∈P Q

IX=|ĒΦm |,
i=m,
φ=Φ

{1} if i ∈P V , (2.9)

with l ∈P Q, m ∈P V and k ∈S , one can obtain the system of equations (2.10).



 f (i ,φ, X )
∑

(α,λ)∈Λφi
α|Ēφ

i |λ+Pφ

0,i

∑
(α,λ)∈Λφi

αλ|Ēφ

i |λ−1h(i ,φ, X )


= ∑

n∈N
φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ

i |
h(i ,φ, X )−ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

} ∂∠(
Ēφ

i

)
∂X

+ ∑
n∈P Q∪P V
φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |
h(n,φ′, X )+ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

} ∂∠(
Ēφ′

n

)
∂X

+ ∑
n∈S

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℜ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}+ ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℑ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}

g (i ,φ, X )
∑

(β,ω)∈Ωφi
β|Ēφ

i |ω+Qφ

0,i

∑
(β,ω)∈Ωφi

βω|Ēφ

i |ω−1h(i ,φ, X )


= ∑

n∈N
φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

} ∂∠(
Ēφ

i

)
∂X

+
ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ

i |
h(i ,φ, X )

− ∑
n∈P Q∪P V
φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

} ∂∠(
Ēφ′

n

)
∂X

−
ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |
h(n,φ′, X )

− ∑
n∈S

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℑ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}− ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℜ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}

(2.10)

Where F̄φφ′
i n = Ēφ

i ¯
Y φφ′

i n ¯
Eφ′

n and r (n,φ′, X ) =
¯
Eφ′

n d(n,φ′, X ). The system (2.10) contains 2× (3|P V |+3|P Q|)
equations, is linear in terms of the variables

∂Q
φ

0,i
∂X ∀i ∈ P V ,

∂|Ēφ

i |
∂X ∀i ∈ P Q and

∂∠
(
Ē
φ

i

)
∂X ∀i ∈ P Q ∪

P V , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}, and has as many variables as equations. Using the notation
[
◦φi

]
∀i ,∀φ and
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2.3 Method

[
◦φφ′

i n

]
∀i ,∀n,∀φ,φ′ to, respectively, denote column vectors composed of the elements ◦φi and ma-

trices composed of the elements ◦φφ′
i n , the system (2.10) can be written in the form Ax (X ) = w (X ),

where A = (A11, A12, A13, A14; A21, A22, A23, A24; A31, A32, A33, A34; A41, A42, A43, A44),

with,

A11 =O|P Q|×|P V |

A12 =
ℜ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |

∀i ∈P Q, ∀n ∈P Q, ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

+

diag


−Pφ

0,i

∑
(α,λ)∈Λφi

αλ|Ēφ

i |λ−1 + ∑
n∈N

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄
φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ

i |


∀i ∈P Q, ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}


A13 =

([
ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}]
∀i ∈P Q, ∀n ∈P Q, ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

)
+

diag


− ∑

n∈N
φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℑ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}∀i ∈P Q, ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}


A14 =

[
ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}]
∀i ∈P Q, ∀n ∈P V , ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

A21 =O|P V |×|P V |

A22 =
ℜ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |

∀i ∈P V , ∀n ∈P Q, ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

A23 =
[
ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}]
∀i ∈P V , ∀n ∈P Q, ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

A24 =
([
ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}]
∀i ∈P V , ∀n ∈P V , ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

)
+

diag


− ∑

n∈N
φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℑ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}∀i ∈P V , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}


A31 =O|P Q|×|P V |

A32 =
ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |

∀i ∈P Q, ∀n ∈P Q, ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

+

diag


−Qφ

0,i

∑
(β,ω)∈Ωφi

βω|Ēφ

i |ω−1 + ∑
n∈N

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℑ
{

F̄
φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ

i |


∀i ∈P Q, ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}


A33 =

([
−ℜ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}]
∀i ∈P Q, ∀n ∈P Q, ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

)
+

diag


 ∑

n∈N
φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}∀i ∈P Q, ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}



(2.11)
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A34 =
[
−ℜ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}]
∀i ∈P Q, ∀n ∈P V , ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

A41 = diag

− ∑
(β,ω)∈Ωφi

β|Ēφ

i |ω
∀i ∈P V , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}



A42 =
ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |

∀i ∈P V , ∀n ∈P Q, ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

A43 =
[
−ℜ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}]
∀i ∈P V , ∀n ∈P Q, ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

A44 =
([
−ℜ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}]
∀i ∈P V , ∀n ∈P V , ∀φ,φ′ ∈ {a,b,c}

)
+

diag


 ∑

n∈N
φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}∀i ∈P V , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}


where Ot1×t2 ⊂Rt1×t2 is a matrix of zeros and diag(v ) being an operator that creates a diagonal matrix

from the vector v ,

x (X ) =



[
∂Q

φ

0,i
∂X

]
∀i ∈P V ,∀φ{a,b,c}[

∂|Ēφ

i |
∂X

]
∀i ∈P Q,∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}[

∂∠
(
Ē
φ

i

)
∂X

]
∀i ∈P Q,∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}[

∂∠
(
Ē
φ

i

)
∂X

]
∀i ∈P V ,∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}


, (2.12)

and, w (X ) = (w1, w2; w3; w4), with,

w1 =

IX=PΦ0,l ,

i=l ,
φ=Φ

{1}
∑

(α,λ)∈Λφi
α|Ēφ

i |λ−

∑
n∈P V

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |
IX=|ĒΦm |,

n=m,
φ′=Φ

{1}−

∑
n∈S

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℜ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}+ ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℑ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}

∀i ∈P Q,∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}

(2.13)
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w2 =

IX=PΦ0,m ,
i=m,
φ=Φ

{1}
∑

(α,λ)∈Λφi
α|Ēφ

i |λ+

Pφ

0,i

∑
(α,λ)∈Λφi

αλ|Ēφ

i |λ−1IX=|ĒΦm |,
i=m,
φ=Φ

{1}−

∑
n∈N

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ

i |
IX=|ĒΦm |,

i=m,
φ=Φ

{1}−

∑
n∈P V

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |
IX=|ĒΦm |,

n=m,
φ′=Φ

{1}−

∑
n∈S

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℜ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}+ ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℑ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}

∀i ∈P V ,∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}

w3 =

IX=QΦ
0,l ,

i=l ,
φ=Φ

{1}
∑

(β,ω)∈Ωφi
β|Ēφ

i |ω−

∑
n∈P V

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℑ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |
IX=|ĒΦm |,

n=m,
φ′=Φ

{1}+

∑
n∈S

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℑ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}− ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℜ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}

∀i ∈P Q,∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}

w4 =

Qφ

0,i

∑
(β,ω)∈Ωφi

βω|Ēφ

i |ω−1IX=|ĒΦm |,
i=m,
φ=Φ

{1}−

∑
n∈N

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℑ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ

i |
IX=|ĒΦm |,

i=m,
φ=Φ

{1}−

∑
n∈P V

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℑ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |
IX=|ĒΦm |,

n=m,
φ′=Φ

{1}+

∑
n∈S

φ′∈{a,b,c}

ℜ
{

F̄φφ′
i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℑ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}− ℑ

{
F̄φφ′

i n

}
|Ēφ′

n |2
ℜ{

r (n,φ′, X )
}

∀i ∈P V ,∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}

.

Note that A is independent of the chosen control variable while w (X ), on the other hand, is.
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To summarize, the proposed method consists in numerical evaluations and subsequent

solutions of linear systems of equations to compute nodal voltage SCs for all node types. All

the needed steps are summarised in Alg. 1. Finally, it is worth noting that the solvability of each

linear system of equations Ax (X ) = w (X ) is not studied in this thesis. However, each system

has as many equations as it has variables and, through numerical simulations, seems to have

a unique solution when the grid state is meaningful (i.e. the state exists within solvability

bounds of the power-flow equations c.f. [27]).

Algorithm 1 Method to compute nodal voltage SCs

1: Get state of the grid, i.e. Ēφ

i ∀i ∈N and ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}
2: Construct A using (2.11) and the state of the grid;
3: for all Desired control variables X do

4: i Compute nodal voltage SCs for slack nodes (i.e.
∂Ēφ

i
∂X , ∀i ∈ S , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}) using

(2.5);

ii Construct w (X ) using (2.13) and solve the linear system of equations Ax (X ) = w (X );

iii From x (X ), get the nodal voltage SCs for PQ and PV nodes (i.e.
∂Ēφ

i
∂X , ∀i ∈P Q∪P V ,

∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}) using (2.4);

iv (if needed) Compute auxiliary SCs using nodal voltage SCs as explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.4.

5: end for

2.4 Computational Complexity & Scalability

The computation complexity and scalability of an algorithm can be determined by studying

the amount of memory and number of arithmetic operations used until its convergence.

When it comes to memory, Alg. 1 requires storage space that is dependent to the number of

nodes in the system. As a result, the proposed method’s memory usage will scale linearly for

vectors and quadratically for matrices, as the network size (i.e. number of nodes) increases.

When it comes to arithmetic operations, Alg. 1 requires, for a given state, (i) constructing A

once, (ii) for each control variable, constructing w (X ) and solving Ax (X ) = w (X ). Tables 2.1a-

2.1e show the number of arithmetic operations needed to construct, respectively, A and

w (X ). It is clear that the number of operations needed to construct the sub-blocks of A and

w (X ) scale at most quadratically as the network size increases (see Sec. 2.5 for an example of

computation times7 achieved on the IEEE-34 feeder [9]). The number of arithmetic operations

needed to solve each linear system of equations, using for instance Gaussian factorization, is

O
(
(2(3|P Q|+3|P V |))3). Finally, it is worth nothing that further investigations, e.g. matrix

factorization, into the solving of each system was left for future works, however, for the

interested reader, we recommend reading [28] to get insights on the newest methods and

7We refer the interested reader to [12] – where, as previously stated, a similar method was presented – for other
numerical values of computation times.
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achievable performances when it comes to solving linear systems of equations.

2.5 Validation

In order to numerically validate the proposed method, two different benchmark processes

were used. The first consists in inverting the Jacobian matrix of the power-flow equations

obtained by taking the real and imaginary parts of (2.2) where the LHS is replaced by (2.3) and

the nodal voltages and elements of the admittance matrix are expressed in polar coordinates.

Using (2.4) and the sub-matrices of the inverted Jacobian one can obtain
∂Ēφ

i

∂PΦ0,l
,
∂Ēφ

i

∂QΦ
0,l

and

∂Ēφ

i

∂PΦ0,m
, ∀i ∈ P V ∪P Q, ∀l ∈ P Q, ∀m ∈ P V and ∀φ,Φ ∈ {a,b,c}. The second benchmark

consists in performing subsequent LF computations using the latter voltage-dependent power-

flow formulation and its associated Jacobian. In between the subsequent computations,

small variations in the remaining targeted control variables are applied, and thus the nodal

voltage SCs are approximately computed by taking the ratio of the subsequent nodal voltage

(magnitude and phase-angle) variations over the subsequent control variable variations ∆X

(see Section II-A in [14]). In order to increase the accuracy of the obtained approximated

SCs, each variation of control variables is done separately (i.e. all other control variables

remain constant in between subsequent LF computations). Note that, the reason the second

benchmark is needed is due to the fact that the inversion of the Jacobian matrix does not make

available
∂Ēφ

i

∂|ĒΦm | ,
∂Ēφ

i

∂|ĒΦk | and
∂Ēφ

i

∂∠
(
ĒΦk

) , ∀i ∈P V ∪P Q, ∀k ∈S , ∀m ∈P V and ∀φ,Φ ∈ {a,b,c}. It is

worth underlining that the second benchmark can lead to inaccurate results if the control

variable variations are not small enough. Indeed, the smaller the variations, the better the

variations ratio approximates the SCs.

The simulations were performed on MATLAB8 using the IEEE34 bus feeder without the reg-

ulators [9]. The Jacobian and network state were computed using the NR algorithm with a

stopping criteria of 10−8 p.u. for the NR-intra-iteration residuals of all quantities that need

to be imposed (i.e. control variables). For a specific network state, the results of the first and

second benchmarks are reported in Tab. 2.2 and Fig. 2.2 respectively. All errors, i.e. absolute

differences between the proposed method and benchmarks, are, at most, of the same magni-

tude set for the tolerance of the NR algorithm. For completeness, in this simulation, step 2 of

Alg. 1 took around 1ms and, for each control variable, steps 4.i-4.iii took on average 0.275ms.

Finally, all MATLAB scripts (simulation example and sub-functions) can be found open-source

at https://go.epfl.ch/SCs.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter illustrated an analytical method to compute all-node type (i.e. PQ, PV and slack)

nodal voltage SCs w.r.t. to all possible control variables in a power grid (i.e. nodal active

8Ran on a Macbook Pro with 3.5 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i7
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Table 2.1: Number of Arithmetic Operations i.e. sums/subtractions (+/−) and multiplication-
s/divisions (×/÷) to construct A and w (X )

(a) A

A11 A12 A13 A14 A21 A22

+/− 0 3|P Q|
(
|Λφi |+ |N |

)
3|P Q||N | 0 0 0

×/÷ 0 3|P Q|
(
3|P Q|+ |N |+2|Λφi |+1

)
0 0 0 9|P Q||P V |

(b) A - continued

A23 A24 A31 A32 A33 A34

+/− 0 3|P V ||N | 0 3|P Q|
(
|Ωφ

i |+ |N |
)

3|P Q||N | 0

×/÷ 0 0 0 3|P Q|
(
3|P Q|+ |N |+2|Ωφ

i |+1
)

0 0

(c) A - continued

A41 A42 A43 A44

+/− 3|P V |
(
|Ωφ

i |−1
)

0 0 3|P V ||N |
×/÷ 3|P V ||Ωφ

i | 9|P Q||P V | 0 0

(d) w (X )

|ĒΦk | ∠
(
ĒΦk

)
PΦ0,l

+/− ×/÷ +/− ×/÷ +/− ×/÷
w1 6|P Q| (|S |−1) 18|P Q||S | 6|P Q| (|S |−1) 18|P Q||S | |Λφi |−1 |Λφi |+1
w2 6|P V | (|S |−1) 18|P V ||S | 6|P V | (|S |−1) 18|P V ||S | 0 0
w3 6|P Q| (|S |−1) 18|P Q||S | 6|P Q| (|S |−1) 18|P Q||S | 0 0
w4 6|P V | (|S |−1) 18|P V ||S | 6|P V | (|S |−1) 18|P V ||S | 0 0

(e) w (X ) - continued

QΦ
0,l PΦ0,m |ĒΦm |

+/− ×/÷ +/− ×/÷ +/− ×/÷
w1 0 0 0 0 0 3|P Q|
w2 0 0 |Λφi |−1 |Λφi |+1 |Λφi |+6|P V | 3|Λφi |+6|P V |+1

w3 |Ωφ

i |−1 |Ωφ

i |+1 0 0 0 3|P Q|
w4 0 0 0 0 |Ωφ

i |+6|P V | 3|Ωφ

i |+6|P V |+1
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Table 2.2: RMS and max differences between Alg. 1 and first (Jacobian inversion) benchmark

PΦ0,l QΦ
0,l PΦ0,m

RMS Max RMS Max RMS Max
∂|Ēφ

i |
∂X 10−9 10−8 10−10 10−8 10−9 10−8

∂∠
(
Ēφ

i

)
∂X 10−8 10−7 10−9 10−8 10−8 10−7
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Figure 2.2: RMS and max differences between Alg. 1 and second benchmark

and reactive power injections at PQ nodes, nodal voltage magnitudes and nodal active power

injections at PV nodes and nodal voltage magnitudes and phase-angles at slack nodes). The

proposed method relies on the knowledge of the grid model and state, algebraic evaluations

and the solution of a linear system of equations to determine nodal voltage SCs w.r.t a user-

defined control variable. In this respect, the user can compute the latter for any selection

of control variables. Furthermore, since the grid model is assumed to be known, the user

can directly infer other (c.f. section 2.2.4) SCs that can, as previously explained, be used

in the context of objective or constraints linearization in power grid control problems (e.g.

constrained OPFs). The chapter further includes numerical benchmarks (performed on the

IEEE-34 feeder), a complexity analysis and a MATLAB implementation of the proposed method.

Results confirmed that the proposed method is accurate, scalable and easy to implement. It is

worth noting that further research can be done to investigate the properties of the matrix A in

order to: (i) explore matrix factorization to potentially increase computational speeds, and, (ii)
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find the conditions (if any) that guarantee the uniqueness of the solutions of the linear systems

of equations in step 4.ii of Alg. 1 (i.e. conditions that A is full-rank). Finally, the applicability of

the proposed method is showcased in all subsequent contributions of this thesis as all of its

OPF linearizations leverage the use of SCs.
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3 Resynchronization of Islanded Unbal-
anced ADNs: Control, Synchrocheck
and Experimental Validation

Keywords— Active distribution networks, Island Resynchronization, Synchronism check, Unbalanced

Three-Phase Control.

3.1 Introduction & Literature Review

ADNs, e.g. microgrids, are small power grids for electricity distribution hosting dispersed power

generation, demand-side management and energy storage devices. ADNs can be controlled and

operated in either grid-connected-mode, i.e. connected to an upstream network at the PCC, or islanded-

mode, i.e. disconnected from the upstream network. The latter configuration represents a solution to

guarantee the continuity of supply when the upstream network is experiencing faults or outages that

may propagate downstream [29]. In practice, a reconnection to the upstream-grid is inevitable due to

lack of supply and/or sufficient energy storage. The transition between the two modes must be handled

carefully. In particular, during a resynchronization process (i.e. islanded to grid-connected), it is

important to ensure that the three-phase nodal voltages on both sides (i.e. upstream and downstream)

of the PCC are within security bounds in terms of magnitudes, phase-angles and frequencies, before

closing the PCC breaker [30]. In other words, ensure nodal voltage phasors synchronisation and

alignment needs to be insured before the reconnection actuation. Failing in doing so may provoke

large current transients that can damage the ADN’s equipment.

As explained in the IEEE std. on distributed resource island systems (e.g. islanded ADNs) [29], the

resynchronization process can be done in three ways: open-transition, passive and active. Open-

transition resynchronization refers to the complete denergization of the ADN before reclosing the

PCC breaker. Passive resynchronization relies on constantly checking the alignment of the upstream

and downstream PCC nodal voltages and only closing the breaker if they are synchronised, without

the need to denergize the local – i.e. downstream – grid. The algorithm used to detect the PCC nodal

voltages synchronization is referred to as synchronism-check or synchrocheck and its function is "the

determination that acceptable voltages exist on the two sides of the circuit breaker, and the phase-angle

and frequency difference (slip) between them is within a specified limit for a specified time." (c.f. [31]

for details on when this functionality is needed and how it is configured). Active resynchronization

refers to frameworks with a control mechanism that actively steers the PCC downstream nodal voltages
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in order to synchronize them with their upstream counterparts. The latter control mechanism is

hereinafter referred to as PCC-control. It is interesting note at this point that, even though open-

transition resynchronization is the safest option in terms of avoiding current transients, the focus

of this thesis and the preferred resynchronization strategy is the active method as it guarantees a

quick reconnection that, if done properly, does not interrupt the ADN’s continuity and deteriorate

quality-of-supply.

In the literature, methods tackling the problem of PCC-control can be clustered in two categories: single

and multiple device-based frameworks.

Single device methods rely on having a specific device connected in close proximity to the PCC aiming

to locally control the downstream PCC nodal voltages. Traditionally that device was a synchronous-

generator-based-resource whose speed (i.e. frequency) and nodal voltage magnitudes could be con-

trolled, respectively, through their, governor and automatic-voltage-regulators. For instance, in [32], a

dedicated DG is proposed to be installed in order to locally align the nodal voltage phase-angles and

frequencies at both sides of the PCC. Another example is in [33] where authors propose to control the

DG through an adaptive-droop-control-strategy to adjust the frequency, phase-angle and amplitude of

the downstream PCC nodal voltages. Alternatively, non-generator-based-dedicated devices used for the

resynchronization process were also proposed in the literature. For instance, in [34], authors suggest

to connect a controllable capacitor-bank near the PCC in order to locally alter the downstream nodal

voltages through reactive-power compensation. Even though such solutions relying on one physical

device may work well, the fact that ADNs are not expected to resynchronize frequently, renders this

solution costly as most dedicated devices may remain idle for long periods where a resynchronization

is not needed (e.g. when ADNs are grid-connected).

Multiple device methods rely on controlling one or more resources already present in the ADN in

order to steer the PCC downstream nodal voltages. In [35] authors present a PID-based active resyn-

chronization method where a central controller generates set-points for DGs that are assumed to be

controlled using their respective droops. In [36] authors present a distributed active synchronization

strategy relying on PID-based transfer function control. To ensure better post-resynchronization be-

havior they consider the ADN’s voltage unbalances by extending the typical criteria listed in [30] to

include harmonics and nodal voltage negative-sequence limitations. In [37], a distributed PI-controller-

based active resynchronyzation method is proposed where DGs cooperatively communicate with each

other to adjust their local droops in order to collectively steer the downstream PCC nodal voltages

towards their upstream counterparts. Similarly in [38], authors present a distributed consensus-based

phase-angle droop-method for DGs to perform PCC-control. Additionally, it leverages the use of

phasor measurement units (PMUs) to get accurate measurements of the phase-angle of different nodal

voltages.

In most of the above works the synchrocheck functionality is implemented through PLL-based algo-

rithms that measure both nodal voltage phase-angles and frequencies in conjunction with standard

nodal voltage magnitude measurements. In the specific literature on synchrocheck most works do the

same, however, some present alternative methods. For instance, in [39], the authors present a method

leveraging low-pass filters, voltage zero-crossing detection coupled with a digitizer to, first, measure

nodal voltage magnitudes, phases and frequencies, then, actuate a breaker in case of synchronism.

More recently, data driven approaches have been proposed. For instance, in [40], a learning-based

classification method is proposed to detect phasor synchronization. Alternatively, in [41], a method

is proposed to detect phasor alignment by comparing the correlations of the different analog nodal

voltage signals over several periods.
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In all the above PCC-control frameworks, authors ignore the downstream-ADN’s operational, i.e. static

and power quality constraints (i.e. branch currents magnitudes, nodal voltages magnitudes, ratios

of nodal voltages negative- over positive- sequences and zero- over positive- sequences, all within

predefined bounds). Furthermore, even though PMUs are seen to be the future backbone for ADN

automation [42], none of these works explicitly use PMU measurements to detect the synchronisation

of both upstream and downstream PCC nodal voltage phasors. Indeed, some use PMUs in order to

get accurate measurements of nodal voltage phase-angles but it remains unclear whether PMUs are

directly used in the synchronism-check. As a result, this chapter proposes: (i) a centralised optimal-

power-flow (OPF)-based algorithm to control an ADN’s resources to steer the PCC downstream nodal

voltages towards their upstream non-controllable counterparts, and (ii) an IpDFT-based synchrocheck

method that checks the alignment of all three-phases of both upstream and downstream nodal voltages

at the PCC. Both contributions are experimentally validated – i.e. an active resynchronization using

both contribution was achieved within 1-2 seconds – on the CIGRE low-voltage benchmark microgrid

available at the DESL at EPFL, referred to hereinafter as EPFL-DESL microgrid, where the results of the

developed synchrocheck are further benchmarked against Schneider Electric’s Easergy Micom P143

grid relay [43].

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 schematically presents an overview of

the chapter’s contributions. Section 3.3 contains the details of the proposed PCC-control strategy.

Section 3.4 presents the proposed synchrocheck algorithm. Section 3.5 first presents the experimental

setup, then, shows the experimental validation results of both proposed contributions. Section 3.6,

synthesizes the chapter’s findings.

3.2 Schematic Overview

GRID ADN

SYNCHRO

UP DOWN
PCC

ADN-CC
state

setpoints

Figure 3.1: Resynchronization schematic overview

As discussed in the IEEE std. for ADN controllers [44], the reconnection of an ADN to its upstream

network requires the four steps reported in Tab. 3.1. The proposed active resynchronization framework

deals with steps 1 and 2 of Tab. 3.1 while also trying to guarantee smoothness and minimal effort for

the fulfilment of steps 3 and 4. Fig. 3.1 schematically demonstrates the contributions of this chapter.

The first contribution is the ADN-CC that aims at steering, over several control timesteps, the down-

stream nodal voltages at the PCC towards their upstream target counterparts while accounting for the

ADN’s operational, i.e. static and power-quality, constraints. This entails that the ADN is protected

pre- and post-reconnection as invasive actions, e.g. non-essential load-shedding that will need to

be restored post-resynchronization, are implicitly minimized. Therefore, the PCC-control algorithm

running on the ADN-CC deals with steps 1 & 2 of Table 3.1, but also minimizes said-restorations of

step 4. As seen in Fig. 3.1, the ADN-CC needs as an input the ADN’s-state, provided, for instance, by a

centralised monitoring system (CMS), and, outputs setpoints for the ADN’s controllable resources (c.f.
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Table 3.1: Reconnection steps proposed by the IEEE std. for ADN controllers

Steps Action
1 - Initiation Match PCC nodal voltage phasors within

prescribed limits
2 - Returning Set local controllers and protection devices

through appropriate setpoints
3 - Grid-Connected Close PCC-breaker to reconnect

4 - Normal Operation Transition to grid-connected control and
restore non-critical loads

Sec. 3.3).

The second contribution, denoted as SYNCHRO, consists of a synchrocheck running an IpDFT-based

method that extracts the per-phase phase-angle, frequency and magnitude of downstream and up-

stream PCC nodal voltage phasors then compares them, per-phase, vis-a-vis the tolerances presented

in [30], to verify and claim synchronization (c.f. Sec. 3.4). As seen in Fig. 3.1, the SYNCHRO block needs

as inputs all six nodal voltages at both sides (i.e. DOWN and UP) of the PCC. Its output is a Boolean

signal guaranteeing the synchronization of the PCC phasors. The output can be directly coupled with

breaker-actuation signals (see Sec. 3.5.2).

3.3 PCC-Control

As previously mentioned, the proposed PCC-control strategy is an OPF that is approximately-solved

using a gradient-descent-based algorithm. The idea of the proposed algorithm is to quickly and securely

steer the PCC downstream nodal voltages over several timesteps. In the following, first an overview of

the control framework is given, second, the problem formulation is detailed, and, finally the algorithm

used to solve the problem is presented.

3.3.1 Control framework: Assumptions and Overview

In this work, we consider that controllable DERs (i.e. loads, sources and storage) in an ADN can

be regulated by means of CPCs. Furthermore, we only consider two control-modes for CPCs9: i.

grid-forming mode where the converter’s ADN-side-nodal-voltage magnitude and frequency are

regulated, and, ii. grid-following mode where the converter’s ADN-side-nodal-active-and-reactive-

power injections are regulated. As a result, no rotating machines are present in the considered ADNs10.

Additionally, in the adopted control framework, as long as the ADN is islanded, only one CPC is assumed

to be controlled in grid-forming mode. This entails that the latter plays the role of the slack bus since

it sets the voltage at its bus and the frequency of the islanded ADN11. Naturally, this implies that it

must be connected to a bidirectional resource able to respond to positive/negative power imbalances

9For the interested reader, a thorough definition of the different control-modes of CPCs can be found in [45].
10The non-presence of rotating-machines in ADNs is becoming more and more common in modern power-grids

and, therefore, even though it will become imminently clear that this assumption is not limiting, it remains a
practical one.

11We assume that the frequency is the same everywhere in the ADN, which is reasonable given the small size of
distribution grids.
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and compensate grid-losses (e.g. in general, this device can be an ESS [46]). It is important to note

that the unique slack assumption can be relaxed as the proposed PCC-control strategy can easily

be extended to multi-slack islanded ADNs by accounting for the slacks grid-forming CPCs’ power-

sharing-law in the problem constraints (c.f. Sec. 3.3.2 for considered constraints) and by ensuring

that the latter all implement the same frequency set-point. At this point, it is important to clarify

that, the above-assumptions were set mostly to match the experimental setup used throughout this

thesis (c.f. section 3.5.1). More specifically, as was explained in the previous chapter, by leveraging SCs,

power-flow linearizations can include control variables from any node type. Therefore, even though

for the remainder of this chapter the focus is on PQ-nodes and a unique slack node, the reader should

put in mind that all node-types and control variables – i.e. nodal active and reactive power injections

for PQ-nodes, nodal active power injections and voltage magnitudes for PV-nodes and nodal voltage

magnitudes and phase-angles for slack nodes – can, in practice, be directly included in the proposed

method.

Next, we assume that the ADN’s grid topology, line-parameters and compound admittance matrix are

known12 and that its state (i.e. nodal voltage phasors at every bus), including the upstream13 PCC bus,

is available in real-time by means of a PMU-aided state-estimation14 algorithm running on the CMS.

The deployed state estimator is assumed to output estimates with better accuracy than those of any

commercial single measurement device. Furthermore, the use of a state-estimator increases reliability

as they are inherently built for redundancy and bad-data rejection, e.g. the state can be accurately

estimated even if 20-30% of the input measurements are erroneous (e.g. bad, lost, etc.). The CMS

communicates – with a high reporting rate of, e.g., 20 ms – the state to the ADN-CC, which is the device

running the PCC-control algorithm that computes explicit set-points to be implemented by the CPCs.

If that communication is broken, or if the CMS fails to compute the grid state, the ADN-CC halts its

control actions. The control period of the ADN-CC is chosen to be short enough (e.g., 100 ms) such

that the downstream nodal voltages at the PCC are steered towards their upstream targets after a few

control-steps even if the set-points computed at each control-step are sub-optimal (c.f. Sec. 3.3.3).

Note that, the fast reporting rates and control-periods, given as examples above, correspond to the ones

of the setup used for the experimental validation (c.f. Sec 3.5.1). However, if these numbers increase

due to practical limitations, the proposed methods would still be applicable.

Finally, we consider that each CPC is managed by a dedicated agent (real-time controller) that commu-

nicates with the ADN-CC. The ADN-CC sends explicit set-points to be implemented and, oppositely,

the CPC’s agent advertises the measured active and reactive nodal power injections as well as the

updated power limits of the resource it is connected to (e.g. the maximum discharge power of a battery

decreases with it’s SoC). Fig. 3.2 shows an overview of the adopted PCC-control framework, as presented

above.

12This assumption is only needed for the method used for the considered grid model linearizations (c.f. Sec. 3.3.2).
However, as explained in section 2, other model-less techniques exist in the literature and can achieve similar
linearization performance accuracies without the knowledge of the grid-model.

13There are no particular assumptions made on the upstream PCC nodal voltages, however, the state of grounding
of both upstream and downstream networks needs to be identical and, naturally, all measurement devices used in
the process of inducing the states need to have the same references.

14This assumption is considered to achieve high-controlling speeds enabled by the accuracy and high-reporting
rates of PMUs. However, it is important to note that, other forms of slower state-estimators can be used to feed
the states to the proposed PCC-control algorithm forcing it to adapt the rapidness of its control decisions but
ultimately reach its intended target.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the proposed PCC-control framework for the resynchro-
nization of islanded ADNs using explicit set-points
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3.3.2 Problem formulation

Grid model

As in the previous chapter, we consider three-phase15 ADNs with any grid topologies, i.e. meshed or

radial, and |N | nodes, where N is the set of all nodes. Z ⊂P Q is the set of both zero-injection nodes.

R ⊂P Q is the set of nodes where resources are connected. K ⊂R is the set of PQ-nodes where CPCs

in grid-following mode are connected. S = {s} is the set containing the slack node (i.e. the node to

which is connected the only considered CPC in grid-forming mode when the ADN is islanded). Without

loss of generality16, we assume that Z ∩R∩S =; and |Z |+ |R|+ |S | = |N |. The set of all electrical

branches is denoted by L = {
(i , j ) | i , j ∈N , Ȳi j ̸=O

}
, with Ȳi j =

[
Ȳ φψ

i j

]
∈C3×3 being the submatrices

composing the compound-block-admittance matrix Ȳ ( [20]).

Even though we are tackling a control problem that involves grid dynamics, we assume that they are

slow enough to be captured by the time evolution of AC phasors. Therefore, the power equilibrium

is still captured by the power flow equations – i.e., the relation between the nodal phase-to-ground

voltages Ēi =
[
Ē a

i , Ē b
i , Ē c

i

]
and the nodal apparent power injections S̄i =

[
S̄a

i , S̄b
i , S̄c

i

]
– given by17

S̄i = Pi + jQi = Ēi ◦
∑

j∈N ¯
Yi j

¯
E j ∀i ∈N (3.1)

Voltage-dependent loads

Inspired by the previous chapter, the active and reactive nodal power absorptions of voltage-dependent

loads are modelled using the generalised model (2.3). For the interested reader, some examples of

weights and exponents together with their identification methods can be found in [47].

Note that, as previously mentioned, the control variables of PQ-nodes are the voltage-independent

active and reactive nodal power injections (i.e. P0,k and Q0,k , ∀k ∈K , meaning the active and reactive

nodal power injections at nominal nodal voltages).

Linearization of the LF grid model

In order to achieve a convex OPF that can be solved in real-time, the LF equations are linearized

around the estimated states provided by the CMS. The linearization of the power flow equations (3.1)

including (2.3), is made possible through the computation of the SCs presented in the last chapter. We

recall that SCs are the partial derivatives of electrical quantities (e.g. nodal voltages, branch currents,

nodal sequence voltages, slack apparent power) with respect to control variables which are, under

the assumptions of this chapter, the active-and-reactive-nodal-power-injection-set-points for grid-

following converters and the nodal-voltage-magnitude-and-frequency-set-points for the grid-forming

converter. The derivation of the SCs uses the method presented in section 2.3. By leveraging a first-order

Taylor expansion, the variations of electrical quantities can be estimated using SCs that are computed

using the system’s present state (denoted thereafter with the subscript t0). Note that, even though the

15Phases are denoted by superscripts a,b and c.
16Virtual branches (i.e. close-to-lossless lines) and buses could be added in case different-mode CPCs or

resources share the same node.
17The operator ◦ denotes the Hadamard product and

¯
z denotes the complex conjugate of the complex number

z̄ = |z̄|∠ (z̄).
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control time-step is short (e.g., 100 ms), the ADN-CC steers the ADN’s global state slowly enough such

that, as previously explained, the use of phasors and, consequently, SCs are adequate to formulate

the constraints of the OP (see Sec. 3.3.2). Finally, since the islanded-ADN’s operating frequency is

constrained within a tight range (e.g., ±0.6 Hz) around 50 Hz, we assume that its contribution to the

variations of other electrical quantities (e.g. nodal voltage magnitudes) can be neglected without loss

of accuracy.

Power converters’ dynamics

The implementation of a new control set-point by a CPC is not done instantaneously due to the latter’s

dynamics. Let us denote by ∆x∗ the desired variation of the control set-point sent to a CPC at the

beginning of the control step, i.e. at t = t0, and by ∆x the actual implemented variation at the end of

the control step, that is, after the control period ∆t . Thus, we can write without loss of generality

∆x =β(
t ′ =∆t

)
∆x∗ (3.2)

where β
(
t ′

)
is a function, where 0 ≥ t ′ ≤∆t , that tends to 0 as the control period is shortened and tends

to 1 when the latter gets sufficiently long compared to the CPC’s time-constant (e.g. slew-rate). The

control period being a fixed parameter, we assume that the gain β
(=β(

t ′ =∆t
))

is known a-priori and

is, therefore, constant for each control variable.

This is acceptable for all control variables except the frequency as its dynamics are needed for the

estimation of the downstream phase-angles at the PCC. Indeed, the latter is based on the integral of

the frequency, hence, the function accounting for the frequency evolution during some prediction

horizon ∆Th must be known. In this respect, we model the frequency dynamics, defined over a control

period, of the CPC in grid-forming mode as a first-order transfer function, with a step response given

by

∆ f (t ′) = H(t ′−L)
(
1−e−r (t ′−L)

)
∆ f ∗ (3.3)

where H(t ) is the Heaviside function, L is the converter’s delay and r its slew rate. Consequently, at the

end of the prediction horizon, the angle variation due to the frequency evolution ( f (t )) is:

t0+∆Th∫
t0

2π f (t )d t =
t0+∆Th∫

t0

2π ft0 d t +
∆Th∫
0

2π∆ f (t ′)d t ′

= 2π ft0∆Th +β f ∆ f ∗ (3.4)

with β f = 2π

(
∆Th −L− 1−e−r (∆Th−L)

r

)
where ft0 is the estimated ADN frequency at the beginning of each control time-step.

Full optimization problem

In this section, we formulate the PCC-control problem in the form of a constrained convex OP. For the

sake of readability, we temporarily adopt the notation |z̄ | = z where z is the vector of moduli of the

complex vector z̄ ∈Cn , n ≥ 1. By leveraging on first-order Taylor expansions, we consider implicitly the

relation between an approximated quantity x ∈Rn (or x̄ ∈Cn), n ≥ 1, and its variation ∆x (∆x̄) from its
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initial centroïd xt0 (x̄t0 ), that is, x = xt0 +∆x (x̄ = x̄t0 +∆x̄). The optimization problem OP1 is given by

OP1: min
∆P∗

0,k ,∆Q∗
0,k ,

∆E∗
s ,∆ f ∗

∥Ed wn −Eup,t0∥2 +γ∥θd wn −θup∥2

subject to

Ei ,mi n ≤ Ei ≤ Ei ,max ∀i ∈N (3.5a)

Ii j ≤ Ii j ,max ∀(i , j ) ∈L (3.5b)

Ss ≤ Ss,max s ∈S (3.5c)

Ps,mi n ≤ Ps ≤ Ps,max s ∈S (3.5d)

Qs,mi n ≤Qs ≤Qs,max s ∈S (3.5e)

E zer o
i ≤ tolzer oE pos

i ∀i ∈N (3.5f)

E neg
i ≤ tolneg E pos

i ∀i ∈N (3.5g)

(
Pφ,∗

0,k

)2 +
(
Qφ,∗

0,k

)2 ≤
(
Sφk,max

)2 ∀k ∈K

∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}
(3.6a)

Pk,mi n ≤ P∗
0,k ≤ Pk,max ∀k ∈K (3.6b)

Qk,mi n ≤Q∗
0,k ≤Qk,max ∀k ∈K (3.6c)

Es,mi n ≤ E∗
s ≤ Es,max s ∈S (3.6d)

fmi n ≤ f ∗ ≤ fmax (3.6e)

∆Ei =
∑

k∈K

(
C Ei

P0,k
∆P∗

0,k +C Ei
Q0,k

∆Q∗
0,k

)
+C Ei

Es
∆E∗

s (3.6f)

∆Ii j =
∑

k∈K

(
C

Ii j

P0,k
∆P∗

0,k +C
Ii j

Q0,k
∆Q∗

0,k

)
+C

Ii j

Es
∆E∗

s (3.6g)

∆Ss =
∑

k∈K

(
C Ss

P0,k
∆P∗

0,k +C Ss
Q0,k

∆Q∗
0,k

)
+C Ss

Es
∆E∗

s (3.6h)

∆S̄s =
∑

k∈K

(
C̄ S̄s

P0,k
∆P∗

0,k +C̄ S̄s
Q0,k

∆Q∗
0,k

)
+C̄ S̄s

Es
∆E∗

s (3.6i)

∆E seq
i = ∑

k∈K

(
DEi

P0,k
∆P∗

0,k +DEi
Q0,k

∆Q∗
0,k

)
+DEi

Es
∆E∗

s (3.6j)

∆ϕ= ∑
k∈K

(
Cϕ

P0,k
∆P∗

0,k +Cϕ

Q0,k
∆Q∗

0,k

)
+Cϕ

Es
∆E∗

s (3.6k)

∆θd wn = (
2π ft0∆Th +β f ∆ f ∗)

e +∆ϕ (3.6l)

∆θup = (
2π fup,t0∆Th

)
e (3.6m)

The objective function of OP1 is the weighted sum of the ℓ2-norms of the deviations between the

upstream (·up ) and downstream (·d wn) PCC nodal voltage magnitudes and phase-angles. The tuning

parameter γ ∈R ensures that both objective terms are comparable (i.e. are of the same nature) enabling

it to give more importance either to the nodal voltage magnitude or phase-angle realignment. Note
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that, the frequency deviation is not explicitly minimized because it is already accounted for in the

phase-angle objective term. Indeed, the phase-angle being the integral of the frequency, if the former

is resynchronized continuously for multiple timesteps, then the latter is necessarily resynchronized as

well. Therefore, this requires to compute the integrals of the ADN’s and upstream frequencies over a

prediction horizon that is longer than the control period, i.e. ∆Th >∆t . Additionally, if ∆Th =∆t , OP1

would try to force the PCC nodal-voltage phase-angles to be in sync at the end of the short, e.g. 100 ms,

control period. Indeed, this would lead to an aggressive control law with large setpoint oscillations

between subsequent control timesteps, which, in turn, would entail (i) LF linearizations inaccuracies,

and (ii) faster resource ageing due to over-utilization.

The optimisation variables are the variations of the active and reactive power set-points ∆P∗
0,k ,∆Q∗

0,k
for CPCs in grid-following mode k ∈K , and the variations of the voltage magnitude and frequency

set-points ∆E∗
s ,∆ f ∗ for the CPC in grid-forming mode.

Constraints (3.5a) to (3.5e) guarantee the static operational constraints of the ADN. Namely, it en-

sures that the nodal voltage magnitudes |Ēi | = Ei =
[
E a

i ,E b
i ,E c

i

]
, ∀i ∈N , branch-current magnitudes18

|Īi j | = Ii j =
[

I a
i j , I b

i j , I c
i j

]
, ∀(i , j ) ∈L and slack nodal power injections S̄s = Ps + jQs =

[
S̄a

s , S̄b
s , S̄c

s

]
are

within bounds as per the instructions of the international standard EN-50160 [48].

Constraints (3.5f) and (3.5g) guarantee the operational power quality constraints by enforcing nodal

voltage grid unbalances to be within the bounds stated in [48]19. Let the vector of voltage sequence

components be defined as Ē seq
i = [

Ē zer o
i , Ē pos

i , Ē neg
i

]
, |Ē zer o

i | = E zer o
i denotes the zero-sequence nodal

voltage magnitude, |Ē pos
i | = E pos

i the positive-sequence nodal voltage magnitude and |Ē neg
i | = E neg

i
the negative-sequence nodal voltage magnitude, of node i . The parameters tolzer o , tolneg ∈R+ define,

respectively, the maximum acceptable magnitudes of zero- and negative-sequence nodal voltages with

respect to the positive-sequence (c.f. [48]).

Constraints (3.6a) to (3.6c) ensure that the active and reactive power setpoints satisfy the power limits

– in terms of active, reactive and apparent powers – of all CPCs in grid-following mode. Similarly,

constraints (3.6d) and (3.6e) ensure that the voltage magnitude and frequency setpoints given to the

CPC in grid-forming mode comply with the converter’s and ADN devices’ operating limits. Note that,

the limits Pk,mi n , Pk,max , Qk,mi n , Qk,max , Es,mi n and Es,max depend on the AC- and DC-side voltages

of the CPCs. As a result, as previously explained, these values are updated at every control-step with

the values sent by the CPCs to the ADN-CC.

The linearized model of the grid is described by constraints (3.6f) to (3.6k), which are first-order Taylor

expansions of grid-quantities around centroids inferred from the states provided by the CMS. As

previously explained, the expansions leverage the use of SCs. To simplify notation, the SCs and the

dynamics of the power converters (c.f. Sec. 3.3.2) are encapsulated in the matrices C y
x ,D y

x ∈R3×3 and

18For more information about the computation of branch-currents and their associated SCs refer to section 2.2.4
19Note that, all the above-mentioned ADN operational constraints are listed in the international standard

EN-50160 [48] as hard-constraints except the ratio of the zero- over positive-sequence constraint. Indeed, as
explained in the standard, verifying the negative- over -positive sequence constraint is enough. However, as known,
minimizing the zero-sequence injections leads to lower load unbalances. Therefore, we decided here to add it as a
hard constraint, but, in case a user considers this approach as too strict, the hard-constraint can be transformed
into a soft one by minimizing the zero-sequence injections in the problem objective.
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C̄ ȳ
x ∈C3×3. More specifically, the latter are defined as

C y
x =

[
∂yφ

∂xψ

∣∣∣∣
t0

β
ψ

k or s

]
, y ∈ {

Ei , Ii j ,Ss ,ϕ
}

C̄ ȳ
x =

[
∂ȳφ

∂xψ

∣∣∣∣
t0

β
ψ

k or s

]
, ȳ = S̄s

D y
x =

[
∂yσ

∂xψ

∣∣∣∣
t0

β
ψ

k or s

]
, y = Ei , ∀σ ∈ {

zer o, pos,neg
}

where φ,ψ ∈ {a,b,c}, x ∈
{

P∗
0,k ,Q∗

0,k ,E∗
s

}
, k ∈K , s ∈S .

Finally, constraints20 (3.6l) and (3.6m) describe, respectively, the evolution of the phase-angles (i.e.

phases a,b & c) at the downstream (θd w n ) and the upstream (θup ) sides of the PCC. The variations of

the downstream PCC nodal voltage phase-angles depend on: (i) the integral of the ADN’s frequency

during the prediction horizon which is given by (3.4) and (ii) control set-points variations other than the

frequency (i.e. ∆P∗
0,k ,∆Q∗

0,k , and∆E∗
s ) which are given by (3.6k) where∆ϕ ∈R3. Unlike the downstream

case, the model of the upstream grid is assumed to be unknown. As a result, the frequency of the

upstream network is considered constant between control timesteps, which means that the variation

of the upstream PCC nodal voltage phase-angles θup during the prediction horizon (∆Th) is computed

as the integral of the upstream frequency estimate provided by the CMS.

Decoupling the full optimization problem

Even though OP1 can be solved in real-time, we propose to go one step further by splitting the down-

stream PCC nodal voltage magnitudes steering and phase-angles/frequency regulation. The reason

behind this is that in OP1 the only constraint where the frequency intervenes with other control

variables is (3.6l), namely the variation of the downstream PCC nodal voltage phase-angles. In prac-

tice, in ADNs with low-power rating devices, a change in frequency will have more effect on nodal

voltage phase-angles compared to variations of any other control variables (i.e. nodal active and

reactive power injections for PQ-nodes and nodal voltage magnitudes for slack- nodes). Thus, if

control setpoints variations other than the frequency do not lead to large downstream-PCC-nodal-

voltage-phase-angles’ variations, i.e. ∆ϕφ≪β f ∆ f ∗, ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}, OP1 can be reduced to only steer the

downstream PCC-nodal-voltage-magnitudes, i.e. all variables and constraints related to the frequency

and downstream-PCC-nodal-voltage-phase-angles can be removed from the OP. As a result, the ob-

jective is reduced to ∥EPOC −Eup,0∥2 and constraints (3.6e), (3.6k), (3.6l) and (3.6m) can be removed.

Thus leading to the optimization problem OP2, given by,

OP2: min
∆P∗

0,k ,∆Q∗
0,k ,

∆E∗
s

∥Ed wn −Eup,0∥2

subject to

(3.5a), (3.5b), (3.5c), (3.5d), (3.5e), (3.5f), (3.5g), (3.6a),

(3.6b), (3.6c), (3.6d), (3.6f), (3.6g), (3.6h), (3.6i), (3.6j)

In parallel to solving OP2, a control law regulating the frequency (FCL2) and, therefore, the nodal

voltage phase-angles at the downstream-side of the PCC needs to be derived. We propose an analytical

20The symbol e denotes the three-dimensional vector of ones, that is, e = [1,1,1].
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control-law. More specifically, the idea is to equate the downstream phase-angles with the upstream

phase-angles at the end of the prediction horizon (∆Th), in other words, the control-law computes

the optimal downstream ADN frequency setpoint that would guarantee nodal voltage phase-angles’

alignment at both sides of the PCC after the prediction horizon. Thus, starting from

θd wn,t0 +
t0+∆Th∫

t0

2π f (t )d t = θup,t0 +
t0+∆Th∫

t0

2π fup (t )d t , (3.8)

one can write, using (3.4) and, as previously explained, assuming that the upstream frequency remains

constant during the prediction horizon,

θd wn,t0 +2π ft0∆Th +β f ∆ f ∗ = θup,t0 +2π fup,t0∆Th , (3.9)

from which we isolate the frequency set-point variation ∆ f ∗ – that will be sent to the CPC in grid-

forming mode – leading to (3.10).

∆ f ∗ = θup,t0 −θd wn,t0 +2π( fup,t0 − ft0 )∆Th

β f
(3.10)

Finally, in order to also guarantee constraint (3.6e) for the non-decoupled problem, the proposed

decoupled frequency control-law, i.e. FCL2, outputs a coerced set-point f ∗. FCL2 is given by (3.11).

FCL2 : f ∗ =


fmi n if ft0 +∆ f ∗ < fmi n

fmax if ft0 +∆ f ∗ > fmax

ft0 +∆ f ∗ otherwise

(3.11)

3.3.3 Optimzation problem resolution

As previously explained, thanks to the high update rate of the ADN-CC, computing sub-optimal set-

points at each control step is acceptable as it would still succeed at steering, over time, the PCC

downstream nodal voltages towards their upstream counterparts (i.e. it does not need to necessarily

achieve full-resynchronization in one control step). As a result, solving the convex OP by computing

gradient-descent-iterates that converge towards the optimum in a few control timesteps is perfectly

fine. In this respect, we propose to solve the OPs (i.e. OP1 and OP2) using a projected-gradient-descent-

algorithm coupled with a barrier-method. To illustrate how the gradient descent operates, let us

consider the following generic-form-OP:

min
x

g0(x)

s.t. gi (x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m

Ax = b

where, in our case, x is the vector of control set-points variations (i.e.
[
∆P∗

0,k ,∆Q∗
0,k ,∆E∗

s ,∆ f ∗
]

for OP1

and
[
∆P∗

0,k ,∆Q∗
0,k ,∆E∗

s

]
for OP2,∀k ∈K and s ∈S ), g0(x) is the objective function, g1...m(x) are the

inequality constraints (i.e. (3.5a) to (3.6e) for OP1 and (3.5a) to (3.6d) for OP2) and Ax = b the linear

equality constraints (i.e. (3.6f) to (3.6m) for OP1 and (3.6f) to (3.6j) for OP2). As suggested in [49], to

approximately solve the problem, the constrained problem is first relaxed into an unconstrained one.

Namely, the inequality constraints (gi (x) ≤ 0) are included in the objective function (g0(x)) by means
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of logarithmic barriers ci (x) =− log(−gi (x)), ∀i = 1, . . . ,m and the linear equality constraints (Ax = b)

are injected into g0(x) and each ci (x) by means of direct substitution. This leads to,

min
x

g0(x)+ 1

u

m∑
i=1

ci (x)

where the parameter u > 0 tunes the trade-off between optimality and feasibility. The unconstrained

OP can be solved using the barrier method as presented in [49]. The barrier method consists in solving

a sequence of subproblems, called centering steps, while varying u. Each centering step is composed of

several gradient steps. For each gradient step, the step-size is chosen by means of backtracking line

search21. Indeed, each centering step yields a sequence of iterates
{

x (1), x (2), . . . , x (k), . . .
}

called a central

path. The last element of every central path is called the central point. The subsequent centering step

starts at the previous-iteration’s central point considering a new objective for the unconstrained OP

where u is increased by a factor µ> 0, hence putting more weight on optimality. The first starting point

of the first centering and gradient steps is set to 0.

In addition to the barrier method, the vector of set-points variations is projected onto the feasible set,

Γ= {
x |gi (x) ≤ 0, ∀i = 1, ...,m

}
, at the end of each gradient step. The projection is done to: (i) ensure

the strict feasibility of each iterate in case some constraints gi ≤ 0 are not strictly ensured by the barrier

method, and (ii) make sure that the subsequent gradient descent step starts from a feasible point. A

Euclidean projection onto the feasible set is computationally as complex as solving the original OPs

(i.e. OP1 and OP2). As a result, the Euclidean projection is approximated by the method of alternating

projections [50], denoted by Π̃Γ(x), that is, the projection of x onto the feasible set Γ. Note that, each

inequality constraint of the optimization problems OP1 and OP2 defines either a half-space or a disc.

Hence, the application of the method of alternating projections to both problems only requires the

computation of orthogonal projections onto hyperplanes and circles, which can be done analytically.

The proposed method, coupling the barrier method and the method of alternating projections, to

solve the generic-form-OP is presented in Alg 2. The parameters nc and ng denote the number of

centering and gradient steps, respectively. The parameter u0 is the initial trade-off between optimality

and feasibility. We propose to set it to:

u0 = η
∥∑m

i=1∇ci
(
x (0)

)∥
∥∇g0

(
x (0)

)∥ , 0 < η< 1

meaning that during the first centering step, feasibility is preferred to optimality, thus steering the first

central point near the analytic center of the feasible set.

3.3.4 PCC-Control synthesis and scalability

To summarize, two methods are proposed to steer the downstream-PCC-nodal-voltage phasors towards

their upstream counterparts. The first relies on approximately solving OP1 using Alg. 2 and is applicable

to ADNs with high-power-rated CPCs in grid-following mode that can induce nodal-voltage-phase-

angle variations comparable to ones resulting from frequency variations. The second relies on using

FCL2 together with the approximate solving of OP2 using Alg. 2 and is applicable to ADNs where the

21Given the complexity of OP1 and OP2, an exact line-search is not used to compute the optimal step-size for
each gradient-step. Indeed, solving an exact line-search would lead to computation times similar to solving the
original OPs. For more information about inexact and exact line-search algorithms see [49].
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Algorithm 2 Proposed gradient descent method

Inputs: x (0) = 0, g0, c1,...,m , Γ :=
m⋂

i=1
gi

Parameters: nc , ng , u = u0, µ

for j = 0 to nc −1 do # Loop of centering steps
for k = 0 to ng −1 do # Loop of gradient steps

Compute ∇g0
(
x (k)

)
Compute ∇ci

(
x (k)

)
, i = 1, . . . ,m

∇h
(
x (k)

)←∇g0
(
x (k)

)+ 1
u

m∑
i=1

∇ci
(
x (k)

)
Compute step size α(k) using backtracking line search in the direction of −∇h

(
x (k)

)
y (k+1) ← x (k) −α(k)∇h

(
x (k)

)
x (k+1) ← Π̃Γ

(
y (k+1)

)
# Analytical alternating projs

end for
x (0) ← x (ng )

u ←µu
end for

Output: x (ng )

induced nodal-voltage-phase-angle variations due to set-point-changes at CPCs in grid-following

mode are negligible compared to ones following frequency changes. Indeed, for a generic ADN, a-priori

LF computations should be done to determine which method is best-suited. Both proposed methods

leverage a security-constrained OPF and the full available resource flexibilities of the islanded ADN.

As a result, if said flexibility is enough to steer the downstream PCC nodal voltages, then the secure

resynchronization of the islanded ADN is guaranteed.

Concerning the scalability of the proposed methods, as the grid size increases – e.g. larger number of

power grids’ nodes and more controllable resources – there are three aspects to consider:

1. Delays in the construction of OP objective and constraints

2. Delays in the execution of Alg. 2.

3. No delays in the state-estimator and subsequent sending of the state to the ADN-CC: The state

estimator problem remains linear and can be solved efficiently.

The first two aspects might incur some minor delays. However, as long as these delays remain neg-

ligible compared to the chosen control timestep the PCC-control will successfully, in time, steer the

downstream-PCC-nodal-voltages towards their upstream counterparts.

3.4 Synchrocheck

As previously mentioned, the proposed synchrocheck strategy relies on an IpDFT-based method

that extracts the per-phase nodal voltage phasor of both-sides of the PCC then checks whether their

differences are within the tolerances given in [30]. If the tolerances are successively respected for a
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given amount of time, the phasors are deemed synchronised and the PCC breaker can be closed (i.e.

the process of reconnecting the ADN to its upstream-grid is green-lighted). In the following, first the

IpDFT-based method for phasor estimation is presented, then, an algorithmic formulation of the full

synchrocheck algorithm of the SYNCHRO block (see Fig. 3.1) is presented.

3.4.1 IpDFT-based phasor extraction

The IpDFT-based phasor extraction used in this work is the enhanced-IpDFT (e-IpDFT) method

presented in [51]. In the following, we briefly summarize the basics of e-IpDFT. Assuming that an

electrical quantity (l̂p ) can be modelled in time by a main tone varying around a rated frequency fr ate

(i.e. neglecting harmonics, DC offsets and amplitude and/or phase modulations) and is sampled, e.g.

by a PMU, with a frequency fsam = 1/tsam over a time window Twi n (= D×tsam , where D is the number

of samples per sampling period tsam) short-enough to assume stationarity, one can write

l̂p (d) = lp cos(2dπ fp tsam +φp ), d ∈ [0,D −1] (3.12)

where lp , fp and φp are, respectively, the amplitude, frequency and phase-angle of the main-tone that

will be estimated. Following the assumptions in [51] and assuming the use of the Hanning windowing

function with a window sequence {w(d)}, the DFT of (3.12) can be written as,

̂̄Lp (m) = 1

W

D−1∑
d=0

w(d) · l̂p (d) ·e− j mκd , m ∈ [0,D −1] (3.13)

where W =
D−1∑
d=0

w(d) and κd = 2πd/D. Following the assumptions in [51], the true frequency fp is

situated between two successive DFT bins and can be expressed, as a function of the DFT frequency

resolution 1/Twi n , as

fp (δ) = m1 +δ
Twi n

(3.14)

with −0.5 < δ ≤ 0.5 being the deviation of fp from the frequency with the maximum DFT bin (i.e.

m1Twi n , where m1 ∈ [0,D −1] is the index of the frequency with the largest DFT bin). From there, as

explained in [51], with ψ= sign
(
|̂̄Lp (m1 +1)|− |̂̄Lp (m1 −1)|

)
, one can directly write,

lp (δ) = 2|̂̄Lp (m1)| · πδ ·
(
1−δ2

)
sin(πδ)

φp (δ) =∠
(̂̄Lp (m1)

)
−πδ

(3.15)

where

δ=ψ2|̂̄Lp (m1 +ψ)|− |̂̄Lp (m1)|
|̂̄Lp (m1 +ψ)|+ |̂̄Lp (m1)|

. (3.16)

As explained in [51], from this point, one can go a step further to improve the estimation by trying

to remove the spectral interference due to the negative image of the DFT spectrum from the positive
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bins-used-in (3.15). To do so, first, the DFT of (3.12) is re-expressed as,

̂̄Lp (m) = 1

W
[V̄p (δ) ·Υ(

m −Twi n fp (δ)
)+

¯
Vp (δ) ·Υ(

m +Twi n fp (δ)
)
]

(3.17)

where V̄p (δ) = (
lp (δ)/2 j

)
e jφp (δ),

¯
Vp (δ) its complex conjugate and Υ(m) =−0.25υ(m −1)+0.5υ(m)−

0.25υ(m +1) being the Fourier transform of the Hanning window, where

υ(m) = e− j mπ(D−1)/D · sin(mπ)

sin(mπ/D)
. (3.18)

Finally, substituting (3.14) in (3.17) can lead to an improved δ, namely,

δ̃=ψ2|˜̄̂Lp (m1 +ψ)|− |˜̄̂Lp (m1)|
|˜̄̂Lp (m1 +ψ)|+ |˜̄̂Lp (m1)|

(3.19)

where
˜̄̂
Lp (m) = 1

W

D−1∑
d=0

w(d) · l̂p (d) ·e− j mκd − 1
W ¯

Vp (δ)Υ (m +m1 +δ). Thus, the final-e-IpDFT-estimates

for nodal-voltage magnitudes, phase-angle and frequency are respectively given by lp (δ̃), φp (δ̃) and

fp (δ̃).

Finally, it is worth noting that the process of removing the spectral interference due to the negative

image of the DFT formally defined by (3.17)–(3.19), can be performed iteratively to reduce the esti-

mation errors [52]. However, due to timing constraints imposed by the IEEE std for Synchrophasor

Measurements for Power Systems requirements [53], in this thesis, the process is iterated only once.

3.4.2 Full Synchrocheck algorithm

Alg. 3 summarizes the proposed synchrocheck algorithm running on the SYNCHRO block with the a

refresh-period ∆TSY N . Taking as input samples of the three-phase upstream (Êup (d)) and downstream

(Êd wn(d)) PCC nodal voltages, it computes the magnitude, phase-angles and frequencies of all the

signals using the e-IpDFT method presented in Sec. 3.4.1 and checks whether, for each phase, the

differences between the phasors are within the bounds, i.e. tolE = 10%, tolφ = 0.34 rad and tol f =
0.3 Hz, presented in [30]. If all criteria are met, the intra-iteration counter (Count) is updated. If all

constraints are satisfied for several subsequent timesteps (i.e. Count is larger or equal than an input

parameter ns yn), the Boolean-flag-output of Alg. 3, i.e. SYNC, is set to 1, otherwise, it is set to 0. Setting

SYNC to 1 confirms the synchronization of the inputted three-phase signals which means, in the

context of this chapter, that the PCC breaker can be securely closed.

3.5 Experimental Validation

3.5.1 Setup

The experimental validation of the proposed PCC-control and synchrocheck algorithms was done on

the EPFL-DESL microgrid [54]. Fig. 3.3 shows a schematic depiction of the ADN with its base-values.
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Algorithm 3 Proposed synchrocheck

Inputs: Count, λ= 1, Êup (d), Êd wn(d), d ∈ [0,D −1]
Parameters: ns yn , tolE , tolφ, tol f

for j ∈ {a,b,c} do # Loop for each-phase

Compute [E j
up , φ j

up , f j
up ] = eIpDFT(Ê j

up (d))

Compute [E j
d wn , φ j

d wn , f j
d wn] = eIpDFT(Ê j

d wn(d))

Compute λ=λ ∧ (

∣∣∣∣∣1− min
{

E j
up ,E j

d wn

}
max

{
E j

up ,E j
d wn

}
∣∣∣∣∣≤ tolE ) ∧

((|φ j
up −φ j

d wn | ≤ tolφ)) ∧
((| f j

up − f j
d wn | ≤ tol f ))

end for
if λ== 1 then Count = Count + 1 else Count = 0 end if
if Count ≥ ns yn then SYNC = 1 else SYNC = 0 end if

Output: SYNC

The EPFL-DESL microgrid22 is a three-phase replica of the CIGRE benchmark microgrid whose descrip-

tion and branch parameters can be found in [56]. The PMUs of the ADN are all streaming measurements

to the phasor-data-concentrator of the CMS (unit that runs the state-estimation-process). The agents

in Fig. 3.3 are software-based units that can monitor and explicitly-control the resources they are

connected to. Agents also bidirectionally communicate with the ADN-CC through user-datagram-

protocol on a wired local-area-network. The SB is composed of a software unit coupled with a CCB

– the Compact NSX 250F by Schneider-Electric [57]. The SB runs Alg. 3 and, when it detects that the

nodal voltages on both sides of the PCC (i.e. B01 in Fig. 3.3) are synchronised (i.e. SYNC = 1 c.f. Alg. 3),

it sends an actuation signal that orders the CCB to close. All software-codes. (i.e. ADN-CC, SYNCHRO,

Agents and CMS) were implemented using LabView on CompactRIOs provided by NI23. Finally, it

is worth noting that the communication network of the EPFL-DESL-microgrid is wired24, therefore,

communication latencies are assumed null25.

3.5.2 Experimental Notes

Due to the relatively low-power rating of the resources in the EPFL-DESL microgrid, the decoupled-

gradient-decent method presented in Sec. 3.3.4 is used in this chapter’s experimental validation. The

later runs in the ADC-CC block. The control-period ∆t and the prediction-horizon ∆Th of the ADN-CC

were set to, respectively, 100 ms and 300 ms. The number of centering-steps nc , number of gradient-

steps ng , the reduction parameter µ and the scaling parameter η of Alg. 2 were set to, respectively, 3, 5,

10 and 0.1. As previously stated, the BLSA used in Alg. 2 is the one presented in [49, pp. 33-35]. The

22Further details and pictures of the EPFL-DESL microgrid can be found in [55] and Sec. 7.5.
23More details about the hardware and software infrastructures of the EPFL-DESL microgrid can be found in [54].
24In practice, the resynchronization process requires wired communication networks as in any power-systems

relaying application. Therefore, the experimental setup is adapted to the tested application (i.e. resynchronization).
25The assumption that communication delays are negligible is recurrent throughout the thesis. In fact, in

wired networks the communication latencies are usually less than 5 ms while in 4G systems they can go up to 1 s.
Therefore, as long as the control periods are sufficiently larger than the latter values the assumption is justified.
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3.6. USER INTERFACE

– POC index: specifies which bus is the point of connection with the upstream grid.
The bus numbering is the same as in Fig. 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Microgrid topology

• Buttons:

– Load/Save Resources Config: load from a TDMS file and save to a TDMS file
the configuration of the resources,i.e., the selected slack,PQ and uncontrolled
resources.

– Load Linedata: load line data from a TDMS file.

– Check Config & Init Resync: check the configuration,i.e., a line data has been
loaded and there are no duplicates in the selected resources,then the resynchro-
nization is initialized: UDP communications are established,the states and the
resources’ powers are read.Note that the set-points are not sent at this stage.

– Resynchronize: the resynchronization process starts,i.e., the set-points are sent
to the resources. When the ”Resynchronize” button is pressed,the beginning of
the resynchronization is time stamped.

36

Synchro-breaker

Figure 3.3: EPFL-DESL microgrid schematic diagram. Greyed-out resources were not used in
the experiment of Sec. 3.5.3

latter’s reduction factor of the step-size, minimum admissible decrease in the objective and maximum

number of iterations, are set to, respectively, 0.5, 0.3 and 10. The latter parameters are chosen to

ensure that during the BLSA’s last iteration the setpoints residues are negligible. Furthermore, in

the implemented version of Alg. 2, the alternating-projections method is made more conservative.

Indeed, projecting exactly onto a constraint might be problematic since the logarithmic barrier of a

binding inequality constraint is undefined. Therefore, numerical issues are avoided by projecting onto

constraints with a margin of 1% inwards the feasibility regions of said constraints. Finally, it is worth

nothing that due to the ultra-fast internal regulation of the CPCs in the EPFL-DESL microgrid, the

converters’ output nodal power injections were quasi voltage-independent, i.e. in the model (2.3) one

constant is set to 1 while the rest of the constants and exponents are set to 0.

For the SYNCHRO block, a refresh period TSY N of 50 ms is chosen and the number of successive

positive tolerances check to declare synchronization ns yn is set to 20.
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To conclude, in its present form, the EPFL-DESL microgrid is practically a balanced three-phase

grid. Indeed, most CPCs are, by design, forced to minimize any injection unbalances through their

internal balanced-controllers. As a result, in the ADC-CC block the unbalanced constraints (3.5f)-

(3.5g) are always verified. Consequently, in the next section, only the values of nodal-voltages and

branch-currents of phase a of the EPFL-DESL microgrid are shown.

3.5.3 Results

The experimental validation performed in this chapters consists in running both the ADN-CC and

SYNCHRO blocks on a the EPFL-DESL microgrid depicted in Fig. 3.3. The microgrid26 starts in islanded-

mode with a 5kVA/25kWh battery acting as its slack (i.e. CPC in grid-forming-mode), two controllable

(i.e. CPCs in grid-following-mode) resources, namely, a balanced-three-phase controllable load (L1) and

P-V plant (PV1) with, respectively, 25kW/25kVar and 4kW27/10kVar peak powers, and a non-controllable

resource in the form of a P-V plant (PV2) with 3kW27/0kVar peak powers. In order to stress-test the

developed PCC-control algorithm, the chosen operational bounds were tighter than the specifications

presented in the EN-50160 standard [48]. Namely, Ei ,mi n = [1,1,1] p.u., Ei ,max = [1.05,1.05,1.05] p.u.

∀i ∈N \S and Ii j ,max = [10,10,10]A, ∀(i , j ) ∈L . To further stress-test the proposed algorithms, the

initial grid-state is deliberately chosen outside the feasibility set Γ (i.e. violates grid-operational and

resource (see lim in Figs. 3.4 to 3.6) constraints).

The results of the experiment are shown in Figs. 3.4 to 3.6. At t = 1 s the resynchronization process (i.e.

ADN-CC) is activated. In a few iterations (∼300 ms) the grid is forced into the feasibility set as shown

in Figs. 3.5 & 3.6. Simultaneously, the realignment of the PCC nodal-voltage phasors is pursued and

is achieved at t = 2.5 s, i.e. 1.5 s after the beginning of the resynchronization process. The alignment

is guaranteed for the rest of the simulation as seen by the green-rectangles in Fig. 3.4. Fig. 3.4 shows

that the proposed synchrocheck detects synchronization exactly 1 s after the criteria were met. This is

perfectly in-line with our design choice as the SYNCHRO block’s refresh period is set to 50 ms and the

number of positive-successive-tolerances checks needed for it to detect synchronism is set to 20, i.e.

synchronisation should be detected after 1 s of successive tolerance checks. To further benchmark our

method, Fig. 3.4 shows that the Micom P143 relay [43] (Schneider SYNCHRO) also detects synchronism

at t = 2.5 s. It is important to note that, the Micom P143’s synchronism check relies on the three-phase

balanceness of the upstream-grid and only senses phase-a of the nodal voltage signal of the upstream

grid. The developed synchrocheck does not rely on such assumption and is therefore more robust

against upstream-grid-irregularities (e.g. unbalanceness). Finally, it can be seen that some resource

injections (and consequently some branch-currents) keep oscillating after the synchronization (i.e.

after the 2.5 s mark), this is due to the gradient-descent-nature of the proposed PCC-control process

that is naturally oscillating around a feasible equilibrium. Such oscillations can be reduced through the

tuning of the parameters of Alg. 2 (e.g. re-tuning the BLSA parameters, the scaling parameter and/or

the reduction parameter).

26Note that the resource power limits were reduced on purpose to stress test the proposed PCC-control algorithm.
27The low active peak power of the P-V plants was due to the fact that experiments were held on a cloudy day.
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Figure 3.6: Three-phase resources’ nodal power injections

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter proposed: (i) a centralised PCC-control in the form of an algorithm that approximately

solves a three-phase-unbalanced OPF aiming to steer an ADN’s downstream PCC nodal voltages

towards their upstream counterparts while guaranteeing ADN and resources’ operational constraints,

and (ii) a synchrocheck algorithm relying on e-IpDFT phasor extraction to determine whether two

three-phase phasors are aligned or not. Both contributions were experimentally validated on the

EPFL-DESL microgrid. The proposed synchrocheck was further benchmarked against the Schneider

Electric Micom P143 grid-relay with synchronism check [43]. Unlike the proposed methods, the Micom

P143 is designed to only detect synchronization between the islanded and external grid without any

resources’ control. Furthermore, it relies on the assumption that the PCC upstream nodal voltages

are perfectly balanced. The experimental validation showed that within 1.5 s the resynchronization of

PCC nodal-voltages was achieved by the proposed algorithm even if the process was launched when

the islanded-microgrid was in an infeasible state. Furthermore, due to its present configuration, the

tested microgrid was operating in a balanced three-phase condition, lacking the possibility to showcase

the ability of the proposed PCC-control algorithm to deal with unbalances. As a result, following

planned three-phase control-enabling-expansions of the EPFL-DESL microgrid, further experimental

validations can be carried out to showcase the ability to securely resynchronize an ADN to its upstream

grid in case both systems operate in unbalanced conditions. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the

presented OPF-resolution-algorithm can be used to efficiently solve any linearized OPF that has a

tractable number of constraints, e.g. After the resynchronization of an ADN, if the objective function of

OP1 is modified and the grid-forming CPC is changed to grid-feeding mode, OP1 can be directly used

to securely continue controlling the ADN in grid-connected mode. Indeed, this will be shown in the

next chapter where it is presented a general ADN control framework that can guarantee robustness

w.r.t setpoint implementation uncertainties of heterogeneous resources.
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4 Efficient Computation of Admissible
Power-Grid-Control-Setpoints for Het-
erogeneous, Unbalanced, Stochastic &
Uncertain Energy Resources
Keywords— Active Distribution Networks, Feasible Network Operation, Power Grid Uncertainties,

Resource Uncertainty & Stochasticity, Unbalanced Three-Phase Control, Robust Optimization.

4.1 Preamble on Uncertainty Models & Methods

It is without surprise that, as in many other research domains, decisions to be issued under uncertainties

are widely present in the area of power-systems. Uncertainties can (i) arise from multiple factors, (ii)

take many forms and (iii) may affect both planning and operational aspects for ADNs and, more in

general, for power systems. It is well known that, when considered, uncertainties add computational

burden on any control problem when compared to its deterministic counterpart. This entails that, as

long as research in optimizing computational efficiencies is advancing, novel and efficient techniques

dealing with uncertainties will continue to be developed (e.g. [1, 2]). It is also worth mentioning that in

some power-systems control problems, ignoring uncertainties can lead not-only to sub-optimal but

also dangerous decisions that could harm the electrical-power-grid. For instance, in minute-scale real-

time ADN control problems, if the meteorological-related28 uncertainties are not taken into account

through proper forecasting and/or modelling (e.g. [6, 58]) optimal control setpoints may lead to ADN

states that violate the grid’s operational constraints. In the following, first a non-exhaustive29 list of

uncertainty models in power-systems is presented. Then, a recap of different methods, applied in

different areas of power-system control, that deal with the latter, is given. Finally, recalling that the

focus of this part of the thesis is sub-second control, after the preamble the main contribution of this

chapter is presented. The latter consists in algorithms for the real-time control of ADNs accounting for

the resources’ state-dependent-control-setpoint-implementations-uncertainties.

28Especially in the presence of distributed renewable generating resources.
29For more information, we refer the interested reader to novel survey-reviews that extensively cover the topic of

uncertainty in power-grids [1, 2, 59, 60].
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4.1.1 Uncertainty Models

As previously mentioned, in power-systems uncertainties can take many forms and can come from

multiple sources. In the following we present two families of modeling techniques used in various

power-systems problems.

• Mathematical functional modeling

1. PDFs. PDFs are widely used to encapsulate uncertain behavior of many quantities in many

different domains. In power-systems, time-varying quantities that need probabilistic

forecasting, such as meteorological-phenomena (e.g. solar irradiance, temperature, wind

profiles etc.), residential active loads, electricity-market-prices and availability of the grid

infrastructure, can be modelled with PDFs. Typically, constructing PDFs can be done

through clustering and parametric model identification (see, for instance, Sec. 6.2.1 or

c.f. [61]) performed on historical data. The complexity of the model depends on the

application where it’s used.

2. Deterministic functions (e.g. set-valued functions). Uncertainties can also be encapsulated

by mathematical functions. For instance, in many power-systems applications uncertain-

ties are considered to lie within a coverage interval with either parametrized (e.g. [62] or c.f.

Sec. 4.3) constant bounds. This, for instance, can lead to the so-called structured sets that

encapsulate uncertain behaviors of plant-models that were identified with model identi-

fication techniques, such as vector-fitting and grey-box identification (e.g. greyest()

function of MATLAB c.f. [63]). In other applications, uncertainty models can be identified

by studying the general physics of the uncertain quantity [64].

• Data-driven modeling. These techniques rely on model-less parametrized representations of the

uncertainty. For instance, historically, ARIMA-based modeling techniques were proposed as a

means to forecast residential load punctual values along with their corresponding prediction in-

tervals [65]. The latter techniques work well when trying to forecast injections such as residential

loads that present some-kind of repeated, e.g. stationary, behavior. However, with the emergence

of novel injections, e.g. EV charging and P-V solar power generation, machine-learning-based

modelling techniques emerged as potential solutions to better encapsulate the stochasticity of

the latter, e.g. end-users behaviors for EV charging and irradiance evolution for P-V generation,

leading to improved uncertainties quantification (e.g. [58]).

4.1.2 How to deal with different uncertainties

In the literature, one can find many works that deal with power-grid uncertainties. The methods

used to either (i) directly account for, or (ii) approximate uncertainties depend on the setting of the

problems being tackled. In the following, we present three families of control methods that deal with

uncertainties in the forms that were previously presented.

Methods relying on chance-constraints

When uncertainty PDFs are known, the use of chance-constrained optimization becomes very relevant.

The idea of chance-constrained optimization revolves around solving an uncertain problem by (i)

accounting for uncertainties with an average or a conditional-at-risk value of the objective, and (ii)
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imposing the satisfaction of the constraints with a given probability (e.g. [2]). Chance-constraints

can be analytically reformulated into tractable problems when (i) the constraints or objectives do

not contain non-convex functions, and (ii) the uncertainties follow well-known PDFs (e.g. uni- or-

multi-variate normal distributions [66]). In the literature, one can find general techniques to render

chance-constrained optimization tractable in case the previous two conditions are not met in the

original problem formulation. In the following, a few are presented.

• Bounds tightening. For instance, in the scope of transmission grids, in [67] an iterative constraints

bound tightening algorithm is proposed to solve the AC OPF problem.

• Approximate reformulation of the chance-constraints. In [68], authors assume that uncertain-

ties follow normal distributions to approximately reformulate the AC OPF problem. In [69],

authors present a real-time control framework that pre-computes optimal policies accounting

for grid uncertainties. In the offline stage, chance constrains are used and approximated using a

polynomial chaos expansion to render the problem tractable and solvable.

• Analytical reformulation of the chance-constraints following a relaxation of non-convex equations,

e.g. power-flow equations. In [70, 71] authors leverage power-flow equations’ linearizations and

assume that uncertainties follow normal distributions to reformulate the chance-constraints in

the proposed OPF problems. In both works the penetration of renewable DGs is accounted for.

Unlike in [70], where an iterative procedure is used to solve the problem, in [71] authors further

exploit the normality assumption and analytically reformulate the grid operational constraints

into tractable linear constraints.

Finally, it is worth noting that many of the presented methods are difficult to apply in real-time control

problems, i.e. at sub-second level, due to the complexity of the reformulations or the slow iterative

nature of the proposed solution techniques. Furthermore, for the ones that can be applied, usually,

the assumptions used to render them tractable are too constraining, i.e. the problem is sometimes

over-simplified.

Methods relying on Scenario-based optimization

Scenario-based optimization is a well-known technique that is based on sampling, e.g. from known

PDFs, coverage intervals or any parametric data model (e.g. ARIMA or NNs), different scenarios of

uncertain quantities to transform an intractable problem into a deterministic one. In that respect, if

enough scenarios are considered, one could assert that the problem, with a user-defined probability,

accounts for the possible realizations of the uncertain quantities within the user-defined coverage.

It is clear that, the computational complexity of the considered problem increases with the increase

of the number of chosen scenarios. Therefore, scenario-based optimization is non-applicable to

problems with sub-second dynamics. However, researchers have extensively explored the topics of

(i) the minimum number of scenarios that would adequately account for the uncertainties (e.g. [72]),

and (ii) the different sampling techniques to generate scenarios that are rich in information (e.g. [73]),

rendering scenario-based optimization applicable in many power-systems problems. In the following,

some examples of scenario-based optimization in power-systems are given. They are grouped based

on the uncertainty model used to generate the scenarios.

• Scenarios coming from projected changes in the power-grid. In the topic of power-system plan-

ning, scenario-based optimization is widely used as means to account for potential future
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realizations and/or configurations of the grid. For instance, in [74], different real-world scenar-

ios are considered to solve an energy-storage planning problem.

• Scenarios sampled from PDFs. In the topic of power-system control, scenario-based optimization

is used to account for uncontrollable uncertain grid quantities. For instance, in [6] authors

experimentally validate a day-ahead optimal DP generator with corrective next-day minute-

scale real-time control. In the day-ahead stage, due to the presence of uncontrollable loads and

P-V plants in the considered ADN, the proposed OPF leverages scenarios of next-day power

injections to render the outputted DP more resilient to next-day unexpected variability. The

scenarios are sampled from PDFs that are created from historical nodal power injections data.

Another example can be found in [75] where authors solve an uncertain OPF to manage the

operation of a microgrid in the presence of renewable generation uncertainty. Each scenario is

first generated and given a certain probability. Then, each individual scenario probability and

all the joint-probabilities are accounted for in the OPF resolution. Other works, e.g. [76], use

scenarios sampled from PDFs in the formulation of power-grid planning problems.

• Scenarios sampled from coverage intervals. If a given uncertain quantity is modelled using

coverage intervals or set-valued functions, scenarios of the latter can be sampled to transform

an intractable problem into a set of deterministic ones.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that scenario-based optimization can also be used to render chance-

constraints tractable. For instance, in [77], PDF scenario-sampling is used to account for uncertain load

injections and render a reserve scheduling problem, formulated using chance-constraints, solvable.

Other Methods

In the power-systems literature, one can find other methods dealing with uncertainties that can be

modelled using set-valued functions, e.g. fixed coverage intervals. In the following, two families of

methods are presented.

• Mathematical transformations, e.g. primal-dual algorithms (c.f. [78]), augment the set of con-

straints and objective of a given problem. This naturally entails that the problem becomes

computationally complex due to the increased number of constraints but also the complexity of

the added constraints. For instance, if an uncertain quantity lies within an interval where the

extremities are affine functions of a certain variable (c.f. Sec. 4.3), using primal-dual transforma-

tions would add quadratic constraints to the original problem (e.g. in [79] where the AC OPF

problem in transmission grids is tackled). This would drastically increase computation times

and render the problem resolution non-compatible with real-time control, e.g. sub-seconds to

seconds scale.

• Online/Offline bound or constraint tightening, where, as the name suggests, an intractable prob-

lem is made tractable by computing tighter constraint bounds that account for the uncertainties

(e.g. [80, 81]). The main drawback of such techniques is that the tight-deterministic equivalent

of the original problem is usually too conservative with a consequent smaller solution space.
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4.2 Introduction

As previously mentioned, with the large-scale integration of DGs, ESSs and novel power-hungry loads

in ADNs, many control frameworks tackling the problem of computing, for a given horizon, explicit

power setpoints, have been proposed in the literature. As seen, c.f. Sec. 4.1.2, some of the works in

the literature go a step further by accounting for grid uncertainties to compute optimal setpoints that

are resilient to general stochasticity. There are two aspects to consider when looking into the works

that have been already proposed in the literature: computation speeds and uncertainty models. In

terms of computation speeds, other that in [71] where leveraging simplified power-flow linearization

schemes and assuming normal distributions for the considered uncertainties, most works present in

the literature cannot comply with real-time, i.e. sub-seconds to seconds, control timestep resolutions.

In terms of uncertainty models, to the best of our knowledge, with the exception of the works presented

in [66] and [82], most uncertainty models are not considered functions of the OP’s variables.

This raises the question of how to, in real-time, ensure safe operation, with respect to the operational

grid and resource constrains, for all potential realizations of optimally computed setpoints whose

implementation-uncertainties are function of the problem variables. This contribution addresses that

question by proposing numerically tractable algorithms. First, the admissibility test is proposed. The

latter is a computationally-efficient method that asserts whether a collection of precomputed setpoints

guarantees the grid and resource operational constraints, and that, due to controller-uncertainty, for all

possible implementation-realizations. Indeed, the test accounts for the fact that a resource controller

can, in practice, achieve implementation-realizations that are not exactly equal to the desired optimal

setpoint. To ensure computational efficiency and tractability, the test, respectively, leverages SCs

and assumes that all possible implementation-realizations are within a-priori known sets that are

function of each setpoint (see Sec. 4.5 for examples). Second, an iterative real-time linearized three-

phase-OPF-based algorithm, is proposed. The latter takes as an input a collection of non-admissible

setpoints. By leveraging SCs, the second algorithm outputs a collection of admissible setpoints that

is closest, in terms of euclidean distance, to its input. Both algorithms are numerically tested on a

MATLAB-simulated-version of the IEEE-34 [9] node test distribution feeder augmented with several

controllable-resources.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.3 provides the problem formulation. Section 4.4

presents the two proposed algorithms. Section 4.5 lists different resource models. More specifically, for

a few resources, the feasibility regions and uncertainty models are presented. Section 4.6 shows the

simulation results of the proposed methods on different networks. Finally, section 4.7 concludes the

chapter.

4.3 Problem Formulation

As in the previous chapter, we target three-phase unbalanced power grids whose states are evolving

slowly enough such that they can be modelled by phasors. Specifically, we focus on ADNs where the

admittance matrix is known and whose power equilibrium is described by the standard AC power-flow

equations. Furthermore, we consider that such grids contain controllable resources, usually connected

to the grid through grid-following CPCs, that can receive active and reactive power setpoints sent from,

for instance, a central controller.

Regardless of the control strategy, the main purpose of the proposed algorithms is to ensure that,
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during a control timestep, the grid state remains feasible under all possible setpoint implementation-

realizations. In other words, ensure that an optimal vector of issued setpoints would satisfy the grid –

static and power-quality, i.e. branch currents magnitudes, nodal voltages magnitudes, ratios of nodal

voltages negative and zero over positive sequences, all within predefined bounds – and resources

operational constraints for any implementation-realization of a previously computed collection of

optimal setpoints. Indeed, the problem becomes non-trivial to solve when, due to uncertainty, unpre-

dictability or implementation inaccuracies of the distributed resources, the actual implementation

of the setpoint is different from the requested one. Examples of such uncertainties can be (i) P-V

plant converters implementing inaccurate setpoints due to weather-induced variability [58], or, (ii)

thermostatically-controlled load controllers’ inaccuracies due to restricted ON/OFF operation [83].

Thus, the goal is to ensure, in real-time, that all possible implementation-realizations of the requested

setpoints, within a-priori known sets, are feasible, namely the setpoint is admissible. More specifically,

when an optimal collection of setpoints is computed, the idea is that its admissibility is first verified

through the proposed admissibility test; if the test fails, the collection is sent to the second contribution

of this chapter: an ad-hoc algorithm that finds the closest, in terms of Euclidean-distance, admissible

collection of setpoints. A schematic representation of the proposed methods can be found in Fig. 4.1

where both contributions are delimited in the dashed rectangle.
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u 2 U
<latexit sha1_base64="nTJEsW12ewefmU+6bdEcgVUXlnA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF0xaaUCaTSTt0MhNmJkIJ2bnxV9y4UMStv+DOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHMv99wTpowq7TjfVm1ldW19o77Z2Nre2d2z9w+6SmQSEw8LJmQ/RIowyomnqWakn0qCkpCRXji5KfXeA5GKCn6vpykJEjTiNKYYaUMN7WM/FCxS08R8eVZAn3LoJ0iPMWK5VwztptNyZgWXgVuBJqiqM7S//EjgLCFcY4aUGrhOqoMcSU0xI0XDzxRJEZ6gERkYyFFCVJDP7ijgqWEiGAtpHtdwxv6eyFGiSqums7SoFrWS/E8bZDq+CnLK00wTjueL4oxBLWAZCoyoJFizqQEIS2q8QjxGEmFtomuYENzFk5dB97zlGnx30WxfV3HUwRE4AWfABZegDW5BB3gAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1se8tWZVM4fgT1mfP6t5mc0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nTJEsW12ewefmU+6bdEcgVUXlnA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF0xaaUCaTSTt0MhNmJkIJ2bnxV9y4UMStv+DOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHMv99wTpowq7TjfVm1ldW19o77Z2Nre2d2z9w+6SmQSEw8LJmQ/RIowyomnqWakn0qCkpCRXji5KfXeA5GKCn6vpykJEjTiNKYYaUMN7WM/FCxS08R8eVZAn3LoJ0iPMWK5VwztptNyZgWXgVuBJqiqM7S//EjgLCFcY4aUGrhOqoMcSU0xI0XDzxRJEZ6gERkYyFFCVJDP7ijgqWEiGAtpHtdwxv6eyFGiSqums7SoFrWS/E8bZDq+CnLK00wTjueL4oxBLWAZCoyoJFizqQEIS2q8QjxGEmFtomuYENzFk5dB97zlGnx30WxfV3HUwRE4AWfABZegDW5BB3gAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1se8tWZVM4fgT1mfP6t5mc0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nTJEsW12ewefmU+6bdEcgVUXlnA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiQi6LLoxmUF0xaaUCaTSTt0MhNmJkIJ2bnxV9y4UMStv+DOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHMv99wTpowq7TjfVm1ldW19o77Z2Nre2d2z9w+6SmQSEw8LJmQ/RIowyomnqWakn0qCkpCRXji5KfXeA5GKCn6vpykJEjTiNKYYaUMN7WM/FCxS08R8eVZAn3LoJ0iPMWK5VwztptNyZgWXgVuBJqiqM7S//EjgLCFcY4aUGrhOqoMcSU0xI0XDzxRJEZ6gERkYyFFCVJDP7ijgqWEiGAtpHtdwxv6eyFGiSqums7SoFrWS/E8bZDq+CnLK00wTjueL4oxBLWAZCoyoJFizqQEIS2q8QjxGEmFtomuYENzFk5dB97zlGnx30WxfV3HUwRE4AWfABZegDW5BB3gAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1se8tWZVM4fgT1mfP6t5mc0=</latexit>

Admissibility
<latexit sha1_base64="ZdD/oTehyOM4m2b730IE7ZBWxyU=">AAAB9HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2UW4GRxaJCYqqSLjAWWBiLRC9SG1WO47RWbSfYTqUo6nOwMIAQKw/Dxtvgthmg5ZcsffrPOTrHf5Bwpo3rfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80tFxqghtk5jHqhdgTTmTtG2Y4bSXKIpFwGk3mNzN690pVZrF8tFkCfUFHkkWMYKNtfybUDCtWcA4M9mwWnPr7kJoHbwCalCoNax+DcKYpIJKQzjWuu+5ifFzrAwjnM4qg1TTBJMJHtG+RYkF1X6+OHqGLqwToihW9kmDFu7viRwLrTMR2E6BzViv1ubmf7V+aqJrP2cySQ2VZLkoSjkyMZongEKmKDE8s4CJYvZWRMZYYWJsThUbgrf65XXoNOqe5YdGrXlbxFGGMziHS/DgCppwDy1oA4EneIZXeHOmzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+R8/gAh95JR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZdD/oTehyOM4m2b730IE7ZBWxyU=">AAAB9HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2UW4GRxaJCYqqSLjAWWBiLRC9SG1WO47RWbSfYTqUo6nOwMIAQKw/Dxtvgthmg5ZcsffrPOTrHf5Bwpo3rfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80tFxqghtk5jHqhdgTTmTtG2Y4bSXKIpFwGk3mNzN690pVZrF8tFkCfUFHkkWMYKNtfybUDCtWcA4M9mwWnPr7kJoHbwCalCoNax+DcKYpIJKQzjWuu+5ifFzrAwjnM4qg1TTBJMJHtG+RYkF1X6+OHqGLqwToihW9kmDFu7viRwLrTMR2E6BzViv1ubmf7V+aqJrP2cySQ2VZLkoSjkyMZongEKmKDE8s4CJYvZWRMZYYWJsThUbgrf65XXoNOqe5YdGrXlbxFGGMziHS/DgCppwDy1oA4EneIZXeHOmzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+R8/gAh95JR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZdD/oTehyOM4m2b730IE7ZBWxyU=">AAAB9HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2UW4GRxaJCYqqSLjAWWBiLRC9SG1WO47RWbSfYTqUo6nOwMIAQKw/Dxtvgthmg5ZcsffrPOTrHf5Bwpo3rfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80tFxqghtk5jHqhdgTTmTtG2Y4bSXKIpFwGk3mNzN690pVZrF8tFkCfUFHkkWMYKNtfybUDCtWcA4M9mwWnPr7kJoHbwCalCoNax+DcKYpIJKQzjWuu+5ifFzrAwjnM4qg1TTBJMJHtG+RYkF1X6+OHqGLqwToihW9kmDFu7viRwLrTMR2E6BzViv1ubmf7V+aqJrP2cySQ2VZLkoSjkyMZongEKmKDE8s4CJYvZWRMZYYWJsThUbgrf65XXoNOqe5YdGrXlbxFGGMziHS/DgCppwDy1oA4EneIZXeHOmzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+R8/gAh95JR</latexit>

Test
<latexit sha1_base64="yyQBlMXCGy2yHpG+cNFMwHRe2iM=">AAAB63icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRY9OKxQr+gDWWznbRLd5OwuxFK6F/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vrCwsM7M+zMGySCa+O6305pa3tnd6+8Xzk4PDo+qZ6edXWcKoYdFotY9QOqUfAIO4Ybgf1EIZWBwF4wu8/rvSdUmsdR28wT9CWdRDzkjJrcaqM2o2rNrbtLkU3wCqhBodao+jUcxyyVGBkmqNYDz02Mn1FlOBO4qAxTjQllMzrBgcWIStR+ttx1Qa6sMyZhrOyLDFm6vycyKrWey8B2Smqmer2Wm//VBqkJb/2MR0lqMGKrj8JUEBOT/HAy5gqZEXMLlCludyVsShVlxsZTsSF46ydvQrdR9yw/NmrNuyKOMlzAJVyDBzfQhAdoQQcYTOEZXuHNkc6L8+58rFpLTjFzDn/kfP4AF1OOQA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yyQBlMXCGy2yHpG+cNFMwHRe2iM=">AAAB63icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRY9OKxQr+gDWWznbRLd5OwuxFK6F/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vrCwsM7M+zMGySCa+O6305pa3tnd6+8Xzk4PDo+qZ6edXWcKoYdFotY9QOqUfAIO4Ybgf1EIZWBwF4wu8/rvSdUmsdR28wT9CWdRDzkjJrcaqM2o2rNrbtLkU3wCqhBodao+jUcxyyVGBkmqNYDz02Mn1FlOBO4qAxTjQllMzrBgcWIStR+ttx1Qa6sMyZhrOyLDFm6vycyKrWey8B2Smqmer2Wm//VBqkJb/2MR0lqMGKrj8JUEBOT/HAy5gqZEXMLlCludyVsShVlxsZTsSF46ydvQrdR9yw/NmrNuyKOMlzAJVyDBzfQhAdoQQcYTOEZXuHNkc6L8+58rFpLTjFzDn/kfP4AF1OOQA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yyQBlMXCGy2yHpG+cNFMwHRe2iM=">AAAB63icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRY9OKxQr+gDWWznbRLd5OwuxFK6F/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vrCwsM7M+zMGySCa+O6305pa3tnd6+8Xzk4PDo+qZ6edXWcKoYdFotY9QOqUfAIO4Ybgf1EIZWBwF4wu8/rvSdUmsdR28wT9CWdRDzkjJrcaqM2o2rNrbtLkU3wCqhBodao+jUcxyyVGBkmqNYDz02Mn1FlOBO4qAxTjQllMzrBgcWIStR+ttx1Qa6sMyZhrOyLDFm6vycyKrWey8B2Smqmer2Wm//VBqkJb/2MR0lqMGKrj8JUEBOT/HAy5gqZEXMLlCludyVsShVlxsZTsSF46ydvQrdR9yw/NmrNuyKOMlzAJVyDBzfQhAdoQQcYTOEZXuHNkc6L8+58rFpLTjFzDn/kfP4AF1OOQA==</latexit>

passed
<latexit sha1_base64="r9U98YGEW5YLZwxN60n7Oz346ik=">AAAB7XicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsERUSU5V0gbGChbFI9ENqo8pxLq2pY0e2g1RF/Q8sDCDEyv9h49/gthmg5UmWnt67O9+9MOVMG8/7dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko2WmKLap5FL1QqKRM4FtwwzHXqqQJCHHbji5nfvdJ1SaSfFgpikGCRkJFjNKjJU6KdEao2G15tW9Bdx14hekBgVaw+rXIJI0S1AYyu2Ivu+lJsiJMoxynFUGmcaU0AkZYd9SQRLUQb7YduZeWCVyY6nsE8ZdqL87cpJoPU1CW5kQM9ar3lz8z+tnJr4OcibSzKCgy4/ijLtGuvPT3YgppIZPLSFUMburS8dEEWpsQBUbgr968jrpNOq+5feNWvOmiKMMZ3AOl+DDFTThDlrQBgqP8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WpSWn6DmFP3A+fwC41480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r9U98YGEW5YLZwxN60n7Oz346ik=">AAAB7XicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsERUSU5V0gbGChbFI9ENqo8pxLq2pY0e2g1RF/Q8sDCDEyv9h49/gthmg5UmWnt67O9+9MOVMG8/7dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko2WmKLap5FL1QqKRM4FtwwzHXqqQJCHHbji5nfvdJ1SaSfFgpikGCRkJFjNKjJU6KdEao2G15tW9Bdx14hekBgVaw+rXIJI0S1AYyu2Ivu+lJsiJMoxynFUGmcaU0AkZYd9SQRLUQb7YduZeWCVyY6nsE8ZdqL87cpJoPU1CW5kQM9ar3lz8z+tnJr4OcibSzKCgy4/ijLtGuvPT3YgppIZPLSFUMburS8dEEWpsQBUbgr968jrpNOq+5feNWvOmiKMMZ3AOl+DDFTThDlrQBgqP8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WpSWn6DmFP3A+fwC41480</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r9U98YGEW5YLZwxN60n7Oz346ik=">AAAB7XicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsERUSU5V0gbGChbFI9ENqo8pxLq2pY0e2g1RF/Q8sDCDEyv9h49/gthmg5UmWnt67O9+9MOVMG8/7dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko2WmKLap5FL1QqKRM4FtwwzHXqqQJCHHbji5nfvdJ1SaSfFgpikGCRkJFjNKjJU6KdEao2G15tW9Bdx14hekBgVaw+rXIJI0S1AYyu2Ivu+lJsiJMoxynFUGmcaU0AkZYd9SQRLUQb7YduZeWCVyY6nsE8ZdqL87cpJoPU1CW5kQM9ar3lz8z+tnJr4OcibSzKCgy4/ijLtGuvPT3YgppIZPLSFUMburS8dEEWpsQBUbgr968jrpNOq+5feNWvOmiKMMZ3AOl+DDFTThDlrQBgqP8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WpSWn6DmFP3A+fwC41480</latexit>

failed
<latexit sha1_base64="BaBvvZmm6q2NR7r+pnQM8gT49fU=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRY9OKxgv2ANpTNZtKu3WzC7kYoof/BiwdFvPp/vPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5AKro3rfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80tFJphi2WSIS1QuoRsEltg03AnupQhoHArvB5HZe7z6h0jyRD2aaoh/TkeQRZ9RYqxNRLjAcVmtu3V2IrINXQA0KtYbVr0GYsCxGaZigWvc9NzV+TpXhTOCsMsg0ppRN6Aj7FiWNUfv5YtsZubBOSKJE2ScNWbi/J3Iaaz2NA9sZUzPWq7W5+V+tn5no2s+5TDODki0/ijJBTELmp5OQK2RGTC1QprjdlbAxVZQZG1DFhuCtnrwOnUbds3zfqDVvijjKcAbncAkeXEET7qAFbWDwCM/wCm9O4rw4787HsrXkFDOn8EfO5w+PjY8Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BaBvvZmm6q2NR7r+pnQM8gT49fU=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRY9OKxgv2ANpTNZtKu3WzC7kYoof/BiwdFvPp/vPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5AKro3rfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80tFJphi2WSIS1QuoRsEltg03AnupQhoHArvB5HZe7z6h0jyRD2aaoh/TkeQRZ9RYqxNRLjAcVmtu3V2IrINXQA0KtYbVr0GYsCxGaZigWvc9NzV+TpXhTOCsMsg0ppRN6Aj7FiWNUfv5YtsZubBOSKJE2ScNWbi/J3Iaaz2NA9sZUzPWq7W5+V+tn5no2s+5TDODki0/ijJBTELmp5OQK2RGTC1QprjdlbAxVZQZG1DFhuCtnrwOnUbds3zfqDVvijjKcAbncAkeXEET7qAFbWDwCM/wCm9O4rw4787HsrXkFDOn8EfO5w+PjY8Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BaBvvZmm6q2NR7r+pnQM8gT49fU=">AAAB7XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRY9OKxgv2ANpTNZtKu3WzC7kYoof/BiwdFvPp/vPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5AKro3rfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80tFJphi2WSIS1QuoRsEltg03AnupQhoHArvB5HZe7z6h0jyRD2aaoh/TkeQRZ9RYqxNRLjAcVmtu3V2IrINXQA0KtYbVr0GYsCxGaZigWvc9NzV+TpXhTOCsMsg0ppRN6Aj7FiWNUfv5YtsZubBOSKJE2ScNWbi/J3Iaaz2NA9sZUzPWq7W5+V+tn5no2s+5TDODki0/ijJBTELmp5OQK2RGTC1QprjdlbAxVZQZG1DFhuCtnrwOnUbds3zfqDVvijjKcAbncAkeXEET7qAFbWDwCM/wCm9O4rw4787HsrXkFDOn8EfO5w+PjY8Z</latexit> Find closest

<latexit sha1_base64="CVclp+3YcwckktiNPcFOWlGdLys=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRYFMRjBfsBbSibzaZdutmE3YlQQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFm3yCVwqDrfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80jFJphlvs0QmuhdQw6VQvI0CJe+lmtM4kLwbTG7n9e4T10Yk6hGnKfdjOlIiEoyitQZ3QoWEycRwg8Nqza27C5F18AqoQaHWsPo1CBOWxVwhk9SYvuem6OdUo2CSzyqDzPCUsgkd8b5FRWNu/Hxx84xcWCckUaLtU0gW7u+JnMbGTOPAdsYUx2a1Njf/q/UzjK79XKg0Q67YclGUSYIJmQdAQqE5Qzm1QJkW9lbCxlRThjamig3BW/3yOnQadc/yQ6PWvCniKMMZnMMleHAFTbiHFrSBQQrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/BHzucP3Z+Rjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CVclp+3YcwckktiNPcFOWlGdLys=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRYFMRjBfsBbSibzaZdutmE3YlQQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFm3yCVwqDrfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80jFJphlvs0QmuhdQw6VQvI0CJe+lmtM4kLwbTG7n9e4T10Yk6hGnKfdjOlIiEoyitQZ3QoWEycRwg8Nqza27C5F18AqoQaHWsPo1CBOWxVwhk9SYvuem6OdUo2CSzyqDzPCUsgkd8b5FRWNu/Hxx84xcWCckUaLtU0gW7u+JnMbGTOPAdsYUx2a1Njf/q/UzjK79XKg0Q67YclGUSYIJmQdAQqE5Qzm1QJkW9lbCxlRThjamig3BW/3yOnQadc/yQ6PWvCniKMMZnMMleHAFTbiHFrSBQQrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/BHzucP3Z+Rjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CVclp+3YcwckktiNPcFOWlGdLys=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSXvRYFMRjBfsBbSibzaZdutmE3YlQQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFm3yCVwqDrfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80jFJphlvs0QmuhdQw6VQvI0CJe+lmtM4kLwbTG7n9e4T10Yk6hGnKfdjOlIiEoyitQZ3QoWEycRwg8Nqza27C5F18AqoQaHWsPo1CBOWxVwhk9SYvuem6OdUo2CSzyqDzPCUsgkd8b5FRWNu/Hxx84xcWCckUaLtU0gW7u+JnMbGTOPAdsYUx2a1Njf/q/UzjK79XKg0Q67YclGUSYIJmQdAQqE5Qzm1QJkW9lbCxlRThjamig3BW/3yOnQadc/yQ6PWvCniKMMZnMMleHAFTbiHFrSBQQrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/BHzucP3Z+Rjg==</latexit>

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the problem formulation together with the contributions.
uin and uout are vectors of setpoints (c.f. (4.1))

.

As in the previous chapters, we consider grids with |N | buses. Additionally, we assume (i) to know

the grid-model and, (ii) that there’s only one slack-node, i.e. S = {s}. Furthermore, in this chapter, all

nodes where resources are connected are considered as PQ buses30 with interfacing grid-following

CPCs. As a result, the components of a generic control setpoint u = [u1, · · · ,u|N −1|]T are given by (4.1),

where Pi =
[
P a

i ,P b
i ,P c

i

]T
and Qi =

[
Qa

i ,Qb
i ,Qc

i

]T
, are respectively the three-phase31 active and reactive

power setpoints that are sent to a generic resource i ∈R.

ui =
{ [

ua
i ,ub

i ,uc
i

]T = [
(P a

i ,Qa
i ), (P b

i ,Qb
i ), (P c

i ,Qc
i )

]T ∀i ∈R

(0,0) otherwise, i.e. ∀i ∈Z .
(4.1)

30As in the previous chapters, these assumptions are not strict as it is straightforward to extend the proposed
algorithms to account for either (i) all node-types, or (ii) multi-slack grids (c.f. Sec. 2).

31For the sake of notation, all resources are considered controllable on all three phases. However, in case a
resource is in practice balanced over the phases, extra constraints are added to guarantee that all per-phase
apparent powers are equal. Furthermore, in the remainder of this chapter, nodal power injections’ dependency on
nodal voltage magnitudes is omitted, without loss of generality (c.f. Sec.2), to alleviate notation.
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4.3 Problem Formulation

In practice, a setpoint ui can be issued to resource i ∈ R only within its available capability set

Ai =A a
i ×A b

i ×A c
i ⊂R2 ×R2 ×R2, while the resulting deployed, i.e. implemented-realization, power

xi will lie, for the given short control horizon, with large probability, in the uncertainty set Bi (ui ) =
Ba

i (ua
i )×Bb

i (ub
i )×Bc

i (uc
i ) ⊂R2×R2×R2 (see 4.5 for examples). In view of (4.1), both sets are regions of

the PQ-plane. Zero-injection nodes do not have resources, therefore, neither capability nor uncertainty

sets. Finally, the slack node is assumed uncontrollable – as it is not a PQ-node – yet, it has a capability

set As that encapsulates its physical limits.

In this chapter, capability sets are considered as convex-sets delimited by lines and/or semi-circles.

The latter polytopes can be expressed as, A
φ

m = {l ∈R2 | Mφ
m l T ≤ bφm , ∥l∥2

2 ≤ rm}, where the radius rm ,

Mφ
m ∈MKm×2 and bφm ∈ RKm describe the set, with m ∈ {R∪S } and φ ∈ {a,b,c}. Furthermore, uncer-

tainty sets B
φ

i (uφ

i ), i ∈ R and φ ∈ {a,b,c}, are replaced by their outer rectangular hull B̃
φ

i (uφ

i ) with,

B̃
φ

i (uφ

i ) =
[

Pφ,min
i (uφ

i ),Pφ,max
i (uφ

i )
]
×

[
Qφ,min

i (uφ

i ),Qφ,max
i (uφ

i )
]

. Additionally, the functions Pφ,min
i (uφ

i ),

Pφ,max
i (uφ

i ), Qφ,min
i (uφ

i ) and Qφ,max
i (uφ

i ) are assumed to be ATFs. ATFs are functions that can be con-

verted into affine functions in the scope of an OP. Examples of the uncertainty bound functions and

ATFs can be found in Sec. 4.5 and Appendix A. Finally, it will become clear that the above approx-

imations are made in order to render the problem solvable in real-time, i.e. sub-second scale (see

Sec. 4.4).

We define an admissible control setpoint u such that, any combination of the resulting implemented

powers x = [x1, . . . , x|N −1|]T will guarantee the operational constraints of the power-grid and all the

resources. Hence, the admissible set, U , i.e. the set of all admissible setpoints, can be expressed as

U =

 u,

ui ∈Ai , i ∈R

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∀x : xφi ∈ B̃

φ

i (uφ

i ), i ∈R,φ ∈ {a,b,c}

xφi = (0,0), i ∉R,φ ∈ {a,b,c}

x ∈F

 (4.2)

with,

F =



x

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Ei (x) ≤ Ei ,max ∀i ∈N

−Ei (x) ≤−Ei ,mi n ∀i ∈N

Ii j (x) ≤ Ii j ,max ∀(i , j ) ∈L
E zer o

i (x)

E
pos
i (x)

≤ tolzer o ∀i ∈N

E
neg
i (x)

E
pos
i (x)

≤ tolneg ∀i ∈N

Ss (x) ≤ Ss,max ∀s ∈S

Ps (x) ≤ Ps,max ∀s ∈S

−Ps (x) ≤−Ps,mi n ∀s ∈S

Qs (x) ≤Qs,max ∀s ∈S

−Qs (x) ≤−Qs,mi n ∀s ∈S


Where Ei =

[
E a

i ,E b
i ,E c

i

]
are the nodal voltage magnitudes of node i ∈ N , Ii j =

[
I a

i j , I b
i j , I c

i j

]
are the

branch current magnitudes of branch (i , j ) ∈ L , E pos
i , E pos

i and E pos
i are, respectively, the positive,

negative and zero sequence components of the nodal voltage magnitudes of node i ∈ N and Ss =[
Sa

s ,Sb
s ,Sc

s

]
, Ps = [

P a
s ,P b

s ,P c
s

]
and Qs = [

Qa
s ,Qb

s ,Qc
s

]
, are, respectively, the magnitudes of the nodal

apparent, active and reactive power injections at the slack node s. Note that, the definition of F

assumes the solution of a full AC LF and does not explicitly include the solvability of the latter in
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its definition. Indeed, this is because it is assumed that the grid is in a state that guarantees the

solvability of the power-flow equations32. Furthermore, the parenthesis (x) here means the electrical

quantity resulting from the implementation of the vector of power setpoints x . Hereinafter, x in (4.2) is

parametrized as x(t ,u) where t = {(aφi , sφi )},∀i ∈R is a collection of coordinates (0 ≤ aφi , sφi ≤ 1) such

that,

xφi (tφi ,uφ

i ) =


(
aφi Pφ,max

i (uφ

i )+ (1−aφi )Pφ,min
i (uφ

i ),

sφi Qφ,max
i (uφ

i )+ (1− sφi )Qφ,min
i (uφ

i )
) ∀i ∈R,∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}

(0,0) otherwise, i.e. ∀i ∈Z .

(4.3)

The proposed methods, presented in the next section, make use of the parametrization in (4.3).

Finally, with the definition in (4.2), the problem of computing the closest admissible control setpoint

(see Fig. 4.1) can be, formally written as

uout = argmin
u∈U

d(u,uin), (4.4)

with d(·) being a measure of distance, e.g. the Euclidean one.

4.4 Method

The definition of U in (4.2) implies infinite non-linear constraints due to power-flow equations and

the uncountable nature of some of the uncertainty sets B̃
φ

i (uφ

i ) (see 4.5 for examples) leading to an

intractable problem. In the following, the proposed methods deal exactly with that by rendering the

problem tractable and efficiently solvable.

4.4.1 Admissibility Test

Alg. 4 is proposed to check the admissibility of a setpoint u. The latter asserts whether or not all possible

implementation-realizations of an inputted setpoint, if deployed, would satisfy the grid operational con-

straints. More specifically, first, the function T =computeCoordinates(Ȳ ,u,R) aims at finding, for

each LHS quantity of the inequalities defining F , an implementation power that, if deployed, will result

in the largest value of the LHS quantity. As previously explained, implementation-realizations lie within

pre-defined set-valued functions that depend on the setpoint. Formally, computeCoordinates

aims at finding x(t Γ̂(u),u), such that

Γ̂(u) = Γ
(

x
(

t Γ̂(u),u
))

= max
x∈ ∏

m∈R
φ∈{a,b,c}

B̃
φ
m (u

φ
m )
Γ(x)

(4.5)

32This justification is similar to the one in the concluding arguments of Sec. 2.3.
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4.4 Method

Algorithm 4 Admissibility Test, i.e. u ∈U ?

Inputs: u, N , S , L , R

Parameters: Ȳ , Ei ,max , Ei ,mi n , Ii j ,max , Ss,max , Ps,max , Qs,max , Ps,mi n , Qs,mi n ,
tolzer o& tolneg

ADM = 1;
T = computeCoordinates(Ȳ ,u, R);
for i ∈N do # Loop over all nodes

ADM = ADM & CheckVoltUp(Ȳ ,u,T , i ,Ei ,max );
ADM = ADM & CheckVoltLow(Ȳ ,u,T , i ,Ei ,mi n);
ADM = ADM & CheckVoltZero(Ȳ ,u,T , i , tolzer o);
ADM = ADM & CheckVoltNeg(Ȳ ,u,T , i , tolneg );

end for
for s ∈S do # Loop over all slack nodes

ADM = ADM & CheckSlackS(Ȳ ,u,T , s,Ss,max );
ADM = ADM & CheckSlackPUp(Ȳ ,u,T , s,Ps,max );
ADM = ADM & CheckSlackPLow(Ȳ ,u,T , s,Ps,mi n);
ADM = ADM & CheckSlackQUp(Ȳ ,u,T , s,Qs,max );
ADM = ADM & CheckSlackQLow(Ȳ ,u,T , s,Qs,mi n);

end for
for (i , j ) ∈L do # Loop over all branches

ADM = ADM & CheckCurrentUp(Ȳ ,u,T , (i , j ), I max
i j );

end for

Output: ADM
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where Γ ∈ { "Eφ

i ", "−Eφ

i ", "Iφi j ", "
E
φ,zer o
i

E
φ,pos
i

", "
E
φ,neg
i

E
φ,pos
i

", "Sφs ", "Pφ
s ", "−Pφ

s ", "Qφ
s ", "−Qφ

s " }.

In that way, the definition of U in (4.2) becomes tractable, as, for instance, verifying

Êφ

i (u) = max
x∈ ∏

m∈R
φ∈{a,b,c}

B̃
φ
m (u

φ
m )

Eφ

i (x) ≤ Eφ

i ,max ,
(4.6)

where Γ= "Eφ

i " (c.f. (4.5)), entails that u is admissible with respect to the upper-bound-nodal-voltage-

magnitude operational constraint at node i and phase φ.

The output of computeCoordinates is, therefore, a collection of coordinates
{

t Γ̂(u)
}

stored in T .

The latter are computed leveraging the SCs of the LHS quantities of F w.r.t the chosen control variables,

i.e. nodal active and reactive power injections at resource nodes. As previously defined, SCs are partial

derivatives that, for a given known state and using the grid-model, can be analytically computed (c.f.

Sec. 2.3). Hereinafter, SCs will be denoted by K Γ
Ψ(x), reading the partial derivative of Γ w.r.t. Ψ = {

"Pφ
m","Qφ

m" } – i.e. nodal active and reactive power injections at node m ∈R and phase φ ∈ {a,b,c} –

computed using the state resulting from the deployment of x .

P
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<latexit sha1_base64="/zNTRSuCeUjo00bmc36jnOqf5XI=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1nqgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/ACY3jRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zNTRSuCeUjo00bmc36jnOqf5XI=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1nqgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/ACY3jRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zNTRSuCeUjo00bmc36jnOqf5XI=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1nqgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/ACY3jRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f/hoe0OBvJVSzK19pxCg4ZAKsg8=">AAAB3nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJF0E2ZcaNLwY3LKrYW2qHcSTNtaCYzJHeEMvQN3LhQxMdy59uY/iy09UDg45yE3HuiTElLvv/tlTY2t7Z3yruVver+wWHtqNq2aW64aPFUpaYToRVKatEiSUp0MiMwiZR4isa3s/zpWRgrU/1Ik0yECQ61jCVHctYDXvRrdb/hz8XWIVhCHZZq9mtfvUHK80Ro4gqt7QZ+RmGBhiRXYlrp5VZkyMc4FF2HGhNhw2I+6ZSdOWfA4tS4o4nN3d8vCkysnSSRu5kgjexqNjP/y7o5xddhIXWWk9B88VGcK0Ypm63NBtIITmriALmRblbGR2iQkyun4koIVldeh/ZlI3B870MZTuAUziGAK7iBO2hCCzjE8AJv8O6NvVfvY1FXyVv2dgx/5H3+ABEri8Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f/hoe0OBvJVSzK19pxCg4ZAKsg8=">AAAB3nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJF0E2ZcaNLwY3LKrYW2qHcSTNtaCYzJHeEMvQN3LhQxMdy59uY/iy09UDg45yE3HuiTElLvv/tlTY2t7Z3yruVver+wWHtqNq2aW64aPFUpaYToRVKatEiSUp0MiMwiZR4isa3s/zpWRgrU/1Ik0yECQ61jCVHctYDXvRrdb/hz8XWIVhCHZZq9mtfvUHK80Ro4gqt7QZ+RmGBhiRXYlrp5VZkyMc4FF2HGhNhw2I+6ZSdOWfA4tS4o4nN3d8vCkysnSSRu5kgjexqNjP/y7o5xddhIXWWk9B88VGcK0Ypm63NBtIITmriALmRblbGR2iQkyun4koIVldeh/ZlI3B870MZTuAUziGAK7iBO2hCCzjE8AJv8O6NvVfvY1FXyVv2dgx/5H3+ABEri8Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S059cBMx8Rr2VXmSqEIlOufPfXw=">AAAB6XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF0EtJvOix6MVjFfsBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+BFw+KePUfefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jCVwqDnfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08apkk04w3WSIT3Qmp4VIo3kSBkndSzWkcSt4Ox7ezevuJayMS9YiTlAcxHSoRCUbRWg/0ou9WvZo3F1kFv4AqFGr03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71pUNOYmyOebTsmZdQYkSrR9Csnc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCzXZuZ/tW6G0XWQC5VmyBVbfBRlkmBCZmeTgdCcoZxYoEwLuythI6opQxtOxYbgL5+8Cq3Lmm/53qvWb4o4ynACp3AOPlxBHe6gAU1gEMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9FacoqZY/gj5/MHJZeNFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zNTRSuCeUjo00bmc36jnOqf5XI=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1nqgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/ACY3jRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zNTRSuCeUjo00bmc36jnOqf5XI=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1nqgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/ACY3jRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zNTRSuCeUjo00bmc36jnOqf5XI=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1nqgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/ACY3jRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zNTRSuCeUjo00bmc36jnOqf5XI=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1nqgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/ACY3jRY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zNTRSuCeUjo00bmc36jnOqf5XI=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1nqgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/ACY3jRY=</latexit>

b)
<latexit sha1_base64="aoWAkkkdxudaoKkdEw67uolRBAU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1noIrgblilt1FyLr4OVQgVzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHsWFY248bPFpjNyYZ0hCWNtn0KycH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODartbn5X62XYnjtZ0IlKXLFlh+FqSQYk/nZZCg0ZyinFijTwu5K2JhqytCGU7IheKsnr0O7VvUs39cqjZs8jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEFDEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/5Hz+ACe8jRc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aoWAkkkdxudaoKkdEw67uolRBAU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1noIrgblilt1FyLr4OVQgVzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHsWFY248bPFpjNyYZ0hCWNtn0KycH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODartbn5X62XYnjtZ0IlKXLFlh+FqSQYk/nZZCg0ZyinFijTwu5K2JhqytCGU7IheKsnr0O7VvUs39cqjZs8jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEFDEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/5Hz+ACe8jRc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aoWAkkkdxudaoKkdEw67uolRBAU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1noIrgblilt1FyLr4OVQgVzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHsWFY248bPFpjNyYZ0hCWNtn0KycH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODartbn5X62XYnjtZ0IlKXLFlh+FqSQYk/nZZCg0ZyinFijTwu5K2JhqytCGU7IheKsnr0O7VvUs39cqjZs8jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEFDEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/5Hz+ACe8jRc=</latexit>

c)
<latexit sha1_base64="M54zMfzmgFpl3xoa4/xWqxJ/GGU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1npgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/AClBjRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M54zMfzmgFpl3xoa4/xWqxJ/GGU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1npgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/AClBjRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M54zMfzmgFpl3xoa4/xWqxJ/GGU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1npgV4Nyxa26C5F18HKoQK7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j2Likbc+Nli0xm5sM6QhLG2TyFZuL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJvV2tz8r9ZLMbz2M6GSFLliy4/CVBKMyfxsMhSaM5RTC5RpYXclbEw1ZWjDKdkQvNWT16Fdq3qW72uVxk0eRxHO4BwuwYM6NOAOmtACBiE8wyu8ORPnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cj5/AClBjRg=</latexit>

d)
<latexit sha1_base64="JRL38FYYILcoG80LSxx7porkkCI=">AAAB6XicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIeilJL3osevFYxX5AG8pms2mXbjZhdyKU0H/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0ilMOi6387a+sbm1nZpp7y7t39wWDk6bpsk04y3WCIT3Q2o4VIo3kKBkndTzWkcSN4JxrezeueJayMS9YiTlPsxHSoRCUbRWg/h5aBSdWvuXGQVvAKqUKg5qHz1w4RlMVfIJDWm57kp+jnVKJjk03I/MzylbEyHvGdR0ZgbP59vOiXn1glJlGj7FJK5+3sip7ExkziwnTHFkVmuzcz/ar0Mo2s/FyrNkCu2+CjKJMGEzM4modCcoZxYoEwLuythI6opQxtO2YbgLZ+8Cu16zbN8X682boo4SnAKZ3ABHlxBA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9G65hQzJ/BHzucPKsaNGQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JRL38FYYILcoG80LSxx7porkkCI=">AAAB6XicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIeilJL3osevFYxX5AG8pms2mXbjZhdyKU0H/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0ilMOi6387a+sbm1nZpp7y7t39wWDk6bpsk04y3WCIT3Q2o4VIo3kKBkndTzWkcSN4JxrezeueJayMS9YiTlPsxHSoRCUbRWg/h5aBSdWvuXGQVvAKqUKg5qHz1w4RlMVfIJDWm57kp+jnVKJjk03I/MzylbEyHvGdR0ZgbP59vOiXn1glJlGj7FJK5+3sip7ExkziwnTHFkVmuzcz/ar0Mo2s/FyrNkCu2+CjKJMGEzM4modCcoZxYoEwLuythI6opQxtO2YbgLZ+8Cu16zbN8X682boo4SnAKZ3ABHlxBA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9G65hQzJ/BHzucPKsaNGQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JRL38FYYILcoG80LSxx7porkkCI=">AAAB6XicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIeilJL3osevFYxX5AG8pms2mXbjZhdyKU0H/gxYMiXv1H3vw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0ilMOi6387a+sbm1nZpp7y7t39wWDk6bpsk04y3WCIT3Q2o4VIo3kKBkndTzWkcSN4JxrezeueJayMS9YiTlPsxHSoRCUbRWg/h5aBSdWvuXGQVvAKqUKg5qHz1w4RlMVfIJDWm57kp+jnVKJjk03I/MzylbEyHvGdR0ZgbP59vOiXn1glJlGj7FJK5+3sip7ExkziwnTHFkVmuzcz/ar0Mo2s/FyrNkCu2+CjKJMGEzM4modCcoZxYoEwLuythI6opQxtO2YbgLZ+8Cu16zbN8X682boo4SnAKZ3ABHlxBA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9G65hQzJ/BHzucPKsaNGQ==</latexit>

e)
<latexit sha1_base64="w1O36OHxIvVML9MQP4jIzw9vqYs=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K3zMGGvb3L7p4JufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJrfzeucJleaxfDTTBP2IjiQPOaPGWg94NShX3Kq7EFkHL4cK5GoOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FmUNELtZ4tNZ+TCOkMSxso+acjC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV6tzc3/ar3UhNd+xmWSGpRs+VGYCmJiMj+bDLlCZsTUAmWK210JG1NFmbHhlGwI3urJ69CuVT3L97VK4yaPowhncA6X4EEdGnAHTWgBgxCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOZ8/LEuNGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w1O36OHxIvVML9MQP4jIzw9vqYs=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K3zMGGvb3L7p4JufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJrfzeucJleaxfDTTBP2IjiQPOaPGWg94NShX3Kq7EFkHL4cK5GoOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FmUNELtZ4tNZ+TCOkMSxso+acjC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV6tzc3/ar3UhNd+xmWSGpRs+VGYCmJiMj+bDLlCZsTUAmWK210JG1NFmbHhlGwI3urJ69CuVT3L97VK4yaPowhncA6X4EEdGnAHTWgBgxCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOZ8/LEuNGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w1O36OHxIvVML9MQP4jIzw9vqYs=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K3zMGGvb3L7p4JufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJrfzeucJleaxfDTTBP2IjiQPOaPGWg94NShX3Kq7EFkHL4cK5GoOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FmUNELtZ4tNZ+TCOkMSxso+acjC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV6tzc3/ar3UhNd+xmWSGpRs+VGYCmJiMj+bDLlCZsTUAmWK210JG1NFmbHhlGwI3urJ69CuVT3L97VK4yaPowhncA6X4EEdGnAHTWgBgxCe4RXenInz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOZ8/LEuNGg==</latexit>

f)
<latexit sha1_base64="zwRSu7yie40PJCOCR/QR2V6KVeU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1noIrwblilt1FyLr4OVQgVzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHsWFY248bPFpjNyYZ0hCWNtn0KycH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODartbn5X62XYnjtZ0IlKXLFlh+FqSQYk/nZZCg0ZyinFijTwu5K2JhqytCGU7IheKsnr0O7VvUs39cqjZs8jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEFDEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/5Hz+AC3QjRs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zwRSu7yie40PJCOCR/QR2V6KVeU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1noIrwblilt1FyLr4OVQgVzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHsWFY248bPFpjNyYZ0hCWNtn0KycH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODartbn5X62XYnjtZ0IlKXLFlh+FqSQYk/nZZCg0ZyinFijTwu5K2JhqytCGU7IheKsnr0O7VvUs39cqjZs8jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEFDEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/5Hz+AC3QjRs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zwRSu7yie40PJCOCR/QR2V6KVeU=">AAAB6XicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMtCF3NFgSbSzRyEcCF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAPbCw0xtZ/ZOe/cYErFHyTTZ68M5OdeYNECoOu++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSdvEqWa8xWIZ625ADZdC8RYKlLybaE6jQPJOMLmd1ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJUDCK1noIrwblilt1FyLr4OVQgVzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHsWFY248bPFpjNyYZ0hCWNtn0KycH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODartbn5X62XYnjtZ0IlKXLFlh+FqSQYk/nZZCg0ZyinFijTwu5K2JhqytCGU7IheKsnr0O7VvUs39cqjZs8jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEFDEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxbC04+cwp/5Hz+AC3QjRs=</latexit>

or
<latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit>

or
<latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit>

or
<latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit>

or
<latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4n2KLUSGO//gbf9wdml4wiqCBQc=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2e9Fj0YvHKvYD2qVk09k2NJssSVYopf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6WCG+v7315hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftIzKNMMmU0LpTkQNCi6xabkV2Ek10iQS2I7Gt/N6+wm14Uo+2kmKYUKHksecUeusB6X75Ypf9Rci6xDkUIFcjX75qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT204pdpyJnBW6mUGU8rGdIhdh5ImaMLpYtMZuXDOgMRKuyctWbi/J6Y0MWaSRK4zoXZkVmtz879aN7PxdTjlMs0sSrb8KM4EsYrMzyYDrpFZMXFAmeZuV8JGVFNmXTglF0KwevI6tGrVwPF9rVK/yeMowhmcwyUEcAV1uIMGNIFBDM/wCm/e2Hvx3r2PZWvBy2dO4Y+8zx+qIY1t</latexit>

B̃�
m(u�

m)
<latexit sha1_base64="Wxgs2WOELnzln9PATgG6mt719Io=">AAACEXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm9AiVISSuNFlqRuXFewFmhgmk0k7dHJhZiKUkFdw4wv4EG5cKOLWnTvfxklbRFt/GPj4zznMOb+XMCqkaX5ppZXVtfWN8mZla3tnd0/fP+iKOOWYdHDMYt73kCCMRqQjqWSkn3CCQo+Rnje+LOq9O8IFjaMbOUmIE6JhRAOKkVSWq9dtSZlPMjtEcoQRy1p5fpvZyYjmblhPf/DE1Wtmw5zKWAZrDrVm1T59BIC2q3/afozTkEQSMyTEwDIT6WSIS4oZySt2KkiC8BgNyUBhhEIinGx6UW4cK8c3gpirF0lj6v6eyFAoxCT0VGexuFisFeZ/tUEqgwsno1GSShLh2UdBygwZG0U8hk85wZJNFCDMqdrVwCPEEZYqxIoKwVo8eRm6Zw3LbFjXKo0WzFSGI6hCHSw4hyZcQRs6gOEenuAFXrUH7Vl7095nrSVtPnMIf6R9fAMJPJ/a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jeOI+69dl25WwXRgxJG6eI+Ba9g=">AAACEXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GVqEilASN7osdeOygr1AU8NkMmmHziRhZiKEkFdwo4/ixoUibt2569s4aYto6w8DH/85hznn92JGpbKsibGyura+sVnaKm/v7O7tmweHHRklApM2jlgkeh6ShNGQtBVVjPRiQRD3GOl646ui3r0nQtIovFVpTAYcDUMaUIyUtlyz5ijKfJI5HKkRRixr5vld5sQjmru8lvzgqWtWrbo1FVwGew7VRsU5e5o00pZrfjl+hBNOQoUZkrJvW7EaZEgoihnJy04iSYzwGA1JX2OIOJGDbHpRDk+048MgEvqFCk7d3xMZ4lKm3NOdxeJysVaY/9X6iQouBxkN40SREM8+ChIGVQSLeKBPBcGKpRoQFlTvCvEICYSVDrGsQ7AXT16Gznndtur2jU6jCWYqgWNQATVggwvQANegBdoAgwfwDF7Bm/FovBjvxsesdcWYzxyBPzI+vwESpqFg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jeOI+69dl25WwXRgxJG6eI+Ba9g=">AAACEXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GVqEilASN7osdeOygr1AU8NkMmmHziRhZiKEkFdwo4/ixoUibt2569s4aYto6w8DH/85hznn92JGpbKsibGyura+sVnaKm/v7O7tmweHHRklApM2jlgkeh6ShNGQtBVVjPRiQRD3GOl646ui3r0nQtIovFVpTAYcDUMaUIyUtlyz5ijKfJI5HKkRRixr5vld5sQjmru8lvzgqWtWrbo1FVwGew7VRsU5e5o00pZrfjl+hBNOQoUZkrJvW7EaZEgoihnJy04iSYzwGA1JX2OIOJGDbHpRDk+048MgEvqFCk7d3xMZ4lKm3NOdxeJysVaY/9X6iQouBxkN40SREM8+ChIGVQSLeKBPBcGKpRoQFlTvCvEICYSVDrGsQ7AXT16Gznndtur2jU6jCWYqgWNQATVggwvQANegBdoAgwfwDF7Bm/FovBjvxsesdcWYzxyBPzI+vwESpqFg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uS6D1WblrHe/4tz16bfx1eCngrA=">AAACBnicbZBPS8MwGMbfzn9zTq1evQSHMC+j9aJH0YvHCe4PrLOkabqFJW1JUmGUfgUvfhUvHhTxI3jz25huQ3TzgcCP50nI+z5BypnSjvNlVdbWNza3qtu1nfru3r59UO+qJJOEdkjCE9kPsKKcxbSjmea0n0qKRcBpL5hcl3nvgUrFkvhOT1M6FHgUs4gRrI3l201PMx7S3BNYjwnm+VVR3OdeOmaFL5rZD576dsNpOTOhVXAX0ICF2r796YUJyQSNNeFYqYHrpHqYY6kZ4bSoeZmiKSYTPKIDgzEWVA3z2UYFOjFOiKJEmhNrNHN/v8ixUGoqAnOzHFwtZ6X5XzbIdHQxzFmcZprGZP5RlHGkE1TWg0ImKdF8agATycysiIyxxESbEmumBHd55VXonrVcp+XeOlCFIziGJrhwDpdwA23oAIFHeIZXeLOerBfrfV5XxVr0dgh/ZH18AyvTnNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uS6D1WblrHe/4tz16bfx1eCngrA=">AAACBnicbZBPS8MwGMbfzn9zTq1evQSHMC+j9aJH0YvHCe4PrLOkabqFJW1JUmGUfgUvfhUvHhTxI3jz25huQ3TzgcCP50nI+z5BypnSjvNlVdbWNza3qtu1nfru3r59UO+qJJOEdkjCE9kPsKKcxbSjmea0n0qKRcBpL5hcl3nvgUrFkvhOT1M6FHgUs4gRrI3l201PMx7S3BNYjwnm+VVR3OdeOmaFL5rZD576dsNpOTOhVXAX0ICF2r796YUJyQSNNeFYqYHrpHqYY6kZ4bSoeZmiKSYTPKIDgzEWVA3z2UYFOjFOiKJEmhNrNHN/v8ixUGoqAnOzHFwtZ6X5XzbIdHQxzFmcZprGZP5RlHGkE1TWg0ImKdF8agATycysiIyxxESbEmumBHd55VXonrVcp+XeOlCFIziGJrhwDpdwA23oAIFHeIZXeLOerBfrfV5XxVr0dgh/ZH18AyvTnNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DMRlsjRPE6BCTOKpHfxgXfibTsk=">AAACEXicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsFhVSWaqEBcaqLIxFohepKZHjOK1V24lsB6mK8gosvAoLAwixsrHxNjhthKDllyx9+s858jl/kDCqtON8WSura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fXDYVXEqMengmMWyHyBFGBWko6lmpJ9IgnjASC+YXBX13j2RisbiVk8TMuRoJGhEMdLG8u26pykLSeZxpMcYsayV53eZl4xp7vN6+oNnvl1zGs5McBncEmqgVNu3P70wxiknQmOGlBq4TqKHGZKaYkbyqpcqkiA8QSMyMCgQJ2qYzS7K4alxQhjF0jyh4cz9PZEhrtSUB6azWFwt1grzv9og1dHlMKMiSTUReP5RlDKoY1jEA0MqCdZsagBhSc2uEI+RRFibEKsmBHfx5GXonjdcp+HeOLVmq4yjAo7BCagDF1yAJrgGbdABGDyAJ/ACXq1H69l6s97nrStWOXME/sj6+Ab2rp5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DMRlsjRPE6BCTOKpHfxgXfibTsk=">AAACEXicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsFhVSWaqEBcaqLIxFohepKZHjOK1V24lsB6mK8gosvAoLAwixsrHxNjhthKDllyx9+s858jl/kDCqtON8WSura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fXDYVXEqMengmMWyHyBFGBWko6lmpJ9IgnjASC+YXBX13j2RisbiVk8TMuRoJGhEMdLG8u26pykLSeZxpMcYsayV53eZl4xp7vN6+oNnvl1zGs5McBncEmqgVNu3P70wxiknQmOGlBq4TqKHGZKaYkbyqpcqkiA8QSMyMCgQJ2qYzS7K4alxQhjF0jyh4cz9PZEhrtSUB6azWFwt1grzv9og1dHlMKMiSTUReP5RlDKoY1jEA0MqCdZsagBhSc2uEI+RRFibEKsmBHfx5GXonjdcp+HeOLVmq4yjAo7BCagDF1yAJrgGbdABGDyAJ/ACXq1H69l6s97nrStWOXME/sj6+Ab2rp5R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jeOI+69dl25WwXRgxJG6eI+Ba9g=">AAACEXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GVqEilASN7osdeOygr1AU8NkMmmHziRhZiKEkFdwo4/ixoUibt2569s4aYto6w8DH/85hznn92JGpbKsibGyura+sVnaKm/v7O7tmweHHRklApM2jlgkeh6ShNGQtBVVjPRiQRD3GOl646ui3r0nQtIovFVpTAYcDUMaUIyUtlyz5ijKfJI5HKkRRixr5vld5sQjmru8lvzgqWtWrbo1FVwGew7VRsU5e5o00pZrfjl+hBNOQoUZkrJvW7EaZEgoihnJy04iSYzwGA1JX2OIOJGDbHpRDk+048MgEvqFCk7d3xMZ4lKm3NOdxeJysVaY/9X6iQouBxkN40SREM8+ChIGVQSLeKBPBcGKpRoQFlTvCvEICYSVDrGsQ7AXT16Gznndtur2jU6jCWYqgWNQATVggwvQANegBdoAgwfwDF7Bm/FovBjvxsesdcWYzxyBPzI+vwESpqFg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jeOI+69dl25WwXRgxJG6eI+Ba9g=">AAACEXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GVqEilASN7osdeOygr1AU8NkMmmHziRhZiKEkFdwo4/ixoUibt2569s4aYto6w8DH/85hznn92JGpbKsibGyura+sVnaKm/v7O7tmweHHRklApM2jlgkeh6ShNGQtBVVjPRiQRD3GOl646ui3r0nQtIovFVpTAYcDUMaUIyUtlyz5ijKfJI5HKkRRixr5vld5sQjmru8lvzgqWtWrbo1FVwGew7VRsU5e5o00pZrfjl+hBNOQoUZkrJvW7EaZEgoihnJy04iSYzwGA1JX2OIOJGDbHpRDk+048MgEvqFCk7d3xMZ4lKm3NOdxeJysVaY/9X6iQouBxkN40SREM8+ChIGVQSLeKBPBcGKpRoQFlTvCvEICYSVDrGsQ7AXT16Gznndtur2jU6jCWYqgWNQATVggwvQANegBdoAgwfwDF7Bm/FovBjvxsesdcWYzxyBPzI+vwESpqFg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jeOI+69dl25WwXRgxJG6eI+Ba9g=">AAACEXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GVqEilASN7osdeOygr1AU8NkMmmHziRhZiKEkFdwo4/ixoUibt2569s4aYto6w8DH/85hznn92JGpbKsibGyura+sVnaKm/v7O7tmweHHRklApM2jlgkeh6ShNGQtBVVjPRiQRD3GOl646ui3r0nQtIovFVpTAYcDUMaUIyUtlyz5ijKfJI5HKkRRixr5vld5sQjmru8lvzgqWtWrbo1FVwGew7VRsU5e5o00pZrfjl+hBNOQoUZkrJvW7EaZEgoihnJy04iSYzwGA1JX2OIOJGDbHpRDk+048MgEvqFCk7d3xMZ4lKm3NOdxeJysVaY/9X6iQouBxkN40SREM8+ChIGVQSLeKBPBcGKpRoQFlTvCvEICYSVDrGsQ7AXT16Gznndtur2jU6jCWYqgWNQATVggwvQANegBdoAgwfwDF7Bm/FovBjvxsesdcWYzxyBPzI+vwESpqFg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jeOI+69dl25WwXRgxJG6eI+Ba9g=">AAACEXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GVqEilASN7osdeOygr1AU8NkMmmHziRhZiKEkFdwo4/ixoUibt2569s4aYto6w8DH/85hznn92JGpbKsibGyura+sVnaKm/v7O7tmweHHRklApM2jlgkeh6ShNGQtBVVjPRiQRD3GOl646ui3r0nQtIovFVpTAYcDUMaUIyUtlyz5ijKfJI5HKkRRixr5vld5sQjmru8lvzgqWtWrbo1FVwGew7VRsU5e5o00pZrfjl+hBNOQoUZkrJvW7EaZEgoihnJy04iSYzwGA1JX2OIOJGDbHpRDk+048MgEvqFCk7d3xMZ4lKm3NOdxeJysVaY/9X6iQouBxkN40SREM8+ChIGVQSLeKBPBcGKpRoQFlTvCvEICYSVDrGsQ7AXT16Gznndtur2jU6jCWYqgWNQATVggwvQANegBdoAgwfwDF7Bm/FovBjvxsesdcWYzxyBPzI+vwESpqFg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DMRlsjRPE6BCTOKpHfxgXfibTsk=">AAACEXicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsFhVSWaqEBcaqLIxFohepKZHjOK1V24lsB6mK8gosvAoLAwixsrHxNjhthKDllyx9+s858jl/kDCqtON8WSura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t6+fXDYVXEqMengmMWyHyBFGBWko6lmpJ9IgnjASC+YXBX13j2RisbiVk8TMuRoJGhEMdLG8u26pykLSeZxpMcYsayV53eZl4xp7vN6+oNnvl1zGs5McBncEmqgVNu3P70wxiknQmOGlBq4TqKHGZKaYkbyqpcqkiA8QSMyMCgQJ2qYzS7K4alxQhjF0jyh4cz9PZEhrtSUB6azWFwt1grzv9og1dHlMKMiSTUReP5RlDKoY1jEA0MqCdZsagBhSc2uEI+RRFibEKsmBHfx5GXonjdcp+HeOLVmq4yjAo7BCagDF1yAJrgGbdABGDyAJ/ACXq1H69l6s97nrStWOXME/sj6+Ab2rp5R</latexit>

u�
m

<latexit sha1_base64="mBkqVbxY8XLSEtUHZD25ImJBubE=">AAAB8XicdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS1CTyVbF1tvRS8eK9gPbGvJpmkbms0uSVYoS/+FFw+KePXfeBM8+FNMWwUVfTDweG+GmXl+JLg2GL86qaXlldW19HpmY3Nreye7u9fQYawoq9NQhKrlE80El6xuuBGsFSlGAl+wpj8+m/nNG6Y0D+WlmUSsG5Ch5ANOibHSVXyddKIRn/aCXjaPi67nYvcY4WLJ83D5yBKvUsYnLnKLeI58NVd4eweAWi/70umHNA6YNFQQrdsujkw3IcpwKtg004k1iwgdkyFrWypJwHQ3mV88RYdW6aNBqGxJg+bq94mEBFpPAt92BsSM9G9vJv7ltWMzqHQTLqPYMEkXiwaxQCZEs/dRnytGjZhYQqji9lZER0QRamxIGRvC16fof9IoFV2b1YVN4xQWSMMB5KAALpShCudQgzpQkHAL9/DgaOfOeXSeFq0p53NmH37Aef4AV5qTkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+FlNytWh4GaUl4mLFHdABHKIT4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUXoasjUwam7ohuXFewD27Fk0rQNzWSGJCOUoX/hRkQRt36JW3eiH2PaKqjogQuHc+7l3nuCmDOlEXq1MguLS8sr2dXc2vrG5lZ+e6ehokQSWicRj2QrwIpyJmhdM81pK5YUhwGnzWB0MvWbV1QqFolzPY6pH+KBYH1GsDbSRXKZduIhm3TDbr6IbMd1kHMIkV12XeQdGOJWPHTkQMdGMxSrhdL7m/d8W+vmXzq9iCQhFZpwrFTbQbH2Uyw1I5xOcp1E0RiTER7QtqECh1T56eziCdw3Sg/2I2lKaDhTv0+kOFRqHAamM8R6qH57U/Evr53ofsVPmYgTTQWZL+onHOoITt+HPSYp0XxsCCaSmVshGWKJiTYh5UwIX5/C/0mjbDsmqzOTxjGYIwv2QAGUgAM8UAWnoAbqgAABrsEduLeUdWM9WI/z1oz1ObMLfsB6+gB1rpUo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+FlNytWh4GaUl4mLFHdABHKIT4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUXoasjUwam7ohuXFewD27Fk0rQNzWSGJCOUoX/hRkQRt36JW3eiH2PaKqjogQuHc+7l3nuCmDOlEXq1MguLS8sr2dXc2vrG5lZ+e6ehokQSWicRj2QrwIpyJmhdM81pK5YUhwGnzWB0MvWbV1QqFolzPY6pH+KBYH1GsDbSRXKZduIhm3TDbr6IbMd1kHMIkV12XeQdGOJWPHTkQMdGMxSrhdL7m/d8W+vmXzq9iCQhFZpwrFTbQbH2Uyw1I5xOcp1E0RiTER7QtqECh1T56eziCdw3Sg/2I2lKaDhTv0+kOFRqHAamM8R6qH57U/Evr53ofsVPmYgTTQWZL+onHOoITt+HPSYp0XxsCCaSmVshGWKJiTYh5UwIX5/C/0mjbDsmqzOTxjGYIwv2QAGUgAM8UAWnoAbqgAABrsEduLeUdWM9WI/z1oz1ObMLfsB6+gB1rpUo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mLpSbCoPu7H214YcDafWFk+Qquo=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ1IHW3dFNy4r2Ae2Y8mkaRuaZIYkI5Shf+HGhSJu/Rt3/o3pQ1DRAxcO59zLvfdEieDGIvThLS2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf2GiVNNWZ3GItatiBgmuGJ1y61grUQzIiPBmtHocuo375k2PFY3dpywUJKB4n1OiXXSbXqXdZIhn3Rlt1BEPg4wwmcQ+aUgQOVTR4JKGZ1jiH00QxEsUOsW3ju9mKaSKUsFMaaNUWLDjGjLqWCTfCc1LCF0RAas7agikpkwm108gcdO6cF+rF0pC2fq94mMSGPGMnKdktih+e1Nxb+8dmr7lTDjKkktU3S+qJ8KaGM4fR/2uGbUirEjhGruboV0SDSh1oWUdyF8fQr/J42Sj11W16hYvVjEkQOH4AicAAzKoAquQA3UAQUKPIAn8OwZ79F78V7nrUveYuYA/ID39glGy5FM</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="QUfxPUtij4mMl2hk1lAD6Vhf3IY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HHE5LnNMo30rwdoede6rXkB03V8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HHE5LnNMo30rwdoede6rXkB03V8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pWmRO/LI9nMFFpWPGZFKz2N2QW0=">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</latexit>
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⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="gCFm2124yDAWw01G3QK3cu1ejt0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F+UCKqg8R08vi64tfk3FAdHsXDo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F+UCKqg8R08vi64tfk3FAdHsXDo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MsQMl5jl1p5PDmj9mHo2vkmKdpE=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="XOZFrp5ftyh7AFxIZsaDyiHAfYk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="79wE71NbYwlIKTuvzC/BqpRBIo0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="79wE71NbYwlIKTuvzC/BqpRBIo0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+95zPXYkDUcpYB9D54KHxQq4Pc=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of all possible cases for tφ,Γ̂
m (u) for a resource m ∈R and a given phase

φ ∈ {a,b,c} when the control setpoint is u. The green dashed line represent the active (top) or
reactive (bottom) power levels at which the resulting Γwill be the highest.

The idea behind the computation of each t Γ̂(u) is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The computation is done

coordinate-by-coordinate, i.e. active and reactive nodal power injections in the PQ-plane. Namely, to

compute tφ,Γ̂
m (u) = (aφ,Γ̂

m (u), sφ,Γ̂
m (u)) m ∈R (see ((4.3)), we propose two steps.

1. First, for a given quantityΓ, the SCs at the edges of the uncertainty sets B̃
φ
m(uφ

m), ∀m ∈R and φ ∈
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{a,b,c} are derived. Indeed, for a given uncertainty set, four, i.e. two upper K Γ
Ψ(x⇑

Ψ
(u)) and two

lower K Γ
Ψ(x⇓

Ψ
(u)) derivatives, are computed by varying only one component, i.e. P (c.f. Fig. 4.2

a)-c)) or Q (c.f. Fig. 4.2 d)-f)), at a time. In other words, the latter SCs are computed at the state

resulting from the deployment of a vector of nodal power injections – x⇑
Ψ

(u) with ⇕∈ {⇑,⇓} – that

is equal to the inputted u except at resource m and phase φ. This can formally be expressed as

xφ,⇕
i ,Ψ(u) =

{
uφ

i ∀i ̸= m

Λ(uφ

i ,Ψ,⇕) i = m
, (4.7)

with

Λ(uφ

i ,Ψ,⇕) =


(Pφ,min

i (uφ

i ),Qφ

i ) Ψ= Pφ
m & ⇕=⇓

(Pφ,max
i (uφ

i ),Qφ

i ) Ψ= Pφ
m & ⇕=⇑

(Pφ

i ,Qφ,min
i (uφ

i )) Ψ=Qφ
m & ⇕=⇓

(Pφ

i ,Qφ,max
i (uφ

i )) Ψ=Qφ
m & ⇕=⇑

(4.8)

2. Second, each aφ,Γ̂
m (u) is obtained by comparing the two SCs w.r.t active power (i.e. K Γ

Ψ(x⇕
P
φ
m

(u)))

and, similarly, the two SCs w.r.t. reactive power (i.e. K Γ
Ψ(x⇕

Q
φ
m

(u))) are compared to obtain sφ,Γ̂
m (u).

This is done for all resources m ∈R, over all phases φ ∈ {a,b,c} and for all quantities Γ, i.e. "Eφ

i ",

"−Eφ

i ", "Iφi j ", "
E
φ,zer o
i

E
φ,pos
i

", "
E
φ,neg
i

E
φ,pos
i

", "Sφs ", "Pφ
s ", "−Pφ

s ", "Qφ
s ", "−Qφ

s ".

In the following, for all the scenarios i.e. all the cases illustrated in Fig. 4.2, the computation of

the coordinates tφ,Γ̂
m (u) = (aφ,Γ̂

m (u), sφΓ̂m (u)) are presented.

• Case a), both derivatives with respect to Pφ
m have the same sign. Therefore, assuming that

they will not change signs inside the uncertainty set (c.f. Remark 1) along the P axis, i.e.

Q =Qφ
m , the direction of the SC in the P coordinate will lead to Γ̂(u). The lowest magnitude

will arise following the opposite direction. Consequently, aφ,Γ̂
m (u) = 1. Equivalently, if both

derivatives point in the decreasing direction, aφ,Γ̂
m (u) = 0.

• Case b), the derivatives with respect to Pφ
m have opposite signs. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, the

minimizer of Γwill be achieved if the active power is between the active power limits of the

uncertainty set. Namely, assuming that there is only one local minimum along the Q =Qφ
m

axis, it is reasonable to assume that it is closer to the lower active power limit seeing that

|K Γ
Pm

(x⇓
P
φ
m

(u))| < |K Γ
Pm

(x⇑
P
φ
m

(u))|.
For the maximizer, which is the quantity of interest, as in case a), Γ̂(u) will be achieved if

the implementation follows the direction of the SCs. Since the SCs are of opposite signs,

the active power can be set to either the maximum or minimum uncertainty set limit. To

deal with this, we propose to set the active power to the limit with the highest product of

active power and SC. Namely,

aφ,Γ̂
m (u) =


1 if

Pφ,max
m (uφ

m)|K Γ

P
φ
m

(x⇑
P
φ
m

(u))| ≥
Pφ,min

m (uφ
m)|K Γ

P
φ
m

(x⇓
P
φ
m

(u))|
0 otherwise.

(4.9)

• Case c), in this case the logic is inverted compared to case b). Meaning, the minimizer will

be achieved at one of the uncertainty set limits while the maximizer will lie somewhere in
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between the active power uncertainty limits along the along the Q =Qφ
m . Consequently, we

propose to set the coordinate using ratios of the SCs. Specifically, in view of the definition

of the coordinates in (4.3), taking the ratio of the lower-bound SC over the sum of the two

others will lead to the desired effect. Formally, this leads to,

aφ,Γ̂
m (u) =

|K Γ

P
φ
m

(x⇓
P
φ
m

(u))|

|K Γ

P
φ
m

(x⇓
P
φ
m

(u))|+ |K Γ

P
φ
m

(x⇑
P
φ
m

(u))|
. (4.10)

It can be seen in (4.10) that if |K Γ
Pm

(x⇓
P
φ
m

(u))| < |K Γ
Pm

(x⇑
P
φ
m

(u))| the computed coordinate will

be closer to the lower-bound of the uncertainty set, while, if |K Γ
Pm

(x⇓
P
φ
m

(u))| > |K Γ
Pm

(x⇑
P
φ
m

(u))|,
the coordinate will be closer to the upper-bound.

• Cases d), e) & f), follow respectively the same logic as for cases a), b) & c), but this time

referring to the nodal reactive power injections (i.e. the horizontal axis in Fig. 4.2). All the

equations used to set sφ,Γ̂
m (u) are the same as the ones used for aφ,Γ̂

m (u) with the except that

all Pφ
m are replaced by Qφ

m .

Remark 1. The solutions proposed to deal with the cases presented in Fig. 4.2 leveraged one main

assumption. Indeed, what was presented assumes, indirectly, the monotonicity of the SCs. In other

words, it assumes a continuous behavior with, at most, one local extreme within the uncertainty set.

This assumption is, in general, true as long as the uncertainty sets are not too large, which is what

was assumed in this chapter to remove the need of explicitly adding the solvability of the power-flow

equations in F (see Sec. 4.3).

Furthermore, as explained in [82], under the same assumptions of this chapter, the maximizers of most of

the LHS quantities of the inequalities of F are achieved at the edges of the power uncertainty sets when

rectangular sets are considered. This means that, with a large probability, cases a) and d) of Fig. 4.2 will

be predominant. The analysis done in [82] assumes single-phase grids, however, when looking at the

formal proofs and intuitions given in the paper, one can easily conclude that the results are extendable

to three-phase grids, particularly to the power-quality constraints. The latter was extensively verified

through numerical simulations.

Alg. 4 then loops around all the nodes and branches of the grid to assert admissibility. More specifically,

each Check function first uses the corresponding maximizer coordinates (t Γ̂(u)) stored in T and the

admittance matrix to compute the maximum value, i.e. Γ̂(u) (see (4.5), of each constraint defining F .

Then, using the inputted tolerances, each function outputs a Boolean asserting whether or not the

maximizer violates the constraint. Tab. 4.1 summarises the processes and outputs of each function.

Finally, through the Boolean AND operator (&), Alg. 4 ensures that only if all constraints are within

bounds, then ADM = TRUE (or u ∈U ).

4.4.2 Computation of the closest admissible setpoint

Optimization Problem

Alg. 5 is proposed to solve (4.4). The latter iteratively and approximately solves quadratic OPs with linear

constraints and outputs the closest, in terms of Euclidean distance, admissible setpoint to its input uin.
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Table 4.1: Summary of processes and outputs of the Check functions of Alg. 4

Function Processes Output

CheckVoltUp

i. Infer x
(

t Êφ

i (u),u
)

using t Êφ

i (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get Êφ

i (u);

iii. Compute Êφ

i (u) ≤ Eφ

i ,max .

TRUE, if Êφ

i (u) ≤ Eφ

i ,max
FALSE, otherwise

CheckVoltLow

i. Infer x
(

t−Êφ

i (u),u
)

using t−Êφ

i (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get −Êφ

i (u);

iii. Compute −Êφ

i (u) ≤−Eφ

i ,mi n .

TRUE, if −Êφ

i (u) ≤−Eφ

i ,mi n
FALSE, otherwise

CheckVoltZero

i. Infer x

t

ˆE zer o
i

E
pos
i (u),u

 using t

ˆE zer o
i

E
pos
i (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get
ˆE zer o

i

E pos
i

;

iii. Compute
ˆE zer o

i

E pos
i

≤ tolzer o .

TRUE, if
ˆE zer o

i

E pos
i

≤ tolzer o

FALSE, otherwise

CheckVoltNeg

i. Infer x

t

ˆE
neg
i

E
pos
i (u),u

 using t

ˆE
neg
i

E
pos
i (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get
ˆE neg
i

E pos
i

;

iii. Compute
ˆE neg
i

E pos
i

≤ tolneg .

TRUE, if
ˆE neg
i

E pos
i

≤ tolneg

FALSE, otherwise

CheckSlackS

i. Infer x
(

t Ŝφs (u),u
)

using t Ŝφs (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get Ŝφs (u);

iii. Compute Ŝφs (u) ≤ Sφs,max .

TRUE, if Ŝφs (u) ≤ Sφs,max

FALSE, otherwise

CheckSlackPUp

i. Infer x
(

t P̂φ
s (u),u

)
using t P̂φ

s (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get P̂φ
s (u);

iii. Compute P̂φ
s (u) ≤ Pφ

s,max .

TRUE, if P̂φ
s (u) ≤ Pφ

s,max

FALSE, otherwise

CheckSlackPLow

i. Infer x
(

t−P̂φ
s (u),u

)
using t−P̂φ

s (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get −P̂φ
s (u);

iii. Compute −P̂φ
s (u) ≤−Pφ

s,mi n .

TRUE, if −P̂φ
s (u) ≤−Pφ

s,mi n
FALSE, otherwise

CheckSlackQUp

i. Infer x
(

t Q̂φ
s (u),u

)
using t Q̂φ

s (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get Q̂φ
s (u);

iii. Compute Q̂φ
s (u) ≤Qφ

s,max .

TRUE, if Q̂φ
s (u) ≤Qφ

s,max

FALSE, otherwise

CheckSlackQLow

i. Infer x
(

t−Q̂φ
s (u),u

)
using t−Q̂φ

s (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get −Q̂φ
s (u);

iii. Compute −Q̂φ
s (u) ≤−Qφ

s,mi n .

TRUE, if −Q̂φ
s (u) ≤−Qφ

s,mi n
FALSE, otherwise

CheckCurrentUp

i. Infer x
(

t Îφi j (u),u
)

using t Îφi j (u) ∈ T ;

ii. Perform LF computations to get Îφi j (u);

iii. Compute Îφi j (u) ≤ Iφi j ,max .

TRUE, if Îφi j (u) ≤ Iφi j ,max

FALSE, otherwise
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Algorithm 5 Find the closest admissible setpoint to uin

1: Inputs: Ȳ , uin, N , S , L , R, [A φ
m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c} and [B̃φ

m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c}

2: Parameters: Ȳ , Ei ,max , Ei ,mi n , Ii j ,max , Ss,max , Ps,max , Qs,max , Ps,mi n , Qs,mi n ,
3: tolzer o , & tolneg

4: Variable: u

5: repeat
6: Tin = computeCoordinates(uin,R);
7: for i ∈N do # Loop over all nodes
8: OP.CreateVoltUpConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin, i ,uin, [B̃φ

m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c},Ei ,max );

9: OP.CreateVoltLowConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin, i ,uin, [B̃φ
m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c},Ei ,mi n);

10: OP.CreateVoltZeroConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin, i ,uin, [B̃φ
m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c}, tolzer o);

11: OP.CreateVoltNegConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin, i ,uin, [B̃φ
m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c}, tolneg );

12: end for
13: for s ∈S do # Loop over all slack nodes
14: OP.CreateSlackSConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin,uin, s, [B̃φ

m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c},Ss,max );

15: OP.CreateSlackPUpConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin,uin, s, [B̃φ
m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c},Ps,max );

16: OP.CreateSlackPLowConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin,uin, s, [B̃φ
m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c},Ps,mi n);

17: OP.CreateSlackQUpConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin,uin, s, [B̃φ
m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c},Qs,max );

18: OP.CreateSlackQLowConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin,uin, s, [B̃φ
m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c},Qs,mi n);

19: end for
20: for (i , j ) ∈L do # Loop over all branches
21: CreateCurrentUpConstraint(Ȳ ,u,Tin,uin, (i , j ), [B̃φ

m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c}, I max
i j );

22: end for
23: OP.CreateDeployConstraints(u,R, [A φ

m]∀m∈R,∀φ∈{a,b,c})
24: OP.CreateObjective(u,uin);
25: uout = OP.solve(u);
26: uin = uout;
27: until uout ∈U using Alg. 4

28: Output: uout
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B̃m(u
(0)
in,m)
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B̃m(u
(1)
in,m)

<latexit sha1_base64="WPD7knxoKbR+Xr1kKxqNWE98+Ok=">AAACC3icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69hBahBSmJKOpN6sWjgrWFtobNdqpLd5OwOxFLyN2Lf8WLB0W8+ge8+W/cfghV9MHA470ZZuYFseAaXffTys3Mzs0v5BcLS8srq2v2+saljhLFoM4iEalmQDUIHkIdOQpoxgqoDAQ0gv7J0G/cgtI8Ci9wEENH0uuQ9zijaCTfLraRiy6ktcyX5cRP2wh3mPIw25HZVVr2KlnFt0te1R3BcasH+7tHe54hE+XbKpEJznz7o92NWCIhRCao1i3PjbGTUoWcCcgK7URDTFmfXkPL0JBK0J109EvmbBul6/QiZSpEZ6ROT6RUaj2QgemUFG/0b28o/uW1EuwddsxncYIQsvGiXiIcjJxhME6XK2AoBoZQpri51WE3VFGGJr7CdAj/k8vdqudWvfO90nFtEkeebJEiKROPHJBjckrOSJ0wck8eyTN5sR6sJ+vVehu35qzJzCb5Aev9Cxolmw4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WPD7knxoKbR+Xr1kKxqNWE98+Ok=">AAACC3icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69hBahBSmJKOpN6sWjgrWFtobNdqpLd5OwOxFLyN2Lf8WLB0W8+ge8+W/cfghV9MHA470ZZuYFseAaXffTys3Mzs0v5BcLS8srq2v2+saljhLFoM4iEalmQDUIHkIdOQpoxgqoDAQ0gv7J0G/cgtI8Ci9wEENH0uuQ9zijaCTfLraRiy6ktcyX5cRP2wh3mPIw25HZVVr2KlnFt0te1R3BcasH+7tHe54hE+XbKpEJznz7o92NWCIhRCao1i3PjbGTUoWcCcgK7URDTFmfXkPL0JBK0J109EvmbBul6/QiZSpEZ6ROT6RUaj2QgemUFG/0b28o/uW1EuwddsxncYIQsvGiXiIcjJxhME6XK2AoBoZQpri51WE3VFGGJr7CdAj/k8vdqudWvfO90nFtEkeebJEiKROPHJBjckrOSJ0wck8eyTN5sR6sJ+vVehu35qzJzCb5Aev9Cxolmw4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WPD7knxoKbR+Xr1kKxqNWE98+Ok=">AAACC3icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69hBahBSmJKOpN6sWjgrWFtobNdqpLd5OwOxFLyN2Lf8WLB0W8+ge8+W/cfghV9MHA470ZZuYFseAaXffTys3Mzs0v5BcLS8srq2v2+saljhLFoM4iEalmQDUIHkIdOQpoxgqoDAQ0gv7J0G/cgtI8Ci9wEENH0uuQ9zijaCTfLraRiy6ktcyX5cRP2wh3mPIw25HZVVr2KlnFt0te1R3BcasH+7tHe54hE+XbKpEJznz7o92NWCIhRCao1i3PjbGTUoWcCcgK7URDTFmfXkPL0JBK0J109EvmbBul6/QiZSpEZ6ROT6RUaj2QgemUFG/0b28o/uW1EuwddsxncYIQsvGiXiIcjJxhME6XK2AoBoZQpri51WE3VFGGJr7CdAj/k8vdqudWvfO90nFtEkeebJEiKROPHJBjckrOSJ0wck8eyTN5sR6sJ+vVehu35qzJzCb5Aev9Cxolmw4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WPD7knxoKbR+Xr1kKxqNWE98+Ok=">AAACC3icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69hBahBSmJKOpN6sWjgrWFtobNdqpLd5OwOxFLyN2Lf8WLB0W8+ge8+W/cfghV9MHA470ZZuYFseAaXffTys3Mzs0v5BcLS8srq2v2+saljhLFoM4iEalmQDUIHkIdOQpoxgqoDAQ0gv7J0G/cgtI8Ci9wEENH0uuQ9zijaCTfLraRiy6ktcyX5cRP2wh3mPIw25HZVVr2KlnFt0te1R3BcasH+7tHe54hE+XbKpEJznz7o92NWCIhRCao1i3PjbGTUoWcCcgK7URDTFmfXkPL0JBK0J109EvmbBul6/QiZSpEZ6ROT6RUaj2QgemUFG/0b28o/uW1EuwddsxncYIQsvGiXiIcjJxhME6XK2AoBoZQpri51WE3VFGGJr7CdAj/k8vdqudWvfO90nFtEkeebJEiKROPHJBjckrOSJ0wck8eyTN5sR6sJ+vVehu35qzJzCb5Aev9Cxolmw4=</latexit>

B̃m(u
(2)
in,m)

<latexit sha1_base64="Fk2w/mfETiCPtRenKZPYTdyBCBU=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrammzJAgJSNgNgpYhNpYRzAOSuMxObpLBmd1l5q4Ylu1t/BUbC0Vs/QE7/8bJo9DEAwOHc+7lzjl+JLhGx/m2VlbX1jc2M1vZ7Z3dvf3cwWFTh7Fi0GChCFXbpxoED6CBHAW0IwVU+gJa/t3lxG/dg9I8DG5wHEFP0mHAB5xRNJKXy3eRiz4ktdSTxdhLuggPmPAgPZXpbVKslNKSlys4ZWcKe5m4c1Igc9S93Fe3H7JYQoBMUK07rhNhL6EKOROQZruxhoiyOzqEjqEBlaB7yTRLap8YpW8PQmVegPZU/b2RUKn1WPpmUlIc6UVvIv7ndWIcXPRMsihGCNjs0CAWNob2pBi7zxUwFGNDKFPc/NVmI6ooQ1Nf1pTgLkZeJs1K2XXK7vVZoVqb15EhxyRPisQl56RKrkidNAgjj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj9noijXfOSJ/YH3+APGKmvI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fk2w/mfETiCPtRenKZPYTdyBCBU=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrammzJAgJSNgNgpYhNpYRzAOSuMxObpLBmd1l5q4Ylu1t/BUbC0Vs/QE7/8bJo9DEAwOHc+7lzjl+JLhGx/m2VlbX1jc2M1vZ7Z3dvf3cwWFTh7Fi0GChCFXbpxoED6CBHAW0IwVU+gJa/t3lxG/dg9I8DG5wHEFP0mHAB5xRNJKXy3eRiz4ktdSTxdhLuggPmPAgPZXpbVKslNKSlys4ZWcKe5m4c1Igc9S93Fe3H7JYQoBMUK07rhNhL6EKOROQZruxhoiyOzqEjqEBlaB7yTRLap8YpW8PQmVegPZU/b2RUKn1WPpmUlIc6UVvIv7ndWIcXPRMsihGCNjs0CAWNob2pBi7zxUwFGNDKFPc/NVmI6ooQ1Nf1pTgLkZeJs1K2XXK7vVZoVqb15EhxyRPisQl56RKrkidNAgjj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj9noijXfOSJ/YH3+APGKmvI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fk2w/mfETiCPtRenKZPYTdyBCBU=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrammzJAgJSNgNgpYhNpYRzAOSuMxObpLBmd1l5q4Ylu1t/BUbC0Vs/QE7/8bJo9DEAwOHc+7lzjl+JLhGx/m2VlbX1jc2M1vZ7Z3dvf3cwWFTh7Fi0GChCFXbpxoED6CBHAW0IwVU+gJa/t3lxG/dg9I8DG5wHEFP0mHAB5xRNJKXy3eRiz4ktdSTxdhLuggPmPAgPZXpbVKslNKSlys4ZWcKe5m4c1Igc9S93Fe3H7JYQoBMUK07rhNhL6EKOROQZruxhoiyOzqEjqEBlaB7yTRLap8YpW8PQmVegPZU/b2RUKn1WPpmUlIc6UVvIv7ndWIcXPRMsihGCNjs0CAWNob2pBi7zxUwFGNDKFPc/NVmI6ooQ1Nf1pTgLkZeJs1K2XXK7vVZoVqb15EhxyRPisQl56RKrkidNAgjj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj9noijXfOSJ/YH3+APGKmvI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fk2w/mfETiCPtRenKZPYTdyBCBU=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrammzJAgJSNgNgpYhNpYRzAOSuMxObpLBmd1l5q4Ylu1t/BUbC0Vs/QE7/8bJo9DEAwOHc+7lzjl+JLhGx/m2VlbX1jc2M1vZ7Z3dvf3cwWFTh7Fi0GChCFXbpxoED6CBHAW0IwVU+gJa/t3lxG/dg9I8DG5wHEFP0mHAB5xRNJKXy3eRiz4ktdSTxdhLuggPmPAgPZXpbVKslNKSlys4ZWcKe5m4c1Igc9S93Fe3H7JYQoBMUK07rhNhL6EKOROQZruxhoiyOzqEjqEBlaB7yTRLap8YpW8PQmVegPZU/b2RUKn1WPpmUlIc6UVvIv7ndWIcXPRMsihGCNjs0CAWNob2pBi7zxUwFGNDKFPc/NVmI6ooQ1Nf1pTgLkZeJs1K2XXK7vVZoVqb15EhxyRPisQl56RKrkidNAgjj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj9noijXfOSJ/YH3+APGKmvI=</latexit>

B̃m(u
(3)
in,m)

<latexit sha1_base64="DZocMWqzmx5M7HbCVOAPVK5KEFw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DZocMWqzmx5M7HbCVOAPVK5KEFw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DZocMWqzmx5M7HbCVOAPVK5KEFw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DZocMWqzmx5M7HbCVOAPVK5KEFw=">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</latexit>

B̃m(u
(4)
in,m = uout,m)

<latexit sha1_base64="mVHz6EAl52g8UKg07KHmGRncEYU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mVHz6EAl52g8UKg07KHmGRncEYU=">AAACHHicdVBNSyNBFOzR9WPjqlGPe2k2LESQYSaJSTwIopc9urCJQpIdejovpkn3zND9RgzD/BAv/hUvHhTZyx4W9t9s50NRWQsaiqr3eF0VJlIY9Ly/zsLih6XlldWPhbVP6xubxa3ttolTzaHFYxnr85AZkCKCFgqUcJ5oYCqUcBaOTib+2SVoI+LoB44T6Cl2EYmB4AytFBSrXRSyD9lxHqhyGmRdhCvMRJTvqfxnVq7t5ofPapziRN4NiiXPrdQtGtRzq5WDml+xpObv15t16rveFCUyx2lQ/N3txzxVECGXzJiO7yXYy5hGwSXkhW5qIGF8xC6gY2nEFJheNg2X069W6dNBrO2LkE7VlxsZU8aMVWgnFcOheetNxP95nRQHzZ6NmqQIEZ8dGqSSYkwnTdG+0MBRji1hXAv7V8qHTDOOts+CLeEpKX2ftCuu77n+91rp6Hhexyr5TL6QMvFJgxyRb+SUtAgn1+SW3JMH58a5cx6dX7PRBWe+s0NewfnzD7qeowU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mVHz6EAl52g8UKg07KHmGRncEYU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mVHz6EAl52g8UKg07KHmGRncEYU=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.3: Qualitative illustration of convergence of Alg. 5 for a generic resource m and phase
φ (superscript omitted to alleviate notation).

As in Alg. 4, in each iteration, to enable the creation of the constraints, first, computeCoordinates is

called. Using the loop’s inputted setpoint uin, the latter computes the maximizer coordinates and stores

them in Tin. Note that, since at this point of each iteration, i.e. before solving the OP, the algorithm does

not have access to uout and its corresponding SCs, it is assumed that t Γ̂(uin) ∼= t Γ̂(u), where u is the OP

variable. This is a reasonable assumption because as the iterations progress, by construction, uout will

get closer to the updated uin. As a result, the variable and inputted setpoints will tend to have similar

SCs (see Fig. 4.3 for illustration). This intuition is numerically verified in the simulations section.

In every iteration, after computeCoordinates is called, several functions are called to create the OP

constraints and objective. First, CreateVoltUpConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees

that Eφ

i (x(t ,u)) ≤ Eφ

i ,max for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). As explained in Section 4.4.1,

this function uses t Ê
φ

i (uin), to create only one constraint per nodal voltage at node i ∈N and phase

φ ∈ {a,b,c}. As explained in Sec. 1.1, we target the real-time control of ADNs. As a result, the OP

constraints encapsulating the grid operational constraints are linearized by leveraging first-order Taylor

approximations similar to ones used in Sec. 3.3.2. More specifically, CreateVoltUpConstraint ex-

presses each nodal voltage Êφ

i (u) as a linear function of Êφ

i (uin)33, the power injections x(t Ê
φ

i (uin),uin)

and the unknown power injections x(t Ê
φ

i (uin),u), as shown in (4.11).

33Recall that these are the result of a LF calculation with the known power injections x(t Ê
φ

i (uin),uin).
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s
φ′,Êφ

i
m (uin)Qφ′,max

m (uφ′
m )+ (1− s

φ′,Êφ

i
m (uin))Qφ′,min

m (uφ′
m )

)
−(

s
φ′,Êφ

i
m (uin)Qφ′,max

m (uφ′
in,m)+ (1− s

φ′,Êφ

i
m (uin))Qφ′,min

m (uφ′
in,m)

)]

(4.11)

The Taylor expansion in (4.11) is done in the neighbourhood of x(t Ê
φ

i (uin),uin) as, again, with the

progress of the algorithm, uout will get closer to the updated uin, which would mean that the uncertainty

sets would practically be the same (See Fig. 4.3). Here, it becomes clear that if the uncertainty sets were

not described by linearized equations, the Taylor expansion would not be linear. In other words, if the

functions Pφ,min
i (uφ

i ), Pφ,max
i (uφ

i ), Qφ,min
i (uφ

i ) and Qφ,max
i (uφ

i ) were non-linear, (4.11) would become

non-linear even by leveraging SCs. Indeed, in that case, c.f. to Remark 2, the real-time aspect of Alg. 5

would not be guaranteed. Finally, the added constraint is, therefore, (4.11) ≤ Eφ

i ,max .

Then, similarly, CreateVoltLowConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that −Eφ

i (x(t ,u))

≤ −Eφ

i ,mi n for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodol-

ogy as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by −Êφ

i , the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →−Ê
φ

i

≤−Eφ

i ,mi n .

Then, similarly,CreateVoltZeroConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that
E zer o

i

E
pos
i

(x(t ,u))

≤ tolzer o for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodology

as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by
E zer o

i

E
pos
i

, the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →
E zer o

i
E

pos
i

≤ tolzer o .

Then, similarly, CreateVoltNegConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that
E

neg
i

E
pos
i

(x(t ,u))

≤ tolneg for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodology

as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by
E

neg
i

E
pos
i

, the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →
E

neg
i

E
pos
i

≤ tolneg .
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Then, similarly, CreateSlackSConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that Sφs (x(t ,u))

≤ Sφs,max for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodol-

ogy as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by Sφs , the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →S
φ
s

≤ Sφs,max .

Then, similarly, CreateSlackPUpConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that Pφ
s (x(t ,u))

≤ Pφ
s,max for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodol-

ogy as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by Pφ
s , the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →P
φ
s

≤ Pφ
s,max .

Then, similarly,CreateSlackPLowConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that−Pφ
s (x(t ,u))

≤ −Pφ

s,mi n for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodol-

ogy as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by −Pφ
s , the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →−P
φ
s

≤−Pφ

s,mi n .

Then, similarly, CreateSlackQUpConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that Qφ
s (x(t ,u))

≤ Qφ
s,max for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodol-

ogy as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by Qφ
s , the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →Q
φ
s

≤Qφ
s,max .

Then, similarly,CreateSlackQLowConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that−Qφ
s (x(t ,u))

≤ −Qφ

s,mi n for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodology

as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by −Qφ
s , the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →−Q
φ
s

≤−Qφ

s,mi n .

Then, similarly,CreateCurrentUpConstraint adds the constraint that guarantees that Iφi j (x(t ,u))

≤ Iφi j ,max for all the deployable powers x(t ,u) in (4.2). Following the same logic and methodol-

ogy as CreateVoltUpConstraint and substituting Êφ

i by Iφi j , the added constraint is therefore(4.11)

∣∣∣∣∣
Ê
φ

i →I
φ

i j

≤ Iφi j ,max .

Then, CreateDeployConstraints adds the constraints that guarantee that uφ
m ∈ A

φ
m , ∀m ∈ R

and ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}. The added constraints are Mφ
muφ

m
T −bφm ≤ 0, ∀m ∈R and ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}.

Then, CreateObjective creates the OP objective as ∥u −uin∥2. Where, ∥ ·∥2 is the ℓ2−norm.

Finally, solve solves the OP. The OP is solved using Alg. 2 presented in Sec. 3.3.3. As before, the reason

why the OP is not given to a solver is to gain in computation times (c.f. Remark 2). At the end of

every iteration, the approximate solution to the OP, uout, is tested for admissibility using Alg. 4. If it
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is admissible, the main loop is stopped, otherwise, Alg. 5 loops again using uout as input to the next

iteration. The iterative process is needed due to: (i) the approximation of the LF equations through SC,

(ii) the approximate resolution method, and, more importantly, (iii) to circumvent the chicken-and-egg

problem associated to the construction of the constraints, i.e. the non-availability of uout during the

loop to correctly compute the SCs at the edges of the uncertainty sets. As a final note, by construction,

the OP is convex and will, therefore, converge [49] towards the direction of an admissible setpoint at

each iteration, if the latter exists.

Remark 2. As explained in the preamble, the problem in (4.4) can be resolved by means of robust-

optimization techniques leveraging dual-primal OP transformations. However, these methods are

usually computationally heavy and would not be adequate for sub-second real-time control. More

specifically, under all the assumptions considered in this chapter, e.g. the dependence of the bounds of

the uncertainty sets on the control variable, a dual-primal transformation of the linear grid operational

constraints would lead to quadratic constraints, proving again the non-applicability of such well-studied

methods for sub-second control.

Furthermore, the ATF assumption for the bounds of the uncertainty sets could be extended to quadratic

functions. More specifically, they could be extended to functions that would define n-spheres for the grid

operational constraints. This extension is made possible from the usage of Alg. 2 to solve the OP. However,

the bounds were restricted to ATFs as there were no need to go further (see Sec. 4.5).

Finally, since all constraints, under the assumptions of this chapter, are either linear (affine) or spherical,

the approximate resolution technique presented in Alg. 2 is fully-applicable. Indeed, this enabled the

resolution times of the proposed method to be within the sub-second range.

4.5 Resource Models

By making reference to different resources, in this section we practically show how to express capability

(A φ

i ) and uncertainty (B̃φ

i ) sets34.

4.5.1 Slack Nodes

For simplicity, in this thesis, slack nodes (SL) are modelled as sink nodes whose capability is de-

fined by a rated apparent power Ss,max and maximum/minimum active (Ps,max /Ps,mi n) and reactive

(Qs,max /Qs,mi n) powers. This leads to,

A
φ
s

{
(P,Q) ∈R2 : Pφ

s,mi n ≤ P ≤ Pφ
s,max , Qφ

s,mi n ≤Q ≤Qφ
s,max , P 2 +Q2 ≤

(
Sφs,max

)2
}

4.5.2 Resource Nodes

The considered resources in the scope of this chapter, can be divided into three categories:

• Energy Storage, in the form of batteries (B) or supercapacitors (SC);

34We refer the interested reader to [55] for more details concerning resources’ modelling.
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<latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit>

=<latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyTv+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyTv+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyTv+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyTv+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit> =<latexit sha1_base64="d3EAuC5Q4XVvc0ocdeT92O8vkaQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYVoFvQhBLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5Au8eFDEq5/kzb+xJ4ng+qDg8V4VVfX8RAptXPfdWVhcWl5ZLawV1zc2t7ZLO7tNHaeKY4PHMlZtn2mUIsKGEUZiO1HIQl9iyx9d5X7rDpUWcXRjxgl6IRtEIhCcGSvVL3qlsltxXXpCKflNqCU5yjBHrVd66/ZjnoYYGS6Z1h3qJsbLmDKCS5wUu6nGhPERG2DH0oiFqL1seuiEHFqlT4JY2YoMmapfJzIWaj0OfdsZMjPUP71c/MvrpCY49zIRJanBiM8WBakkJib516QvFHIjx5YwroS9lfAhU4wbm03RhvD5KfmfNI8r1K3Q+mm5ejmPowD7cABHQOEMqnANNWgAB4R7eIQn59Z5cJ6dl1nrgjOf2YNvcF4/AKbLjNM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d3EAuC5Q4XVvc0ocdeT92O8vkaQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYVoFvQhBLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5Au8eFDEq5/kzb+xJ4ng+qDg8V4VVfX8RAptXPfdWVhcWl5ZLawV1zc2t7ZLO7tNHaeKY4PHMlZtn2mUIsKGEUZiO1HIQl9iyx9d5X7rDpUWcXRjxgl6IRtEIhCcGSvVL3qlsltxXXpCKflNqCU5yjBHrVd66/ZjnoYYGS6Z1h3qJsbLmDKCS5wUu6nGhPERG2DH0oiFqL1seuiEHFqlT4JY2YoMmapfJzIWaj0OfdsZMjPUP71c/MvrpCY49zIRJanBiM8WBakkJib516QvFHIjx5YwroS9lfAhU4wbm03RhvD5KfmfNI8r1K3Q+mm5ejmPowD7cABHQOEMqnANNWgAB4R7eIQn59Z5cJ6dl1nrgjOf2YNvcF4/AKbLjNM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d3EAuC5Q4XVvc0ocdeT92O8vkaQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYVoFvQhBLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5Au8eFDEq5/kzb+xJ4ng+qDg8V4VVfX8RAptXPfdWVhcWl5ZLawV1zc2t7ZLO7tNHaeKY4PHMlZtn2mUIsKGEUZiO1HIQl9iyx9d5X7rDpUWcXRjxgl6IRtEIhCcGSvVL3qlsltxXXpCKflNqCU5yjBHrVd66/ZjnoYYGS6Z1h3qJsbLmDKCS5wUu6nGhPERG2DH0oiFqL1seuiEHFqlT4JY2YoMmapfJzIWaj0OfdsZMjPUP71c/MvrpCY49zIRJanBiM8WBakkJib516QvFHIjx5YwroS9lfAhU4wbm03RhvD5KfmfNI8r1K3Q+mm5ejmPowD7cABHQOEMqnANNWgAB4R7eIQn59Z5cJ6dl1nrgjOf2YNvcF4/AKbLjNM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d3EAuC5Q4XVvc0ocdeT92O8vkaQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYVoFvQhBLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5Au8eFDEq5/kzb+xJ4ng+qDg8V4VVfX8RAptXPfdWVhcWl5ZLawV1zc2t7ZLO7tNHaeKY4PHMlZtn2mUIsKGEUZiO1HIQl9iyx9d5X7rDpUWcXRjxgl6IRtEIhCcGSvVL3qlsltxXXpCKflNqCU5yjBHrVd66/ZjnoYYGS6Z1h3qJsbLmDKCS5wUu6nGhPERG2DH0oiFqL1seuiEHFqlT4JY2YoMmapfJzIWaj0OfdsZMjPUP71c/MvrpCY49zIRJanBiM8WBakkJib516QvFHIjx5YwroS9lfAhU4wbm03RhvD5KfmfNI8r1K3Q+mm5ejmPowD7cABHQOEMqnANNWgAB4R7eIQn59Z5cJ6dl1nrgjOf2YNvcF4/AKbLjNM=</latexit> u�
i

<latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit>

P�,"
i

<latexit sha1_base64="NPUxYQr3oheLx16RpeOMM2NrOBY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaMchk6ZtaOZBklHqUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x48FVxqhDyuzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xu2ds7DRUlkrI6jUQkWz5RTPCQ1TXXgrViyUjgC9b0h+cTv3nDpOJReKVHMXMD0g95j1OijeTZe7XrtBMP+DHsJDGRMrode9yz88gpYFzAFYick9MSqhQNKeNSqYIgdtAUeTBHzbPfO92IJgELNRVEqTZGsXZTIjWngo1znUSxmNAh6bO2oSEJmHLT6fVjeGiULuxF0lSo4VT9PpGSQKlR4JvOgOiB+u1NxL+8dqJ7FTflYZxoFtLZol4ioI7gJArY5ZJRLUaGECq5uRXSAZGEahNYzoTw9Sn8nzQKDkYOvizmq2fzOLJgHxyAI4BBGVTBBaiBOqDgDjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1OmvNWPOZXfAD1tsn1WuVew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NPUxYQr3oheLx16RpeOMM2NrOBY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaMchk6ZtaOZBklHqUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x48FVxqhDyuzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xu2ds7DRUlkrI6jUQkWz5RTPCQ1TXXgrViyUjgC9b0h+cTv3nDpOJReKVHMXMD0g95j1OijeTZe7XrtBMP+DHsJDGRMrode9yz88gpYFzAFYick9MSqhQNKeNSqYIgdtAUeTBHzbPfO92IJgELNRVEqTZGsXZTIjWngo1znUSxmNAh6bO2oSEJmHLT6fVjeGiULuxF0lSo4VT9PpGSQKlR4JvOgOiB+u1NxL+8dqJ7FTflYZxoFtLZol4ioI7gJArY5ZJRLUaGECq5uRXSAZGEahNYzoTw9Sn8nzQKDkYOvizmq2fzOLJgHxyAI4BBGVTBBaiBOqDgDjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1OmvNWPOZXfAD1tsn1WuVew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NPUxYQr3oheLx16RpeOMM2NrOBY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaMchk6ZtaOZBklHqUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x48FVxqhDyuzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xu2ds7DRUlkrI6jUQkWz5RTPCQ1TXXgrViyUjgC9b0h+cTv3nDpOJReKVHMXMD0g95j1OijeTZe7XrtBMP+DHsJDGRMrode9yz88gpYFzAFYick9MSqhQNKeNSqYIgdtAUeTBHzbPfO92IJgELNRVEqTZGsXZTIjWngo1znUSxmNAh6bO2oSEJmHLT6fVjeGiULuxF0lSo4VT9PpGSQKlR4JvOgOiB+u1NxL+8dqJ7FTflYZxoFtLZol4ioI7gJArY5ZJRLUaGECq5uRXSAZGEahNYzoTw9Sn8nzQKDkYOvizmq2fzOLJgHxyAI4BBGVTBBaiBOqDgDjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1OmvNWPOZXfAD1tsn1WuVew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NPUxYQr3oheLx16RpeOMM2NrOBY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaMchk6ZtaOZBklHqUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x48FVxqhDyuzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xu2ds7DRUlkrI6jUQkWz5RTPCQ1TXXgrViyUjgC9b0h+cTv3nDpOJReKVHMXMD0g95j1OijeTZe7XrtBMP+DHsJDGRMrode9yz88gpYFzAFYick9MSqhQNKeNSqYIgdtAUeTBHzbPfO92IJgELNRVEqTZGsXZTIjWngo1znUSxmNAh6bO2oSEJmHLT6fVjeGiULuxF0lSo4VT9PpGSQKlR4JvOgOiB+u1NxL+8dqJ7FTflYZxoFtLZol4ioI7gJArY5ZJRLUaGECq5uRXSAZGEahNYzoTw9Sn8nzQKDkYOvizmq2fzOLJgHxyAI4BBGVTBBaiBOqDgDjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1OmvNWPOZXfAD1tsn1WuVew==</latexit>

P�,#
i

<latexit sha1_base64="VY0G/ewUkieABCyfa+BAxaj+DC0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaGvJpGkbmskMScZSxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb0wfgooeCBzOuYd7c/xIcG0Q+nAWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2tbXdnt6rDWFFWoaEIVd0nmgkuWcVwI1g9UowEvmA1f3Ax8Wu3TGkeymszilgrID3Ju5wSY6W2u1++SZpRn5/AZiccSqJUOBy3edvNIC+LcRYXIfJOz/KomLOkgPP5IoLYQ1NkwBzltvtu8zQOmDRUEK0bGEWmlRBlOBVsnG7GmkWEDkiPNSyVJGC6lUzvH8Mjq3RgN1T2SQOn6vdEQgKtR4FvJwNi+vq3NxH/8hqx6RZbCZdRbJiks0XdWEATwkkZsMMVo0aMLCFUcXsrpH2iCDW2srQt4eun8H9SzXoYefgqlymdz+tIgQNwCI4BBgVQApegDCqAgjvwAJ7As3PvPDovzutsdMGZZ/bADzhvn28plmI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VY0G/ewUkieABCyfa+BAxaj+DC0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaGvJpGkbmskMScZSxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb0wfgooeCBzOuYd7c/xIcG0Q+nAWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2tbXdnt6rDWFFWoaEIVd0nmgkuWcVwI1g9UowEvmA1f3Ax8Wu3TGkeymszilgrID3Ju5wSY6W2u1++SZpRn5/AZiccSqJUOBy3edvNIC+LcRYXIfJOz/KomLOkgPP5IoLYQ1NkwBzltvtu8zQOmDRUEK0bGEWmlRBlOBVsnG7GmkWEDkiPNSyVJGC6lUzvH8Mjq3RgN1T2SQOn6vdEQgKtR4FvJwNi+vq3NxH/8hqx6RZbCZdRbJiks0XdWEATwkkZsMMVo0aMLCFUcXsrpH2iCDW2srQt4eun8H9SzXoYefgqlymdz+tIgQNwCI4BBgVQApegDCqAgjvwAJ7As3PvPDovzutsdMGZZ/bADzhvn28plmI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VY0G/ewUkieABCyfa+BAxaj+DC0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaGvJpGkbmskMScZSxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb0wfgooeCBzOuYd7c/xIcG0Q+nAWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2tbXdnt6rDWFFWoaEIVd0nmgkuWcVwI1g9UowEvmA1f3Ax8Wu3TGkeymszilgrID3Ju5wSY6W2u1++SZpRn5/AZiccSqJUOBy3edvNIC+LcRYXIfJOz/KomLOkgPP5IoLYQ1NkwBzltvtu8zQOmDRUEK0bGEWmlRBlOBVsnG7GmkWEDkiPNSyVJGC6lUzvH8Mjq3RgN1T2SQOn6vdEQgKtR4FvJwNi+vq3NxH/8hqx6RZbCZdRbJiks0XdWEATwkkZsMMVo0aMLCFUcXsrpH2iCDW2srQt4eun8H9SzXoYefgqlymdz+tIgQNwCI4BBgVQApegDCqAgjvwAJ7As3PvPDovzutsdMGZZ/bADzhvn28plmI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VY0G/ewUkieABCyfa+BAxaj+DC0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaGvJpGkbmskMScZSxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb0wfgooeCBzOuYd7c/xIcG0Q+nAWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2tbXdnt6rDWFFWoaEIVd0nmgkuWcVwI1g9UowEvmA1f3Ax8Wu3TGkeymszilgrID3Ju5wSY6W2u1++SZpRn5/AZiccSqJUOBy3edvNIC+LcRYXIfJOz/KomLOkgPP5IoLYQ1NkwBzltvtu8zQOmDRUEK0bGEWmlRBlOBVsnG7GmkWEDkiPNSyVJGC6lUzvH8Mjq3RgN1T2SQOn6vdEQgKtR4FvJwNi+vq3NxH/8hqx6RZbCZdRbJiks0XdWEATwkkZsMMVo0aMLCFUcXsrpH2iCDW2srQt4eun8H9SzXoYefgqlymdz+tIgQNwCI4BBgVQApegDCqAgjvwAJ7As3PvPDovzutsdMGZZ/bADzhvn28plmI=</latexit>

(a) Energy Storage

P
<latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit>B̃�

i
<latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit>

B�
i

<latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit>

u�
i

<latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit>

P�,"
i

<latexit sha1_base64="NPUxYQr3oheLx16RpeOMM2NrOBY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaMchk6ZtaOZBklHqUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x48FVxqhDyuzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xu2ds7DRUlkrI6jUQkWz5RTPCQ1TXXgrViyUjgC9b0h+cTv3nDpOJReKVHMXMD0g95j1OijeTZe7XrtBMP+DHsJDGRMrode9yz88gpYFzAFYick9MSqhQNKeNSqYIgdtAUeTBHzbPfO92IJgELNRVEqTZGsXZTIjWngo1znUSxmNAh6bO2oSEJmHLT6fVjeGiULuxF0lSo4VT9PpGSQKlR4JvOgOiB+u1NxL+8dqJ7FTflYZxoFtLZol4ioI7gJArY5ZJRLUaGECq5uRXSAZGEahNYzoTw9Sn8nzQKDkYOvizmq2fzOLJgHxyAI4BBGVTBBaiBOqDgDjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1OmvNWPOZXfAD1tsn1WuVew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NPUxYQr3oheLx16RpeOMM2NrOBY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaMchk6ZtaOZBklHqUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x48FVxqhDyuzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xu2ds7DRUlkrI6jUQkWz5RTPCQ1TXXgrViyUjgC9b0h+cTv3nDpOJReKVHMXMD0g95j1OijeTZe7XrtBMP+DHsJDGRMrode9yz88gpYFzAFYick9MSqhQNKeNSqYIgdtAUeTBHzbPfO92IJgELNRVEqTZGsXZTIjWngo1znUSxmNAh6bO2oSEJmHLT6fVjeGiULuxF0lSo4VT9PpGSQKlR4JvOgOiB+u1NxL+8dqJ7FTflYZxoFtLZol4ioI7gJArY5ZJRLUaGECq5uRXSAZGEahNYzoTw9Sn8nzQKDkYOvizmq2fzOLJgHxyAI4BBGVTBBaiBOqDgDjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1OmvNWPOZXfAD1tsn1WuVew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NPUxYQr3oheLx16RpeOMM2NrOBY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaMchk6ZtaOZBklHqUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x48FVxqhDyuzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xu2ds7DRUlkrI6jUQkWz5RTPCQ1TXXgrViyUjgC9b0h+cTv3nDpOJReKVHMXMD0g95j1OijeTZe7XrtBMP+DHsJDGRMrode9yz88gpYFzAFYick9MSqhQNKeNSqYIgdtAUeTBHzbPfO92IJgELNRVEqTZGsXZTIjWngo1znUSxmNAh6bO2oSEJmHLT6fVjeGiULuxF0lSo4VT9PpGSQKlR4JvOgOiB+u1NxL+8dqJ7FTflYZxoFtLZol4ioI7gJArY5ZJRLUaGECq5uRXSAZGEahNYzoTw9Sn8nzQKDkYOvizmq2fzOLJgHxyAI4BBGVTBBaiBOqDgDjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1OmvNWPOZXfAD1tsn1WuVew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NPUxYQr3oheLx16RpeOMM2NrOBY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaMchk6ZtaOZBklHqUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x48FVxqhDyuzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xu2ds7DRUlkrI6jUQkWz5RTPCQ1TXXgrViyUjgC9b0h+cTv3nDpOJReKVHMXMD0g95j1OijeTZe7XrtBMP+DHsJDGRMrode9yz88gpYFzAFYick9MSqhQNKeNSqYIgdtAUeTBHzbPfO92IJgELNRVEqTZGsXZTIjWngo1znUSxmNAh6bO2oSEJmHLT6fVjeGiULuxF0lSo4VT9PpGSQKlR4JvOgOiB+u1NxL+8dqJ7FTflYZxoFtLZol4ioI7gJArY5ZJRLUaGECq5uRXSAZGEahNYzoTw9Sn8nzQKDkYOvizmq2fzOLJgHxyAI4BBGVTBBaiBOqDgDjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1OmvNWPOZXfAD1tsn1WuVew==</latexit>

P�,#
i

<latexit sha1_base64="VY0G/ewUkieABCyfa+BAxaj+DC0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaGvJpGkbmskMScZSxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb0wfgooeCBzOuYd7c/xIcG0Q+nAWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2tbXdnt6rDWFFWoaEIVd0nmgkuWcVwI1g9UowEvmA1f3Ax8Wu3TGkeymszilgrID3Ju5wSY6W2u1++SZpRn5/AZiccSqJUOBy3edvNIC+LcRYXIfJOz/KomLOkgPP5IoLYQ1NkwBzltvtu8zQOmDRUEK0bGEWmlRBlOBVsnG7GmkWEDkiPNSyVJGC6lUzvH8Mjq3RgN1T2SQOn6vdEQgKtR4FvJwNi+vq3NxH/8hqx6RZbCZdRbJiks0XdWEATwkkZsMMVo0aMLCFUcXsrpH2iCDW2srQt4eun8H9SzXoYefgqlymdz+tIgQNwCI4BBgVQApegDCqAgjvwAJ7As3PvPDovzutsdMGZZ/bADzhvn28plmI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VY0G/ewUkieABCyfa+BAxaj+DC0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaGvJpGkbmskMScZSxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb0wfgooeCBzOuYd7c/xIcG0Q+nAWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2tbXdnt6rDWFFWoaEIVd0nmgkuWcVwI1g9UowEvmA1f3Ax8Wu3TGkeymszilgrID3Ju5wSY6W2u1++SZpRn5/AZiccSqJUOBy3edvNIC+LcRYXIfJOz/KomLOkgPP5IoLYQ1NkwBzltvtu8zQOmDRUEK0bGEWmlRBlOBVsnG7GmkWEDkiPNSyVJGC6lUzvH8Mjq3RgN1T2SQOn6vdEQgKtR4FvJwNi+vq3NxH/8hqx6RZbCZdRbJiks0XdWEATwkkZsMMVo0aMLCFUcXsrpH2iCDW2srQt4eun8H9SzXoYefgqlymdz+tIgQNwCI4BBgVQApegDCqAgjvwAJ7As3PvPDovzutsdMGZZ/bADzhvn28plmI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VY0G/ewUkieABCyfa+BAxaj+DC0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaGvJpGkbmskMScZSxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb0wfgooeCBzOuYd7c/xIcG0Q+nAWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2tbXdnt6rDWFFWoaEIVd0nmgkuWcVwI1g9UowEvmA1f3Ax8Wu3TGkeymszilgrID3Ju5wSY6W2u1++SZpRn5/AZiccSqJUOBy3edvNIC+LcRYXIfJOz/KomLOkgPP5IoLYQ1NkwBzltvtu8zQOmDRUEK0bGEWmlRBlOBVsnG7GmkWEDkiPNSyVJGC6lUzvH8Mjq3RgN1T2SQOn6vdEQgKtR4FvJwNi+vq3NxH/8hqx6RZbCZdRbJiks0XdWEATwkkZsMMVo0aMLCFUcXsrpH2iCDW2srQt4eun8H9SzXoYefgqlymdz+tIgQNwCI4BBgVQApegDCqAgjvwAJ7As3PvPDovzutsdMGZZ/bADzhvn28plmI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VY0G/ewUkieABCyfa+BAxaj+DC0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCCxmSWtsui25cVrAPaGvJpGkbmskMScZSxi78FTcuFHHrb7jzb0wfgooeCBzOuYd7c/xIcG0Q+nAWFpeWV1ZTa+n1jc2tbXdnt6rDWFFWoaEIVd0nmgkuWcVwI1g9UowEvmA1f3Ax8Wu3TGkeymszilgrID3Ju5wSY6W2u1++SZpRn5/AZiccSqJUOBy3edvNIC+LcRYXIfJOz/KomLOkgPP5IoLYQ1NkwBzltvtu8zQOmDRUEK0bGEWmlRBlOBVsnG7GmkWEDkiPNSyVJGC6lUzvH8Mjq3RgN1T2SQOn6vdEQgKtR4FvJwNi+vq3NxH/8hqx6RZbCZdRbJiks0XdWEATwkkZsMMVo0aMLCFUcXsrpH2iCDW2srQt4eun8H9SzXoYefgqlymdz+tIgQNwCI4BBgVQApegDCqAgjvwAJ7As3PvPDovzutsdMGZZ/bADzhvn28plmI=</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit>Q�,lim

i
<latexit sha1_base64="A/gdfO3W/jDCNV6yKUz0rFSWK8I=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/haFbx4GQyCB1lmE2PiTfTiUcFEIRvD7GSSDJl9MNMrhnUP/ooXD4p49Te8+TdOHoKKFjQUVd10d/mxFBoI+bByU9Mzs3PzC/nFpeWVVXttva6jRDFeY5GM1JVPNZci5DUQIPlVrDgNfMkv/f7J0L+84UqLKLyAQcybAe2GoiMYBSO17M3zlrhOvbgn9rAH/BZSKYIsa9kF4hweFksHVUycCilXykVDSKlcPXCx65ARCmiCs5b97rUjlgQ8BCap1g2XxNBMqQLBJM/yXqJ5TFmfdnnD0JAGXDfT0f0Z3jFKG3ciZSoEPFK/T6Q00HoQ+KYzoNDTv72h+JfXSKBTbaYijBPgIRsv6iQSQ4SHYeC2UJyBHBhCmRLmVsx6VFEGJrK8CeHrU/w/qRcdlzju+X7h6HgSxzzaQttoF7mogo7QKTpDNcTQHXpAT+jZurcerRfrddyasyYzG+gHrLdPtWaWkA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A/gdfO3W/jDCNV6yKUz0rFSWK8I=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/haFbx4GQyCB1lmE2PiTfTiUcFEIRvD7GSSDJl9MNMrhnUP/ooXD4p49Te8+TdOHoKKFjQUVd10d/mxFBoI+bByU9Mzs3PzC/nFpeWVVXttva6jRDFeY5GM1JVPNZci5DUQIPlVrDgNfMkv/f7J0L+84UqLKLyAQcybAe2GoiMYBSO17M3zlrhOvbgn9rAH/BZSKYIsa9kF4hweFksHVUycCilXykVDSKlcPXCx65ARCmiCs5b97rUjlgQ8BCap1g2XxNBMqQLBJM/yXqJ5TFmfdnnD0JAGXDfT0f0Z3jFKG3ciZSoEPFK/T6Q00HoQ+KYzoNDTv72h+JfXSKBTbaYijBPgIRsv6iQSQ4SHYeC2UJyBHBhCmRLmVsx6VFEGJrK8CeHrU/w/qRcdlzju+X7h6HgSxzzaQttoF7mogo7QKTpDNcTQHXpAT+jZurcerRfrddyasyYzG+gHrLdPtWaWkA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A/gdfO3W/jDCNV6yKUz0rFSWK8I=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/haFbx4GQyCB1lmE2PiTfTiUcFEIRvD7GSSDJl9MNMrhnUP/ooXD4p49Te8+TdOHoKKFjQUVd10d/mxFBoI+bByU9Mzs3PzC/nFpeWVVXttva6jRDFeY5GM1JVPNZci5DUQIPlVrDgNfMkv/f7J0L+84UqLKLyAQcybAe2GoiMYBSO17M3zlrhOvbgn9rAH/BZSKYIsa9kF4hweFksHVUycCilXykVDSKlcPXCx65ARCmiCs5b97rUjlgQ8BCap1g2XxNBMqQLBJM/yXqJ5TFmfdnnD0JAGXDfT0f0Z3jFKG3ciZSoEPFK/T6Q00HoQ+KYzoNDTv72h+JfXSKBTbaYijBPgIRsv6iQSQ4SHYeC2UJyBHBhCmRLmVsx6VFEGJrK8CeHrU/w/qRcdlzju+X7h6HgSxzzaQttoF7mogo7QKTpDNcTQHXpAT+jZurcerRfrddyasyYzG+gHrLdPtWaWkA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A/gdfO3W/jDCNV6yKUz0rFSWK8I=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/haFbx4GQyCB1lmE2PiTfTiUcFEIRvD7GSSDJl9MNMrhnUP/ooXD4p49Te8+TdOHoKKFjQUVd10d/mxFBoI+bByU9Mzs3PzC/nFpeWVVXttva6jRDFeY5GM1JVPNZci5DUQIPlVrDgNfMkv/f7J0L+84UqLKLyAQcybAe2GoiMYBSO17M3zlrhOvbgn9rAH/BZSKYIsa9kF4hweFksHVUycCilXykVDSKlcPXCx65ARCmiCs5b97rUjlgQ8BCap1g2XxNBMqQLBJM/yXqJ5TFmfdnnD0JAGXDfT0f0Z3jFKG3ciZSoEPFK/T6Q00HoQ+KYzoNDTv72h+JfXSKBTbaYijBPgIRsv6iQSQ4SHYeC2UJyBHBhCmRLmVsx6VFEGJrK8CeHrU/w/qRcdlzju+X7h6HgSxzzaQttoF7mogo7QKTpDNcTQHXpAT+jZurcerRfrddyasyYzG+gHrLdPtWaWkA==</latexit>

cos(�)�i,min
<latexit sha1_base64="Get2ugEMv3PvY2/zT5M+rxnNFW4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Get2ugEMv3PvY2/zT5M+rxnNFW4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Get2ugEMv3PvY2/zT5M+rxnNFW4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Get2ugEMv3PvY2/zT5M+rxnNFW4=">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</latexit>

(b) Controllable P-V

P
<latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit>

B̃�
i

<latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBbBVUja2uqu1I3LCvYBTQ2TybQdOpmEmYlQQjZu/BU3LhRx6z+482+cPgQVPXDhcM693HuPHzMqlW1/GLml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1ryygRmLRwxCLR9ZEkjHLSUlQx0o0FQaHPSMcfX0z9zi0Rkkb8Wk1i0g/RkNMBxUhpyTMPXUVZQFI3RGqEEUsbWXaTuvGIZh71zKJtnZ9Wq3YZ2latUquWKppUnXKpXIOOZc9QBAs0PfPdDSKchIQrzJCUPceOVT9FQlHMSFZwE0lihMdoSHqachQS2U9nX2TwWCsBHERCF1dwpn6fSFEo5ST0def0WPnbm4p/eb1EDc76KeVxogjH80WDhEEVwWkkMKCCYMUmmiAsqL4V4hESCCsdXEGH8PUp/J+0S5ZjW85VpVhvLOLIgwNwBE6AA2qgDi5BE7QABnfgATyBZ+PeeDRejNd5a85YzOyDHzDePgEqWpml</latexit>

B�
i

<latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TUp3GgeGwDG1OzybOXlAz57xr64=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqyFTqnZZ6sZlBfuAdhwyaaYNzTxIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0IKnogcDjnXu7J8WLOpELowygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eV0aJILRDIh6Jvocl5SykHcUUp/1YUBx4nPa86UXu926pkCwKr9Uspk6AxyHzGcFKS655MAywmhDM01Z2kw7jCctc5ppVZJ01ThGqQ2ShOXJi12sNBO1CqYICbdd8H44ikgQ0VIRjKQc2ipWTYqEY4TSrDBNJY0ymeEwHmoY4oNJJ5+kzeKyVEfQjoV+o4Fz9vpHiQMpZ4OnJPKv87eXiX94gUX7DSVkYJ4qGZHHITzhUEcyrgCMmKFF8pgkmgumskEywwETpwiq6hK+fwv9Jt2bZyLKv6tVmq6ijDA7BETgBNjgHTXAJ2qADCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrwuRktGsbMPfsB4+wRNIZXE</latexit>

=<latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyTv+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyTv+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyTv+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DmNMk2YXYyTv+zN0rWXYwO/YuLg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdu9mE3Y1QQn+BFw+KePUnefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvpv57SdUmsfywUwS9CM6lDzkjBorNW765Ypbdecgq8TLSQVy1Pvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC6qnlv1GpeV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYMrqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AIzNjME=</latexit>

u�
i

<latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit>

��,#
i,Q = 0

��,"
i,Q = 0
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��,"
i,P

<latexit sha1_base64="qzppcEICPeviwy/PuAhv/0ziCfo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qzppcEICPeviwy/PuAhv/0ziCfo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qzppcEICPeviwy/PuAhv/0ziCfo=">AAACBnicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9ShCYxA8hKEnxCy3oB48RjALZMahp9NJmvQsdPcoYcjJi7/ixYMiXv0Gb/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKrnx5xJhdCHsbC4tLyymlnLrm9sbm2bO7tNGSWC0AaJeCTaPpaUs5A2FFOctmNBceBz2vKHZxO/dUOFZFF4pUYxdQPcD1mPEay05JkHzjnlCnspy9fH16kTD1geOkmMhYhux56ZQ1a1gEolBJF1Ui0VKrYmqFiuFmxoW2iKHJij7pnvTjciSUBDRTiWsmOjWLkpFooRTsdZJ5E0xmSI+7SjaYgDKt10+sYYHmmlC3uR0BUqOFW/T6Q4kHIU+LozwGogf3sT8S+vk6hexU1ZGCeKhmS2qJdwqCI4yQR2maBE8ZEmmAimb4VkgAUmSieX1SF8fQr/J82CZSPLvizmaqfzODJgHxyCY2CDMqiBC1AHDUDAHXgAT+DZuDcejRfjdda6YMxn9sAPGG+frweZRw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qzppcEICPeviwy/PuAhv/0ziCfo=">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</latexit>

��,#
i,P

<latexit sha1_base64="xaorTBPbv7x2Ho+8FBvPhlmqiDU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaorTBPbv7x2Ho+8FBvPhlmqiDU=">AAACCHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqksXBovgogyZofaxK+rCZQX7gLaWTJq2oZnMkGQsZejSjb/ixoUibv0Ed/6N6UNQ0QOBwzn3cHOPF3KmNEIfVmJpeWV1Lbme2tjc2t5J7+7VVBBJQqsk4IFseFhRzgStaqY5bYSSYt/jtO4Nz6d+/ZZKxQJxrcchbfu4L1iPEayN1Ekfti4o17gTs2xlchO3wgHLwlY3GAksZTCadNIZZJdclM8jiOzTUt4tOoagXKHkOtCx0QwZsEClk343aRL5VGjCsVJNB4W6HWOpGeF0kmpFioaYDHGfNg0V2KeqHc8OmcBjo3RhL5DmCQ1n6vdEjH2lxr5nJn2sB+q3NxX/8pqR7hXbMRNhpKkg80W9iEMdwGkrsMskJZqPDcFEMvNXSAZYYqJNdylTwtel8H9Sc20H2c5VLlM+W9SRBAfgCJwABxRAGVyCCqgCAu7AA3gCz9a99Wi9WK/z0YS1yOyDH7DePgFPp5ou</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaorTBPbv7x2Ho+8FBvPhlmqiDU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaorTBPbv7x2Ho+8FBvPhlmqiDU=">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</latexit>

⇣
P̃�

i , Q̃�
i

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="FPlBEzVckjT8iBPr73b8L3+B0w0=">AAACHnicdZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiBEkDDj7i3oxWMCRgOZGHo6NUmTnoXuGiEMeRIvvooXD4oInvRt7Gy4/9Dw81UV1fV7sRQabfvdmpicmp6ZnZvPLCwuLa9kV9cudZQoDhUeyUhVPaZBihAqKFBCNVbAAk/Cldc569evbkBpEYUX2I2hHrBWKHzBGRrUyB64EnzMUxeFbEJa6l2nbtwWvYbYGbPyJ6OuEq02bjeyObuwv7t3cnBIfxunYA+UIyOVGtlXtxnxJIAQuWRa1xw7xnrKFAouoZdxEw0x4x3WgpqxIQtA19PBeT26ZUiT+pEyL0Q6oF8nUhZo3Q080xkwbOuftT78q1ZL0D+upyKME4SQDxf5iaQY0X5WtCkUcJRdYxhXwvyV8jZTjKNJNGNCGF9K/zeXuwXHLjjl/VzxdBTHHNkgmyRPHHJEiuSclEiFcHJL7skjebLurAfr2XoZtk5Yo5l18k3W2wd1TKNV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FPlBEzVckjT8iBPr73b8L3+B0w0=">AAACHnicdZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiBEkDDj7i3oxWMCRgOZGHo6NUmTnoXuGiEMeRIvvooXD4oInvRt7Gy4/9Dw81UV1fV7sRQabfvdmpicmp6ZnZvPLCwuLa9kV9cudZQoDhUeyUhVPaZBihAqKFBCNVbAAk/Cldc569evbkBpEYUX2I2hHrBWKHzBGRrUyB64EnzMUxeFbEJa6l2nbtwWvYbYGbPyJ6OuEq02bjeyObuwv7t3cnBIfxunYA+UIyOVGtlXtxnxJIAQuWRa1xw7xnrKFAouoZdxEw0x4x3WgpqxIQtA19PBeT26ZUiT+pEyL0Q6oF8nUhZo3Q080xkwbOuftT78q1ZL0D+upyKME4SQDxf5iaQY0X5WtCkUcJRdYxhXwvyV8jZTjKNJNGNCGF9K/zeXuwXHLjjl/VzxdBTHHNkgmyRPHHJEiuSclEiFcHJL7skjebLurAfr2XoZtk5Yo5l18k3W2wd1TKNV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FPlBEzVckjT8iBPr73b8L3+B0w0=">AAACHnicdZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiBEkDDj7i3oxWMCRgOZGHo6NUmTnoXuGiEMeRIvvooXD4oInvRt7Gy4/9Dw81UV1fV7sRQabfvdmpicmp6ZnZvPLCwuLa9kV9cudZQoDhUeyUhVPaZBihAqKFBCNVbAAk/Cldc569evbkBpEYUX2I2hHrBWKHzBGRrUyB64EnzMUxeFbEJa6l2nbtwWvYbYGbPyJ6OuEq02bjeyObuwv7t3cnBIfxunYA+UIyOVGtlXtxnxJIAQuWRa1xw7xnrKFAouoZdxEw0x4x3WgpqxIQtA19PBeT26ZUiT+pEyL0Q6oF8nUhZo3Q080xkwbOuftT78q1ZL0D+upyKME4SQDxf5iaQY0X5WtCkUcJRdYxhXwvyV8jZTjKNJNGNCGF9K/zeXuwXHLjjl/VzxdBTHHNkgmyRPHHJEiuSclEiFcHJL7skjebLurAfr2XoZtk5Yo5l18k3W2wd1TKNV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FPlBEzVckjT8iBPr73b8L3+B0w0=">AAACHnicdZDJSgNBEIZ73I1b1KOXxiBEkDDj7i3oxWMCRgOZGHo6NUmTnoXuGiEMeRIvvooXD4oInvRt7Gy4/9Dw81UV1fV7sRQabfvdmpicmp6ZnZvPLCwuLa9kV9cudZQoDhUeyUhVPaZBihAqKFBCNVbAAk/Cldc569evbkBpEYUX2I2hHrBWKHzBGRrUyB64EnzMUxeFbEJa6l2nbtwWvYbYGbPyJ6OuEq02bjeyObuwv7t3cnBIfxunYA+UIyOVGtlXtxnxJIAQuWRa1xw7xnrKFAouoZdxEw0x4x3WgpqxIQtA19PBeT26ZUiT+pEyL0Q6oF8nUhZo3Q080xkwbOuftT78q1ZL0D+upyKME4SQDxf5iaQY0X5WtCkUcJRdYxhXwvyV8jZTjKNJNGNCGF9K/zeXuwXHLjjl/VzxdBTHHNkgmyRPHHJEiuSclEiFcHJL7skjebLurAfr2XoZtk5Yo5l18k3W2wd1TKNV</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit>

(c) Uncontrollable P-V

P
<latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4fLVmpxMEsUPMXRqkFcV8/BKs8E=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLoxmUL9gFtkMn0ph07mYSZiVBCv8CNC0Xc+knu/BsnbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WBym/vdJ1Sax/LeTBP0IzqSPOSMGiu1mg/Vmlt35yCrxCtIDQrY/NdgGLM0QmmYoFr3PTcxfkaV4UzgrDJINSaUTegI+5ZKGqH2s/miM3JmlSEJY2WfNGSu/p7IaKT1NApsMqJmrJe9XPzP66cmvPYzLpPUoGSLj8JUEBOT/Goy5AqZEVNLKFPc7krYmCrKjO2mYkvwlk9eJZ2LuufWvdZlrXFT1FGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9FtOQUM8fwB87nD6mZjNQ=</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXuISPvkXGbA3uDacHWILSMHwJY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aqx2M1Q==</latexit>

��,#
i,Q = 0

��,"
i,Q = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U4aZx1QljWpOo0yRdepJ6XQVhVg=">AAACJnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWHd26CRbBRSkzbnQjCLrosgX7gE4dMmmmDc1khiRjKUN/yY1/Im66UMQvMX2A2vZA4HDOCffeEyScKe04Uyu3tb2zu5ffLxwUD4+O7ZNiU8WpJLRBYh7LdoAV5UzQhmaa03YiKY4CTlvB8H7mt56pVCwWj3qc0G6E+4KFjGBtJN+ueg+Ua+xnrFyfPGVeMmBl5PXikcBSxqMJukUO8rzCxlia/IZ8u+RUnDnQOnGXpARL1Hz7zYwhaUSFJhwr1XGdRHczLDUjnE4KXqpogskQ92nHUIEjqrrZ/OIJujBKD4WxNE9oNFf//shwpNQ4CkwywnqgVr2ZuMnrpDq86WZMJKmmgiwGhSlHOkaz+lCPSUo0HxuCiWRmV0QGWGKiTckFU4K7evI6aV5VXKfi1h3IwxmcwyW4cA13UIUaNIDAC7zDB3xar9bU+lrUlbOWvZ3CP1jfP+Wyp0o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U4aZx1QljWpOo0yRdepJ6XQVhVg=">AAACJnicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWHd26CRbBRSkzbnQjCLrosgX7gE4dMmmmDc1khiRjKUN/yY1/Im66UMQvMX2A2vZA4HDOCffeEyScKe04Uyu3tb2zu5ffLxwUD4+O7ZNiU8WpJLRBYh7LdoAV5UzQhmaa03YiKY4CTlvB8H7mt56pVCwWj3qc0G6E+4KFjGBtJN+ueg+Ua+xnrFyfPGVeMmBl5PXikcBSxqMJukUO8rzCxlia/IZ8u+RUnDnQOnGXpARL1Hz7zYwhaUSFJhwr1XGdRHczLDUjnE4KXqpogskQ92nHUIEjqrrZ/OIJujBKD4WxNE9oNFf//shwpNQ4CkwywnqgVr2ZuMnrpDq86WZMJKmmgiwGhSlHOkaz+lCPSUo0HxuCiWRmV0QGWGKiTckFU4K7evI6aV5VXKfi1h3IwxmcwyW4cA13UIUaNIDAC7zDB3xar9bU+lrUlbOWvZ3CP1jfP+Wyp0o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ebft0bh2eQ/lTsIt6Kw7Hk0x3IQ=">AAACMXicbVDNSsNAGNzUvxr/oh69LBbBQymJF70IRT302IJthSaGzXbbLt1swu7GUkJeyYtvIl56UMSrL+G2DahtBxaGmfn49psgZlQq254YhbX1jc2t4ra5s7u3f2AdHrVklAhMmjhikXgIkCSMctJUVDHyEAuCwoCRdjC8nfrtJyIkjfi9GsfEC1Gf0x7FSGnJt2ruHWEK+SktN7LH1I0HtAzdbjTiSIholMFraEPXNVfGkvg35Fslu2LPAJeJk5MSyFH3rVe9Bich4QozJGXHsWPlpUgoihnJTDeRJEZ4iPqkoylHIZFeOrs4g2da6cJeJPTjCs7UvxMpCqUch4FOhkgN5KI3FVd5nUT1rryU8jhRhOP5ol7CoIrgtD7YpYJgxcaaICyo/ivEAyQQVrpkU5fgLJ68TFoXFceuOA27VL3J6yiCE3AKzoEDLkEV1EAdNAEGz+ANvIMP48WYGJ/G1zxaMPKZY/APxvcPHyao4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c0gnOFvqVg6F16xLpjf2UAkZ4aQ=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgopQZEXQjFHXRZQv2AZ1aMmmmDc0kQ5KxlKG/5MY/ETddKOLWnzB9gNr2QOBwzrnc3BPEjCrtumMrs7a+sbmV3bZ3dvf2D5zDo5oSicSkigUTshEgRRjlpKqpZqQRS4KigJF60L+b+PUnIhUV/EEPY9KKUJfTkGKkjdR2Sv49YRq1U5qvjB5TP+7RPPQ7YsCRlGIwgjfQhb5vr4wl8W+o7eTcgjsFXCbenOTAHOW282rW4CQiXGOGlGp6bqxbKZKaYkZGtp8oEiPcR13SNJSjiKhWOr14BM+M0oGhkOZxDafq34kURUoNo8AkI6R7atGbiKu8ZqLD61ZKeZxowvFsUZgwqAWc1Ac7VBKs2dAQhCU1f4W4hyTC2pRsmxK8xZOXSe2i4LkFr3KZK97O68iCE3AKzoEHrkARlEAZVAEGz+ANvIMP68UaW5/W1yyaseYzx+AfrO8fIGao5g==</latexit>

��,"
i,P

<latexit sha1_base64="qzppcEICPeviwy/PuAhv/0ziCfo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qzppcEICPeviwy/PuAhv/0ziCfo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qzppcEICPeviwy/PuAhv/0ziCfo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qzppcEICPeviwy/PuAhv/0ziCfo=">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</latexit> ��,#
i,P

<latexit sha1_base64="xaorTBPbv7x2Ho+8FBvPhlmqiDU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaorTBPbv7x2Ho+8FBvPhlmqiDU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaorTBPbv7x2Ho+8FBvPhlmqiDU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaorTBPbv7x2Ho+8FBvPhlmqiDU=">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</latexit>

P�,"
i

<latexit sha1_base64="Uis02iu8FHiCUXeUx8TqwHtmisQ=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISHxQbssunFZwT6giWEynbRDJ5lhZqLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnD4EnwcuHM65l3vviQSjSrvuuzUzOze/sFhYKi6vrK6t2xubDcUziUkdc8ZlK0KKMJqSuqaakZaQBCURI82ofzbym9dEKsrTSz0QJEhQN6UxxUgbKbS3a1e5L3r0APqZQFLym2FIQ7vkOicV76jswd/Ec9wxSmCKWmi/+R2Os4SkGjOkVNtzhQ5yJDXFjAyLfqaIQLiPuqRtaIoSooJ8fP0Q7hmlA2MuTaUajtWvEzlKlBokkelMkO6pn95I/MtrZzquBDlNRaZJiieL4oxBzeEoCtihkmDNBoYgLKm5FeIekghrE1jRhPD5KfyfNA4dz3W8i+NS9XQaRwHsgF2wDzxQBlVwDmqgDjC4BffgETxZd9aD9Wy9TFpnrOnMFvgG6/UD3ruVgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uis02iu8FHiCUXeUx8TqwHtmisQ=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISHxQbssunFZwT6giWEynbRDJ5lhZqLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnD4EnwcuHM65l3vviQSjSrvuuzUzOze/sFhYKi6vrK6t2xubDcUziUkdc8ZlK0KKMJqSuqaakZaQBCURI82ofzbym9dEKsrTSz0QJEhQN6UxxUgbKbS3a1e5L3r0APqZQFLym2FIQ7vkOicV76jswd/Ec9wxSmCKWmi/+R2Os4SkGjOkVNtzhQ5yJDXFjAyLfqaIQLiPuqRtaIoSooJ8fP0Q7hmlA2MuTaUajtWvEzlKlBokkelMkO6pn95I/MtrZzquBDlNRaZJiieL4oxBzeEoCtihkmDNBoYgLKm5FeIekghrE1jRhPD5KfyfNA4dz3W8i+NS9XQaRwHsgF2wDzxQBlVwDmqgDjC4BffgETxZd9aD9Wy9TFpnrOnMFvgG6/UD3ruVgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uis02iu8FHiCUXeUx8TqwHtmisQ=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISHxQbssunFZwT6giWEynbRDJ5lhZqLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnD4EnwcuHM65l3vviQSjSrvuuzUzOze/sFhYKi6vrK6t2xubDcUziUkdc8ZlK0KKMJqSuqaakZaQBCURI82ofzbym9dEKsrTSz0QJEhQN6UxxUgbKbS3a1e5L3r0APqZQFLym2FIQ7vkOicV76jswd/Ec9wxSmCKWmi/+R2Os4SkGjOkVNtzhQ5yJDXFjAyLfqaIQLiPuqRtaIoSooJ8fP0Q7hmlA2MuTaUajtWvEzlKlBokkelMkO6pn95I/MtrZzquBDlNRaZJiieL4oxBzeEoCtihkmDNBoYgLKm5FeIekghrE1jRhPD5KfyfNA4dz3W8i+NS9XQaRwHsgF2wDzxQBlVwDmqgDjC4BffgETxZd9aD9Wy9TFpnrOnMFvgG6/UD3ruVgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uis02iu8FHiCUXeUx8TqwHtmisQ=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwISHxQbssunFZwT6giWEynbRDJ5lhZqLUUPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnD4EnwcuHM65l3vviQSjSrvuuzUzOze/sFhYKi6vrK6t2xubDcUziUkdc8ZlK0KKMJqSuqaakZaQBCURI82ofzbym9dEKsrTSz0QJEhQN6UxxUgbKbS3a1e5L3r0APqZQFLym2FIQ7vkOicV76jswd/Ec9wxSmCKWmi/+R2Os4SkGjOkVNtzhQ5yJDXFjAyLfqaIQLiPuqRtaIoSooJ8fP0Q7hmlA2MuTaUajtWvEzlKlBokkelMkO6pn95I/MtrZzquBDlNRaZJiieL4oxBzeEoCtihkmDNBoYgLKm5FeIekghrE1jRhPD5KfyfNA4dz3W8i+NS9XQaRwHsgF2wDzxQBlVwDmqgDjC4BffgETxZd9aD9Wy9TFpnrOnMFvgG6/UD3ruVgQ==</latexit>

P�,#
i

<latexit sha1_base64="DFSlgkOe8tLAJChArLfosC6nR5E=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXMgw44N2WXTjsoJ9QDsOmTTThmaSIclYytiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o3pQ/B5IHA45x7uzQkTRpV23XcrNze/sLiUXy6srK6tb9ibW3UlUolJDQsmZDNEijDKSU1TzUgzkQTFISONsH8+9hs3RCoq+JUeJsSPUZfTiGKkjRTYO9XrrJ306CFsd8SAIynFYBTQwC66zmnZOy558DfxHHeCIpihGthvJo/TmHCNGVKq5bmJ9jMkNcWMjArtVJEE4T7qkpahHMVE+dnk/hHcN0oHRkKaxzWcqF8TGYqVGsahmYyR7qmf3lj8y2ulOir7GeVJqgnH00VRyqAWcFwG7FBJsGZDQxCW1NwKcQ9JhLWprGBK+Pwp/J/UjxzPdbzLk2LlbFZHHuyCPXAAPFACFXABqqAGMLgF9+ARPFl31oP1bL1MR3PWLLMNvsF6/QB4eZZo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFSlgkOe8tLAJChArLfosC6nR5E=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXMgw44N2WXTjsoJ9QDsOmTTThmaSIclYytiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o3pQ/B5IHA45x7uzQkTRpV23XcrNze/sLiUXy6srK6tb9ibW3UlUolJDQsmZDNEijDKSU1TzUgzkQTFISONsH8+9hs3RCoq+JUeJsSPUZfTiGKkjRTYO9XrrJ306CFsd8SAIynFYBTQwC66zmnZOy558DfxHHeCIpihGthvJo/TmHCNGVKq5bmJ9jMkNcWMjArtVJEE4T7qkpahHMVE+dnk/hHcN0oHRkKaxzWcqF8TGYqVGsahmYyR7qmf3lj8y2ulOir7GeVJqgnH00VRyqAWcFwG7FBJsGZDQxCW1NwKcQ9JhLWprGBK+Pwp/J/UjxzPdbzLk2LlbFZHHuyCPXAAPFACFXABqqAGMLgF9+ARPFl31oP1bL1MR3PWLLMNvsF6/QB4eZZo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFSlgkOe8tLAJChArLfosC6nR5E=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXMgw44N2WXTjsoJ9QDsOmTTThmaSIclYytiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o3pQ/B5IHA45x7uzQkTRpV23XcrNze/sLiUXy6srK6tb9ibW3UlUolJDQsmZDNEijDKSU1TzUgzkQTFISONsH8+9hs3RCoq+JUeJsSPUZfTiGKkjRTYO9XrrJ306CFsd8SAIynFYBTQwC66zmnZOy558DfxHHeCIpihGthvJo/TmHCNGVKq5bmJ9jMkNcWMjArtVJEE4T7qkpahHMVE+dnk/hHcN0oHRkKaxzWcqF8TGYqVGsahmYyR7qmf3lj8y2ulOir7GeVJqgnH00VRyqAWcFwG7FBJsGZDQxCW1NwKcQ9JhLWprGBK+Pwp/J/UjxzPdbzLk2LlbFZHHuyCPXAAPFACFXABqqAGMLgF9+ARPFl31oP1bL1MR3PWLLMNvsF6/QB4eZZo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFSlgkOe8tLAJChArLfosC6nR5E=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXMgw44N2WXTjsoJ9QDsOmTTThmaSIclYytiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o3pQ/B5IHA45x7uzQkTRpV23XcrNze/sLiUXy6srK6tb9ibW3UlUolJDQsmZDNEijDKSU1TzUgzkQTFISONsH8+9hs3RCoq+JUeJsSPUZfTiGKkjRTYO9XrrJ306CFsd8SAIynFYBTQwC66zmnZOy558DfxHHeCIpihGthvJo/TmHCNGVKq5bmJ9jMkNcWMjArtVJEE4T7qkpahHMVE+dnk/hHcN0oHRkKaxzWcqF8TGYqVGsahmYyR7qmf3lj8y2ulOir7GeVJqgnH00VRyqAWcFwG7FBJsGZDQxCW1NwKcQ9JhLWprGBK+Pwp/J/UjxzPdbzLk2LlbFZHHuyCPXAAPFACFXABqqAGMLgF9+ARPFl31oP1bL1MR3PWLLMNvsF6/QB4eZZo</latexit>

u�
i

<latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZFFFUdArM7gzjLLYEBzfgqIM2xk=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hdm4muQW9OIxgnlgsobZySQZMju7zMwKYclfePGgiFf/xpt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuuDcYfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29tv6ChRlNVpJCLVCohmgktWN9wI1ooVI2EgWDMYXU795j1Tmkfyxoxj5odkIHmfU2KsdJvcpZ14yCdd3s3lccE9rZTxOcKFoucVcdESr3yGSxXkFvAMeVig1s29d3oRTUImDRVE67aLY+OnRBlOBZtkO4lmMaEjMmBtSyUJmfbT2cUTdGyVHupHypY0aKZ+n0hJqPU4DGxnSMxQ//am4l9eOzH9sp9yGSeGSTpf1E8EMhGavo96XDFqxNgSQhW3tyI6JIpQY0PK2hC+PkX/k0ax4Nqsrr189WIRRwYO4QhOwIUSVOEKalAHChIe4AmeHe08Oi/O67x1yVnMHMAPOG+fU62RWA==</latexit>

B̃�
i

<latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hiFhUZdTfyDgyZXyqoPYAZhlL9k=">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</latexit>
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(d) Controllable Load

Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of different capacity and uncertainty sets for a resource
connected to node i ∈R on phase φ ∈ {a,b,c}. A

φ

i are the regions delimited by grey lines. B
φ

i

are either the red lines, areas or dots. B̃
φ

i are either the pink lines, areas or dots. Different

setpoints uφ

i are shown as blue dots.
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• Electric Loads, that can be controllable or uncontrollable (respectively CL and UL);

• Power Generators, in the form of controllable and uncontrollable P-V plants (respectively CPV

and UPV).

In the following, the modelling details – i.e. capability and uncertainty sets – concerning these resources

are presented.

4.5.3 Energy Storage

Storage devices, such as batteries and supercapacitors, are DC resources requiring four-quadrant-

inverters to be connected to AC grids. Power converters, connected to node i ∈ K ⊂ R and phase

φ ∈ {a,b,c} are generally constrained by a maximum apparent power, Sφ,max
i . As DC sources, they

also have internal active-power bounds. Namely, they have maximum (P DC
max) and minimum (P DC

min)

DC power limits that depend on their SoC. DC power limits can be converted to AC maximum (Pφ,↑
i )

and minimum (Pφ,↓
i ) power limits. The transformation can be done in a number of ways; here the

converter’s efficiency is used. Hence, the capability regions of energy storage devices, on their AC-side,

can be generally quantified by the intersection of the power-converter limits and the device’s converted

internal DC power limits. Finally, since these devices are highly controllable, it is expected that their

implemented power is equal to the requested setpoint. Fig. 4.4a illustrates the modelling of an energy

storage device. Formally, one can express the sets as,

A
φ

i

{
(P,Q) ∈R2 : Pφ,↓

i ≤ P ≤ Pφ,↑
i ,P 2 +Q2 ≤ (Sφ,max

i )
}

B̃
φ

i (uφ

i ) {uφ

i }

4.5.4 Electric Loads

Controllable Loads

Controllable loads are usually three-phase and are directly connected to the grid. They are controllable

in the sense that they can implement, with some uncertainty, the control setpoints they receive as

long as they are inside their upper and lower active/reactive power limits (respectively Pφ,↑
i /Qφ,↑

i and

Pφ,↓
i /Qφ,↓

i for a load connected to node i ∈R on phase φ ∈ {a,b,c}). The uncertainty on implementing

a setpoint can be modelled with a rectangle around it representing the setpoint tracking inaccuracies.

The uncertainty rectangle for a controllable load connected to node i ∈ R on phase φ ∈ {a,b,c} is

defined by the parameters ∆φ,↑
i ,P , ∆φ,↓

i ,P , ∆φ,↑
i ,Q and ∆φ,↓

i ,Q . Fig. 4.4d illustrates the modelling of an energy

storage device. Finally, formally, one can express the sets as,

A
φ

i

[
Pφ,↓

i ,Pφ,↑
i ]× [Qφ,↓

i ,Qφ,↑
i

]
B̃

φ

i (uφ

i )
[

Pφ

i −∆φ,↓
i ,P ,Pφ

i +∆φ,↑
i ,P ]× [Qφ

i −∆φ,↓
i ,Q ,Qφ

i +∆φ,↑
i ,Q

]

Uncontrollable Loads

Uncontrollable loads are usually three-phase loads that are directly connected to the grid. They are

uncontrollable in the sense that they do not accept setpoints. Therefore, their capability region is
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defined by their measured powers (P̃φ

i and Q̃φ

i for a load connected to node i ∈R on phase φ ∈ {a,b,c}).

As before, the uncertainty on implementing a setpoint can be modelled with a rectangle around it.

However, in this case, the rectangles represent a next-tim-step forecast of the load. The uncertainty

rectangle for an ucontrollable load connected to node i ∈ R on phase φ ∈ {a,b,c} is defined by the

parameters ∆φ,↑
i ,P , ∆φ,↓

i ,P , ∆φ,↑
i ,Q and ∆φ,↓

i ,Q . Fig. 4.4c illustrates the modelling of an energy storage device.

Finally, formally, one can express the sets as,

A
φ

i {(P̃φ

i ,Q̃φ

i )}

B̃
φ

i (uφ

i )
[

Pφ

i −∆φ,↓
i ,P ,Pφ

i +∆φ,↑
i ,P ]× [Qφ

i −∆φ,↓
i ,Q ,Qφ

i +∆φ,↑
i ,Q

]

4.5.5 Power Generators

Uncontrollable Photo-Voltaic plants

Uncontrollable P-V plans are modelled as uncontrollable loads. They usually produce as much power

as possible using, for instance, the MPPT algorithm. As a result, their capability and uncertainty sets

are modelled as the ones of uncontrollable loads (see Sec. 4.5.4).

Controllable Photo-Voltaic plants

Controllable PV plants have constraints on reactive power (controlled by a minimum power factor,

cos(φ)min) and are interfaced to the grid through two-quadrant – i.e. only absorptions – inverters.

Hence, a controllable PV plant connected to i ∈ K ⊂ R on phase φ ∈ {a,b,c} has, respectively, a

minimum power factor (cos(Φ)φi ,min) and a maximum apparent power rating (Sφ,max
i ). Furthermore,

through the use of forecasting tools [58], their irradiance fluctuation can be modelled in the form of

maximum (Pφ,↑
i ) and minimum (Pφ,↓

i ) active-power bounds. Their uncertainty sets are defined in a way

to account for the next-timestep irradiance uncertainty. As explained in [58], the sets are, in practice,

segments that go from the requested setpoint to Pφ,↓
i while respecting the limits of A

φ

i . In summary,

A
φ

i

{
(P,Q) ∈R2 : 0 ≤ P ≤ Pφ,↑

i ,P 2 +Q2 ≤
(
Sφ,max

i

)2
, arctan(P/Q) ≤ arccos

(
cos(Φ)φi ,min

)}
B̃

φ

i (uφ

i )
{

(P,Q) ∈R2 : min
{

Pφ

i ,Pφ,↓
i

}
≤ P ≤ Pφ

i , min
{

Qφ

i ,Qφ,lim
i

}
≤Q ≤ max

{
Qφ

i ,−Qφ,lim
i

}}

with Qφ,lim
i being the positive reactive power at the intersection of the line P = Pφ,↓

i and the cos(Φ)φi ,min
constraint line, for a resource connected to i ∈K ⊂R on phase φ ∈ {a,b,c}. An illustrative example is

given in Fig. 4.4b.

4.6 Numerical Simulations

In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithms is numerically tested using (i) a simple

4-node network (see Fig. 4.5 and (ii) the IEEE 34 bus feeder [9]. All simulations assume balanced

three-phase network operation. As a result, hereinafter, only the grids’ single-phase equivalents were

considered and the phase-angle superscript is omitted. However, since all grid operational constraints

were treated in the same way in the proposed algorithms, this simplification does not affect the
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applicability of the methods to unbalanced three-phase ADNs. Finally, even though this simplification

entails ignoring the nodal voltage sequence SCs, the performance of the latter are still showcased in a

further contribution of this thesis (c.f. Sec. 6).

All simulations were performed using MATLAB on a MacBook Pro with a 3.5 GHz i7 processor. Different

KPIs, such as number of iterations, convergence, validity of assumptions and computational times,

are considered to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. Note that, the computational

times were evaluated on a C++ implementation of the same MATLAB code. Both implementations

had the same outputs, however, the computational times were drastically decreased when using C++.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that both implementations did not include any code optimization

(e.g. [84]) which was left for future works.

In the simulations, in both implementations, each resource is encapsulated into a class. Each class has

attributes to describe the resource’s capability and uncertainty sets. Namely, each class has attributes

and built-in functions with particular definitions to match the sets presented in section 4.5.2. As a

final note, it is worth recalling that, for the CPV resources, the min and max functions defining their

uncertainty set bounds are ATFs. Therefore, by using the techniques presented in Appendix A, the grid

operational constraints remain linear.

Finally, as in the previous chapter, compared to the operational constraints requirements listed in

the EN-50160 standard [48], tighter nodal voltage magnitude bounds were chosen to stress-test the

proposed method. The chosen maximum and minimum bounds were, respectively, set to Ei ,mi n = 0.95

p.u and Ei ,max = 1.05 p.u (see Secs. 4.6.1&4.6.2 for the base values of each simulated grid).

4.6.1 4-Node Network

The network topology is shown in Fig. 4.5, when a generic implementation setpoint x is deployed. The

grid is composed of 4 nodes and 3 identical branches. The base voltage is 24.9 kV and the base power is

5 MVA. The grid model and resources’ parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. In the following, three

simulations performed on the 4-node network are presented.
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<latexit sha1_base64="vey0KL4n0LvHi87E2wD8fV/gY90=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGaHIMevEY0cRAsoTZyWwyZHZ2mekVQ8gnePGgiFe/yJt/4+Qh+CxoKKq66e4KEikMuu67k1laXlldy67nNja3tnfyu3tNE6ea8QaLZaxbATVcCsUbKFDyVqI5jQLJb4Lh+dS/ueXaiFhd4yjhfkT7SoSCUbTS1V231M0X3GK5elqqnJDfxCu6MxRggXo3/9bpxSyNuEImqTFtz03QH1ONgkk+yXVSwxPKhrTP25YqGnHjj2enTsiRVXokjLUthWSmfp0Y08iYURTYzojiwPz0puJfXjvFsOqPhUpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kJzRnKEeWUKaFvZWwAdWUoU0nZ0P4/JT8T5qlomf5ZblQO1vEkYUDOIRj8KACNbiAOjSAQR/u4RGeHOk8OM/Oy7w14yxm9uEbnNcPmCmOAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vey0KL4n0LvHi87E2wD8fV/gY90=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGaHIMevEY0cRAsoTZyWwyZHZ2mekVQ8gnePGgiFe/yJt/4+Qh+CxoKKq66e4KEikMuu67k1laXlldy67nNja3tnfyu3tNE6ea8QaLZaxbATVcCsUbKFDyVqI5jQLJb4Lh+dS/ueXaiFhd4yjhfkT7SoSCUbTS1V231M0X3GK5elqqnJDfxCu6MxRggXo3/9bpxSyNuEImqTFtz03QH1ONgkk+yXVSwxPKhrTP25YqGnHjj2enTsiRVXokjLUthWSmfp0Y08iYURTYzojiwPz0puJfXjvFsOqPhUpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kJzRnKEeWUKaFvZWwAdWUoU0nZ0P4/JT8T5qlomf5ZblQO1vEkYUDOIRj8KACNbiAOjSAQR/u4RGeHOk8OM/Oy7w14yxm9uEbnNcPmCmOAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vey0KL4n0LvHi87E2wD8fV/gY90=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGaHIMevEY0cRAsoTZyWwyZHZ2mekVQ8gnePGgiFe/yJt/4+Qh+CxoKKq66e4KEikMuu67k1laXlldy67nNja3tnfyu3tNE6ea8QaLZaxbATVcCsUbKFDyVqI5jQLJb4Lh+dS/ueXaiFhd4yjhfkT7SoSCUbTS1V231M0X3GK5elqqnJDfxCu6MxRggXo3/9bpxSyNuEImqTFtz03QH1ONgkk+yXVSwxPKhrTP25YqGnHjj2enTsiRVXokjLUthWSmfp0Y08iYURTYzojiwPz0puJfXjvFsOqPhUpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kJzRnKEeWUKaFvZWwAdWUoU0nZ0P4/JT8T5qlomf5ZblQO1vEkYUDOIRj8KACNbiAOjSAQR/u4RGeHOk8OM/Oy7w14yxm9uEbnNcPmCmOAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vey0KL4n0LvHi87E2wD8fV/gY90=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGaHIMevEY0cRAsoTZyWwyZHZ2mekVQ8gnePGgiFe/yJt/4+Qh+CxoKKq66e4KEikMuu67k1laXlldy67nNja3tnfyu3tNE6ea8QaLZaxbATVcCsUbKFDyVqI5jQLJb4Lh+dS/ueXaiFhd4yjhfkT7SoSCUbTS1V231M0X3GK5elqqnJDfxCu6MxRggXo3/9bpxSyNuEImqTFtz03QH1ONgkk+yXVSwxPKhrTP25YqGnHjj2enTsiRVXokjLUthWSmfp0Y08iYURTYzojiwPz0puJfXjvFsOqPhUpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kJzRnKEeWUKaFvZWwAdWUoU0nZ0P4/JT8T5qlomf5ZblQO1vEkYUDOIRj8KACNbiAOjSAQR/u4RGeHOk8OM/Oy7w14yxm9uEbnNcPmCmOAQ==</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="i5q63nYukKhB68eAItMdQA/YTRY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMxmhyDXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNerqH7h4xDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULYs60cd13J7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/eaWiaK0AaRXKp2gDXlTNCGYYbTdqwojgJOW8HoYuq3bqnSTIobM46pH+GBYCEj2Fjp+q530ssX3GK5elaqnKLfxCu6MxRggXov/9btS5JEVBjCsdYdz42Nn2JlGOF0kusmmsaYjPCAdiwVOKLaT2enTtCRVfoolMqWMGimfp1IcaT1OApsZ4TNUP/0puJfXicxYdVPmYgTQwWZLwoTjoxE079RnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmw6ORvC56fof9IsFT3Lr8qF2vkijiwcwCEcgwcVqMEl1KEBBAZwD4/w5HDnwXl2XuatGWcxsw/f4Lx+AJmtjgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i5q63nYukKhB68eAItMdQA/YTRY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMxmhyDXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNerqH7h4xDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULYs60cd13J7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/eaWiaK0AaRXKp2gDXlTNCGYYbTdqwojgJOW8HoYuq3bqnSTIobM46pH+GBYCEj2Fjp+q530ssX3GK5elaqnKLfxCu6MxRggXov/9btS5JEVBjCsdYdz42Nn2JlGOF0kusmmsaYjPCAdiwVOKLaT2enTtCRVfoolMqWMGimfp1IcaT1OApsZ4TNUP/0puJfXicxYdVPmYgTQwWZLwoTjoxE079RnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmw6ORvC56fof9IsFT3Lr8qF2vkijiwcwCEcgwcVqMEl1KEBBAZwD4/w5HDnwXl2XuatGWcxsw/f4Lx+AJmtjgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i5q63nYukKhB68eAItMdQA/YTRY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMxmhyDXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNerqH7h4xDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULYs60cd13J7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/eaWiaK0AaRXKp2gDXlTNCGYYbTdqwojgJOW8HoYuq3bqnSTIobM46pH+GBYCEj2Fjp+q530ssX3GK5elaqnKLfxCu6MxRggXov/9btS5JEVBjCsdYdz42Nn2JlGOF0kusmmsaYjPCAdiwVOKLaT2enTtCRVfoolMqWMGimfp1IcaT1OApsZ4TNUP/0puJfXicxYdVPmYgTQwWZLwoTjoxE079RnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmw6ORvC56fof9IsFT3Lr8qF2vkijiwcwCEcgwcVqMEl1KEBBAZwD4/w5HDnwXl2XuatGWcxsw/f4Lx+AJmtjgI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i5q63nYukKhB68eAItMdQA/YTRY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMxmhyDXjxGNAskQ+jp9CRNerqH7h4xDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULYs60cd13J7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube/kd/eaWiaK0AaRXKp2gDXlTNCGYYbTdqwojgJOW8HoYuq3bqnSTIobM46pH+GBYCEj2Fjp+q530ssX3GK5elaqnKLfxCu6MxRggXov/9btS5JEVBjCsdYdz42Nn2JlGOF0kusmmsaYjPCAdiwVOKLaT2enTtCRVfoolMqWMGimfp1IcaT1OApsZ4TNUP/0puJfXicxYdVPmYgTQwWZLwoTjoxE079RnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmw6ORvC56fof9IsFT3Lr8qF2vkijiwcwCEcgwcVqMEl1KEBBAZwD4/w5HDnwXl2XuatGWcxsw/f4Lx+AJmtjgI=</latexit>

Ē1 (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="KHLGwl1YBU9Ddpn8wS6A92K2AfA=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSrUTUlE0GVRBJcV7AOaECaTSTt08mDmRiwhP+DGX3HjQhG37t35N07aLLT1wDCHc+7l3nu8hDMJpvmtVZaWV1bXquu1jc2t7R19d68r41QQ2iExj0Xfw5JyFtEOMOC0nwiKQ4/Tnje+KvzePRWSxdEdTBLqhHgYsYARDEpy9SPbwyK7zl3L5jSAhu3F3JeTUH3ZQ24LNhzBiavXzaY5hbFIrJLUUYm2q3/ZfkzSkEZAOJZyYJkJOBkWwAinec1OJU0wGeMhHSga4ZBKJ5tekxvHSvGNIBbqRWBM1d8dGQ5lsaGqDDGM5LxXiP95gxSCCydjUZICjchsUJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+EQRTARTuxpkhAUmoAKsqRCs+ZMXSfe0aZlN6/as3ros46iiA3SIGshC56iFblAbdRBBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j1lpRSt79tEfaJ8/NlOcRg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KHLGwl1YBU9Ddpn8wS6A92K2AfA=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSrUTUlE0GVRBJcV7AOaECaTSTt08mDmRiwhP+DGX3HjQhG37t35N07aLLT1wDCHc+7l3nu8hDMJpvmtVZaWV1bXquu1jc2t7R19d68r41QQ2iExj0Xfw5JyFtEOMOC0nwiKQ4/Tnje+KvzePRWSxdEdTBLqhHgYsYARDEpy9SPbwyK7zl3L5jSAhu3F3JeTUH3ZQ24LNhzBiavXzaY5hbFIrJLUUYm2q3/ZfkzSkEZAOJZyYJkJOBkWwAinec1OJU0wGeMhHSga4ZBKJ5tekxvHSvGNIBbqRWBM1d8dGQ5lsaGqDDGM5LxXiP95gxSCCydjUZICjchsUJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+EQRTARTuxpkhAUmoAKsqRCs+ZMXSfe0aZlN6/as3ros46iiA3SIGshC56iFblAbdRBBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j1lpRSt79tEfaJ8/NlOcRg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KHLGwl1YBU9Ddpn8wS6A92K2AfA=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSrUTUlE0GVRBJcV7AOaECaTSTt08mDmRiwhP+DGX3HjQhG37t35N07aLLT1wDCHc+7l3nu8hDMJpvmtVZaWV1bXquu1jc2t7R19d68r41QQ2iExj0Xfw5JyFtEOMOC0nwiKQ4/Tnje+KvzePRWSxdEdTBLqhHgYsYARDEpy9SPbwyK7zl3L5jSAhu3F3JeTUH3ZQ24LNhzBiavXzaY5hbFIrJLUUYm2q3/ZfkzSkEZAOJZyYJkJOBkWwAinec1OJU0wGeMhHSga4ZBKJ5tekxvHSvGNIBbqRWBM1d8dGQ5lsaGqDDGM5LxXiP95gxSCCydjUZICjchsUJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+EQRTARTuxpkhAUmoAKsqRCs+ZMXSfe0aZlN6/as3ros46iiA3SIGshC56iFblAbdRBBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j1lpRSt79tEfaJ8/NlOcRg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KHLGwl1YBU9Ddpn8wS6A92K2AfA=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSrUTUlE0GVRBJcV7AOaECaTSTt08mDmRiwhP+DGX3HjQhG37t35N07aLLT1wDCHc+7l3nu8hDMJpvmtVZaWV1bXquu1jc2t7R19d68r41QQ2iExj0Xfw5JyFtEOMOC0nwiKQ4/Tnje+KvzePRWSxdEdTBLqhHgYsYARDEpy9SPbwyK7zl3L5jSAhu3F3JeTUH3ZQ24LNhzBiavXzaY5hbFIrJLUUYm2q3/ZfkzSkEZAOJZyYJkJOBkWwAinec1OJU0wGeMhHSga4ZBKJ5tekxvHSvGNIBbqRWBM1d8dGQ5lsaGqDDGM5LxXiP95gxSCCydjUZICjchsUJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+EQRTARTuxpkhAUmoAKsqRCs+ZMXSfe0aZlN6/as3ros46iiA3SIGshC56iFblAbdRBBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j1lpRSt79tEfaJ8/NlOcRg==</latexit>

Ē2 (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="3m/QHNI+otS0tyH9QbKDBILC9HY=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIW6KUkRdFkUwWUF+4AmhMlk0g6dPJi5EUvID7jxV9y4UMSte3f+jZM2C209MMzhnHu59x4v4UyCaX5rS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq6+t9+VcSoI7ZCYx6LvYUk5i2gHGHDaTwTFocdpzxtfFX7vngrJ4ugOJgl1QjyMWMAIBiW5+rHtYZFd527T5jSAuu3F3JeTUH3ZQ24LNhzBqavXzIY5hbFIrJLUUIm2q3/ZfkzSkEZAOJZyYJkJOBkWwAinedVOJU0wGeMhHSga4ZBKJ5tekxsnSvGNIBbqRWBM1d8dGQ5lsaGqDDGM5LxXiP95gxSCCydjUZICjchsUJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+EQRTARTuxpkhAUmoAKsqhCs+ZMXSbfZsMyGdXtWa12WcVTQITpCdWShc9RCN6iNOoigR/SMXtGb9qS9aO/ax6x0SSt7DtAfaJ8/N/KcRw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3m/QHNI+otS0tyH9QbKDBILC9HY=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIW6KUkRdFkUwWUF+4AmhMlk0g6dPJi5EUvID7jxV9y4UMSte3f+jZM2C209MMzhnHu59x4v4UyCaX5rS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq6+t9+VcSoI7ZCYx6LvYUk5i2gHGHDaTwTFocdpzxtfFX7vngrJ4ugOJgl1QjyMWMAIBiW5+rHtYZFd527T5jSAuu3F3JeTUH3ZQ24LNhzBqavXzIY5hbFIrJLUUIm2q3/ZfkzSkEZAOJZyYJkJOBkWwAinedVOJU0wGeMhHSga4ZBKJ5tekxsnSvGNIBbqRWBM1d8dGQ5lsaGqDDGM5LxXiP95gxSCCydjUZICjchsUJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+EQRTARTuxpkhAUmoAKsqhCs+ZMXSbfZsMyGdXtWa12WcVTQITpCdWShc9RCN6iNOoigR/SMXtGb9qS9aO/ax6x0SSt7DtAfaJ8/N/KcRw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3m/QHNI+otS0tyH9QbKDBILC9HY=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIW6KUkRdFkUwWUF+4AmhMlk0g6dPJi5EUvID7jxV9y4UMSte3f+jZM2C209MMzhnHu59x4v4UyCaX5rS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq6+t9+VcSoI7ZCYx6LvYUk5i2gHGHDaTwTFocdpzxtfFX7vngrJ4ugOJgl1QjyMWMAIBiW5+rHtYZFd527T5jSAuu3F3JeTUH3ZQ24LNhzBqavXzIY5hbFIrJLUUIm2q3/ZfkzSkEZAOJZyYJkJOBkWwAinedVOJU0wGeMhHSga4ZBKJ5tekxsnSvGNIBbqRWBM1d8dGQ5lsaGqDDGM5LxXiP95gxSCCydjUZICjchsUJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+EQRTARTuxpkhAUmoAKsqhCs+ZMXSbfZsMyGdXtWa12WcVTQITpCdWShc9RCN6iNOoigR/SMXtGb9qS9aO/ax6x0SSt7DtAfaJ8/N/KcRw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3m/QHNI+otS0tyH9QbKDBILC9HY=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIW6KUkRdFkUwWUF+4AmhMlk0g6dPJi5EUvID7jxV9y4UMSte3f+jZM2C209MMzhnHu59x4v4UyCaX5rS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq6+t9+VcSoI7ZCYx6LvYUk5i2gHGHDaTwTFocdpzxtfFX7vngrJ4ugOJgl1QjyMWMAIBiW5+rHtYZFd527T5jSAuu3F3JeTUH3ZQ24LNhzBqavXzIY5hbFIrJLUUIm2q3/ZfkzSkEZAOJZyYJkJOBkWwAinedVOJU0wGeMhHSga4ZBKJ5tekxsnSvGNIBbqRWBM1d8dGQ5lsaGqDDGM5LxXiP95gxSCCydjUZICjchsUJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+EQRTARTuxpkhAUmoAKsqhCs+ZMXSbfZsMyGdXtWa12WcVTQITpCdWShc9RCN6iNOoigR/SMXtGb9qS9aO/ax6x0SSt7DtAfaJ8/N/KcRw==</latexit>

Ē3 (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="cUks/J/HAuKN8lhTvh0VQ9ysGD4=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIW6KYkKuiyK4LKCfUATwmQyaYdOHszciCXkB9z4K25cKOLWvTv/xkmbhbYeGOZwzr3ce4+XcCbBNL+1hcWl5ZXVylp1fWNza1vf2e3IOBWEtknMY9HzsKScRbQNDDjtJYLi0OO0642uCr97T4VkcXQH44Q6IR5ELGAEg5Jc/dD2sMiuc/fU5jSAuu3F3JfjUH3ZQ24LNhjCsavXzIY5gTFPrJLUUImWq3/ZfkzSkEZAOJayb5kJOBkWwAinedVOJU0wGeEB7Ssa4ZBKJ5tckxtHSvGNIBbqRWBM1N8dGQ5lsaGqDDEM5axXiP95/RSCCydjUZICjch0UJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+FgRTARTuxpkiAUmoAKsqhCs2ZPnSeekYZkN6/as1rws46igfXSA6shC56iJblALtRFBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j2npglb27KE/0D5/ADmRnEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cUks/J/HAuKN8lhTvh0VQ9ysGD4=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIW6KYkKuiyK4LKCfUATwmQyaYdOHszciCXkB9z4K25cKOLWvTv/xkmbhbYeGOZwzr3ce4+XcCbBNL+1hcWl5ZXVylp1fWNza1vf2e3IOBWEtknMY9HzsKScRbQNDDjtJYLi0OO0642uCr97T4VkcXQH44Q6IR5ELGAEg5Jc/dD2sMiuc/fU5jSAuu3F3JfjUH3ZQ24LNhjCsavXzIY5gTFPrJLUUImWq3/ZfkzSkEZAOJayb5kJOBkWwAinedVOJU0wGeEB7Ssa4ZBKJ5tckxtHSvGNIBbqRWBM1N8dGQ5lsaGqDDEM5axXiP95/RSCCydjUZICjch0UJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+FgRTARTuxpkiAUmoAKsqhCs2ZPnSeekYZkN6/as1rws46igfXSA6shC56iJblALtRFBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j2npglb27KE/0D5/ADmRnEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cUks/J/HAuKN8lhTvh0VQ9ysGD4=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIW6KYkKuiyK4LKCfUATwmQyaYdOHszciCXkB9z4K25cKOLWvTv/xkmbhbYeGOZwzr3ce4+XcCbBNL+1hcWl5ZXVylp1fWNza1vf2e3IOBWEtknMY9HzsKScRbQNDDjtJYLi0OO0642uCr97T4VkcXQH44Q6IR5ELGAEg5Jc/dD2sMiuc/fU5jSAuu3F3JfjUH3ZQ24LNhjCsavXzIY5gTFPrJLUUImWq3/ZfkzSkEZAOJayb5kJOBkWwAinedVOJU0wGeEB7Ssa4ZBKJ5tckxtHSvGNIBbqRWBM1N8dGQ5lsaGqDDEM5axXiP95/RSCCydjUZICjch0UJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+FgRTARTuxpkiAUmoAKsqhCs2ZPnSeekYZkN6/as1rws46igfXSA6shC56iJblALtRFBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j2npglb27KE/0D5/ADmRnEg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cUks/J/HAuKN8lhTvh0VQ9ysGD4=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIW6KYkKuiyK4LKCfUATwmQyaYdOHszciCXkB9z4K25cKOLWvTv/xkmbhbYeGOZwzr3ce4+XcCbBNL+1hcWl5ZXVylp1fWNza1vf2e3IOBWEtknMY9HzsKScRbQNDDjtJYLi0OO0642uCr97T4VkcXQH44Q6IR5ELGAEg5Jc/dD2sMiuc/fU5jSAuu3F3JfjUH3ZQ24LNhjCsavXzIY5gTFPrJLUUImWq3/ZfkzSkEZAOJayb5kJOBkWwAinedVOJU0wGeEB7Ssa4ZBKJ5tckxtHSvGNIBbqRWBM1N8dGQ5lsaGqDDEM5axXiP95/RSCCydjUZICjch0UJByA2KjiMbwmaAE+FgRTARTuxpkiAUmoAKsqhCs2ZPnSeekYZkN6/as1rws46igfXSA6shC56iJblALtRFBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j2npglb27KE/0D5/ADmRnEg=</latexit>

Ī01 (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="ffE3aHYsDg3p2PYPQfS9usYmrj4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ffE3aHYsDg3p2PYPQfS9usYmrj4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ffE3aHYsDg3p2PYPQfS9usYmrj4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ffE3aHYsDg3p2PYPQfS9usYmrj4=">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</latexit>

Ī12 (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="V5jV/yl8/cf33wWZ/Ced/I5m3nM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V5jV/yl8/cf33wWZ/Ced/I5m3nM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V5jV/yl8/cf33wWZ/Ced/I5m3nM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V5jV/yl8/cf33wWZ/Ced/I5m3nM=">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</latexit>

Ī32 (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="Sw9YFWQdxAUFAE0W3XYIlctOtNU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sw9YFWQdxAUFAE0W3XYIlctOtNU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sw9YFWQdxAUFAE0W3XYIlctOtNU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sw9YFWQdxAUFAE0W3XYIlctOtNU=">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</latexit>

S̄s (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="uXoAJlt8nvLyeARqIpaHSE8hjec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uXoAJlt8nvLyeARqIpaHSE8hjec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uXoAJlt8nvLyeARqIpaHSE8hjec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uXoAJlt8nvLyeARqIpaHSE8hjec=">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</latexit>

Ēs
<latexit sha1_base64="JYoTwfey1OxC6CdCG8wlm+9kigQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LEogscK9gPaUDbbTbt0sxt2J0IJ+RlePCji1V/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhu0PO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqG5VqylpUCaW7ITFMcMlayFGwbqIZiUPBOuHkduZ3npg2XMlHnCYsiMlI8ohTglbq9UOis7t8kJl8UK15dW8Od5X4BalBgeag+tUfKprGTCIVxJie7yUYZEQjp4LllX5qWELohIxYz1JJYmaCbH5y7p5ZZehGStuS6M7V3xMZiY2ZxqHtjAmOzbI3E//zeilG10HGZZIik3SxKEqFi8qd/e8OuWYUxdQSQjW3t7p0TDShaFOq2BD85ZdXSfui7nt1/+Gy1rgp4ijDCZzCOfhwBQ24hya0gIKCZ3iFNwedF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8Aa5YkYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYoTwfey1OxC6CdCG8wlm+9kigQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LEogscK9gPaUDbbTbt0sxt2J0IJ+RlePCji1V/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhu0PO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqG5VqylpUCaW7ITFMcMlayFGwbqIZiUPBOuHkduZ3npg2XMlHnCYsiMlI8ohTglbq9UOis7t8kJl8UK15dW8Od5X4BalBgeag+tUfKprGTCIVxJie7yUYZEQjp4LllX5qWELohIxYz1JJYmaCbH5y7p5ZZehGStuS6M7V3xMZiY2ZxqHtjAmOzbI3E//zeilG10HGZZIik3SxKEqFi8qd/e8OuWYUxdQSQjW3t7p0TDShaFOq2BD85ZdXSfui7nt1/+Gy1rgp4ijDCZzCOfhwBQ24hya0gIKCZ3iFNwedF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8Aa5YkYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYoTwfey1OxC6CdCG8wlm+9kigQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LEogscK9gPaUDbbTbt0sxt2J0IJ+RlePCji1V/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhu0PO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqG5VqylpUCaW7ITFMcMlayFGwbqIZiUPBOuHkduZ3npg2XMlHnCYsiMlI8ohTglbq9UOis7t8kJl8UK15dW8Od5X4BalBgeag+tUfKprGTCIVxJie7yUYZEQjp4LllX5qWELohIxYz1JJYmaCbH5y7p5ZZehGStuS6M7V3xMZiY2ZxqHtjAmOzbI3E//zeilG10HGZZIik3SxKEqFi8qd/e8OuWYUxdQSQjW3t7p0TDShaFOq2BD85ZdXSfui7nt1/+Gy1rgp4ijDCZzCOfhwBQ24hya0gIKCZ3iFNwedF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8Aa5YkYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYoTwfey1OxC6CdCG8wlm+9kigQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LEogscK9gPaUDbbTbt0sxt2J0IJ+RlePCji1V/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhu0PO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqG5VqylpUCaW7ITFMcMlayFGwbqIZiUPBOuHkduZ3npg2XMlHnCYsiMlI8ohTglbq9UOis7t8kJl8UK15dW8Od5X4BalBgeag+tUfKprGTCIVxJie7yUYZEQjp4LllX5qWELohIxYz1JJYmaCbH5y7p5ZZehGStuS6M7V3xMZiY2ZxqHtjAmOzbI3E//zeilG10HGZZIik3SxKEqFi8qd/e8OuWYUxdQSQjW3t7p0TDShaFOq2BD85ZdXSfui7nt1/+Gy1rgp4ijDCZzCOfhwBQ24hya0gIKCZ3iFNwedF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8Aa5YkYA=</latexit>

Figure 4.5: 4-Node network topology

Approximation Check

A first simulation was performed to verify the validity of the proposed approximate SC-based method

to solve (4.5). In other words, the simulation verified whether the computed quantities ˆΓ (u) were

indeed the constraints’ maximizers. To do so, the simulation consists in solving the non-approximated

problem in (4.5) for all values of Γ (i.e. "Ei ", "−Ei ", "Ii j ", "Ss ", "Ps ", "−Ps ", "Qs ", "−Qs "). This is
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4.6 Numerical Simulations

Table 4.2: 4-Node network parameters

(a) Line parameters

R
[Ω/km]

L
[mH/km]

C
[µF/km]

length
[km]

Ampacity
[A]

0.193 0.38 0.24 1 76.21

(b) Resource parameters (in p.u.) for Branch Current Constraint Violation simulation

Node Type Parameters

0 (s) SL Ss,max = 0.5, Ps,max =Qs,max = 1, Ps,mi n =Qs,mi n =−1

1 CPV P↑
1 = 0.6, P↓

1 = 0.38, Smax
1 = 1, cos(Φ)1,min = 0.5

2 UL ∆↑
2,P =∆↓

2,P = 0.2,∆↑
2,Q =∆↓

2,Q = 0

3 B P↑
3 = 0.2, P↓

3 =−0.5, Smax
3 = 1

(c) Resource parameters (in p.u.) for the Approximation Check & Branch Current, Nodal
Voltage and Slack Constraints Violations simulations

Node Type Parameters

0 (s) SL Ss,max = 0.3, Ps,max =Qs,max = 1, Ps,mi n =Qs,mi n =−1

1 UL ∆↑
1,P =∆↓

1,P =∆↑
1,Q =∆↓

1,Q = 0.1

2 CPV P↑
2 = 0.6, P↓

2 = 0.38, Smax
2 = 1, cos(Φ)2,min = 0.5

3 B P↑
3 = 0.2, P↓

3 =−0.5, Smax
3 = 1
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done using MATLAB’s fmincon, the resource parameters in Tab. 4.2(c) and for several collections of

setpoints u. The resulting maximum error between the non-linear solution and the proposed method,

for all constraints, is in the order of 1e −6 p.u. . These first promising results confirmed the intuition

presented in Remark 1.

Branch Current Constraint Violation

In this second simulation, a control setpoint that caused non-admissibility for some branch currents

was synthesized and inputted to Alg. 5. More specifically, the initial setpoint is feasible, i.e. uin ∈F ,

yet, due to the uncertain behaviour of the UL and the CPV, the latter is not admissible, i.e. uin ∉ U .

Namely, even though its implementation-realization may cause grid operational constraint violations,

this setpoint would be normally sent to resources as in itslef it does not violate the latter.

The resources parameters used for this simulation are summarized in Tab. 4.2(b). Fig. 4.6a and Fig. 4.6b

shows the evolution of Îi j (uout), Êi (uout) and −̂E i (uout) together with their respective bounds. They also

show the evolution of the updated uin and the evolution of T%. T% is an introduced KPI representing the

accuracy, in percentage, of Tin = Tout with Tout being the output ofcomputeCoordinates(Ȳ ,uout,R).

As algorithm 5 converges, it pushes all violating currents to their ampacity limit, and only stops when

the worst violation hit the limit, i.e. is projected onto the F . Furthermore, it can be observed that T%

increases at every iteration. This further validates the assumption tΓ
±

(uin) ∼= tΓ
±

(u), that done at every

OP iteration to create the constraints. Finally, on average the OP approximate-solving time was less

than ∼ 5−8 ms, the average time to perform the admissibility test was similar and the total time for the

full convergence of the algorithm was less than ∼ 20 ms.

Branch Current, Nodal Voltage and Slack Constraints Violations

In this third simulation, a control setpoint that caused non-admissibility for some branch currents,

nodal voltages and slack apparent power constraints, was synthesized and inputted to Alg. 5. Unlike

the previous simulation, the initial setpoint is not feasible, i.e. uin ∉F . The resources parameters used

for this simulation are summarized in Tab. 4.2(c). The line parameters are the same as in the previous

simulations except for the lengths that are artificially increased for branches (0,1), (1,2) and (2,3) to,

respectively, the extremely larges values of 25, 25 and 50 km. This was done to force overvoltages.

Fig. 4.7 shows the evolution of Îi j (uout), Êi (uout), −̂E i (uout) and Ŝs (uout) together with their respective

bounds. Unlike in the previous simulation, since the inputted setpoint was non-admissible in terms of

slack apparent power magnitude constraints, Fig. 4.7c shows the evolution of the maximizer of the later

together with its capability set As . The obtained conclusions, i.e. convergence, KPIs and computation

times, are similar to the ones of the previous simulation.

4.6.2 IEEE 34 Test Distribution Feeder

The grid is based on the IEEE 34 test distribution feeder. All the branch parameters can be found in [9].

The base voltage is 24.9 kV and the base power is set to 25 kVA. In this simulation, a control setpoint

that caused non-admissibility for some branch currents and nodal voltages magnitude constraints,

was synthesized and inputted to Alg. 5. The initial setpoint is not feasible, i.e. uin ∉F (See Fig. 4.8a).

The resource allocation can be found in Tab. 4.3. It is based on the suggested load profile in [9]. Loads

are placed in the same nodes as in [9], and are represented by either controllable and uncontrollable
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4.6 Numerical Simulations

(a) Evolution of nodal voltage magnitude maximizers during one full-run of Alg. 5

(b) Evolution of branch current magnitude maximizers during one full-run of Alg. 5

Figure 4.6: 4-node network: Branch Current Constraint Violation simulation
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(a) Evolution of nodal voltage magnitude maximizers during one full-run of Alg. 5

(b) Evolution of branch current magnitude maximizers during one full-run of Alg. 5
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(c) Evolution of slack apparent power magnitude maximizers during one full-run of Alg. 5

Figure 4.7: 4-node network: Branch Current, Nodal Voltage and Slack Constraints Violations
simulation
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loads or batteries. The grid is augmented with five generation nodes, two of which are in the form

of uncontrollable P-V plants while the rest are controllable P-V plants. Fig. 4.8 shows the results of

a simulation where the load profile was scaled by a factor of 3 in order to create an undervoltage in

the grid. Furthermore, compared to the values in [9], the branch ampacity limits were downscaled to

create branch current magnitude violations. The obtained conclusions, i.e. convergence and KPIs, are

similar to the ones of the previous simulations. Finally, in terms of computation times the seem to

scale linearly with the grid size and number of connected resources. Indeed, on average, the OP solving

time was ∼ 100−150 ms, the average time to perform the admissibility tests were similar and the total

time for the full convergence of the algorithm was around ∼ 500 ms.

Table 4.3: Resource parameters (in p.u.) for the IEEE34 Voltage and Current Violation simula-
tion

Node Type Parameters

0 (s) SL Ss,max = 100, Ps,max =Qs,max = 100, Ps,mi n =Qs,mi n =−100

4 B P↑
4 = 1.2, P↓

4 =−1.2, Smax
4 = 2

7 CPV P↑
7 = 8, P↓

7 = 7.4, Smax
7 = 10, cos(Φ)2,min = 0.3

9 CL P↓
9 =−0.8, ∆↑

9,P =∆↓
9,P = 0.02, P↑

9 =Q↑
9 =Q↓

9 =∆↑
9,Q =∆↓

9,Q = 0

10 CL P↓
10 =−2.8, ∆↑

10,P =∆↓
10,P = P↑

10 =Q↑
10 =Q↓

10 =∆↑
10,Q =∆↓

10,Q = 0

11 B P↑
11 = 2, P↓

11 =−2, Smax
11 = 2.4

15 B P↑
15 = 2, P↓

15 =−2, Smax
15 = 2.4

18 UPV ∆↑
18,P =∆↓

18,P =∆↑
18,Q =∆↓

18,Q = 0

20 UPV ∆↑
20,P =∆↓

20,P =∆↑
20,Q =∆↓

20,Q = 0

21 CL P↓
21 =−10, ∆↑

10,P =∆↓
10,P = P↑

10 =Q↑
10 =Q↓

10 =∆↑
10,Q =∆↓

10,Q = 0.001

24 B P↑
24 = 2, P↓

24 =−2, Smax
24 = 2.4

26 CL P↓
26 =−8, ∆↑

26,P =∆↓
26,P = 0.1, P↑

26 =Q↑
26 =Q↓

26 =∆↑
26,Q =∆↓

26,Q = 0

27 CPV P↑
27 = 2.4, P↓

27 = 2, Smax
27 = 3, cos(Φ)2,min = 0.3

28 B P↑
28 = 8, P↓

28 =−10, Smax
28 = 12

30 CPV P↑
30 = 4, P↓

27 = 3.6, Smax
27 = 6, cos(Φ)2,min = 0.1

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, methods accounting for the uncertainty of the implementation of setpoints at resource

controllers have been proposed. First, a tractable admissibility test checking whether a control setpoint

is admissible or not, was developed. Second, an iterative algorithm was presented with the following

features: (i) it accounts for the grid and resource operational constraints, (ii) it leverages SCs to linearize

the power-flow equations, and (iii) it is capable to determine the closest admissible control setpoint

to its input. At each algorithm iteration, an admissibility test is performed to verify the validity of the

OP’s output and, ergo, the validity of the approximations used to linearize the constraints of the OP.

The performed simulations show that the algorithms: (i) converge, (ii) satisfy the validity of the posed

assumptions and, (iii) are compliant with real-time, i.e. sub-second, control. Note that, even though

the performed simulations assumed balanced three-phase operation, the method is capable to control

grids operating in generic unbalanced conditions as all grid operational constraints are dealt with
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(a) Evolution of nodal voltage magnitude maximizers during one full-run of Alg. 5

(b) Evolution of branch current magnitude maximizers during one full-run of Alg. 5

Figure 4.8: IEEE-34 network: Nodal Voltage and Branch Current Constraint Violations simula-
tion
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Table 4.4: Initial setpoint (in p.u.) for the IEEE34 Network Voltage and Current Violation
simulation, for all nodes i ∈N \S . Zero-injection and generation nodes are highlighted in
red and blue, respectively.

i Pi Qi i Pi Qi i Pi Qi

1 −1.1 −0.19 2 −1.1 −0.19 3 −0.3 −0.05
4 −0.3 −0.05 5 0 0 6 0 0
7 4 −4 8 −0.1 −0.01 9 −0.68 −0.11

10 −3.38 −5.8 11 −2.7 −0.47 12 −0.98 −0.16
13 −0.8 −0.13 14 −0.22 −0.03 15 −1.94 −0.29
16 −0.08 −0.01 17 −0.08 −0.01 18 0.2 4
19 −0.3 −0.05 20 0.2 −4 21 −18 −3
22 −0.98 −0.17 23 −0.04 0.01 24 −3.56 −0.6
25 −0.18 −0.03 26 −17.28 −0.39 27 2.2 4
28 −2.86 5.29 29 −6.96 −1.41 30 2.4 −4
31 −1.88 −0.41 32 −0.56 −0.09 33 −0.56 −0.09

in the same manner. Furthermore, the performance and validity of the nodal sequence voltage SCs

is numerically validated further-on in this thesis when it tackles the subject of EVCS integration in

ADNs (c.f. Sec.6). Finally, as previously mentioned, no code optimization was performed at this point.

Therefore, future works are planned to: (i) optimize the code implementation and, (ii) perform an

experimental validation on the EPFL-DESL microgrid by integrating the developed algorithms into a

real-time control framework (e.g. COMMELEC [54]).
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Part IIEfficient methods for the safe
operation of
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5 Context & Motivations

5.1 Introduction

The electrification of the mobility sector has been proposed as a main pathway to reduce GHG emis-

sions of the latter in order to reach the climate targets set by European commission for 2030 and

2050 [85]. Indeed, the mobility sector is among the largest sectors contributing the most (∼ 16% [86])

to GHG emissions. Furthermore, in Switzerland, even though little legislative advantages are given to

private households to buy EVs (hybrid or plug-in), the market share of EVs is steadily increasing: The

public-private initiative [87] aims to increase the share of electric models among new registrations to

50% by 2025. At present, around 25.5% of newly registered vehicles are electric rechargeable models [88].

As a result, the number of EVCSs being connected at different levels of the power-grid is steadily

increasing: The consortium [i.e. the public-private initiative [87]] has also pledged to rapidly increase

the number of public charging stations from 7,150 to 20,000 in the next three years. [88]. Indeed, the

penetration of (i) low-power (usually between 1.6-10kW per charger) Type-1 (AC-single-phase) & Type-2

(AC-three-phase) chargers in low voltage networks, and (ii) high-power (usually between 10-200kW

per charger) CHAdeMO35& Combined Charging System35 (CCS) charger in medium-to-low voltage

networks, is steadily increasing. In fact, aggregated high-power EVCSs may reach peak consumptions

of several MWs per feeder in a situation where they are simultaneously used at full-capacity. To this

end, in this second part, a deeper look is given to the impact of EVCSs on ADNs. In the following, first,

two motivating simulations and experiments are presented. The first set of simulations quantifies

the risks that uncontrolled EV charging presents for ADNs’ static operational constraints in case of

a full electrification scenario of private mobility. The second set of experiments showcases (i) the

controllability of EVCSs, i.e. the on-board response times to setpoint variations, and (ii) the effects of

unbalanced operation due to single-phase EVCSs. Altogether, the later showcase the importance of

the development of methods and algorithms that guarantee the safe operation of EVCSs. Finally, to

conclude this context & motivations chapter, a summary of the upcoming chapters of this part is given.

35These types of chargers are usually DC, i.e. the inverter interfacing the EV’s battery and the grid if off-board
and is balanced. Therefore, the charging of the EV batteries is done directly using DC currents.
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5.2 Two Motivating Simulations & Experiments

5.2.1 Macro-effects of electric-vehicle charging on low-voltage power grids

In this subsection we tackle the problem of EVCSs’ penetration in low-voltage power grids. For this

analysis power-grids are assumed balanced three-phase with a known grid model – i.e. network

topology and branch parameters – and are, therefore, modelled by their single-phase direct-sequence

equivalent. We present a Monte-Carlo-based method that statistically quantifies the effects of EV

charging on grids’ operational constraints security. The method is illustrated on two real low-voltage

networks situated in the western part of Switzerland.

Concept

LFMCSs consist in carrying out a sufficiently large number of load-flow computations with nodal active

and reactive power injections randomly sampled from their respective PDFs or CDFs to output CDFs

of network states36. In contrast to a traditional LF computation that takes as input a deterministic

vector of nodal power injections and outputs one vector of network states (i.e. complex nodal voltages

in all nodes of the electrical grid), the aim of LFMCSs is to output as many network states as the

number of LF computations performed. The result is then used to create empirical CDFs of the network

states along with all other auxiliary electrical quantities that can be derived from the states. Results of

LFMCSs statistically quantifies the behaviour of the electric grid quantities while taking into account

the stochasticity of the nodal power injections (i.e. stochastic renewable generation, EV and residential

loads).

Method

Due to data scarcity, the developed method performs LFMCSs for every hour of a representative day.

Representative days pertain to a specific season (i.e. winter, spring, summer and autumn) and day-type

(i.e. workday or weekend/holidays).

To create the input PDFs/CDFs for the LFMCSs, the method needs hourly nodal injection profiles for

every injection (i.e. active or reactive power injection) in the considered grid. Each hourly profile is first

clustered into 4 seasons (i.e. s ∈ {winter, spring, summer and autumn}), sub-clustered into day-type

(i.e. w ∈ { working days, weekend or vacation days }) then is sub-sub-clustered into hours of the day (i.e.

h ∈ {1, . . . ,24}).

After the clustering, the idea is to identify a PDF/CDF for each hour of every day-type and season for

ever non-zero injection profile. Two options were considered to create the needed PDFs/CDFs.

1. Option 1 is based on non-parametric probability distribution identification. The empirical

cumulative distribution function of the data of each sub-sub-cluster swh is computed, and thus

the needed CDFs are directly available.

2. Option 2 tries to quantify temporal correlations of the data by fitting a multi-variable distribution

function over the 24 hours data contained in a sub-cluster sw . Each random variable is, therefore,

36We only mention power injections as we focus on low-voltage distribution grids where all non-zero injection
nodes are modelled as PQ-nodes.
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an hour of a sub-cluster. The fitting is repeated for every sub-cluster of every considered injection.

The used PDF fitting method outputs a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). A GMM is a sum of

multivariate Gaussian normal distributions [89]. The number of Gaussian normal distributions is

named as the order of the GMM. On MATLAB, the functionfitgmdist fits a GMM model to the

inputted data. Seeing thatfitgmdist has many input parameters, we implemented a try-catch

function that tries to fit different GMM models with different orders and identification options

until the best-fit – i.e. the one where the MATLAB algorithm converges with the least inferred

probability error – is found. As an example, we considered the shared covariance identification

option in our try-catch function. The shared covariance option, if set to TRUE, enforces that

the same multivariate covariance matrix should be used for all the Gaussian distributions of

the GMM. The implemented try-catch iterates over many options until convergence. The final

output is the parametric expression of the multivariate PDF (and thus CDF) of a sub-cluster sw

belonging to an injection.

The choice between the two options is purely based on the input datasets. The MATLAB function iden-

tifying the GMM models works well if the input data is large enough, i.e. the number of measurements

per random variable (here hour) is larger than the total number of random variables (here 24). Thus a

simple verification is done before the identification to be sure that there’s enough data for the try-catch

function to converge.

The clustering and distribution identification process is repeated for all the profiles (i.e. all types

(generation or load) of active and reactive power injections for all non-slack and non-zero injection

nodes). It is worth noting that hourly profiles should have enough (i.e. around one year hourly profiles)

data for the clustering to be able to lead to meaningful distributions. The method to create the input

PDFs/CDFs is schematically shown in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the creation of the input CDFs

With the created distributions, LFMCSs are performed. Namely, for each hour of every day-type per-

taining to a specific season, a large number of LF computations, using the NR algorithm, is performed
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with injections that are randomly sampled from the created/inputted PDFs/CDFs. The method to

set the number of LF computations – a.k.a. Monte-Carlo instances – in order to obtain statistically

meaningful results is explained in Remark 3. After sampling all the PDFs/CDFs of all the injections of

all nodes for a specific hour, day-type and season, a LF computation can be performed. As previously

mentioned, this is done a sufficiently and adequate number of times for every hour of every day-type

and every season (in what follow the number of Monte-Carlo instances is called NUM_SIM). Using the

outputted states of all the loadflow computations (i.e. |s|(= 4)×|w |(= 2)×|h|(= 24)×NUM_SIM), we

create CDFs of all the network states and auxiliary variables (e.g. branch currents and slack apparent

power magnitudes) for every hour, day-type and season. The pseudo-code of the main algorithm used

to perform the LFMCSs is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Remark 3. As explained in [90], Monte-Carlo simulations should be designed in a way to achieve a certain

performance that has statistical guarantees. Indeed, depending on the problem size the computation

times can be drastically increased if an arbitrarily large number of simulations per Monte-Carlo run

(NUM_SIM) is chosen. Furthermore, choosing arbitrarily the latter goes against the fundamentals of

Monte-Carlo simulations as no quantifiable statistical guarantees can be explicitly given with the results

of the simulations. As a result, one needs to choose NUM_SIM depending on certain criteria. Indeed,

as explained in [90], the idea is to choose NUM_SIM in order to achieve statistical guarantees in terms

of confidence intervals37on the results given a certain level of precision37. Following the well-known

Central Limit Theorem, the formula one can used to determine NUM_SIM is given by

NUM_SIM ≥
(

ŝ × z

p

)2

(5.1)

where ŝ is the true standard deviation of the output population that, in practice, is replaced by an

estimation of the latter, z is the z-statistic associated to the user-desired confidence level and p is the level

of desired level of precision.

In the case of our LFMCSs, we focused on designing the simulations to achieve statistical guarantees w.r.t.

the nodal voltage magnitudes (i.e. the outputted state of the grid). Indeed, we used the following steps to

determine NUM_SIM.

1. Set the confidence level to 97.5%;

2. Set the level of precision to 0.0015 p.u. which translates, with a base voltage of 240V, to 0.36V;

3. Run LFMCSs by setting NUM_SIM to 100;

4. Compute the maximum estimated output standard deviation over all nodal voltage magnitudes,

seasons, day-types and hours;

5. Set NUM_SIM using (5.1) and the result of step 4;

6. Re-run the LFMCSs with the updated NUM_SIM;

7. Compute the new maximum estimated output standard deviation over all nodal voltage magni-

tudes, seasons, day-types and hours;

8. Verify that (5.1) is verified with the updated NUM_SIM. If it is then there’s nothing to do as the

desired statistical performance is obtained, otherwise, increase NUM_SIM based on the new results

obtained in step 7 and repeat steps 6-8.

In our simulations, the latter lead to NUM_SIM= 350.
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For s = {Winter; Summer; Spring; Fall}
For d = {Weekday; Weekend/Holiday}

For h = {0,…,23}
For r = 1,…,#ofRandomRealizations (=500)

0. Initialize nodal injection vector
P = zeros(n,1); where n is network size (multiplied by #of phases)
Q = zeros(n,1); where n is network size (multiplied by #of phases)

1. Generation, 
For n = nodes

if n is Generation node 
Randomly sample Generation_CDF_P{s}{d}{h}{n} or Generation_PDF_P{s}{d}{h}{n} to get nodal active power injection, Pgen,n

P(n) = P(n) + Pgen,n

Randomly sample Generation_CDF_Q{s}{d}{h}{n} or Generation_PDF_Q{s}{d}{h}{n} to get nodal reactive power injection, Qgen,n

Q(n) = Q(n) + Qgen,n

end
end

2. Loads. Do as Generation but with Loads_CDF_P and Loads_CDF_Q to respectively sample Pload,n and Qload,n and add them respectively to P(n) and Q(n)
3. EV Loads Charging. Do as Generation but with EV_CDF_P and EV_CDF_Q to respectively c PEV,n and QlEV,n and add them respectively to P(n) and Q(n)

4. Perform Load-Flow computation using P and Q. Store all nodal voltages and branch currents with same clustering as Input Data.
end

end
end

end

Figure 5.2: Pseudo-code for the LFMCSs algorithm

Results

In order to illustrate the method, we show the simulation results of LFMCSs performed on two real

low-voltage grids situated in the western part of Switzerland (Rolle VD). Both grids do not have EVCSs.

However, for the purpose of the simulations we artificially added EVCSs in nodes corresponding

to real establishments (e.g. a company, a hospital, a residential building, etc.). Furthermore, the

simulation includes EV CPs that were synthesized by taking into account the real characteristics of each

establishment (e.g. number of residents in a residential apartment etc.), all while accounting for the

behaviour of EV users. The method used to create the latters is detailed in [91]. For both grids, LFMCSs

are performed without and with different penetration-percentages of EVCSs in order to showcase the

influence of full, partial and null electrification of private transportation on the grids’ operational

constraints.

Rolle - Gare The network map, topology and real resource location are shown in Figs. 5.3a-5.3b and

Tab. 5.1. We recall that the EVCSs were added artificially as they do not exist in the real network.

The yearly power profiles of every node, used to create the input CDFs needed for the LFMCSs are

shown in Fig. 5.4. The active generation profile (see Fig. 5.4a) corresponds to real measurements of

aggregated PV injections measured at the region of Rolle, VD from 01.01.2014 to 27.07.201638. The data

was not measured exactly at the Gare network, however, with the known real maximum power ratings

of each installed P-V plant in the Gare network, we were able to disaggregate the profile and get the

37As defined in [90], we recall that (i) Confidence intervals are characterized by two parameters: confidence level
and its associated -statistic. For instance, a confidence interval of an estimated population mean is often presented
in terms of a percentage, such as 95%. The z –statistic is the standard deviation from the mean. The interpretation of
this confidence interval is: we are 95% sure the confidence interval contains the true population mean, which is the
subject of estimation, and (ii) Levels of precision are The maximum degree the true population mean can deviate
from the sample mean estimation, subject to a given confidence level. By the symmetric construction of confidence
interval, it is the width of a confidence interval.

38The data for reactive power injections for PV installations were not available and therefore assumed to be null
since these installations are required to operate at unitary power factor.
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Table 5.1: Rolle Gare grid - resource nodes with description and peak injections

Node Type Load-Peak [kW] Generation-Peak [kW]
6 Residential Home 4 0
7 Residential Home 4 0

13 Company 20 100
15 Train Station 6 0
22 Residential Home 12 0
26 Residential Home 1 0
30 Residential Home 10 0
37 Residential Home 5 0
38 Residential Home 20 16.34
40 Residential Home 1 0
43 Residential Home 6 0
44 Residential Home 3 0
49 Residential Home 4 0
51 Residential Home 2 0
52 Residential Home 1 0
53 Residential Home 4 0
54 Residential Home 7 0
56 Residential Home 1 0
59 Residential Home 2 0
63 Residential Home 1 0
67 Residential Home 1 0
68 Residential Home 2 0
69 Residential Home 2 0
70 Residential Home 2 0
71 Residential Home 1 0
72 Residential Home 2 0
74 Residential Home 4 0
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(a) Network graph. Slack (green) is the slack node, black
nodes are zero-injection nodes and blue nodes are re-
source nodes (see Tab. 5.1 for allocation).

Simulations – Rolle-Gare (1)

4

PV Station
Base Station
House/Building
Train Station
Company
EV

(b) Network map

Figure 5.3: Rolle Gare grid - network topology

active power injection profile for each node with a P-V installation. This is fair as the network extension

is small enough that P-V profiles of each node have most probably unitary space/time correlation.

The active and reactive non-EV load profiles are shown in Fig. 5.4b. The trends come from real data

measurements. The measurements come from three different locations: (i) USA (more information

and description can be found in [92]), (ii) Italy (more information and description can be found in [93])

and (iii) Germany (more information and description can be found in [94]). The profiles used from

the latter datasets were all scaled using the real known, per node, peak active/reactive power load of

the Rolle-Gare grid. As a result, each non-EV load injection encapsulates the behaviour of the node

(i.e. restaurant, train-station, house-hold, etc.) and is scaled properly to have the correct order of

magnitudes. Two sets of absorption/CPs of EV CSs (see Fig. 5.5) were synthesized39 for this grid: the first

(see Fig. 5.5a) assumes that EV chargers can be placed everywhere (i.e. residential and point-of-interest

chargers), and, the second (see Fig. 5.5b) assumes that EV chargers can be placed only at home (i.e.

only residential charging). To synthesize them, 100% electrification of private vehicles was assumed.

Home chargers were assumed to be rated at 2.3kW while all other chargers were rated at 3.7kW. All EVs

were assumed to have batteries with 80kWh of nominal capacity. Each profile was synthesized while

taking into account the specific characteristics of each node it is connected to. More specifically, in

Fig. 5.5,

• EV-Home corresponds to the aggregated CP of all residential buildings of the grid. That profile

was then disaggregated on the different real residential nodes proportionally to the number of

inhabitants per node,

• EV-Work corresponds to the aggregated CP of Schenk SA Warehouse. To create the profile it was

39Provided by Giacomo Pareschi, Aerothermochemistry and Combustion Systems Laboratory, ETH Zurich,
Switzerland, pareschi@lav.mavt.ethz.ch.
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estimated that about 126 employees worked there,

• EV-Station corresponds to the CP of the potential commuters passing by the Rolle train-station.
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Figure 5.4: Inputted non-EV active and reactive nodal injection profiles
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Figure 5.5: Inputted EV active (charging) nodal injection profiles

The post-LFMCSs results can be found in Figs. 5.6-5.24. In agreement with the international standard

EN-50160 [48], all LFMCSs results are compared to a voltage variation around nominal voltage of 10%

(i.e. Ei ,mi n = 0.9p.u. and Ei ,max = 1.1p.u.) and also w.r.t. the real ampacity limits of the branches.

Figs. 5.6-5.11 show the maximum, minimum and mean values computed from all the LF simulations, of

the voltage and branch current magnitudes for all seasons, day-types and hours, for three different EV

injection scenarios: no EV injection, 100% electrification with only home chargers and 100% electrifica-

tion with home-and-point-of-interests (POIs) chargers. Figs. 5.12-5.14 show the boxplot representation

of the apparent power for the slack node (see Fig. 5.3a) over the NUM_SIM LF simulations for all

seasons, day-types and hours, for all three EV injection scenarios. Unless explicitly specified otherwise,

the scales and axis (color axis) are all in per unit with a base voltage of 240V and a base power of 130kVA.

It is clear from these figures that the Rolle-Gare grid: (i) without EV injections does not exhibit violations

of the grid operational constraints, (ii) with only home charging, it suffers from voltages, branches

currents and slack apparent power constraints violations, and (iii) with home-and-POIs charging, it

suffers from voltages and slack apparent power constraints violations. This can be explained by the fact

that, when more charging points are available, a smoothing effect of the peak-EV loads happens as all
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generated EV CPs, independently of only-home vs. home-and-POI charger location hypothesis, satisfy

the practically similar EV-user energy needs. Finally, it is important to note that in Figs. 5.9, 5.10 & 5.11

in subplots Spring - Weekend - MAX and Spring - WeekDay - MAX, there seems to be a few a branches

currents magnitudes violations, however, after further investigation, we realised that this happened for

only 1 out of the NUM_SIM simulations (c.f. Figs. 5.21a - 5.22)).
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Figure 5.6: Nodal voltage magnitudes - min, mean and max over all NUM_SIM simulations -
without EV chargers

To go a step further, and to show the sensitivity analysis vis-a-vis the percentage of the users fleet car

electrification, Figs. 5.15-5.24 show the probabilities – computed directly from the obtained CDFs of

the states and auxiliary variables of the Rolle-Gare grid – to violate the grid operational constraints.

In principle, each figure should contain five sub-figures encapsulating respectively, 0%, 25%, 50%,

75% and 100% of private transport electrification (i.e. EV penetration). However, some graphs have

been omitted when there were no statistically significant grid constraints violations (i.e. a violation

probability equal to 0 for all seasons, day-types and hours). One can conclude from the figures that:

• Without EV charging there are no violations of the grid security constraints.

• With only home charging, at 25% EV penetration there are no grid constraints violations, while

at 50% and 75%, there are nodal voltage magnitude constraints violations and at 100% all grid

constraints are at risk to be violated (see Figs.5.15, 5.21a & 5.23).

• With home and POI charging, at 25% and 50% EV penetration there are no grid constraints

violations, while at 75% and 100% there are nodal voltage magnitude and apparent slack power

magnitude violations (see Figs.5.16 & 5.24).

• The more EV injections the more likely (i.e. higher probability) the constraints can be violated.
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Figure 5.7: Nodal voltage magnitudes - min, mean and max over all NUM_SIM simulations -
only home EV chargers
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Figure 5.8: Nodal voltage magnitudes - min, mean and max over all NUM_SIM simulations -
home-and-POIs EV chargers
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Figure 5.9: Branches currents magnitudes - min, mean and max over all NUM_SIM simulations
- without EV chargers
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Figure 5.10: Branches currents magnitudes - min, mean and max over all NUM_SIM simula-
tions - only home EV chargers
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Figure 5.11: Branches currents magnitudes - min, mean and max over all NUM_SIM simula-
tions - home-and-POIs EV chargers

Figure 5.12: Slack apparent power magnitudes - boxplot over all NUM_SIM simulations -
without EV chargers
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Figure 5.13: Slack apparent power magnitudes - boxplot over all NUM_SIM simulations - only
home EV chargers

Figure 5.14: Slack apparent power magnitudes - boxplot over all NUM_SIM simulations -
home-and-POIs EV chargers
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• Voltage magnitude constraint violations occur mostly at night when there is no P-V. Indeed,

the violations are more likely to happen in the winter when heating electricity demands are

increased compared to the summer. The nodes at the end of the feeder are more likely to

experience violations compared to the ones next to slack node. This is in accordance with the

radiality of the network topology, the principle of voltage drops along electrical branches and

EV load placement. More than one node suffers from potential voltage magnitude constraint

violations.

• With the exception of the branch connecting nodes 2 and 7, the amapacity limits of the Rolle-

Gare grid branches are high enough to sustain the extra EV loads. However, it is clear from

Fig. 5.22a that, during winter nights, there’s a 80-90% chance that the branch connecting nodes

2 to 7 experiences branch current violations. This suggests that in grids such as this one, even

though uncontrolled night charging at home is acceptable most of the year, in the winter it

can have severe consequences that call for dedicated controlled charging strategies or grid

reinforcements.
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Figure 5.15: Probability to violate nodal voltage magnitudes - Only home EV chargers
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(b) 100% EV penetration

Figure 5.16: Probability to violate nodal voltage magnitudes - home-and-POIs EV chargers
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(b) 75% EV penetration
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(c) 100% EV penetration

Figure 5.17: Probability to violate nodal voltage magnitude of the grid bus with highest viola-
tions - only home EV chargers
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(b) 100% EV penetration

Figure 5.18: Probability to violate nodal voltage magnitude of the grid bus with highest viola-
tions - home-and-POIs EV chargers
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(b) 75% EV penetration
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(c) 100% EV penetration

Figure 5.19: Probability to violate nodal voltage magnitude of the grid bus with most violations
- only home EV chargers
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(b) 100% EV penetration

Figure 5.20: Probability to violate nodal voltage magnitude of the grid bus with most violations
- home-and-POIs EV chargers
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(a) Only home EV charging - 100% EV penetration

Figure 5.21: Probability to violate branch current magnitudes
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(a) Only home EV charging - 100% EV penetration

Figure 5.22: Probability to violate branch current magnitude of the grid branch with highest &
most violations
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Figure 5.23: Probability to violate slack apparent power magnitude - only home EV charging -
100% EV penetration
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(b) 100% EV penetration

Figure 5.24: Probability to violate slack apparent power magnitude - home-and-POIs EV
charging
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Rolle - Hopital The network map, topology and real resource location are shown in Figs. 5.25a-5.25b

and Tab. 5.2. We recall that the EVCSs were added artificially as a controlled numerical simulation.

(a) Network graph. Slack (green) is the slack node, black
nodes are zero-injection nodes and blue nodes are re-
source nodes (see Tab. 5.2 for allocation).

Simulations – Rolle-Hospital (1)

3(b) Network Map

Figure 5.25: Rolle Hopital grid - network topology

The simulation setup, i.e. input data, data synthesis and general assumptions, is similar as the one of

the previous simulation. For the sake of space, only the qualitative results are listed hereinafter for this

grid40. Indeed, unlike the previous grid, without EV injections the Rolle-Hopital grid suffers from minor

nodal voltage magnitude constraints violations. Furthermore, with only home and home-and-POIs

charging, the grid suffers from voltage, branch current and slack apparent power constraints violations.

After analysing all the results, including the sensitivity analysis vis-a-vis the percentage of the users

fleet car electrification, one can conclude that:

• Without EV charging there are minor nodal voltage magnitude constraints violations.

• With only home charging, at 100%, 75% and 50% EV penetration all grid operational constraints

are violated. However, at 25% EV penetration there are no branch current magnitudes violations

and only minor slack apparent power constraints violations.

• With home and POI charging, at 100%, 75% and 50% EV penetration all grid operational con-

straints are violated. However, at 25% EV penetration there are no slack apparent power con-

straints violations and only minor branch current magnitudes violations.

• As in the other considered grid, the more EV injections the more likely (i.e. higher probability)

the grid operational constraints are to be be violated.

• Compared to the previous grid, there are more risks of violating voltage magnitude security

constraints during more seasons and hours of the day.

40The interested reader is referred to [95], where the graphical results can be found in Sec. 6.3.2 of the collabora-
tive report entitled Electricity-based Mobility: Analysis of greenhouse gas emissions in the context of an evolving
energy system. Note that, the access to the report is restricted, however, contact details can be found on the
web-page.
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Table 5.2: Rolle Hopital grid - resource nodes with description and peak injections

Node Type Load-Peak [kW] Generation-Peak [kW]
10 Residential Home 0.8 0
15 Residential Home 1.6 0
19 Residential Home 14.4 0
25 Company 7.2 0
26 Residential Home 2.4 0
27 Residential Home 2.4 0
31 Residential Home 4 0
34 Residential Home 4.8 0
35 Residential Home 3.2 0
40 Residential Home 2.4 0
41 Residential Home 0.8 0
42 Residential Home 8 0
43 Residential Home 9.6 0
44 Restaurant 11.2 0
45 Restaurant 12 0
46 Gas Station 2.4 0
50 Residential Home 2.4 10.98
51 Residential Home 4.8 10.98
53 Residential Home 4 3.66
57 Residential Home 4 0
58 Residential Home 6.4 0
61 Residential Home 0.8 0
62 Residential Home 4.8 0
63 Residential Home 3.2 0
64 Residential Home 2.4 0
70 Residential Home 4 7.32
71 Residential Home 5.6 0
72 Residential Home 4 0
77 Residential Home 2.4 0
79 Residential Home 0.8 0
81 Residential Home 4.8 0
82 Residential Home 5.6 10.98
86 Hospital 27.2 0
87 Residential Home 0.8 0
90 Residential Home 4 0
91 Residential Home 2.4 0
92 Residential Home 1.6 0
93 Residential Home 0.8 0
94 Residential Home 0.8 0
96 Residential Home 14.4 0
97 Residential Home 1.6 0
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• Similarly to the previous grid, the risk of incurring grid operational constraints violations is at

its highest during winter nights. However, in this grid, it is clear that the problem occurs also

during other seasons and during other periods of the day.

• This grid is weaker compared to the previous one and it is evident that, satisfying EV user needs

without a dedicated control infrastructure or major grid reinforcements, is quasi-impossible.

Summary

Both simulations revealed that tools like the LFMCSs should be used to quantify the impact of EVCSs on

distribution power-grids. Indeed, both simulations showed that EV loads put at risk the grid operational

security. Even though the Rolle-Gare network had less issues than the Rolle-Hopital network, both

simulations showcased that non-negligible control actions are needed if a full electrification of private

transport is reached. In the first analysed LV grid (i.e. Rolle-Gare) only minor branch ampacity

issues and mostly under-voltages have been quantified. Therefore, one can conclude that minor

grid reinforcement, coupled with suitable voltage regulation, are enough to handle the private mobility

full electrification in that grid. On the other hand, the Rolle-Hopital network presented major branch

ampacity violations, under-voltages and transformer overloads (i.e. slack apparent power larger than 1

p.u.), thus, needed grid reinforcements might implicate major economical expenses. Therefore, in such

cases, a smart charging algorithm can be used to satisfy EV user needs while steering the electrical grid

to operate in a safe state (c.f. Sec.6). As a final note, it is clear that every grid will behave differently and

simulations using the presented tool can give insights on the strategy to be adopted in order to prepare

the grid for 100% electrification of private transport.
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5.2.2 A deeper look into EVs: Controllability and Local effects on the grid

In this subsection two sets of experiments are performed to showcase the controllability of an EV and

its local loading effects on low-voltage grids. In the following, first, the experimental setup is described,

then, the results are shown.

Experimental Setup

The experiments were preformed on the EPFL-DESL microgrid described in Sec. 3.5.1. The main

hardware used for the experiments is the L2 EV block shown in Fig. 3.3 connected to bus 14. All other

resources were disconnected from the microgrid. The L2 EV resource consists in an EVCS with 3 plugs

(see Fig. 5.26). More specifically, it consists in two non-commercial unidirectional Type-2 plugs and one

commercial bidirectional CHAdeMO plug. The plugs’ technical characteristics are in Tab. 5.3. Finally,

it is worth noting that each plug is monitored – in terms of three-phase voltage and current phasor

measurements – leveraging sensors that feed a NI cRIO-9068 [96] – equipped with NI 9215 AI Modules –

that runs the phasor-extraction algorithm presented in Sec. 3.4.2.

Figure 5.26: The EPFL-DESL microgrid EVCS
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Table 5.3: EPFL-DESL microgrid EVCS technical characteristics

Plug 1 - Type-2 Plug 2 - Type-2 Plug 3 - CHAdeMO

Protocol IEC-61851 [97] IEC-61851 [97]
DCMS - proprietary pro-
tocol of EvTec [98]

Protocol
Notes

• Based on an analog
pulsed control pilot
signal

• Logic imple-
mented using NI
CompactRio and
AI/AO Modules

• The maximum per-
phase current that
the car can con-
sume is set by mod-
ulating the control
pilot’s duty cycle

• Based on an analog
pulsed control pilot
signal

• Logic imple-
mented using NI
CompactRio and
AI/AO Modules

• The maximum per-
phase current that
the car can con-
sume is set by mod-
ulating the control
pilot’s duty cycle

• Based on a TCP/IP-
based websockets
communication

• Explicit active
power setpoint
control

Protection

• Circuit breaker -
A9F84432 - 32A [99]

• Differential breaker
with earth-leakage
Type B protection -
A9Z61440 [100]

• Circuit breaker -
A9F84432 - 32A [99]

• Differential breaker
with earth-leakage
Type B protection -
A9Z61440 [100]

• Circuit breaker -
A9F84432 - 32A [99]

• Differential breaker
with earth-leakage
Type B protection -
A9Z61440 [100]

Rating

• IEC-61851 protocol
limited 80A per
phase

• EPFL-DESL Micro-
grid branch amapc-
ity is 82A

• A9F84432 circuit
breaker trips at 32A

• IEC-61851 protocol
limited 80A per
phase

• EPFL-DESL Micro-
grid branch amapc-
ity is 82A

• A9F84432 circuit
breaker trips at 32A

10kVA
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Experimental Results

Load unbalances resulting from single-phase charging This experiment was performed on a

Jaguar I-Pace. The peculiarity of this EV is that it has a Type-2 plug, i.e. an AC three-phase connector,

yet, its on-board charger is a single-phase device (the rated power of the on-board charger is 7kW).

The goal of the experiment was to send the EV time varying setpoints – in the form of maximum

allowable per-phase charging current – and monitor the behavior of the nodal voltages at the EVCS.

More specifically, as we want to showcase the worst-case unbalances, we perform two minimum to

maximum charging current step-responses where the second-one is done in two-stages. Note that, as

per the IEC-81851 protocol [97] the lowest setpoint that could be sent to an EV is 6A. The results are

shown in Fig. 5.27. The figures show that, when the car is at full-power consumption, i.e. 32A on phase

a, the load unbalance pushes the grid operational constraints to their limits. Indeed, one can see in

Fig. 5.27a that (i) the nodal voltage magnitude constraint is violated in the form of an undervoltage,

and (ii) the negative- over positive- sequence nodal voltage magnitudes ratio is close to the limit set by

the EN-50160 standard [48]. Furthermore, one can see an oscillatory ladder behavior together with

a ramping effect when the setpoint is increased. The latter is further investigated in the next set of

experiments. Finally, it is worth noting that after the first few seconds – ∼ 10s – needed by the EV’s

on-board controller to initialising the charge, the power factor remains unitary practically over the

whole charging session despite the little bursts of reactive power injections.

EV on-board controller response times This set of experiments was performed on both a Jaguar

I-Pace and a Tesla Model S 90D. The Model S has a Type-2 plug, i.e. an AC three-phase connector, with

an on-board three-phase charger (the rated power of the on-board charger is 16.6kW). The goal of the

experiment was to send the EVs time varying setpoints – in the form of maximum allowable per-phase

charging current – and, this time, monitor the reactivity of the on-board controller to alter the EV’s

charging power. More specifically, the experiments consists in subsequent pulses from the minimum

setpoint of 6A to a user-defined setpoint then back to 6A. The pulses’ duration are long enough for the

on-board controllers to stably reach the desired setpoint. Between each subsequent pulse, the desired

setpoint is increase by 1A. The experiment ends when the last pulse reaches the maximum allowable

per-phase charging current of the tested EV (32A for the Jaguar I-Pace and 24A for the Tesla Model S).

The results are shown in Fig. 5.28. The figures show that, as observed in the previous experiment, the

on-board controllers exhibit ramping effects when trying to increase their consumption following a

setpoint increase. Furthermore, Fig. 5.28b shows that the on-board Tesla Model S controller has a

couple of behaviors that the on-board Jaguar I-Pace controller does not have. More specifically, first, as

seen in Fig. 5.28b, the Tesla’s controller exhibits a constant deadband of 2.5seconds. Indeed, as soon as

the setpoint changes the controller increases its consumption by about 1A then pauses for 2.5seconds

before starting the setpoint ramp. Second, as seen in Fig. 5.28b, sometimes the current consumption

exhibits an oscillatory behavior before reaching its final intended target setpoint. This can be explained

by a potential second-order response that the on-board controller on the Tesla Model S exhibits as a

function of its battery DC-voltage dynamics.

The response times for both experiments are reported in Tab. 5.4. Response times are defined as the

time-differences between setpoint changes and when the consumed currents start to stabilise. The

reporting time, i.e. time-resolution accuracy, of the experiments was set to 100ms. As the communica-

tion and sensing infrastructures are either wired or based on analog signals, the latter response times

are dominated by the EVs’ on-board controllers’ reaction times and logic (i.e. communication delays
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Figure 5.27: Results of the load unbalances experiment performed using the Jaguar I-Pace
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are quasi-nonexistent). From Tab. 5.4 it seems that with the increase of the user-defined setpoint,

the response-times of both EVs’ on-board chargers linearly increase. This linear trend is very evident

in the case of the Jaguar I-Pace while, for the Tesla Model S, the trend is sometimes disrupted by

the sporadic second order oscillations that were previously evoked. Oppositely, as in the previous

experiment, all setpoint decreases lead to quasi-instantaneous consumption decreases with no ramp

limitations. Indeed, independently of user-defined setpoint, the Jaguar I-pace and Tesla Models S’s

on-board controllers take less than 400 milliseconds to decrease their consumption to 6A per-phase.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that, the Jaguar’s on-board controller seems to perfectly reach the desired

setpoint while the Tesla’s controller exhibits a behavior where the absorbed phase current is around

1A less than the setpoint. This behavior was well documented in the literature [101]41 and explains

why, for the Tesla Model S, the desired setpoint in Tab. 5.4 goes up to 25A even though its maximum

allowable per-phase charging current is 24A.

Summary

Both sets of experiments revealed that (i) EVs have non-negligible local effects on distribution grids’

operational constraints, and (ii) EVs’ on-board chargers cannot be controlled in sub-second time-scales.

More specifically, even though an individual single-phase charging EV does not heavily violate the

local power-quality grid operational constraints, as soon as a few EVs simultaneously charge at full-

power on the same grid node, the EN-50160 [48] negative sequence constraint would not be satisfied.

Furthermore, by combining the results of both experiments and the LFMCSs, a distribution grid’s

voltage magnitude constraints are also at risk when single-phase EVs charge simultaneously. Generally

speaking, it seems that each car manufacturer designs its EV to safely charge in case it is the only grid-

connected resource. However, since in practice multiple other resources and EVs are simultaneously

grid-connected, their real impact on grid operational constraints is expected to be way higher. In terms

of controllability, the experiments revealed that: (i) not all cars behave exactly the same way when it

comes to setpoint tracking, and (ii) independently of the EV, on-board chargers have response-times in

the order of seconds or tens of seconds. Therefore, as in the previous section, it is clear that there is a

need for different real-time (i.e. seconds-to-minutes scales) smart charging control frameworks if EVs

will be used in time-deterministic real-time controls (e.g. frequency containment reserve or local grid

voltage/line congestion controls).

41For the interested reader, we refer to [102] where authors dealt with the phenomena by pre-computing power-
to-current look-up tables in order to explicitly control Type-2 EVs in terms of active power consumption (c.f.
Sec.7.5.2).
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Figure 5.28: Results of the EV controllability experiment: nodal current and power injections
profiles
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Table 5.4: Response times of the on-board controllers of the Jaguar I-Pace and Tesla Models S
for setpoint variation starting from 6A – the minimum per-phase setpoint an EV can receive as
per the IEC-61851 communication protocol – to a desired setpoint

Desired Setpoint [A] Setpoint Variation [A] Jaguar I-Pace [s] Tesla Model S [s]
7 1 0.9 0.6
8 2 0.8 4.5
9 3 0.8 3.7

10 4 0.9 4.3
11 5 0.8 4.5
12 6 1.1 4.9
13 7 1.1 5.2
14 8 1.3 5.7
15 9 1.3 6
16 10 1.7 11.1
17 11 1.8 11.9
18 12 1.8 12.3
19 13 2.1 12.7
20 14 2.2 13.2
21 15 2.4 11.9
22 16 2.8 14.1
23 17 2.8 11.4
24 18 2.6 11.4
25 19 2.6 10.4
26 20 3.3 N/A
27 21 3.8 N/A
28 22 3.8 N/A
29 23 3.9 N/A
30 24 4.2 N/A
31 25 4.2 N/A
32 26 4.2 N/A
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5.3 Contributions of the next chapters of Part II

The second part of this thesis contains two original contributions addressing the main observations

of the previous motivational section namely: (i) uncontrolled EV charging could lead to (local) grid

operational constraints violations, (ii) simultaneous single-phase EV charging could lead to non-

negligible load unbalances that could violate the power quality operational constraints, and (iii) EVs

on-board controllers respond within seconds to setpoint variations. Each contribution constitutes an

upcoming chapter. In the following, a summary of the latter is given.

1. Chapter 6 As previously mentioned, the penetration of EVCSs, along with the progressive

connection of stochastic distributed generation, is increasing the probability of violating the

power distribution grid operational constraints and deteriorate the quality of power supply.

To this end, the first contribution [103] consists in a real-time control scheme for allocating

power set-points to EVCSs while accounting for the grid operational requirements. In the

proposed problem formulation the grid and the power injections are modelled accounting

for their unbalanced 3-phase nature, thus enabling to formulate the problem objective and its

constraints adopting the sequence decomposition. The EVs’ users need, along with the stochastic

nature of other uncontrollable injections (e.g. loads and generation from P-V generation units),

are also taken into account. A distributed control scheme, with a minute-scale control horizon, is

proposed where local controllers, operating at EV aggregation level, compute EV battery-secure

power set-points. These controllers send their set-points to a central controller operating at

the grid aggregation level. The central controller solves a scenario-based linearized OPF that,

by leveraging SCs (c.f. Sec.2.3), accounts for grid operational (i.e. static and power quality)

constraints. Then, it sends back its solution to the respective local controllers. The obtained

iterative algorithm is efficiently solved until convergence. We analyse the performance of the

proposed control scheme via a simulation ran on the IEEE-34 test distribution feeder augmented

with EVCSs. Comparisons with two other control algorithms, a grid-unaware local controller and

a myopic maximum power controller, are included to benchmark the proposed control scheme.

2. Chapter 7 The second contribution consists in an extension to the work presented in [6]. Indeed,

since the power consumed by EVs adds extra uncertainties on aggregate load/generation im-

balances at the PCC of an ADN, this contribution extends the grid-aware algorithms presented

in [6] by accounting for EVCSs power and energy demands in the day-ahead planning stage and,

by leveraging the other contribution of this part, considers EVs as controllable resources in the

real-time control stage. More specifically, in the day-ahead stage, forecasted EV-user behaviours

and needs are included in the computation of a grid-aware DP. In the real-time stage, as done

for other resources in [6], a modified version of the grid-unaware local controller, presented in

the previous contribution, is included in the problem statement in order satisfy inputted EV

user needs within user-defined constraints. EVCSs of all types are considered in the context

of this contribution, i.e. uni- or bi-directional AC or DC charging. The proposed algorithm

is first simulated on MATLAB on a benchmark distribution grid to showcase the advantages

of considering EVCSs as controllable entities in the day-ahead stage. Then, an experiment is

performed on the EPFL-DESL microgrid, showcasing the ability of the real-time controller to

follow the day-ahead EV-aware optimally computed DP.
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6 Grid-aware Distributed Control of
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations in
Active Distribution Grids
Keywords— Electric Vehicles Charging Stations, Real-Time, i.e. seconds-to-minute scale, Distributed

Control, Grid Operational Constraints and Power Quality.

6.1 Introduction & Literature Review

As previously mentioned, the electrification of the private transportation sector, along with a move

towards distributed renewable generation, are being proposed as early solutions to reduce CO2 emis-

sions. Due to their high-power demand, the deployment of EVCSs is increasing the probability of

violating static distribution grid operational constraints (i.e., exceeding branch ampacity limits, nodal

under/over-voltages and substation transformers overloads) [104]. Furthermore, with the increased

penetration of single-phase EV chargers, the risk of voltage unbalances, and consequently the dete-

rioration of ADNs’ power quality, is high. The complexity behind developing control schemes that

deal with the latter originates from several factors: (i) the stochastic behaviour of EV users, (ii) the

high EV power demand, (iii) the stochasticity of renewable DG that might not coincide with EV peak

load demands, and (iv) the scalability of centralized charge management control frameworks. In this

regard, this chapter proposes a real-time, i.e. seconds to minutes scale, distributed EV power allocation

algorithm that takes into account (i) EV users’ needs, (ii) ADNs’ operational constraints, and (iii) the

stochastic nature of non-controllable power generation units and loads that need to be forecasted.

Centralised and distributed real-time algorithms for EV scheduling and optimal charging that account

for grid constraints has been the object of comprehensive literature. In, [105], a distributed locally

optimal scheduling algorithm for EVCSs that determines optimal charging/discharging powers is

proposed. The local algorithms take into account EV user needs, battery lifetime and local energy

balances using grid forecasts sent by a centralized grid observer. In [106] and [107], two centralised grid-

aware EV power allocation algorithms are developed. In [106], authors develop an iterative algorithm

that first computes EV power allocations that satisfy user demands based on priority schemes. Then,

it verifies through LF calculus whether the allocations satisfy the static grid voltage constraints; in

case they do not, charging is postponed to the next time-step. In [107], the proposed algorithm

assumes that grids are balanced three-phase, linearizes the power-flow equations and accounts for

substation transformer maximum power capacity and voltage magnitude violations at nodes where

EVCSs are connected. In [108] and [109], two decentralised grid-aware EV power allocation algorithms

are developed. In [108], assuming that the grid is radial and balanced, a lossless LinDistFlow power-flow
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linearization is used to develop a decentralised EV charging control scheme that maximizes (i) EV

energy demands, and (ii) peak-load shaving. In [109], assuming that grids are radial, "roughly balanced"

and that losses are "relatively small", a three-phase power-flow linearization using the branch-flow

model is used to develop a decentralised EV charging protocol. Both algorithms in [108] and [109]

incorporate EV user needs, however, although battery degradation is considered in [108], they both do

not consider non-EV load and generation stochasticity. With the exception of [109], all these works

assume balanced three-phase grids thus neglecting the impact that single-phase EV charging may have

on voltage unbalance.

Unlike all the presented works, we propose a real-time decentralised control scheme to allocate active

(charging) and reactive power setpoints to EVCSs. We directly account in the problem for the ADN’s

static and power-quality operational constraints without specific assumptions on grid-radiality and

losses. To do so, we use a three-phase OPF modelled by power-flow linearization leveraging SCs (c.f.

Sec. 2.2). Furthermore, uncontrollable and stochastic loads and generation are taken into account by

leveraging scenario-based optimisation (c.f. Sec. 4.1.2). Additionally, (i) EV user needs, i.e. reaching

target SoCs at specified departure times, (ii) EV battery wearing, and (iii) EV charging modes, i.e.

three-phase, single-phase and DC charging, are all considered and/or accounted for in the problem

formulation. Finally, to guarantee scalability, the problem is formulated in a separable form enabling

the use of the ADMM to decompose and solve the problem in a distributed manner. ADMM guarantees

to converge to the solution of the non-distributed version of the proposed problem as power-flow

equations are linearized and the centralised OPF objective is convex. As known, the ADMM splits

the non-distributed problem into local problems and a central aggregator problem. In the proposed

method, local problems satisfy EV user needs and are solved at the level of EV aggregators of nodes

where there are EVCSs. As a result, they do not require any knowledge of the grid model. The central

aggregator problem is solved at the level of a grid aggregator, e.g. a DSO. In practice, the goal of the

grid aggregator is to coordinate with all EV aggregators to guarantee the satisfaction of grid operational

constraints under injection uncertainty while accounting for EV user needs. It is therefore assumed

that the developed method is aimed to be used by DSOs to ensure secure EV charging within their ADN.

In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are: i) a formulation of a real-time control scheme

that accounts for grid static and power-quality operational constraints ii) a formulation of a gener-

alized control scheme addressing the unbalanced nature of EV chargers, iii) to propose a separable

formulation of the problem that decouples the grid and EVCSs aggregators’ objectives and constraints,

thus, enabling a distributed scalable formulation of the proposed control scheme, and iv) numerically

benchmark the proposed method against two controllers that do not account for the grid constraints:

(a) grid-unaware local controller (GULC) that only does local EV charge management at the EV ag-

gregator level, and (b) myopic maximum power controller (MMPC) that performs maximum-power

EV charging. The numerical simulations are performed on MATLAB using a modified IEEE-34 test

distribution feeder [9].

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Sec. 6.2, we first recall the nomenclature and grid

modelling, then, we present the mathematical formulation of the problem. In Sec. 6.3 the ADMM

technique used to distribute the problem is briefly recalled with respect to its application to the

proposed control framework. In Sec. 6.4, numerical simulation results are shown. Finally, Sec. 6.5

concludes the chapter.
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6.2 Problem Formulation

As previously, in this chapter, we consider generic 3-phase distribution networks with either meshed

or radial topologies, where the neutral is available and distributed42. Similarly, they contain |N |
buses, where N is the set of bus indexes, and |L | branches, with L being the set of network branches.

R ⊂ P Q is the set of resource nodes. C ⊂ R is the set of nodes to which EVCSs are connected.

Z ⊂P Q \R is the set of zero-injection nodes. All resources (i.e. generation, loads and zero-injection

nodes) are modelled as PQ nodes43. {s} ⊂S is the slack node43. As in the previous chapters, network

branches are represented by 3-phaseΠ-circuit equivalents with known parameters that already embed

the neutral conductor [110]. Thus, the network is described by the so-called compound admittance

matrix [19] denoted by Ȳ =
[

Ȳ φ1φ2
i j

]
, with, i , j ∈N and φ1,φ2 ∈ {a,b,c}. The phase-to-neutral nodal

voltages and nodal injected currents are respectively denoted by Ēt =
[

Ēφ

i ,t

]
and Īt =

[
Īφi ,t

]
, with t

being the time-step, i ∈ N and φ ∈ {a,b,c}. The phase-to-neutral nodal positive-, negative- and

zero- sequence voltages are denoted by Ē seq
t =

[
Ē seq

i ,t

]
, with i ∈ N and seq ∈ {pos, neg , zer o}. As

previously explained (c.f. Sec. 2.2.4) sequence voltages can be directly computed by multiplying the

phase-to-ground nodal voltages with the transformation matrix H abc→seq = diag
(

H abc→seq
i

)
, where

H abc→seq
i = 1

3

[
1,1,α;1,h2,h;1,h,h2

]
, with h = e j 2π/3. The branch currents are denoted by Īi j ,t =

[
Īφi j ,t

]
,

with (i , j ) ∈L . The apparent power injections are denoted by S̄t = Pt + jQt =
[

S̄φi ,t

]
= s̄t + s̄t ,EV, with

s̄t =
[
1i∈R

{
s̄φi ,t

}]
being the nodal injections of all resources, s̄t ,EV =

[
1i∈C

{
s̄φi ,EV,t

}]
being the nodal

aggregate injections of all EVCSs. The apparent power injections at the slack node (s) are denoted

by S̄s,t =
[

S̄φs,t

]
=

[
Ēφ

s,t ¯
Iφs,t

]
with φ ∈ {a,b,c}. Furthermore, as in the previous chapters, we adopt

the convention where negative nodal injections are absorptions while positive injections are actual

injections into the grid. Note that aggregate active nodal power injections of EVCSs, pt ,EV =ℜ{
s̄t ,EV

}
,

are non-positive as we only consider EV charging in the scope of this contribution. However, the

aggregate reactive nodal power injections of EVCSs, qt ,EV = ℑ{
s̄t ,EV

}
, are considered bi-directional

when one or more EVCSs connected to a node i ∈C support bi-directional reactive power-flows (e.g.

mode 4 - DC chargers).

The goal of the proposed method is to solve an OP, at every time-step t , that determines s̄t ,EV. The OP

objectives and constraints can be grouped into two sub-problems. The first, referred to as grid sub-

problem, guarantees the safe operation of the grid by solving an OPF that considers the stochastic nature

of non-EV nodal injections (c.f. 6.2.1) while accounting for grid operational constraints. The second,

referred to as EV sub-problem, satisfies EV user requirements while minimizing EV-battery wearing

(c.f. 6.2.2). In the following we present the objectives and constraints of each of the sub-problems

separately.

6.2.1 Grid sub-problem

The grid sub-problem is a real-time, i.e. seconds-to-minute scale, stochastic security-constrained

OPF. As previously explained, OPF problems are non-convex due to the nature of the power-flow

equations. Thus, to make it tractable and efficiently solvable, we linearize the power flow equations to

42This is assumption is needed as the developed algorithms account for the presence of single-phase EV chargers.
43As in the previous chapters, these assumptions are not strict as it is straightforward to extend the proposed

algorithms to account for either (i) all node-types, or (ii) multi-slack grids (c.f. Sec. 2).
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express the grid operational constraints44 (see Sec. 6.2.1). The control time-step is chosen to be in the

seconds-to-minutes scale to match the EV controllability results presented in Sec. 5.2.2. Therefore, to

deal with the stochasticity of non-EV injections during minute-scale periods, we use scenario-based

optimization (c.f. Sec. 4.1.2). Note that, even though we linearize the power-flow equations, we did not

use chance-constrained optimization since our linearization model is dependent on the (stochastic)

state of the grid and is not static (see [71] and c.f. Sec. 4.1.2). Each scenario contains a collection of

nodal power injections for resource nodes sampled from pre-computed PDFs (c.f. Sec. 5.2.1). In the

following, we first recall the method to create the latter PDFs. Then, we explain the formulation of the

security constraints and, finally, present the grid sub-problem objective.

Constructing PDFs for resources’ nodal power injections

As explained in Sec. 5.2.1, the PDFs are created using historical data in the form of active and reactive

nodal injection profiles for every resource connected to a given node. Each of these profiles is first

clustered into 4 seasons (i.e. winter, spring, summer and autumn), then, sub-clustered into day-type (i.e.

working days, weekend or vacation days), then, finally sub-sub-clustered into the fixed time resolution

of the control algorithm. For every sub-cluster, a Gaussian mixture model (i.e. a sum of multivariate

Gaussian normal distributions) is fitted to the data using MATLAB’s function fitgmdist. This is done

to account for the time correlation between the different time-steps for each specific sub-clusters. At

the end, we obtain multivariate (the random variables here are all the time-steps of a given day) PDFs

for each nodal injection pertaining to a season and day-type.

Constraints

They are the static operational constraints of an ADN, i.e., the branch currents magnitudes, the nodal

voltages magnitudes, the ratios of nodal voltages negative- over positive- sequences and zero- over

positive- sequences, and the substation apparent power magnitudes, should all be within predefined

bounds. The negative- and zero- sequence voltage bounds are added to abide with the EN-50160

std. [48]45 and to mitigate the voltage unbalances created by single-phase EV chargers. As before, each

of the latter electrical quantities is linearized and expressed using their partial derivatives with respect

to active and reactive nodal injections, i.e., SCs computed using the approach presented in Sec. 2.3. As

we consider scenario-based optimization, each grid operational constraint needs to be verified for all

scenarios d = 1, ...,D . Recall that a scenario represents random realizations of resource injections that

assume the absence of EVCSs. The constraints are given by,

44We refer the interested reader to the work presented in [111] for details on the achievable performances one
can expect when linearizing the power-flow equations in security-constrained OPFs.

45We recall that, as in the first part of this thesis, all the above-mentioned ADN operational constraints are listed
in the international standard EN-50160 [48] as hard-constraints except the ratio of the zero- over positive-sequence
constraint. Indeed, as explained in the standard, verifying the negative- over -positive sequence constraint is
enough. However, as known, minimizing the zero-sequence injections leads to lower load unbalances. Therefore,
we decided here to add it as a hard constraint, but, in case a user considers this approach as too strict, the
hard-constraint can be transformed into a soft one by minimizing the zero-sequence injections in the problem
objective.
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∣∣Ēt
∣∣d ∈ [Emi n ,Emax ] ,

∣∣Īi j ,t
∣∣d ≤ Ii j ,max ,

∣∣S̄s,t
∣∣d ≤ Ss,max∣∣Ē neg

t

∣∣d ≤ tolneg
∣∣Ē pos

t

∣∣d
,
∣∣Ē zer o

t

∣∣d ≤ tolzer o
∣∣Ē pos

t

∣∣d
(6.1)

where, Emi n and Emax are, again, the allowed extremes of the nodal voltage magnitudes, tolneg and

tolzer are, respectively, tolerances for the magnitudes of the negative- and zero- sequence nodal

voltages, Īi j ,max , is the vector of branch ampacity limits, S̄s,max =
[

S̄φs,max

]
is the vector of per phase

substation transformer apparent power limits and a superscript d refers to a scenario.
∣∣Ēt

∣∣, ∣∣Īi j ,t
∣∣, ∣∣S̄s,t

∣∣,∣∣Ē neg
t

∣∣, ∣∣Ē zer o
t

∣∣ and
∣∣Ē pos

t

∣∣ are generically linearly approximated by,

Γd
t ≈ Γ̃d

t

(
˜̄Sd

t

)
+ ∂Γt

∂Pt

∣∣∣∣ ˜̄Sd
t

(
pt ,EV −pt−1,EV

)
+ ∂Γt

∂Qt

∣∣∣∣ ˜̄Sd
t

(
qt ,EV −qt−1,EV

) (6.2)

where, Γ ∈ {∣∣Ēt
∣∣ ,

∣∣Īi j ,t
∣∣ ,

∣∣S̄s,t
∣∣ ,

∣∣Ē neg
t

∣∣ ,
∣∣Ē zer o

t

∣∣ ,
∣∣Ē pos

t

∣∣}, Γ̃d
t

(
˜̄sd

t

)
is the electrical quantity resulting from

the system-state obtained from a LF computation with nodal injections ˜̄Sd
t = ˜̄sd

t + s̄t−1,EV, where ˜̄sd
t are

the sampled scenarios and s̄t−1,EV the optimal EV injections of the previous control timestep. Recall that

the SCs ∂Γt /∂Pt | ˜̄Sd
t

and ∂Γt /∂Qt | ˜̄Sd
t

are, respectively, the partial derivatives of the electrical quantity Γ

with respect to nodal active and reactive power injections, computed with the injections ˜̄Sd
t using the

method of Sec. 2.3. We recall that assuming that Ȳ is invariant to nodal injections, all other auxiliary

SCs can be directly computed using (6.3).

∂S̄φs,t

∂ {P or Q}t

∣∣∣∣∣
˜̄sd

t

=
∂Ēφ

s,t

∂ {P or Q}t

∣∣∣∣∣
˜̄sd

t

Īφs,t + Ēφ
s,t

∂Īφs,t

∂ {P or Q}t

∣∣∣∣∣
˜̄sd

t

∂
[

Ē zer o
i ,t , Ē pos

i ,t , Ē neg
i ,t

]T

∂ {P or Q}t

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
˜̄sd

t

= H abc→seq
i

∂
[

Ē a
i ,t , Ē b

i ,t , Ē c
i ,t

]T

∂ {P or Q}t

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
˜̄sd

t

(6.3)

Finally, note that the only variables in (6.2) for a control timestep t , i.e., pt ,EV and qt ,EV, do not have a

superscript d as we want these variables to satisfy the constraints for all scenarios, rendering the opti-

mal output robust to nodal injections stochasticity as D increases (c.f. Rem. 3 and [72] for information

about choosing an adequate number of scenarios).

Objective

From the grid operator perspective, since all the security constraints were added as hard constraints,

the objective is, in theory, free to be defined by the modeller. In practice, having branch currents close

to their ampacity limits can affect the cables’ lifetimes and increase network losses, thus, the simplest
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considered objective is to minimize

〈1,

 ∂ ∣∣Īi j ,t
∣∣

∂Qt

∣∣∣∣∣ ˜̄Sd
t

(
qt ,EV −qt−1,EV

)⊘ ∣∣Īi j ,t
∣∣〉 , (6.4)

where 1 is a vector of ones, ⊘ is the Hadamard division (i.e. element-wise vector division) and the <,>
is the standard dot product. The latter objective minimises the per-unit-ampacity branch-current-

magnitudes by only exploiting EVCSs reactive power injections. Indeed, this allows the active power

to be fully optimised for the EV sub-problem objectives (see section 6.2.2), and, in case EVCSs have

unused apparent power, e.g. due to the absence of plugged EVs, a useful utilization of the remaining

flexibility.

6.2.2 EV sub-problem

An EVCS sub-problem aims, for every time-step, to compute the power allocations given to the different

EVs connected to the different EVCSs k, with k = 1, ...,Ki , where Ki is the total number of EVCSs

connected to node i ∈ C . Indeed, we assume that at every node i ∈ C , there is an aggregator that

can send active and reactive power setpoints to all EVCSs (or EV plugs) k = 1, ...,Ki . For simplicity,

and without loss of generality, each EVCS is assumed to have a fixed charging mode, i.e. three-phase

(3ph), single-phase (1ph) or direct current charging (DC). Furthermore, we assume that (i) three-phase

chargers are balanced, (ii) DC chargers are connected to all three phases through a balanced inverter

(i.e. balanced in active and reactive powers), and (iii) single-phase chargers can be connected to any

phase. Additionally, only EVCSs with DC charging are assumed to have controllable bidirectional

reactive power flow as this is the situation in practice46. However, in the future, if other charger types

start supporting bidirectional power flow, little change needs to be done to the problem formulation as

it remains fundamentally the same47.

To formulate the problem, we assume that every time an EV is plugged to a CS, the user will input five

quantities: (i) the initial SoC of the vehicle in percentage (SoCt0,k,i ,k,i , with t0,k,i being the arrival time

of the car at the k-th CS of node i ), (ii) the estimated departure time (t f ,k,i ), (iii) the desired SoC at

departure (SoCt f ,k,i ,k,i ), (iv) the car model, and, (v) whether or not the user would like the k-th CS to

continue providing charging power if the time t exceeds t f ,k,i (τ+t ,k,i ∈ {0,1}). Note that, in practice, the

departure time can be chosen by the user if they actually have a time-constraint, otherwise, the charging

duration can be translated to the user as an equivalent charging price. Finally, it is worth mentioning

that the car model provides crucial information on the EV, namely (i) the maximum charging powers

(P max
k,i > 0), (ii) the battery capacity (E max

k,i ), (iii) the charging efficiency48 (ηk,i ) and (iv) whether or not

the SoC is measured and sent by the vehicle to the CS. In the following we will present the constraints

46Indeed, for the moment, the ISO-15118 [112] communication standard for DC chargers is the only EV com-
munication standard that accepts reactive power setpoints. However, it is worth mentioning that, in its present
form, the protocol only accepts unidirectional reactive power injections. This was ignored in the scope of this
contribution as it is only natural that in the future expansions of the standards will accommodate bidirectional
reactive power injection setpoints.

47Extending the method to support vehicle-to-grid functionality, i.e. EV discharging, is straight-forward using
the techniques presented in [61] (c.f. Sec. 7.3.2).

48This thesis assumes that charging efficiencies are inputted constants that do not depend the internal variables
of the plugged EV (e.g. SoC). In practice, charging and discharging efficiencies can be modelled in multiple fashions
(e.g. [113]). If known, convex-versions of the latter models can be incorporated in the problem formulation.
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and objectives pertaining to the EVCSs sub-problem.

Constraints

The constraints of each EV aggregator of node i ∈ C ensure three aspects: (i) the SoC of each EV

connected to the k-th CS of node i will remain below the target SoC; (ii) the per-phase nodal injections

correspond to the charging mode of each connected EV, and, (iii) charging powers are all within EV

inverter limitations. The constraints are described here below.

SoC lower than target after application of optimal EV power setpoint

SoCt ,k,i −
ηk,i Pt ,k,i∆t

E max
k,i

≤ SoCt f ,k,i ,k,i (6.5)

EV power setpoint limitations

(
Pt ,k,i ,Qt ,k,i

) ∈


{
(P,Q) | P 2 +Q2 <

(
Smax

k,i

)2
,P ≥−P max

k,i

}
ωt ,k,i = 1

{(0,0)} ωt ,k,i = 0
(6.6)

Translation of EV power setpoint to phase powers

Pt ,k,i =
{

P a
t ,k,i +P b

t ,k,i +P c
t ,k,i

Pφ

t ,k,i

k ∈ 3ph or DC

k ∈ 1ph,φ ∈ {a,b,c}

Qt ,k,i =
{

Qa
t ,k,i +Qb

t ,k,i +Qc
t ,k,i

0

k ∈ DC

k ∈ 1ph or 3ph

P a
t ,k,i = P b

t ,k,i = P c
t ,k,i , P a

t ,k,i ≤ 0 k ∈ 3ph or DC

Qa
t ,k,i =Qb

t ,k,i =Qc
t ,k,i k ∈ DC

P b
t ,k,i = P c

t ,k,i = 0, P a
t ,k,i ≤ 0 k ∈ 1ph

(6.7)

Link to Grid sub-problem Variables

s̄φi ,EV,t =
Ki∑

k=1
Pφ

t ,k,i + jQφ

t ,k,i , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c} (6.8)

where, ∆t is the fixed control time-step resolution. A subscript t represents time-step t . Pt ,k,i and

Qt ,k,i are variables representing respectively the active and reactive total power at the k-th CS. P a
t ,k,i ,

P b
t ,k,i , P c

t ,k,i , Qa
t ,k,i , Qb

t ,k,i and Qc
t ,k,i are variables representing the active and reactive per phase nodal

injections at the k-th CS. ωt ,k,i ∈ {0,1} is a Boolean constant equal to 1 if an EV is plugged at time-step t

to the k-th CS of node i ∈C . Indeed, the latter Boolean is known at every time-step. This simplifies

the problem as it does not introduce the non-convexity usually associated with integer variables

representing EV arrival and departure times. Smax
k,i is the maximum supported apparent power of the

k-th CS of node i that is here assumed to be independent of the AC and DC-side voltages of each CS.

Furthermore, for simplicity, the maximum charging power P max
k,i per EV and associated efficiency are

assumed independent of the SoC which, in practice, may not be true as some EVs reduce their charging

powers when their SoC gets close to 1. However, if known, these dependencies can easily be added to
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the problem formation.

Finally, if the SoC of the present time-step t (SoCt ,k,i ) is measured then we directly have access to it,

otherwise, it is estimated as:

SoCt ,k,i = SoCt−1,k,i −
ωt ,k,iηk,i Pt−1,k,i∆t

E max
k,i

Objective

The objective of the EV sub-problem is twofold.

The first objective aims to fairly49 achieve the target SoC for every connected EV in the shortest amount

of time possible. This is given by,

Ki∑
k=1

κt ,k,i

(
SoCt f ,k,i ,k,i −SoCt ,k,i +

ηk,i Pt ,k,i∆t

E max
k,i

)
(6.9)

where κt ,k,i is given by

κt ,k,i =


µt ,k,i τt ,k,i = 0,ωt ,k,i = 1

0.1νt ,k,i min
k ′∣∣τt ,k′ ,i=0

µt ,k ′,i τt ,k,i = τ+t ,k,i =ωt ,k,i = 1

0 τt ,k,i =ωt ,k,i = 1,τ+t ,k,i = 0

0 ωt ,k,i = 0

, (6.10)

where τt ,k,i is a Boolean constant that is true if the present time-step t exceeds the kth EV’s scheduled-

inputted-departure time (t f ,k,i ), µt ,k,i ∈ [0,1] is given by,

µt ,k,i =
min

k ′∣∣τt ,k′ ,i=0

{
t f ,k ′,i − t

}
t f ,k,i − t

∣∣∣SoCt f ,k,i −SoCt ,k,i

∣∣∣
max

k ′∣∣τt ,k′ ,i=0

{
SoCt f ,k ′,i −SoCt ,k ′,i

} (6.11)

and νt ,k,i ∈ [0,1] is given by,

49In the scope of this thesis, fairness in terms of available grid capacity is omitted. In other words, we do not
treat differently an EVCSs connected to the end of a feeder compared to one connected close to the PCC. This was
done as we believe that this type of fairness should be accounted for in the planning phase when EVCSs are placed.
However, as presented in [114], by leveraging SCs for instance, one can account for this type of fairness in the grid
subproblem objective using multi-objective weight tuning.
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νt ,k,i =

∣∣∣SoCt f ,k,i −SoCt ,k,i

∣∣∣
max

k ′∣∣τt ,k′ ,i=1

{
SoCt f ,k ′,i −SoCt ,k ′,i

} . (6.12)

The weighting factor κt ,k,i gives: (i) more weight to plugged EVs with SoCs that are far from their target

SoCs (SOCt f ,k,i ) and with little remaining time before their specified departure times (t f ,k,i ) [µt ,k,i ], (ii)

ten times less weight than the least weighted plugged EV that has not surpassed its t f ,k,i , to plugged EVs

that have surpassed their t f ,k,i [0.1 min
k|τt ,k,i=0

µt ,k,i ], and (iii) more weight, within plugged EVs that have

surpassed their t f ,k,i , to plugged EVs with SoCs that are far from their target SoC (SOCt f ,k,i ) [νt ,k,i ].

The second objective is to minimize EV battery wearing. As suggested in [115], the latter can be achieved

by avoiding frequent variations in EV charging power. This is given by,

Ki∑
k=1

λt ,k,iκt ,k,i
∣∣Pt ,k,i −Pt−1,k,i

∣∣ ∆t

E max
k,i

, (6.13)

where the scaling factor λt ,k,i ∈ [0,0.5], given by,

λt ,k,i =
1

2

t−1∑
t ′=t0,k,i+1

∣∣Pt ′,k,i −Pt ′−1,k,i
∣∣

t−1∑
t ′=t0,k,i+1

P max
k,i

(6.14)

gives more weight to, i.e. penalizes more, EVs whose charging powers have changed several times since

being plugged. In the worst case where the charging power varies between each consecutive time-steps

between 0 and P max
k,i since the EV was plugged, λt ,k,i will be equal to 0.5.

As a final note, observe that both (6.9) and (6.13) are of the same nature, i.e. they are all in percentages,

and, are scaled by κt ,k,i . This is done to ensure that for any EV, its battery ageing objective can be

weighted, thanks to λt ,k,i , from zero to half its SoC objective.

6.2.3 Centralised Full Optimization Problem

The centralised full OP is given by,
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min
pt ,EV,qt ,EV

σgrid ((6.4))+σEV
∑

i∈C

((6.9)+ (6.13))

s.t.

(6.1), ∀d = 1, ...,D

(6.5)− (6.7), ∀k = 1, ...,Ki , ∀i ∈C

(6.8), ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c},∀i ∈C

(6.15)

whereσgrid andσEV are weights. Note that, minimizing (6.13) smooths the EV active power CPs but also

renders the constraints (6.1) less prone to approximation errors. This is because the less nodal injection

changes there are between successive iterations, the more the linearizations in (6.1) are accurate.

6.3 Distributed Optimization

Solving the centralized problem (6.15) requires user information from local EV aggregators, which might

not be easily accessible due to privacy and security concerns among the EV owners. Also, the centralized

approach might not be easily scalable, i.e. solvable in seconds-to-minute scales, with respect to the

increase of number of grid-connected EVCSs. Thus, following the approach in [116], we reformulate

the centralized OP (6.15) by introducing a set of auxiliary variables s̄
′φ
i ,EV,t , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}, ∀i ∈C , which

mimic the behaviour of original variables s̄φi ,EV,t , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c}, ∀i ∈ C . The augmented problem is

given by,

min
pt ,EV,qt ,EV,p

′
t ,EV,q

′
t ,EV

σgrid ((6.4))+σEV
∑

i∈C

((6.9)+ (6.13))

s.t.

(6.1), ∀d = 1, ...,D

(6.5)− (6.7), ∀k = 1, ...,Ki ,∀i ∈C

s̄
′φ
i ,EV,t =

∑Ki
k=1 Pφ

t ,k,i + jQφ

t ,k,i , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c},∀i ∈C

s̄t ,EV = s̄ ′t ,EV

(6.16)

The problem in (6.16) is a standard sharing problem that is separable in each component s̄
′φ
i ,EV,t , ∀φ ∈

{a,b,c}, ∀i ∈C . Using a sequence of Lagrangian multipliers yt and the scaled Lagrangian multipliers

ut = yt /ρ, the last constraint of (6.16) can be moved into the objective and the reformulated problem

can be solved using Algorithm 6 that exploits the iterative scaled-ADMM sharing problem [117].

Algorithm 6 is iterative, with each iteration v composed of three steps. First, each EV aggregator

associated to node i ∈C solves, separately and in parallel, (6.17), then sends its solutions to the grid

aggregator. Once the grid aggregator receives the solutions of all EV aggregators, it solves (6.18) and

updates the dual variables with (6.19). Finally, the grid aggregator sends back to the distributed EV

aggregators the corresponding dual variables and its optimal solution (i.e. s̄φ,v
i ,EV,t , ∀φ ∈ {a,b,c} where

the superscript v entails a value at the v-th iteration). The procedure is repeated until the convergence

criteria are met, i.e. the primal ( (6.20) ) and dual ( (6.21) ) residual norms are below, respective,

tolerance limits ϵpri and ϵdual. Additionally, the tuning parameter ρv is adaptively updated using the
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Algorithm 6 ADMM to solve (6.16)

STOP = 0, v = 1, s̄0
t ,EV = s̄

′0
t ,EV = u0 = 0

while ∼STOP do
1. Solve EV Aggregator Problems (i.e. for each i ∈C )

s̄
′φ,v
i ,EV,t = argmin

s̄
′φ
i ,EV,t

∀φ∈{a,b,c}

{
σEV ((6.9)+ (6.13))+
ρv

2

∥∥∥s̄
′φ
i ,EV,t − s̄φ,v−1

i ,EV,t +uφ,v−1
i

∥∥∥2

2

s.t .

(6.5)− (6.7) ∀k = 1, ...,Ki

s̄
′φ
i ,EV,t =

∑Ki

k=1 Pφ

t ,k,i + jQφ

t ,k,i

(6.17)

2. Send all s̄
′φ,v
i ,EV,t to Grid Aggregator

3. Solve Grid Aggregator Problem

s̄v
t ,EV = argmin

s̄t ,EV

{
σgrid ((6.4)) +
ρv

2

∥∥∥ s̄
′,v
t ,EV − s̄t ,EV +uv−1

∥∥∥2

2

s.t .

(6.1) ∀d = 1, ...,D

(6.18)

4. Update Dual Variable uv

uv = uv−1 + s̄
′,v
t ,EV − s̄v

t ,EV (6.19)

5. Check Convergence

STOP =
{∥∥∥s̄

′,v
t ,EV − s̄v

t ,EV

∥∥∥
2
≤ ϵpri

}
(6.20)

STOP = STOP and
{∥∥∥s̄v

t ,EV − s̄v−1
t ,EV

∥∥∥
2
≤ ϵdual

}
(6.21)

6. Send back s̄φ,v
i ,EV,t to EV Aggregators

7. Update ρv+1 and v ← v +1
end while
return s̄v

t ,EV
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technique presented in chapters 3.3-3.4 in [117]. Finally, as (6.16) is linear, Algorithm 6 is guaranteed,

in principle, to converge to the optimal solution of (6.16) [117].
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6.4 Comparative Simulation

In order to illustrate the proposed method, a performance comparison between three distributed

control algorithms is done. The first controller is the grid-aware distributed controller (GADC) that uses

all the steps of Algorithm 6 with σgrid = 0.1 and σEV = 10. The second is a grid-unaware local controller

(GULC) that only solves the EV aggregator local control problems (EV sub-problem) developed in

this contribution, i.e. for each EV aggregator, ∀i ∈C , (6.17) is solved locally without the augmented

Lagrangian term in the objective (i.e. with objectives (6.9) + (6.13) subject to the same constraints).

The third is a myopic maximum power controller (MMPC) that simply chargers any plugged EVs at

maximum power until they reach their target SoCs. Note that both grid-unaware controllers only find

nodal active power EV injections and set reactive power EV injections to zero as they do not have

any incentive to inject/absorb reactive power. The performance comparison consists in finding first

the optimal EV injections computed by each controller. Then, post-OPF Monte-Carlo simulations

(c.f. Sec. 5.2.1 and Remark 3 for more information) using the latter optimal injections and scenarios

generated from the non-EV injections CDFs (c.f. Sec. 6.2.1), are performed for each controller separately.

This is done to statistically quantify the output performance of each controller by computing the

probabilities to violate grid operational constraints with the optimally computed EVCSs injections.

More specifically, the simulation consists in performing a 24 hour (from 8:00AM to 7:55AM the next

day) control run with a 5 minute control resolution (i.e. ∆t = 5 mins) for a summer weekday50. At every

time-step, the three controllers first solve their EV power allocation problems (i.e. find s̄t ,EV) using the

same inputs, i.e. initial EV SoC, arrival/departure times and car model for all three controllers, and

non-EV nodal power injections scenarios for the GADC controller). Then, for the same time-step, for

each controller, LFMCSs are performed with EV injections fixed to the controller optimum. All three

LFMCSs pertaining to the same time-step use the same newly (i.e. different than the input scenarios

used to solve the GADC problem of the same time-step) randomly sampled scenarios for non-EV nodal

power injections. Recall that, MCLFS consists in carrying out a large number of LF computations with

different nodal power injections and outputs CDFs of the grid state variables. The number of LFMCSs

scenarios was set using the method presented in Remark 3. To recap: the output of the simulation

for each controller is, therefore, the optimal EV power allocations for all EV aggregators along with

their performances vis-a-vis (i) grid operational static and power quality constraints violations under

stochastic non-EV injections, and (ii) meeting EV user needs (i.e. reaching target SoC at EV unplugging).

6.4.1 Grid model and data used in the simulation

The simulation is done the on the IEEE34 feeder [9], where (i) the voltage regulators are omitted in order

to worsen voltage control problems, and (ii) the single-phase branches, i.e the two-conductor configu-

rations 302, 303 and 304 in [9], were replaced by four-conductor three-phase-equivalent configurations

(see Tab. 6.1). The line geometries, remaining branch parameters and per-configuration-neutral-

statuses can be found in [9]. Fig. 6.1 shows the network topology and resource allocation. It is worth

mentioning that in this simulation 50%, 25% and 25% of single-phase EV chargers are respectively

connected to phases a,b and c of the electrical grid. The base voltage and power are respectively set to

24.9kV and 1 MVA. The grid security bounds are set to Emi n = 0.95 p.u., Emax = 1.05 p.u., δinv = 0.5%,

δhom = 0.75%, Smax
0 = 1.5 p.u. and the amapacity limits found in [9] scaled by a factor of 6. Note that,

50The choice of the season and day-type was not random. Firstly, as the summer season is less cloudy than the
others, it was chosen to minimize the risk of uncertainty modeling errors that could lead to extreme P-V generation
scenarios. Secondly, as people’s habits present more routine-like behavior during weekdays, it was chosen to
accurately and comprehensively synthesize EV user charging needs.
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as in the previous part of this thesis, the latter security bounds are all set to stricter bounds than the

ones found in the EN-50160 standard [48] as the idea of this simulation is to stress-test the proposed

algorithms. Fig. 6.2 shows all the aggregated (i.e. summed over all nodes and phases) non-EV load

(negative) and generation (in the form of positive P-V injections) daily active power profiles already

sub-clustered for a summer weekday. Each aggregated profile is first disaggregated to different nodes

by scaling the profiles in Fig. 6.2 using the maximum active nodal power injection limits shown in

Tab. 6.2. With all the disaggregated profiles, for every node, for every time-step, a multivariate PDF

is computed using the technique explained in 6.2.1. These PDFs are used to generate the non-EV

active power injection scenarios for the GADC controller and the post-OPF LFMCSs. Indeed, using

the scenario-reduction technique presented in [72], the number of scenarios D used by the GADC

controller at every time-step is set to 75. The number of LF computations used in each post-OPF LFM-

CSs is set to 350 as per the design choices explained in Remark 3. Note that, reactive power injection

scenarios are inferred from the active power injection scenarios using power factors randomly sampled

from the typical ranges (
[
cos(φ)min,cos(φ)max

]
) given in Tab. 6.2. Furthermore, to get the injections per

phase, the total three phase nodal sampled active and inferred reactive injection scenarios are split

pseudo-equally with an intra-phase unbalance randomly chosen between 0 and 20%. This is done

since, as previously explained, ADNs usually are in unbalanced states due to load unbalances. Finally,

note that the values in Tab. 6.2 were chosen in a way to create no grid operational constraint violations

when EV injections are null.

Table 6.1: IEEE-34 branch parameters - Original vs. Used in simulation

Longitudinal Impedance [Ω per mile] Shunt Admittance [µS per mile]
Configuration Original Used Original Used

302 diag

2.80+ j 1.49
0
0

 diag

2.80+ j 1.49
2.80+ j 1.49
2.80+ j 1.49

 diag

4.23
0
0

 diag

4.23
4.23
4.23


303 diag

 0
2.80+ j 1.49

0

 diag

2.80+ j 1.49
2.80+ j 1.49
2.80+ j 1.49

 diag

 0
4.23

0

 diag

4.23
4.23
4.23


304 diag

 0
1.92+ j 1.42

0

 diag

1.92+ j 1.42
1.92+ j 1.42
1.92+ j 1.42

 diag

 0
4.36

0

 diag

4.36
4.36
4.36



6.4.2 EV users model and data used in the simulation

Even though the method is built to accommodate any random EV user behaviours (i.e. random

arrival/departure time, target SoC and car model), in this simulation, they are synthesized to stress test

the algorithm. Building on that, we categorize all EVCSs connected to a node i ∈C into three groups:

home, work and roadside. Home chargers are considered as EVCSs placed in residential buildings/areas

that only support AC charging (i.e. three-phase (AC 3ph) and/or single-phase (1ph)). Work chargers are

considered as EVCSs placed in industrial buildings/areas that, also, only support AC charging. Roadside

chargers, however, are considered to only support DC charging. We assume that, all vehicles connected

to single-phase AC chargers are Jaguar i-Pace, all vehicles connected to three-phase AC chargers are

Tesla Model S, and, all vehicles connected to DC chargers are Nissan Leaf Plus. This is done to include

real EV charging efficiencies, maximum powers and battery energy capacities in the simulation (see

Tab. 6.3a for values). Depending on the group, the synthesized EV user behaviours are different. Namely,
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Figure 6.1: Network graph with resource placement. R is a resource node. Z is a zero-injection
node. C is a resource node containing EVCSs.

Figure 6.2: Aggregated PV (positive) and load (negative) active power profiles for the simulated
summer weekday.
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Table 6.2: Maximum three phase nodal injections and power factor range per non-EV resource.

(a) PV Generation Nodes

Node Max [ kW ] cos(φ)min cos(φ)max

7 112.500 ± 0.800 ± 0.867
15 262.500 ± 0.800 ± 0.867
18 337.500 ± 0.800 ± 0.867
23 262.500 ± 0.800 ± 0.867
25 187.500 ± 0.800 ± 0.867

(b) Load Nodes

Node Max [ kW ] cos(φ)min cos(φ)max

10 157.500 0.930 1.000
11 315.000 0.930 1.000
20 472.500 0.930 1.000
26 525.000 0.930 1.000
29 288.750 0.930 1.000

we assume that (i) home chargers are only active at night from 5:00PM to 7:55AM the next day, (ii) a

quarter of the work chargers are active from 8:30AM to 7:00PM as they are considered reserved for

company employees while the rest are active from 9:00AM to 5:30PM as they are considered reserved for

visitors, and (iii) roadside chargers have two charging sessions, respectively, from 8:00AM to 10:00AM

(i.e. fast charging before arriving at work) and 12:00PM to 7:00PM (i.e. afternoon fast charging). The

number of EVCSs per node, the charging modes, the exact arrival and departure EV times and, the

initial and target EV battery SoCs are all randomly sampled from the ranges given in Tabs. 6.3b-6.3d. In

Tabs. 6.3c-6.3d we distinguish between planned departure time (t f ,k,i ) and actual departure time to

account for users that keep their EVs plugged after their announced departure times; we assume that

this behaviour is only present for work and roadside chargers as users charging at home usually leave

punctually to go to work every morning during a weekday.

6.4.3 Results of the simulation

From the grid perspective

Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 show the post-LFMCSs probabilities to violate, respectively, the grid operational static

and power quality constraints for all time steps and control algorithms used in the simulation. It can be

observed that the GADC algorithm guarantees close-to-no violations. Indeed, minor violations arise as

power-flow equations are linearized which entails discrepancies between the linearized state and the

real one. On the other hand, the GULC and MMPC optimal EV nodal power injections create several

grid constraints violations. When it comes to grid static operational constraints, Fig. 6.3a, Fig. 6.3b

and Fig. 6.3c show that, respectively, nodal voltage magnitudes, branches currents magnitudes and

slack node apparent powers violations are practically guaranteed for both grid-unaware controllers

during night-time home charging. When it comes to power quality, for both grid-unaware controllers,

the negative- and zero-sequence components constraints are also violated mostly at night. This is

explained by the presence of a large number of users that plug their single-phase EVs into the grid and
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Table 6.3: EV simulated environment

(a) EV considered car models

Charging Mode Car Model P max
k,i [kW] E max

k,i [kWh] ηk,i

AC 1ph Jaguar iPace 7.4 84.7 0.92

AC 3ph Tesla Model S 17 100 0.85

DC Nissan Leaf Plus 50 64 0.95

(b) EV user synthesized behaviour

Nodes Category Charging Mode Smax
k,i [kVA] Ki

{30,28,25} Home AC 1ph or AC 3ph 3.3 or 7.4 [60; 120]

{16,12} RoadSide DC 50 [40; 60]

{4,18} Work AC 1ph or AC 3ph 7.4 or 17 [50; 100]

(c) EV user synthesized behaviour - continued

Nodes t0,k,i t f ,k,i

{30,28,25} [5:00PM; 11:00PM] [6:00AM; 7:55AM]

{16,12}
Session 1 - [8:05AM; 10:00AM]

Session 2 - [12:00PM; 7:00PM]

[8:35AM; 11:00AM]

[12:35PM; 8:00PM]

{4,18}
Visitors− [9:00AM; 5:30PM]

Employees− [8:30AM; 11:00AM]

t0,k,i + [30-90] mins

[5:00PM; 7:00PM]

(d) EV user synthesized behaviour - continued

Nodes Actual Departure Time SOCt0,k,i ,k,i SOCt f ,k,i ,k,i

{30,28,25} t f ,k,i [0.15; 0.45] [0.95; 1.00]

{16,12} t f ,k,i + [0-20] mins
[0.15; 0.35]

[0.10; 0.35]
[0.60; 0.80]

{4,18} t f ,k,i + [0-30] mins
[0.15; 0.50]

[0.30; 0.55]

[0.25; 0.80]

[0.75; 0.9]
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thus creating high voltage unbalances. Even though it still performs badly, it can be observed that the

GULC controller sometimes incurs lower constraint violation probabilities compared to the MMPC

controller. This can be explained by the smoothing effect of EV charging that arises due to the GULC’s

objectives. In summary, from Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, it is safe to conclude that, as was seen in Sec.5.2.1,

grid-unaware EV charging largely jeopardizes the safe operation of the grid.

From the EV users perspective

Fig. 6.5 shows, using boxplot representations, the difference between all target SoCs and the actual

ones at time of departure. Fig. 6.5a represents a base-case as the MMPC algorithm charges EVs at full

power. The reason why there are some unachieved charging targets is due to the fact that initial and

desired SoCs are randomly sampled. Thus, sometimes it is simply not possible to achieve the desired

SoC during the time window where the EV is plugged. Fig. 6.5b shows that the GULC controller behaves

similarly to the ideal MMPC control from the EV user perspective. However, their optimal EV injections

were different which explains why they incurred different grid constraint violations. This entails that

the GULC controller smooths the charging process while still achieving close-to-ideal outcomes for EV

users. Fig. 6.5c, however, shows that the GADC does not give the same guarantees. This is especially true

for home chargers that on average provide EVs 10% to 20% less energy. This behaviour is in accordance

to the grid-constraints-probability-violations shown in Figs. 6.3-6.4 where it is clear that the GADC

had to decrease the EV charging powers to guarantee the grid’s safety around night-time. Furthermore,

the latter behavior can be physically explained by two factors: (i) the high-loading conditions that

happen at night-time when the simulated grid has no generating units, and (ii) the fact that in this

simulation EV node placement and maximum number of connected EVs per node were chosen at

random. This sheds light on the sub-optimal performance of the GADC controller from the EV user’s

perspective. Indeed, the grid is simply not designed for such simulated high power unbalanced EV load

demand. Therefore, as a final note, we believe that with proper CS placement planning together with

the deployment of our proposed method (i.e. the GADC controller), the network will remain safe and

the EV user needs would be better fulfilled.

6.5 Conclusion

This chapter proposed a grid-aware distributed controller (GADC) for EVCSs connected to electrical

grids of generic topologies. It uses the ADMM to distribute a separably formulated OPF problem into

local ones. The latters are solved at the EV aggregators level while a central grid aggregator problem

ensures the non-violation of the grid operational constraints while taking into account all the solutions

coming from the EV aggregators’. The grid aggregator problem takes into account the stochastic nature

of various resources by means of scenarios, it relies on a linearization of the power-flow equations and is

formulated for generic three phase ADNs. Therefore, it also takes into account voltage unbalances and

guarantees proper power quality subject to the EN-50160 std. bounds [48]. Furthermore, as previously

explained, as the control time-step is chosen to be in the seconds-to-minutes scale to match the results

presented in Sec. 5.2.2, scenario-based optimization was crucial to render the optimally computed

setpoints robust against the stochasticity of non-EV nodal power injections. The performance of

the method is numerically quantified on the IEEE-34 feeder by comparing it with two grid-unaware

controllers. It is shown that the grid-unaware controllers may provide a better service to EV users in

terms of matching the desired battery SoC levels. However, this is at the expense of severely violating

the grid’s static and power quality constraints. From the grid perspective, the proposed GADC kept
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(a) Nodal voltage magnitudes

(b) Slack apparent power magnitudes

(c) Branch current magnitudes

Figure 6.3: Post-MCLFSs results: probabilities to violate static grid operational constraints
during the simulated 24 hours
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(a) Ratio of zero- and positive- sequence nodal voltage magnitudes

(b) Ratio of negative- and positive- sequence nodal voltage magnitudes

Figure 6.4: Post-MCLFSs results: probabilities to violate power quality grid operational con-
straints during the simulated 24 hours
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Figure 6.5: Difference between desired SoC at departure and actual one, for all nodes with
EVCSs and for each simulated control algorithm
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the power grid within safe operational bounds and, in most cases, was capable to satisfy the needs

of EV users. It is clear that the developed method can help grid operators to manage weak grids

that accommodate heavy EV loads. In the next chapter, an MPC-augmented version of the GADC is

developed and used to experimentally validate an EV- and grid-aware day-ahead control algorithm

aiming at computing an optimal day-ahead DP.
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7 EV-aware Day-Ahead Power-Grid-
Dispatch: Theory and Experimental
Validation
Keywords— ADN Dispatch, Real-Time, i.e. seconds-to-minute scale, Distributed Control, Grid Opera-

tional Constraints and Power Quality, Electric Vehicle Charging Stations.

7.1 Introduction

As explained in [6]: "Day-ahead and intra-day scheduling of heterogeneous DERs has been advocated

in the literature as a way to minimize the effect of uncertainties. It consists in determining an average

power trajectory (dispatch plan (DP)) at a certain resolution before operations that is then followed

during real-time operation.". Even though the presented algorithms in [6] are aimed to work for

heterogeneous resources, EVCSs’ power and energy demands were not explicitly accounted for in the

proposed problem formulation, and, as hinted at in Sec. 5.2, with adequate control, EVCS can be turned

from given boundary conditions (i.e. demand satisfaction) to controllable assets for the control of

ADNs.

As a result, this contribution extends the work in [6] by accounting for EVCSs’ power and energy

demand flexibilities in both day-ahead and real-time stages. More specifically, in the scheduling

phase on the day before operations, the stochastic OP computing an aggregated DP at the PCC is

extended to account for EVCSs as controllable entities. We recall that the proposed day-ahead OP in [6],

accounts for (i) demand/generation forecasting errors using scenarios, (ii) resource constraints, and

(iii) grid operational constraints by leveraging SCs. In the real-time phase, the grid-aware MPC-based

distributed control algorithm proposed in [6] is extended with an MPC-augmented-version of the

EV-subproblem model presented in Sec. 6.2.2. We recall that the distributed real-time OP of [6] aims

to securely – i.e. while accounting for resource and grid operational constraints – compute active and

reactive power set-points for heterogeneous resources so that their aggregated contributions track the

day-ahead optimally computed DP. The distributed formulation leverages an ADMM algorithm similar

to the one presented in Sec. 6.3.

In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are: i) extending the day-ahead OP of [6] to account

for EVCSs as controllable entities by leveraging a developed EV user behavior forecasting tool, ii)

extending the distributed real-time control-algorithm of [6] with a MPC-augmented version of the

EVCS GULC of Sec. 6.2.2, iii) numerically illustrating the merits of considering EVCSs as controllable

entities in the day-ahead DP generation stage, and iv) experimentally validating on the EPFL-DESL
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microgrid the proposed real-time extension by safely tracking an optimally generated DP.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Sec. 7.2 the general assumptions, e.g. grid modelling,

and problem formulation are presented. In Sec. 7.3 the day-ahead problem extension is presented.

The latter also includes details on the developed EV user behavior forecasting tool and illustrative

numerical simulations to showcase the advantages of controlling EVCSs in the day-ahead stage. In

Sec. 7.4 the real-time problem extension is presented. In Sec. 7.5 an experimental validation, performed

on the EPFL-DESL microgrid, of all contributions of this chapter is shown. Finally, Sec. 7.6 concludes

the chapter.

7.2 Problem Statement & Overview

As in previous chapters, we target power grids whose states are evolving slowly enough such that they

can be modelled by phasors. Specifically, we focus on ADNs where the admittance matrix is known

and whose power equilibrium is described by the standard AC power-flow equations. Furthermore, we

consider that such grids contain uncontrollable and controllable resources. Hereinafter, controllable

resources are considered to be interfaced through grid-following CPCs, that can receive active and

reactive power setpoints51. In this chapter, we focus on dispatching ADNs at their PCC according to an

optimally computed DP. To do so the process is split into two-stages as shown in Fig. 7.1.

Real-time (solved every ∆𝑡 ∈ 30; 90 secs)
Next-day 24h 

PCC active 
power profile

Historical
data

Day-ahead (solved once every 24h)

Forecast &
Scenario Generation

Dispatch 
plan

Reat-time 
distributed control

Ressources
Sensors

Actuators

Figure 7.1: Schematic overview of the proposed two-stage ADN dispatch

1. Day-ahead stage, in this stage the operator computes a DP in the form of an active power profile

to be followed at the PCC during next-day operation. The DP is generated by accounting for

ADNs and controllable resources operational constraints by leveraging proper forecasting of

next-day grid status (i.e. injections of uncontrollable resources and EV user behaviors). As a

result, this stage is split into two processes, depicted as forecasting and dispatch plan in Fig. 7.1.

During the forecasting process, historical data is inputted to statistical engines that output

parametric probabilistic models (see Sec. 7.3.1). During the dispatch plan process, a security-

constrained scenario-based OP, leveraging the models created in the last process, is solved to

generate a 24h active power DP (see Sec. 7.3.2). Typically, the generated DPs are injection profiles

with time-resolutions of 30-600 seconds. The DP enters into effect at 00:00 of the next-day.

2. Real-time stage, as explained in [6], in this stage the ADN resources are controlled in real-time

to compensate for power mismatches at the PCC between the optimal DP and actual realization.

As in the day-ahead stage, the control problem accounts for ADNs and controllable resources

operational constraints. Unlike the day-ahead stage, the resources’ states are assumed to be

known through proper sensing. The problem is expressed by leveraging a distributed MPC

51As in the previous chapters, these assumptions are not strict as it is straightforward to extend the proposed
algorithms to account for either (i) all node-types, or (ii) multi-slack grids (c.f. Sec. 2).
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formulation to (i) render the problem resolution efficient and scalable, and (ii) account for

potential uncertainties along the optimization horizon. Similarly to what was presented in

Sec. 6.3, the distributed formulation leverages the ADMM to decouple the ADN and resources

operational problems (see Sec. 7.4). This stage’s control algorithm starts and ends at, respectively,

00:00 and 23:59 of the day of operation.

As a final note, it is important to remind that, in view of the large uncertainties accompanying forecast-

ing next-day grid statuses, the day-ahead stage considers ADNs to be balanced and, as a result, only

the single-phase direct sequence equivalent of the ADN is considered. Hence, hereinafter, the phase

superscript is omitted in the symbols of this chapter.

7.3 Day-ahead stage

As previously mentioned, the main goal of the day-ahead stage is to compute a DP. Indeed, when proper

forecasting tools are used, building a 24h active power profile at the PCC for the next-day-real-time

controller to track promotes optimal next-day usage of controllable resources. For instance, as the OP

leverages a full-day MPC formulation, with proper next-day solar-irradiance forecasting, the controller

can anticipate the charge/discharge of a controllable BESS. Furthermore, as explained in [6], the grid

operator can practically assume knowledge of the next-day PCC active power consumption since (i)

the DP is generated through stochastic scenario-based security-constrained optimization and, (ii) the

real-time controller steers the controllable resources to guarantee that the PCC injection realization

matches the DP. As a result, the grid operator will have less potential risks of operation and financial

costs related to real-time balancing or reserve activation needs [118].

As previously explained, the contribution of this chapter extends the developed algorithms in [6] by

accounting for EV user needs and considering EVCSs as controllable resources in both day-ahead and

real-time stages. As EV user behaviours (e.g. arrival/departure times and energy needs), and associated

CPs, exhibit high stochasticity, including EVCSs in the problem formulation increases the prediction

and control complexities of the day-ahead stage. However, by adequately anticipating the latter, the

whole bulk power-grid would need less secondary and tertiary power reserves.

In summary, the DP is the optimal result of a stochastic MPC-based OP. As in [6], the OP (i) accounts

for next day-stochasticity of non-EV injections through scenarios (see Sec. 7.3.1), (ii) accounts for grid

operational constraints by leveraging SCs (see Sec. 7.3.2) and (iii) accounts for controllable resources’

operational constraints (e.g. PQ capability a,d state-of-energy constraints). Unlike in [6], the OP (i)

further accounts for next day-stochasticity of EV user behaviour through scenarios (see Sec. 7.3.1),

and (ii) is solved iteratively52 in order to alleviate the inaccuracies introduced by the linearizations of

the power-flow equations (see Sec. 7.3.3). In the following, first the details of the forecasting block of

Fig. 7.1 – i.e. the scenario generation block – are given, then the OP objective, constraints and solution

algorithm are presented. Finally, the advantages of considering EVCSs as controllable resources in the

day-ahead stage are showcased through numerical simulations.

52Similar to the technique adopted in Alg. 5 to deal with linearization inaccuracies.
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7.3.1 Scenario Generation

Since the day-ahead OP is solved before the realizations of the next-day, proper forecasting is needed to

predict different next-day quantities. The idea of the forecasting tool is to generate scenarios that can

be used to formulate the OP of the day-ahead stage. In the following, we first describe the techniques

used to create probabilistic models for different stochastic quantities. Then, we present how those

models were combined to generate scenarios.

Non-EV injection models

For non-EV injections, as previously explained, a model can be in the form of a PDF created from

historical data. Specifically, as detailed in Sec. 5.2.1, the PDFs are created using historical data in the

form of active and reactive nodal injection profiles for every resource connected to a given node. For

load resources, each of these profiles is first clustered into 4 seasons (i.e. winter, spring, summer and

autumn), then, sub-clustered into day-type (i.e. working days, weekend or vacation days), then, finally

sub-sub-clustered into the fixed time resolution of the control algorithm. For generation resources,

assumed to be in the form of P-V plants, each of these profiles is first clustered into 4 seasons (i.e.

winter, spring, summer and autumn), then, sub-clustered into sky-clearness (i.e. sunny, cloudy and

overcast), then, finally sub-sub-clustered into the fixed time resolution of the control algorithm. In

both cases, for every sub-cluster, a Gaussian mixture model (i.e. a sum of multivariate Gaussian normal

distributions) is fitted to the data using MATLAB’s function fitgmdist. This is done to account for

the time correlation between the different time-steps for each specific sub-clusters. At the end, we

obtain multivariate (the random variables here are all the time-steps of a given day) PDFs for each nodal

injection (i.e. uncontrollable generation or load) pertaining to a season and day-type or sky-clearness.

From those models, daily injection profiles can be inferred based on the features – i.e. season and

day-type for loads and season and sky-clearness for generation – of the day we wish to forecast.

EV user model

Since EVCSs are considered as controllable entities, i.e. the active and reactive power injections of

EVCSs are variables of the problem, the models developed here need to forecast EV user behaviour

rather than injections. By EV user behaviour, for a given EVCS, we refer to: (i) the number of EV charging

sessions per day, (ii) the EVs’ arrival and departure times, (iii) the initial and final, i.e. target, SoCs of EVs’

batteries, (iv) the EVs’ battery capacities, and (v) the minimum and maximum active power injections

(defined as, respectively, the maximum and minimum imposed by either the EVCSs’ converters limits

or the EV on-board controller).

In view of the large number of quantities that define EV user behaviour, we developed a data-agnostic

tool that uses any amount of data with as many features as an input, and, outputs the best PDF (or

PDFs) that would model the data. As the input data is multi-variate, the output PDFs can be anything

from several univariate distributions to a full GMM53 that models all input variables (or features)

simultaneously. The algorithm’s idea is to fit the data with different functions then output the best-

performing-probabilistic-model. The flowchart of the developed toolbox is depicted in Fig. 7.2. As can

be seen, the input data is first filtered then fitted to: (i) one multi-variate GMM (Multivariate GMM-

approach, see Fig. 7.2), (ii) N univariate GMMs (Univariate GMM-approach, see Fig. 7.2), with N being

53The choice of GMMs as the baseline function for the data-agnostic forecasting tool lies behind its proven
performance to adequately model random/stochastic trends [89].
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the number of input features, and (iii) a mix of multi- and uni-variate GMMs (Mixed GMM-approach,

see Fig. 7.2). Once all three fittings converge, they are compared using accuracy, bias and correlation

metrics. Finally, the fitting with the overall best metrics is selected as the best-performing-probabilistic-

model, where from the latter, EV user behaviors can be inferred based on the features – i.e. season and

day-type – of the day we wish to forecast.

MSc Energy Science and Technology (2020-2021)

first approach is indicated in cases in which all features are correlated while the second approach
tackles more efficiently cases in which there is a weak correlation. Ideally, we would like to combine
the two approaches so that the best possible output is achieved, namely we fit correlated features with
Multivariate-GMM approach and uncorrelated features by Univariate-GMM approach.

The Toolbox is implemented in the function fit_gmm_best_model.m. The inputs are:

• The matrix X of features with observations in rows and features in columns. The first 6 columns
are required to be a datetime format.

• The structure config with configuration parameters for the fitting process. To be set in the
function set_config.m. In the configuration structure, few parameters need to be set before
launching the script:

– select_observations: configuration for pre-selection of the observations

– MaxGMMComponents: maximum number of GMM components allowed (default 10)

– KFold: Cross-validation parameter (default 10)

– weights_FE: weights for accuracy, bias and correlation in the selection of the best GMM
model

Finally, the main output is the structure best_model featuring the following fields:

• A cell structure gmm_best containing a GMM distribution / set of GMM distributions

• The structure FE containing accuracy, bias, correlation and p-Value test for each feature

• A vector idx_corr reporting the indexes of correlated features in case of Mixed-GMM approach
(optional)

Figure 4: MATLAB Toolbox Flowchart

11

Figure 7.2: Flowchart of data-agnostic modelling toolbox

In the following, each sub-block of the flowchart in Fig. 7.2 is explained.

1. Pre-selection of observations. The Z ×N – where Z is the number of measurements and N is the

number of features or variables – input matrix of measurement is automatically filtered based

on a set of control parameters specified by the user. Namely the user chooses the season and the

day-type (i.e. weekend or weekday). Indeed, this enables the user to create EV user behaviour

models that pertain to a specific season and day-type. The tool will automatically provide the

best model that statistically represents a subset of the historical data where only the desired

season and day-type are included. The block outputs a reduced measurement matrix with a

dimension of K ×N , where Kmeas is the number of selected measurements.

2. Multi-variate GMM approach. In this block, the built-in MATLAB function fitgmdist is used

together with K-fold cross-validation [119] to compute an optimal GMM model considering all

filtered inputted variables simultaneously. As previously explained in Sec. 5.2.1, thefitgmdist

function has many parameters that can alter the outputted model. Therefore, in the proposed

method, we loop over the number of components of the outputted GMM (from one to a user-

defined maximum GMM order). For each GMM order, cross-validation is used to avoid over-

fitting in cases where the GMM order gets too high (see Fig. 7.6). Namely, for each GMM order,

first, the filtered dataset is randomly divided into T groups (or folds) of the same size. Then,

for each fold, the training and testing process is repeated T times. The training and testing
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process consists in fitting a GMM to the training data using the order of the current iteration,

then, regenerate data using the GMM model and compute the mean absolute error between

the newly generated data and the test set. Every fitted GMM-distribution is saved during the

iterations. The model with the lowest mean absolute error at the loop exit is chosen. The general

scheme and details of the proposed method are shown in, respectively, Figs. 7.3 & 7.6.

3. Uni-variate GMM approach. In this block, in contrast to the Multi-variate GMM approach

that implicitly considers the input dataset variables or features to be correlated, the input data

is modelled separately, i.e. each variable (column of the filtered data matrix) is considered

independent of the others and, therefore, is fitted with its own GMM. Hence, the output of this

block is a set of N GMMs. A schematic diagram of the block is shown in Fig. 7.4.

4. Mixed GMM approach. This block, combines the functionalities of the two previous blocks.

Indeed, if the variables of the input dataset are split into correlated and uncorrelated subset

datasets, it is optimal to fit the correlated variables with the multivariate-GMM approach,

while, in contrast, the uncorrelated variables would be fit separately using the univariate-GMM

approach (see Fig. 7.5). In this approach, the correlation analysis block uses PLCC54. The

correlation tolerance is user-configurable, with a default value set at 0.555.

5. Select best GMM approach. A set of metric is used to select the best-fitted models between

the three approaches. The metrics aim to evaluate each approach based on (i) accuracy (A),

i.e. the average discrepancy between individual pairs of observation and forecast, (ii) bias (B),

i.e. the mean deviation from average observation and average forecast, (iii) correlation (R), i.e.

PLCC correlation of observation and forecast vectors, and (iv) goodness-of-fit, i.e. the result of

a P-value (Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnow) test on the null hypothesis of having the same

underlying distribution for the observation and forecast datasets. Tab. 7.1 enumerates all the

metrics used to quantify accuracy (Tab. 7.1a) and bias (Tab. 7.1b), where ϵk = yk − xk is the

forecast error and Qk = yk
xk

, with x and y being, respectively, the K-dimensional observation and

forecast vectors. The final selection relies on the global forecasting error defined as a weighted

sum of all the metrics. Formally, the forecasting error (FE) is defined as F E = w1 A+w2B +w3R,

where w1, w2, &w3 are user-defined weights, and, A, B and R are given by,

A = 1

N

N∑
n=1

|M APEn |+ |sM APEn |+ |MS An |
3

B = 1

N

N∑
n=1

|MPEn |+ |SSPBn |
2

,

R = 1

N

N∑
n=1

|100(1−Rn)|

(7.1)

where each Rn corresponds to the PLCC correlation of the observation and forecast vectors

for a feature n and the other metrics are defined in Tab. 7.1. The weights need to be assigned

by the user based on the application requirement. In our application, based on the observed

performances, we realised that setting all the weights to 1 lead to the best results as the obtained

models were not biased in favor of a specific metric rather than others. Note that in (7.1), the

absolute value is taken as we are not interested in evaluating the direction of bias, i.e. under

or over-estimation. Likewise, we are not interested in evaluating if the correlation is positive

54The interested reader is referred to [120] for more information about the PLCC.
55Recall that PLCC values range from -1 to +1, where -1 corresponds to negative correlation while +1 corresponds

to positive correlation.
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or negative. Finally, the best-fit is chosen as the set of models of the approach that leads to:

(i) the smallest FE, and (ii) a Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnow test result that is lower than a

user-defined critical value of 5% significance level56.

MSc Energy Science and Technology (2020-2021)

Appendix

Figure 9: Fit best GMM with K-Fold Cross-Validation Flowchart

Figure 10: Multivariate GMM-approach Flowchart

20

Figure 7.3: Flowchart of the multi-variate GMM approach block

Combining non-EV injections and EV user models into scenarios

Following the non-EV injections and EV user models presented above, it is natural to define a non-

EV injection scenario as a day-long power injection profile and, an EV user scenario as the set of all

charging sessions for a specific day, where each charging session is described by (i) the EV’s arrival

and departure times, (ii) initial and desired EV battery SoCs, (iii) the EV’s battery capacity and (iv)

minimum and maximum active power injection limits. Each uncontrollable resource would, therefore,

have at least two associated non-EV injection scenarios (active and reactive power injections) and each

EVCS would have one associated EV user scenario. The total number of scenarios would be the total

combinations of all generated scenarios for all uncontrollable resources and EVCSs. This, clearly, can

lead to a high complexity if the method of selecting the number of scenarios, presented in Rem. 3, is

used without any assumptions. Therefore, first, we conservatively assume that the non-EV load and

generation injection scenarios are all either at their 5 or 95% percentiles when inverse-sampling from

the constructed models. Namely, this would lead to the four non-EV injection scenarios described in

56We refer the interested reader to [121] for more information about the Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnow test.
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Figure 11: Univariate GMM-approach Flowchart

Figure 12: Mixed GMM-approach Flowchart

21

Figure 7.4: Flowchart of the univariate GMM approach block
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Figure 11: Univariate GMM-approach Flowchart

Figure 12: Mixed GMM-approach Flowchart

21

Figure 7.5: Flowchart of the mixed GMM approach block

Table 7.1: Metrics to compare different approaches and choose the best-fit

(a) Accuracy metrics

Metric Unit Formula

Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) [%] 100
K

K∑
k=1

∣∣∣ ϵk
xk

∣∣∣
Symmetric mean absolute percentage error (sMAPE) [%] 100

K

K∑
k=1

ϵk
0.5(xk+yk )

Median symmetric accuracy (MSA) [%] 100
(
eMEDIAN(| loge Qk |) −1

)
(b) Bias metrics

Metric Unit Formula

Mean percentage error (MPE) [%] 100
K

K∑
k=1

ϵk
xk

Median log accuracy ratio (MdLQ) different MEDIAN(loge Qk )
Symmetric signed percentage bias (SSPB) [%] 100sign(MdlQ)

(
e |MdlQ|−1

)
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Appendix

Figure 9: Fit best GMM with K-Fold Cross-Validation Flowchart

Figure 10: Multivariate GMM-approach Flowchart

20

Figure 7.6: Flowchart of the mixed GMM approach block
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Tab. 7.2. With this assumptions the total number of scenarios would be four times the total number of

considered EV user scenario.

Since that reduced number still led to an OP with high complexity, we went a step further by trying to

reduce the number of considered EV user scenarios. To do so, we leveraged the k-means clustering

algorithm [122] together with the scenario number selection method explained in Rem. 357. Namely,

first the number of needed scenarios to achieve statistically meaningful results is computed. Then, after

generating the needed EV user scenarios, the scenarios are partitioned and stored into a user-defined

number of clusters (NUM_CLUSTERS) using the k-means clustering algorithm. Then, the medoid,

i.e. the original scenario with the lowest probability distance from the centroid of a cluster, of each

cluster is selected as a representative EV user scenario for the ones stored in that cluster. The reason

the medoid is selected rather than the centroid, i.e. cluster analytical center, is that the centroid of a

cluster is an artificial scenario that might not have any physical meaning. Finally, the output are the

representative EV user scenarios, i.e. the cluster medoids. Naturally, this means that the reduced total

number of considered EV user scenarios is equal to the user-defined number of desired clusters for the

k-means algorithm (i.e. NUM_CLUSTERS).

As a concluding note, it is important to note that, in their natural form, EV user scenarios are not easy

to input into the k-means clustering algorithm. This is due to the complexity of their forecasting

models, e.g. it is difficult to compare, for instance, a scenario that has 2 morning charging sessions

w.r.t a scenario that has 3 evening charging sessions. As a result, extra-features needed to be defined

to describe each EV user scenario. These features are listed in Tab. 7.3 and were used as input to the

k-means clustering algorithm.

Table 7.2: Considered non-EV injection scenarios

Scenario Percentile of all Percentile of all
number uncontrollable loads [%] uncontrollable generation (P-V plants) [%]

1 5 5
2 5 95
3 95 5
4 95 95

7.3.2 Optimization Problem

As previously explained, the second process of the day-ahead stage is to solve a stochastic scenario-

based security-constrained OP that outputs an optimal DP. Compared to the one in [6], the proposed

OP (i) accounts for EVCSs59 as controllable resources with specific objectives and constraints, (ii) does

not include minimum PCC power factor hard-constraints but a minimization of the absolute reactive

power flow at the PCC in the OP objective, and (iii) is solved iteratively in order to reduce potential

power-flow linearization innaccuracies. In the following, the OP objective are first presented. Then, the

constraints are listed. Finally, the full OP formulation is given together with its resolution algorithm.

57For the interested reader, a similar yet more complex method of leveraging the k-means clustering algorithm
to reduce the number of needed scenarios in a stochastic OP can be found in [123].

58For a given time interval, the occupancy rate is defined as the ratio of the number of control time-steps where
a plug is used, over the total number of control time-steps.

59In the following, all types of three-phase EVCSs are considered, i.e. Type-2 AC plugs and DC plugs.
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Table 7.3: Considered extra-features to describe an EV user scenario

Feature number Description
1 Total number of charging sessions
2 Sum of all stay duration of all charging sessions
3 Sum of all energy demands of all charging sessions
4 Average maximum active power injection limits of all charging sessions
5 Occupancy rate58from 00:00 to 03:59
6 Occupancy rate58 from 04:00 to 07:59
7 Occupancy rate58 from 08:00 to 11:59
8 Occupancy rate58 from 12:00 to 15:59
9 Occupancy rate58 from 16:00 to 19:59

10 Occupancy rate58 from 20:00 to 23:59

Objective

The OP objective is threefold. The first aim consists in minimizing the deviation between the active

power flow at the PCC for all scenarios d = 1, ...,D and the optimally computed DP P dispatch
s,t where

t = 1, ...,T is the timestep and s ∈S is the slack node index. Formally, this is given by,

1

DT

D∑
d=1

T∑
t=1

∣∣∣P d
s,t −P dispatch

s,t

∣∣∣ , (7.2)

where the norm-1 operator was used instead of the euclidean norm to avoid quadratic terms and,

consequently, decrease computation times. The second aim consists in minimizing the absolute

reactive power flow at the PCC for all scenarios and timesteps. Formally, this is given by,

1

DT

D∑
d=1

T∑
t=1

∣∣∣Qd
s,t

∣∣∣ . (7.3)

The third objective consists in minimizing all resource-specific cost functions that, as explained in [6],

reflect the controllable resources’ willingness to provide regulating power. Tab. 7.4 lists the different

considered resources with their respective cost functions. As can be seen, for a BESS the cost function

tries to simply minimize its usage, i.e. absolute injections (|P d
i ,BESS,t |), to prevent its ageing due to

cycling. On the other hand, for EVCSs the cost functions aims are twofold. First, they try to guarantee

that each EV’s departure SoC (SoCLeave
k,i

d
, for plug k ∈ Ki

60, node i ∈ C and scenario d = 1, ...,D) is

close to its desired SoC (SoCTarget
k,i

d
for plug k ∈ Ki , node i ∈ C and scenario d = 1, ...,D). The max

function is used in order to penalize EVs only until they reach their target SoC without limiting extra

charging/discharging when applicable (i.e. grid-secure). Second, they try to minimize EV battery

wearing by avoiding large deviations of EV injections (P d
t ,k,i for plug k ∈ Ki , node i ∈C and scenario

d = 1, ...,D at timestep t = 1, ...,T ) between subsequent time-steps [115]. All the factors scaling all the

presented cost functions, e.g. 3600
∆tDKi

where ∆t is the DP time-resolution, are included in order to render

all objective terms of the same nature (i.e. here, powers). The final OP objective is a weighted sum of all

presented cost functions.

60Recall that Ki is the total number of plugs of the EVCS connected to node i ∈C . Furthermore, at each node
i ∈C , there’s an EV aggregator that can send active and reactive power setpoints to all EVCSs (or plugs).
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Table 7.4: Cost functions of all considered controllable resources

Resource Objective

BESS connected at node i ∈K 1
DT

D∑
d=1

T∑
t=1

∣∣∣P d
i ,BESS,t

∣∣∣ (7.4)

EVCS connected at node i ∈C 3600
∆tDKi

D∑
d=1

Ki∑
k=1

max

{
SoCTarget

k,i

d −SoCLeave
k,i

d
,0

}
+

1
10(T−1)DKi

D∑
d=1

Ki∑
k=1

T∑
t=2

∣∣∣P d
t ,k,i −P d

t−1,k,i

∣∣∣ (7.5)

Constraints

The OP constraints are twofold. The first set of constraints are the ADN operational constraints. As the

ADN is assumed balanced in the day-ahead stage, the operational constraints are, formally, given by∣∣Ēt
∣∣d ∈ [Emi n ,Emax ] ,

∣∣Īi j ,t
∣∣d ≤ Ii j ,max ,

∣∣S̄s,t
∣∣d ≤ Ss,max (7.6)

where, Emi n and Emax are, again, the allowed extremes of the nodal voltage magnitudes, Īi j ,max , is the

vector of branch ampacity limits, S̄s,max is the substation transformer apparent power limit and the

superscript d refers to a given scenario.
∣∣Ēt

∣∣, ∣∣Īi j ,t
∣∣ and

∣∣S̄s,t
∣∣ are generically linearly approximated by,

Γd
t ≈ Γ̃d

t

(
˜̄Sd

t

)
+ ∂Γt

∂Pt

∣∣∣∣ ˜̄Sd
t

61
(

pd
t ,Control

ν−pd
t ,Control

ν−1
)

+ ∂Γt

∂Qt

∣∣∣∣ ˜̄Sd
t

61
(

q d
t ,Control

ν−q d
t ,Control

ν−1
) (7.7)

where, Γ ∈ {∣∣Ēt
∣∣ ,

∣∣Īi j ,t
∣∣ ,

∣∣S̄s,t
∣∣}, Γ̃d

t

(
˜̄sd

t

)
is the electrical quantity resulting from the system-state obtained

from a LF computation with nodal injections ˜̄Sd
t = ˜̄sd

t + s̄d
t ,Control

ν−1
, where ˜̄sd

t are the sampled non-

EV injection scenarios and s̄d
t ,Control

ν−1 = pd
t ,Control

ν−1 + j q d
t ,Control

ν−1 = S̄d
BESS,t

ν−1 + S̄d
EV,t

ν−1
are the

optimal injections of all controllable resources (i.e. S̄d
i ,BESS,t = P d

i ,BESS,t + jQd
i ,BESS,t for a BESS connected

to node i ∈ K and S̄d
i ,EV,t = P d

i ,EV,t + jQd
i ,EV,t for the EVCSs aggregator of node i ∈ C ) at the previous

resolution iteration ν−1.

The second set of constraints are the controllable resources operational constraints. Tab. 7.5 lists the

different considered resources with their respective constraints. The BESS constraints consist in: (i) SoC

energy bounds (c.f. (7.8)), where E max
i is the BESS’s maximum energy capacity, and (ii) apparent power

limits (c.f. (7.9)). The EVCS constraints consist in: (i) per EV SoC evolution constraints (c.f. (7.10)62), (ii)

per EV SoC bounds (c.f. (7.11)), (iii) per EV definitions of the SoCs at departure SoCLeave
k,i

d
(c.f. (7.12)63),

61Recall that the SCs ∂Γt /∂Pt | ˜̄Sd
t

and ∂Γt /∂Qt | ˜̄Sd
t

are, respectively, the partial derivatives of the electrical

quantity Γ with respect to nodal active and reactive power injections, computed with the injections ˜̄Sd
t using the

method of Sec. 2.3.
62Recall that t d

0,k,i is the arrival time of an EV at plug k = 1, ...,Ki and node i ∈C for scenario d = 1, ...,D. Also,

E d ,max
k,i were defined as the battery capacity of the EV connected to plug k = 1, ...,Ki and node i ∈C for scenario

d = 1, ...,D . In the day-ahead stage, the arrival times and EV battery capacities are forecasted.
63Recall that t d

f ,k,i is the departure time of an EV at plug k = 1, ...,Ki and node i ∈C for scenario d = 1, ...,D . In
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(iv) per plug maximum/minimum active64 (c.f. (7.13)), reactive65 (c.f. (7.14)) and apparent (c.f. (7.15))

power constraints, and (v) constraints linking the per plug variables to the per node aggregate EVCSs

injections (c.f. (7.16)).

As a final note, observe that in the SoC constraints (i.e. (7.8) and (7.10)) the efficiency is assumed

unitary. However, since in practice this is not true for both BESSs and EVs, we account for power losses

by integrating the latter’s equivalent series resistance into the network admittance matrix as explained

in [6].

Table 7.5: Constraints of all considered controllable resources

Resource Constraint

BESS connected at node i ∈K SoCi ,min ≤ SoCd
t−1,i −

P d
i ,BESS,t∆t

E max
i

≤ SoCi ,max (7.8)(
P d

i ,BESS,t

)2 +
(
Qd

i ,BESS,t

)2 ≤ Si ,max (7.9)

EVCS connected at node i ∈C SoCd
t ,k,i =

 SoCd
t d

0,k,i ,k,i
if t = t d

0,k,i

SoCd
t−1,k,i −

P d
t ,k,i∆t

E d ,max
k,i

otherwise
(7.10)

0 ≤ SoCd
t ,k,i ≤ 1 (7.11)

SoCLeave
k,i

d = SoCd
t d

f ,k,i ,k,i
(7.12)

−ωd
t ,k,i P d ,min

k,i ≥ P d
t ,k,i ≥−ωd

t ,k,i P d ,max
k,i (7.13)

−ωd
t ,k,i Qd ,min

k,i ≥Qd
t ,k,i ≥−ωd

t ,k,i Qd ,max
k,i (7.14)(

P d
t ,k,i

)2 +
(
Qd

t ,k,i

)2 ≤
(
Sd ,max

k,i

)2
(7.15)

S̄d
i ,EV,t =

Ki∑
k=1

P d
t ,k,i + jQd

t ,k,i (7.16)

7.3.3 Recap & Problem Resolution

The final OP of the day ahead-stage is given by (7.17). The variables of the OP are all the apparent power

injections of all controllable resources together with the optimal DP (P dispatch
s ). The different α• are

user-tunable weights. Finally, for clarity and completeness, Alg. 7 summarises all the needed steps

for both processes of the day-ahead stage, where tp and tc are, respectively, maximum tolerances for

the day-ahead stage, the departure times are forecasted.
64Recall that ωd

t ,k,i is a known Boolean expressing whether, or not, an EV is connected to plug k = 1, ...,Ki .
65As explained in Sec. 6.2.2, reactive power limits depend on the plug type. Namely, if the EV plugs are DC-

Typed plugs, the reactive power injections are non-null and are only limited by the plug’s apparent power bound,
otherwise, they are null.
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control variable and cost function variations between consecutive OP resolutions.

P dispatch
s = argmin

αDisp(7.2)+αPF(7.3)+ ∑
i∈K

where BESS is connected

αi ,BESS(7.4)+ ∑
i∈C

αi ,EV(7.5)


s.t.

(7.6), ∀d = 1, ...,D,∀t = 1, ...,T

(7.8)− (7.9), d = 1, ...,D,∀t = 1, ...,T,∀i ∈K where a BESS is connected

(7.10)− (7.16), ∀d = 1, ...,D,∀t = 1, ...,T,∀i ∈C ,∀k = 1, ...,K (i )

(7.17)

Algorithm 7 Day-ahead stage

1. Create forecasting models using historical data;
2. Generate next-day scenarios;

3 Do: starting from ν= 1, with pd
t ,Control

0 = q d
t ,Control

0 = 0;
3.a Solve (7.17);
3.b Store pd

t ,Control
ν

and Final objectiveν = Objective of (7.17);

Until: max

{∣∣∣∣ pd
t ,Control

ν−pd
t ,Control

ν−1

pd
t ,Control

ν−1

∣∣∣∣}≤ tp and max
{∣∣∣Final objectiveν−Final objectiveν−1

Final objectiveν−1

∣∣∣}≤ tc ;

4. Store final iteration optimal DP (P dispatch
s ).
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7.3.4 Numerical Simulations

In order to showcase the advantages of considering EVCSs as controllable resources in the day-ahead

stage, two sets of numerical simulations are performed. All simulations were performed on MATLAB

using the same electrical grid that contains one BESS and two EVCSs aggregators (see Sec. 7.3.4). The

main difference between the two sets of simulations is that the second set of simulations performs a

sensitivity analysis w.r.t. to the BESS’s energy and apparent power capacities. In the following, first the

simulation setup is described, then, both sets of simulations are presented.

Simulation Setup

All simulations were performed using a virtual twin (single-phase equivalent) of the low-voltage

electrical-grid of the ELL building at the EPFL Lausanne campus. A schematic depiction of the grid can

be found in Fig. 7.7 where the greyed-out resources were not used for the simulations and node B01

corresponds to the unique slack node. EVCS2 corresponds to the CS described in Tab. 5.3. EVCS1 is a

commercial EV fast-charger whose photographic depiction and technical specifications can be found

in Fig. 7.8. B1 is a commercial BESS whose photographic depiction and technical specifications can be

found in Fig. 7.9. Tabs. 7.6,7.7 & 7.8 give, respectively, the branch, nodes and transformers parameters

of the network in Fig. 7.7. The latter parameters were used as is in all the simulations of this section.

Tab. 7.9 lists the used resource parameters. Tab 7.10 lay-out the used simulation parameters. Finally,

Tab 7.11 describes the origin of the historical data used for every resource in the forecast & scenario

generation block of Fig. 7.1.
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(a) EPFL-Lausanne Campus GoFast EVCS
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(b) Technical hardware specifications [124]

Figure 7.8: EVCS1
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(a) EPFL-Lausanne Campus Leclanché BESS

Parameter Value Unit
Rated Power 720 kVA

Energy Capacity 560 kWh
Voltage at the AC connection point 20 kV

Number of racks 9 in parallel -
Number of modules per rack 15 in series -

Cells configuration per module 20s3p -
Total number of cells 8100 -

Cell minimum voltage 1.7 V
Cell nominal voltage 2.3 V

Cell maximum voltage 2.7 V
Cell nominal capacity 16 Ah

Cell chemistry Lithium-titanate -

(b) Technical hardware specifications (Re-adapted from [125])

Figure 7.9: B1
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Table 7.6: Day-ahead numerical simulation: branch parameters.

(a) Branches parameters: line data

From To Length [km] Configuration Ampacity (from-to) [A] Ampacity (to-from) [A]
B01 B02 1.000 10 17.32 866.03
B01 B03 1.000 9 17.32 866.03
B01 B04 1.000 8 17.32 1212.44
B02 B05 0.037 6 300.00 300.00
B03 B06 0.037 7 250.00 250.00
B06 B07 0.070 5 207.00 207.00
B07 B08 0.030 1 44.00 44.00
B07 B09 0.035 5 207.00 207.00
B09 B10 0.030 3 108.00 108.00
B09 B11 0.105 2 82.00 82.00
B11 B12 0.030 2 82.00 82.00
B09 B13 0.070 4 135.00 135.00
B13 B14 0.030 5 207.00 207.00
B13 B15 0.105 2 82.00 82.00
B15 B16 0.030 1 44.00 44.00
B15 B17 0.035 2 82.00 82.00
B17 B18 0.030 2 82.00 82.00
B12 B19 0.038 3 108.00 108.00
B02 B20 0.010 6 300.00 300.00
B03 B21 0.010 7 250.00 250.00

(b) Branches parameters: configurations

Longitudinal Shunt Shunt admittance
Configuration impedance admittance (from-to) admittance (to-from)

[Ω/km] [µS/km] [µS/km]
1 3.300+ j 0.141 0.000+ j 23.562 0.000+ j 23.562
2 1.210+ j 0.132 0.000+ j 36.128 0.000+ j 36.128
3 0.780+ j 0.126 0.000+ j 32.987 0.000+ j 32.987
4 0.554+ j 0.123 0.000+ j 40.841 0.000+ j 40.841
5 0.272+ j 0.119 0.000+ j 50.266 0.000+ j 50.266
6 0.225+ j 0.070 0.000+ j 27.332 0.000+ j 27.332
7 0.146+ j 0.070 0.000+ j 27.332 0.000+ j 27.332
8 7.944+ j 43.877 3.923+ j 5.884 0.000+ j 0.000
9 5.027+ j 40.358 1.383+ j 1.445 0.000+ j 0.000

10 5.004+ j 40.290 1.365+ j 1.652 0.000+ j 0.000
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Table 7.7: Day-ahead numerical simulation: node parameters.

Node Base Voltage [V] Base Power [MVA]
B01 21000 1
B02 420 1
B03 420 1
B04 300 1
B05 420 1
B06 420 1
B07 420 1
B08 420 1
B09 420 1
B10 420 1
B11 420 1
B12 420 1
B13 420 1
B14 420 1
B15 420 1
B16 420 1
B17 420 1
B18 420 1
B19 420 1
B20 420 1
B20 420 1

Table 7.8: Day-ahead numerical simulation: transformer parameters.

Transformer A Transformer B Transformer BESS
MV rated Voltage [kV] 21 21 21

LV rated Voltage [V] 420 420 300
Rated power [kVA] 630 630 630

Short-circuit voltage [% of MV rated voltage] 5.8 5.81 6.37
Winding losses [W] 4504 4524 7150

Core losses [W] 602 610 1730
Zero-load current [% of MV nominal current] 0.15 0.14 0.495

Table 7.9: Day-ahead numerical simulation: controllable resource parameters.

Name Parameters
B1 S4,max = 200 kVA, SoC4,mi n = 0.1, SoC4,max = 0.9, E max

4 = 200kWh
EVCS1 K5 = 6 (2 AC-Type-2 and 4 DC [unidirectional])
EVCS2 K3 = 3 (2 AC-Type-2 and 1 DC [bidirectional])
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Table 7.10: Day-ahead numerical simulation: simulation parameters.

Parameter Value Unit
Objective weights:

αDisp 100 -
αPF 1 -

α4,BESS 0.01 -
α5,EV 1 -
α19,EV 1 -

Timing:
∆t 5 minutes

Scenarios:
Number of EV scenarios 20 -

Total number of scenarios D 80 -
ADN tolerances:

Emi n 0.9 p.u.
Emax 1.1 p.u.

Ss,max 1 p.u.
Alg. 7 tolerances:

tp 1 %
tc 1 %

Table 7.11: Day-ahead numerical simulation: inputted historical data.

Resource Description
PV1 & PV2 Same as data used in [6].
L1 - ELLA Measured data coming from PMU 11 of Fig. 7.7.

EVCS1 & EVCS2 Combination of measured and public data coming from
(i) Local back-end logger of EVCS1, and
(ii) a confidential dataset provided by GoFAST [126]
that contains information about many EV plugs situated
in different parts of Switzerland.
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Simulation 1: EVCSs as the only day-ahead controllable entities

The first set of simulations considers the case where the BESS is not connected to the grid of Fig. 7.7

(i.e. B1). Namely, the only controllable entities in the day-ahead stage are EVCS1 and EVCS2. Using

the same scenarios, the idea of these simulations is to compare the obtained DPs when (i) EVCSs

are not controlled and plugged EVs simply charge at their maximum rated power, and (ii) EVCSs are

considered controllable. It is clear that since there are no controllable entities in the latter case (i),

the resulting DP is nothing more than the average over all scenarios of the active power injections

at the PCC. In order to compare DPs, we define a set of metrics that are given in Tab. 7.12. First,

as defined in [127], the UEE+ and UEE− represent the cumulative worst-case, respectively upper-

and lower-bound of the energy discrepancy needed to merge all PCC nodal active power into the

unique DP (i.e. for the PCC active power injections for all scenarios to be equal to the DP). Then, as

previously explained, the MAE quantifies the maximum absolute error, in terms of power, between

the DP and the PCC active power injection realizations. Then, the MPP is equal to the maximum

absolute PCC active power injection realizations. Finally, the MEVUS metric represents the worst

ratio, over all charging sessions of all scenarios, of received over best feasible energies, where the best

feasible energy is the minimum between what the EV user requested, i.e. the forecasted quantity given

by E desired
k,i

d = E d ,max
k,i

(
SoCTarget

k,i

d −SoCd
t d

0,k,i ,k,i

)
for i ∈C , k = 1, ..,Ki and d = 1, ...D, and, the maximum

energy an EV can receive if it was charging at its maximum power – i.e. no control – for its whole plugged

duration, i.e. the forecasted quantity given by E best
k,i

d = P d ,max
k,i (t d

f ,k,i − t d
0,k,i ) for i ∈C , k = 1, ..,Ki and

d = 1, ...D .

The results of the simulations are depicted in Figs.7.10 & 7.11 and Tab. 7.13. Figs. 7.10a & 7.10b

show, respectively, the active and reactive nodal power injections at the PCC. Fig. 7.11 shows the time

evolution of the UEE. All results lead to the same conclusion: controlling EVCSs in the day-ahead stage

(i) improves the merger of all PCC active power scenario realizations into a unique DP, (ii) reduces

the untracked energy error and (iii) shaves the peak PCC injections, without penalizing EV users

satisfaction. However, it is clear that, in practice, having only EVCSs as controllable entities in the

day-ahead stage is not enough to fully merge the PCC active power realizations into the DP as they

do not have enough bidirectional energy storage capabilities66. Finally, note that, no voltage, branch

current or slack power plots are shown as there were no grid operational constraint violations for any

scenario in both simulations, i.e. with and without EVCSs control. Indeed, as the grid-awareness of the

developed method was already showcased in [6], our goal was not to stress-test Alg. 7 by tightening

the grid operational constraints tolerances, but to illustrate how EVCS can help merge the PCC active

power realizations into a unique DP.

66Indeed, this could change in the future with the potential penetration of large quantities of bidirectional
public chargers which would render the aggregate usable storage of plugged EVs comparable to BESSs used in
grid-applications.
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Figure 7.10: PCC nodal power injections
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Table 7.12: Metrics used to quantify the performance of the result of Alg. 7.

Metric Formula

Uncovered Energy Error (UEE+) [kWh] UEE+(t ) = ∆T
3600

t∑
τ=1

max
d

{
P d

s,τ

}−P dispatch
s,τ

Uncovered Energy Error (UEE−) [kWh] UEE−(t ) = ∆T
3600

t∑
τ=1

min
d

{
P d

s,τ

}−P dispatch
s,τ

Maximum Absolute Error (MAE) [kW] M AE = max
d ,t

{∣∣∣P dispatch
s,t −P d

s,t

∣∣∣}
Maximum PCC Power (MPP) [kW] MPP = max

d ,t

∣∣P d
s,t

∣∣
Minimum EV User Satisfaction (MEVUS) [%] MEV U S = 100min

k,i ,d

{
E desired

k,i
d

E best
k,i

}

Table 7.13: Simulation 1 - results

Metric without control with EVCSs control
UEE+(t = T ) [kWh] 1280.93 860.32
UEE−(t = T ) [kWh] -316.10 -284.26

MAE [kW] 214.09 188.59
MPP [kW] 240.64 208.94

MEVUS [%] 100 100
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Figure 7.11: UEE time evolution
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Simulation 2: EVCSs and BESSs as day-ahead controllable entities

In the second set of simulations, the BESS is considered connected to the grid of Fig. 7.7 (i.e. B1).

Namely, the controllable entities in the day-ahead stage are the BESS, EVCS1 and EVCS2. As in the

previous simulations, the same scenarios are used and the idea is to compare the obtained DPs when

(i) neither EVCSs nor the BESS are controlled, (ii) only the EVCSs are controlled and (iii) both EVCSs

and the BESS are controlled. The novelty, w.r.t Simulation 1, is that the comparison is done for different

sizes – in terms of maximum apparent power and energy capacity – of the BESS. All simulations assume

that for all scenarios the BESS’s beginning of day SoC is 0.5. Since the BESS is considered, two extra

metrics are introduced: the maximum BESS usage (MBU) and the Maximum absolute BESS injections

(MABI). The MBU is defined as the ratio of (i) the largest energy usage of the BESS over all scenarios,

and, (ii) the total usable capacity of the BESS. It is given by 100
max

d

{
max

t
SoCd

t ,4−min
t

SoCd
t ,4

}
(SoC4,max−SoC4,min)E max

4
. The MABI is

defined as the absolute maximum BESS active power injections over all scenarios and timesteps. The

results of all simulations are summarized in Tabs. 7.14 & 7.15. In terms of merging the PCC active

power realizations into a unique DP, Tabs. 7.14a , 7.14b & 7.14c confirm that (i) the BESS decreases the

UEE more than EVCSs, (ii) increasing the BESS size decreases the UEE, (iii) controlling EVCSs always

further decreases the UEE, and (iv) the PCC active power realizations are only perfectly merged when

the BESS is sufficiently large and the EVCSs are controlled. As in the previous simulation, there were

no grid operational constraints violations. As a result, in terms of EV user satisfaction, all simulations

lead to perfect satisfaction (c.f. Tab. 7.15a). Tab. 7.15b shows the BESS’s MBU for different BESS sizes

and simulation configurations. It can be seen that increasing the BESS’s apparent power limit had

little-to-no influence as the maximum active power injections were practically all equal. This behavior

is due to: (i) the scenarios used for the simulations that did not require extra BESS injections, and (ii)

the lack of ADN operational constraints violations. Finally, Tab. 7.15c proves again the advantages of

controlling EVCSs as it always lead to less utilization of the BESS for the same EV user satisfaction (c.f.

Tab. 7.15a).
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Table 7.14: Simulation 2 - results

(a) UEE−(t = T ) - kWh

Controllable
Entities

S4,max [kVA] &
E max

4 [kWh]
200 & 200 300 & 300 500 & 500 1000 & 1000

None -316.10 -316.10 -316.10 -316.10
EVCSs -284.26 -284.26 -284.26 -284.26
BESS -178.93 -145.35 -74.37 -5.73

EVCSs+BESS -136.48 -97.51 -20.95 -0.02

(b) UEE+(t = T ) - kWh

Controllable
Entities

S4,max [kVA] &
E max

4 [kWh]
200 & 200 300 & 300 500 & 500 1000 & 1000

None 1280.93 1280.93 1280.93 1280.93
EVCSs 860.32 860.32 860.32 860.32
BESS 222.46 154.00 66.88 13.92

EVCSs+BESS 165.45 110.77 14.12 0.03

(c) MAE - kW

Controllable
Entities

S4,max [kVA] &
E max

4 [kWh]
200 & 200 300 & 300 500 & 500 1000 & 1000

None 214.09 214.09 214.09 214.09
EVCSs 188.59 188.59 188.59 188.59
BESS 58.13 48.19 38.71 38.62

EVCSs+BESS 8.39 5.09 0.93 0.02

(d) MPP - kW

Controllable
Entities

S4,max [kVA] &
E max

4 [kWh]
200 & 200 300 & 300 500 & 500 1000 & 1000

None 240.64 240.64 240.64 240.64
EVCSs 208.94 208.94 208.94 208.94
BESS 117.27 119.12 115.55 109.64

EVCSs+BESS 57.24 50.83 48.59 50.26
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Table 7.15: Simulation 2 - results - continued

(a) MEVUS - %

Controllable
Entities

S4,max [kVA] &
E max

4 [kWh]
200 & 200 300 & 300 500 & 500 1000 & 1000

None 100 100 100 100
EVCSs 100 100 100 100
BESS 100 100 100 100

EVCSs+BESS 100 100 100 100

(b) MBU - %

Controllable
Entities

S4,max [kVA] &
E max

4 [kWh]
200 & 200 300 & 300 500 & 500 1000 & 1000

None N/A N/A N/A N/A
EVCSs N/A N/A N/A N/A
BESS 100 99.60 92.71 67.57

EVCSs+BESS 98.73 76.22 84.06 43.69

(c) MABI - kW

Controllable
Entities

S4,max [kVA] &
E max

4 [kWh]
200 & 200 300 & 300 500 & 500 1000 & 1000

None N/A N/A N/A N/A
EVCSs N/A N/A N/A N/A
BESS 178.72 178.07 172.45 164.05

EVCSs+BESS 198.88 206.42 197.50 198.14
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7.4 Real-time stage

As previously mentioned, the main goal of the real-time stage is to track the optimal DP determined

by the day-ahead stage. To do so we use the same problem formulation and distributed solution

method67 described in [6]. However, since we consider EVCSs as controllable entities, extra objectives

and constraints are added to the centralised OPF (11) of [6]. Indeed, we leverage the EV-subproblem

objectives and constraints presented in Sec. 6.2.2. However, as the OP in [6] is expressed as an MPC

problem, the latter are expanded for a given time horizon (denoted by tH as in [6]). Furthermore, as

the real-time controller developed in [6] assumes balanced operation for the ADN, the unbalanced

constraints are here omitted. In practice, as explained in Sec. 3.5.1, this assumption also matches the

experimental setup used to validate the algorithms of this chapter (c.f. Sec. 7.5). This leads to the

objectives and constraints described in Tab. 7.16. As previously explained, the objective is twofold (c.f.

Sec. 6.2.2). The first one tries to reach the target EVs SoCs as soon as possible (c.f. (7.18)). The second

minimizes the EV battery wearing by penalising large setpoint variations (c.f. (7.19)). All objectives

are weighted68 in a way to favor plugged EVs with shorter remaining connection times and higher

remaining energy demands. In terms of constraints, the first set of constraints guarantee that an EVs’

SoCs69 do not surpass users requested target (c.f. (7.20)). The second set of constraints guarantee that

the computed setpoints are within the EVCS and plugged EVs operational constraints (c.f. (7.21)). Note

that, compared to the constraints presented Sec. 6.2.2, there is a minimum charging power constraint

that is explicitly added. This is because, in practice, the IEC-61851 [97] protocol does not allow EV

charging with currents below 6A per phase. Additionally, we consider the maximum and minimum

EV power limitations as time-dependent and known at time t . Finally, compared to Sec. 6.2.2, the last

set of constraints (c.f. (7.22)) were added to guarantee the knowledge of the inputted data at time t

over the MPC time horizon (i.e. from t to tH ). Indeed, as the problem is formulated using MPC, proper

forecasting is required to predict the evolution of the inputted EV user behavior, e.g. the Boolean ωt ,k,i

expressing whether, or not, an EV is plugged to plug k = 1, ...,Ki of node i ∈C at timestep t . As a result,

the constraints impose persistent forecast of the latter over the considered horizon. This is acceptable

as the horizon is usually selected to be in the order of minutes and the EV user behavior usually does

not drastically change during these time-scales.

67c.f. Sec. IV-b of [6] for more details about the ADMM-based solution algorithm.
68See Sec. 6.2.2 for weights definitions.
69Recall that the present SoC is assumed known by either direct measurement or estimation as explained in

Sec. 6.2.2.
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Table 7.16: Real-time stage objectives and constraints of an EVCS aggregator connected to
node i ∈C

(a) Objectives

Description Equation

Reach Target SoC
tH∑
τ=t

Ki∑
k=1

κτ,k,i

(
SoCt f ,k,i ,k,i −SoCτ,k,i + ηk,i Pτ,k,i∆t

E max
k,i

)
(7.18)

Minimize EV battery wearing
tH∑
τ=t

Ki∑
k=1

λτ,k,iκτ,k,i
∣∣Pτ,k,i −Pτ−1,k,i

∣∣ ∆t
E max

k,i
(7.19)

(b) Constraints

Description Equation

SoC Limitations SoCτ,k,i − ηk,i Pτ,k,i∆t
E max

k,i
≤ SoCt f ,k,i ,k,i∀τ= t , ..., tH (7.20)

Power Limitations
(
Pτ,k,i ,Qτ,k,i

) ∈


{
(P,Q) | ωτ,k,i = 1

P 2 +Q2 <
(
Smax

k,i

)2
,

−P min
τ,k,i ≥ P ≥−P max

τ,k,i

}
{(0,0)} ωτ,k,i = 0

,∀τ= t , ..., tH (7.21)

Persistent Forecasting



ωτ,k,i =ωτ−1,k,i

κτ,k,i = κτ−1,k,i

λτ,k,i =λτ−1,k,i

P max
τ,k,i = P max

τ−1,k,i

P min
τ,k,i = P min

τ−1,k,i

,∀τ= t +1, ..., tH (7.22)
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7.5 Experimental Validation

This section presents an experimental validation of both the day-ahead and real-time stages. More

specifically, first an optimal day-ahead DP is calculated. Then, the real-time controller is used in

order to track the DP while accounting for ADN and resources operational constraints. The goal of

the experiment is twofold. First, we show that the integration of EVCSs in both the day-ahead and

real-time stages improves the tracking of an optimally computed DP. Second, we experimentally prove

the aptness of the proposed real-time EVCS controller to best satisfy EV user demands. In the following,

first the experimental setup is described. Then, some notes on the experiment are given. Finally, the

results of the experiment are shown.

7.5.1 Experimental Setup: EPFL-DESL microgrid

The experimental validation of the proposed algorithms is performed on the EPFL-DESL microgrid.

The experiment uses: (i) the same IT infrastructure described in Sec. 3.5.1, (ii) the branch and node

parameters listed, respectively, in Tabs. 7.6 & 7.7, and (iii) the PMU-aided monitoring infrastructure

shown in Fig. 7.7 (see Sec. 3.5.1). As explained in [6], the microgrid interfaces several resources, however,

for the purpose of this experiment, only a subset is considered. More specifically, a load emulator

(L3 (Zenone) of Fig. 7.7) is used to reproduce daily demand profile, two controllable P-V plants (PV1

(Perrun) and PV2 (SolarMax) of Fig. 7.7), a controllable battery (B2 of Fig. 7.7) and a controllable EVCS

(EVCS2 of Fig. 7.7). The resource parameters are given in Tab. 7.17.

7.5.2 Experimental Notes

As the goal of the experiment was not to stress test the algorithms in terms of ADN and resources

operational constraints, all resources were used at full-capacity and the ADN operational limits were set

to the values in the EN-50160 standard [48]. However, as in the simulations of Sec. 7.3.4, the maximum

and minimum allowable SoCs for the BESS are limited to 0.9 and 0.1 respectively.

Furthermore, as explained in Sec. III-C of [102], power-to-current lookup tables are needed to enable

explicit active power control of Type-2 plugs70. As a result, power-to-current lookup tables were

precomputed for every available Type-2-EV at the DESL. The tables are shown in graphical format in

Fig. 7.12. It can be seen that, for the Renault Zoe, when the setpoint – i.e. per-phase current maximum

allowable current – is lower than 7A, the car does not consume any active power. This, in practice,

means that the EVCS controller could ask this car to not consume power while remaining plugged. This

is not the case for the Tesla Model S as it consumes power even when setpoint is set to the IEC-61851

standard’s [97] minimum allowable setpoint of 6A. As a result, a plugged Tesla Model S will always

consume around 3kW71.

Additionally, as discussed in Sec. 3.5.2 and to match the hypothesis of [6], the experiment assumes

70Recall that Type-2 plugs are controlled through an analog pulsed signal that dictates to the EV the RMS value
of the maximum per-phase current it can consume.

71Note that, in practice, the Tesla Model S’s power could be reduced to zero if, as explained in the IEC-61851
standard, the duty-cycle of the control pilot signal is set to a value higher than 95%. However, through testing,
it was observed that this created issues for the EV’s on-board controller as the car was constantly locking and
unlocking its plug. As a result, the look-up table was deliberately started from a minimum three-phase power of
3kW.
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Table 7.17: Experiment: resource parameters

Value Unit
B2

Rated Power 25 kVA
Maximum Energy Capacity 25 kWh

Number of racks 1 -
Number of modules per rack 13 in series -

Cells configuration per module 20s3p -
Total number of cells 780 -

Cell minimum voltage 1.7 V
Cell nominal voltage 2.3 V

Cell maximum voltage 2.7 V
Cell nominal capacity 16 Ah

Cell chemistry Lithium-titanate -
Active power flow bi-directional -

Reactive power flow bi-directional -
L3 (Zenone)

Rated power per phase 10 kVA
Active power flow uni-directional (load) -

Reactive power flow bi-directional -
PV1 (Perrun)

Rated Power of P-V cells 13 kWp
Active power flow uni-directional (generator) -

Reactive power flow bi-directional -
PV2 (SolarMax)

Rated Power of P-V cells 16 kWp
Active power flow uni-directional (generator) -

Reactive power flow none/not allowed -
EVCS2

Miscellaneous See Tab. 5.3 -
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balanced operation of the EPFL-DESL microgrid. Consequently, the phase superscript is omitted for

the remainder of this chapter. Furthermore, the control time-step is set to 1min with an MPC-horizon

the real-time controller of 5mins.

Moreover, as our goal was not to test the validity of our forecasting tools, the models developed in [6]

to forecast the P-V generation and L3 (Zenone) load were reused as is. Furthermore, the same EV

user behaviour model developed for the day-ahead stage was used to compute a random next-day

realization – i.e. an EV day-long scenario with several charging sessions – for the EVCS72. The EV-user

behaviour scenario is described in Tab. 7.18, where, as previously explained, power-to-current lookup

tables are leveraged to control EVs connected to the Type-2 plug, while explicit power setpoints are

leveraged to control EVs connected to the CHAdeMO plug.

Finally, even though the DP is day-long, the real-time controller is deployed on a portion of the day,

specifically from t0,exp = 10 : 30 : 00 to t f ,exp = 18 : 40 : 30. This is due to the facts that: (i) the real-time

realizations were inferred from the forecasting tools used in the day-ahead stage, (ii) our main focus

is the addition of EVCSs in both control stages, and, as seen in the next subsection, the next-day EV

scenario realization contains EV charging sessions only from around 11:30:00 to 18:38:00, and (iii) the

UEE evolution of the day-ahead optimal DP, shown in Fig. 7.13, shows that most the energy uncertainty

is concentrated around the time of the experiment. In this respect, for the sake of fairness, the BESS’s

initial SoC was set to 0.46, representing the average day-ahead SoC realization over all scenarios at

10:30:00.

Table 7.18: Day-long EV-scenario used for the experiment

Charging Session 1 Charging Session 2
Used EV [-] Peugeot Ion Renault Zoe

Plug Type [-] CHAdeMO Type-2
Initial SoC [%] 29 20
Target SoC [%] 91 55

UsableEV Battery Capacity [kWh] 14 45
Arrival Time [hh:mm:ss] 11:35:00 15:45:00

Scheduled Departure Time [hh:mm:ss] 13:15:00 18:35:00
Actual Departure Time [hh:mm:ss] 13:15:00 18:40:00

72In practice, the generated scenario was adapted to an equivalent scenario that matches the battery capacities
of the EVs available at the DESL.
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Figure 7.12: Power-to-current setpoint lookup tables
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Figure 7.13: Experimental validation: day-ahead UEE time evolution over 24 hours
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7.5.3 Results

The results of the experiment are shown in Figs. 7.14, 7.15 and 7.16 and Tab. 7.19. As in the numerical

simulations section, neither nodal voltages nor branch currents are shown as there were no ADN

operational constraints violations. In the following, the shaded green rectangles in the plots represent

the time of the day when the experiment was running, i.e. the real-time controller, with the DP tracking

functionality, was active.

Fig. 7.14 shows the day-ahead vs. real-time nodal active power injections of all non-slack resources. It

can be seen that all next-day realization were within their forecasted intervals with the exception of

two unforeseen passing-clouds for the P-V resources.

Fig. 7.15 shows the evolution the nodal active power slack injections (Realized (instantaneous) or

Ps,t ) w.r.t. the optimal DP (Day-Ahead DP or P Di spatch
s ). It also shows the nodal active power slack

injections averaged over blocks of 5 minutes (Realized - mean over 5 mins). The plot shows that in

terms tracking the real-time controller generally tracks the day-ahead optimal DP with a ∼1kW error.

More specifically, from 11:12:00 to 11:18:00 and from 17:39:00 to 17:47:30 the BMS of B2, i.e. the BESS

used in the experiment, went into error due to unforeseen reasons and the BESS got disconnected

from the microgrid. As the disconnection was not planned, the real-time controller tries to follow as

best as it can the DP. At 11:37:30, the Peugeot Ion is connected and the CHAdeMO charger decides

to start charging even though it was not instructed to. As a result, for one control-period, there’s a

discrepancy between the DP and the nodal slack power injection. From 12:54:00 to 13:13:00, as the

Peugeot-Ion’s SoC reaches 85%, its on-board controller decides to decrease its consumption due to

internal constraints of the EV BESS. As a result, the EV consumes less than the sent setpoint and that

discrepancy leads to a loss in DP tracking. From 13:46:30 to 13:54:00 and 14:52:30 to 15:06:00 there were

day-ahead unforeseen passing clouds that further led to erroneous real-time solar irradiance forecast.

Consequently, the real-time controller sent setpoints to both P-V resources that were not compatible

with the available maximum power of the P-V plants. From 13:54:00 to 14:13:00 the PV2 (SolarMax)’s

controller started acting erroneously by injecting only half its potential capacity even when asked by

the real-time controller to inject at full-capacity. The time it took to restart the converters led to a

temporary loss in dispatch tracking. From 17:48:00 to 18:00:00, the Renault Zoe’s on-board controller

stopped implementing setpoints which led to tracking issues during the period when the problem was

spotted and the EV was unplugged then re-plugged.

Fig. 7.16 shows the evolution of the UEE for both the day-ahead and real-time stages for the duration

of the experiment. For the day-ahead plot, the UEE is referred to the one at the starting time of the

experiment. For the real-time plot, the UEE is computed directly using the realization measured at

the microgrid PCC. The Figure shows that, even with the unforeseen failures listed in the previous

paragraph, the real-time UEE remains within the bounds of the day-ahead stage. Furthermore, after

further investigation, the previously mentioned resource and forecasting failures account for 25% of

the UEE. Additionally, part of the remaining UEE was due to setpoint implementation errors. Indeed,

the previously mentioned ∼1kW error offset between the nodal active power injections at the slack

and the optimal DP is due to setpoint-implementation errors, where each resource implemented on

average a power that was ∼250W different than the requested one. For instance, the Type-2 power-

to-current lookup table of the Renault Zoe exhibits discrete steps of 500W leading to a discrepancy of

around 200-300W between the requested active power setpoint and its implementation. Finally, the

rest of the remaining UEE is due to two reasons. The first being that the real-time controller fails from

time-to-time to converge to a solution that would satisfy both EV users and the DP tracking objective.
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This is due to the fact that after a few73 iterations the tracking objective weight is reduced w.r.t to the EV

objective to favour EV user satisfaction and guarantee convergence within the control time-step. The

second being that the BESS (B2)’s BMS was unexpectedly limiting the usage of the full battery capacity

which led to discrepancies between the day-ahead foreseen BESS energy capacity and the effective one

available in the real-time stage.

Tab. 7.19 shows the KPI metrics – used to evaluate the performance of the day-ahead stage in the

numerical simulations of Sec. 7.3.4 – applied to both day-ahead and real-time stages. The most

interesting aspect to note is that the real-time controller fully satisfies the requested EV user needs

even though, as can be seen in Fig. 7.14, it rarely charged the EV at full-power.

In summary, the real-time controller was able to successfully track the day-ahead DP even with un-

foreseen resource hiccups. It is clear that: (i) without the resource hiccups, and (ii) by accounting for

resources’ setpoint-implementation-inaccuracies in the controller decision-making process, one could

achieve a better tracking performance.
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Figure 7.14: Experimental validation results - non-slack active power injections: forecast
(day-ahead) vs. realization (real-time)

73In this experiment we set that number to 15.
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Figure 7.15: Experimental validation results - slack active power injections: DP (day-ahead) vs.
realization (real-time)
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Figure 7.16: Experimental validation results - UEE over experiment horizon: day-ahead vs.
real-time
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Table 7.19: Experimental Validation Results: KPI metrics

Day-Ahead Stage Real-Time Stage
(with BESS and EVCS control)

UEE+(t = t f ,exp )−UEE+(t = t0,exp ) [kWh] 78.8374 50.89
UEE−(t = t f ,exp )−UEE−(t = t0,exp ) [kWh] -39.1474 -2.63

MAE [kW] 14.64 9.85
MPP [kW] 26.99 13.97

MEVUS [%] 100.00 94.55
MBU [%] 100.00 100.00

MABI [kW] 25.00 13.45

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter proposed an extension to the work presented in [6] by accounting for EVCSs’ power and

energy demand flexibilities in both day-ahead and real-time stages. More specifically, in the day before

scheduling, the stochastic OP, computing an aggregated DP at the PCC, is extended to account for EVCSs

as controllable entities. The OP in the day-ahead stage accounts for: (i) demand/generation forecasting

errors using scenarios, (ii) resource constraints, (iii) grid operational constraints by leveraging SCs, and

(iv) next-day EV user behaviour through forecasted scenarios. The advantages of considering EVCSs as

controllable entities in the day-ahead stage were showcased through a set of numerical simulations.

The simulations revealed that, in terms of UEE, it is always advantageous to control EV charging. In the

real-time phase, the grid-aware MPC-based distributed control algorithm proposed in [6] was extended

with an MPC-augmented-version of the EV-subproblem model presented in Sec. 6.2.2. The controller

accounts for resource and grid operational constraints and aims to compute active and reactive power

set-points for heterogeneous resources so that their aggregated contributions track the day-ahead

optimally computed DP. Both day-ahead and real-time controllers were experimentally validated using

the EPFL-DESL-microgrid. The results of the experiment showed that, even with hardware issues, the

DP tracking was within the day-ahead UEE bounds and EV user needs were satisfied. Furthermore, if

resources’ setpoint-implementation inaccuracies are accounted for in the real-time controller, the DP

tracking would have been even better. Future works will focus on the latter by means of experimental

validations using the full ELL grid shown in Fig. 7.7.

74The values are referenced to the UEE at the starting time of the experiment (i.e. t0,exp ).
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This thesis numerically and experimentally validated real-time ADN control methodologies accounting

for resources and grid operational constraints. The thesis is split in two parts. Part I focused on a

general, i.e. resource-agnostic, methodology to linearize the power-flow equations and showcased its

real-time control-enabling advantages through realistic sub-second control examples. Then, part II

focused on the operational challenges raised by the large presence of EVCSs in ADNs. In the following,

the main findings, limitations and future works associated to each chapter are listed.

Chapter 2 This chapter illustrated an analytical method to compute all-node type (i.e. PQ, PV and slack)

nodal voltage SCs w.r.t. to all possible control variables in a power grid (i.e. nodal active and reactive

power injections at PQ nodes, nodal voltage magnitudes and nodal active power injections at PV nodes

and nodal voltage magnitudes and phase-angles at slack nodes). The proposed method relies on the

knowledge of the grid model and state and the solution of a linear system of equations to determine

nodal voltage SCs w.r.t a user-defined control variable. Furthermore, since the grid model is assumed to

be known, the user can directly infer other (c.f. section 2.2.4) SCs. The chapter also included numerical

benchmarks (performed on the IEEE-34 feeder), a complexity analysis and a MATLAB implementation

of the proposed method. Results confirmed that the proposed method is accurate, scalable and easy to

implement. Investigations on the needed accuracy for grid model were not discussed in the chapter,

however, the interested reader is invited to read the work in [18] where the propagation of grid model

uncertainties to the computation of SCs was investigated. As a final note, future works will involve

investigating the properties of the matrix A (see Sec. 2.11) in order to: (i) explore matrix factorization

to potentially increase computational speeds, and, (ii) find the conditions (if any) that guarantee the

uniqueness of the solutions of the linear systems of equations in step 4.ii of Alg. 1 (i.e. conditions that

A is full-rank).

Chapter 3 This chapter tackled the problem of actively resynchronizing (i.e. reconnecting) an islanded

ADN to its upstream grid. More specifically, it proposed: (i) a centralised PCC-control in the form

of an algorithm that approximately solves a three-phase-unbalanced linearized OPF aiming to steer

an ADN’s downstream PCC nodal voltages towards their upstream counterparts while guaranteeing

ADN and resources’ operational constraints, and (ii) a synchrocheck algorithm relying on e-IpDFT

phasor extraction to determine whether two three-phase phasors are aligned or not. Both contributions

were experimentally validated on the EPFL-DESL microgrid. The proposed synchrocheck was further

benchmarked against the Schneider Electric Micom P143 grid-relay with synchronism check [43].

Unlike the proposed methods, the Micom P143 is designed to only detect synchronization between the

islanded and external grid without any resources’ control. Furthermore, it relies on the assumption

that the PCC upstream nodal voltages are perfectly balanced. The experimental validation showed that

within 1.5 s the resynchronization of PCC nodal-voltages was achieved by the proposed algorithm even

if the process was launched when the islanded-microgrid was in an infeasible state. Furthermore, due
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to its present configuration, the tested microgrid was operating in a balanced three-phase condition,

lacking the possibility to showcase the ability of the proposed PCC-control algorithm to deal with

unbalances. As a result, future works will involve experimental validations to showcase the ability

to securely resynchronize an ADN to its upstream grid in case both systems operate in unbalanced

conditions.

Chapter 4 In this chapter, methods accounting for the uncertainty of the implementation of setpoints

at resource controllers have been proposed. First, a tractable admissibility test checking whether a

control setpoint is admissible or not, was presented. Second, an iterative algorithm was presented with

the following features: (i) it accounts for the grid and resource operational constraints, (ii) it leverages

SCs to linearize the power-flow equations, and (iii) it is capable to determine the closest admissible

control setpoint to its input. At each algorithm iteration, an admissibility test is performed to verify the

validity of the OP’s output and, ergo, the validity of the approximations used to linearize the constraints

of the OP. The performed simulations show that the algorithms: (i) converge, (ii) satisfy the validity of

the posed assumptions and, (iii) are compliant with real-time, i.e. sub-second, control. Note that, even

though the performed simulations assumed balanced three-phase operation, the method is capable to

control grids operating in generic unbalanced conditions as all grid operational constraints are dealt

with in the same manner. Finally, as previously mentioned, no code optimization was performed at this

point. Therefore, future works are planned to: (i) optimize the code implementation and, (ii) perform

an experimental validation on the EPFL-DESL microgrid by integrating the developed algorithms into

a real-time control framework (e.g. COMMELEC [54]).

Chapter 5 presented two sub-contributions that motivate the focus on EVs in the second part of the

thesis.

The first sub-contribution leveraged LFMCSs to statically quantify the influence of uncontrolled EV

charging on low-voltage ADNs’ operational constraints. Numerical simulations were performed on

two real low-voltage grids situated in the western part of Switzerland (denoted as Rolle-Gare and

Rolle-Hoptial). The input data was synthesized using real information concerning the infrastructure of

the grid (e.g. number of inhabitants, geographical location, etc.). Both sets of simulations revealed that

EV loads put at risk the grid operational security. Indeed, simulations showcased that non-negligible

control actions are needed if a full electrification of private transport is reached. In the first analysed LV

grid (i.e. Rolle-Gare), minor branch ampacity issues and mostly under-voltages have been quantified.

Therefore, one can conclude that minor grid reinforcement, coupled with suitable voltage regulation,

are enough to handle the private mobility full electrification in that grid. On the other hand, the

Rolle-Hopital network presented major branch ampacity violations, under-voltages and transformer

overloads, thus, needed grid reinforcements might implicate major economical expenses. Therefore, in

such cases, a smart charging algorithm can be used to satisfy EV user needs while steering the electrical

grid to operate in a safe state (c.f. Sec.6). As a final note, it is clear that every grid will behave differently

and simulations using the tool presented in this chapter can give insights on the strategy to be adopted

in order to prepare the grid for the 100% electrification of private transport. In terms of future works, a

large-scale, e.g. country-wide, simulation might be of interest using on approach inspired by [128].

The second sub-contribution is a set of two experiments performed using the EPFL-DESL-microgrid’s

EVCSs (c.f. Tab. 5.3 for technical specifications). Both sets of experiments revealed that (i) EVs have

non-negligible local effects on ADNs’ operational constraints, and (ii) EVs’ on-board chargers cannot

be controlled in sub-second time-scales. More specifically, even though an individual single-phase

charging EV does not heavily violate the local power-quality grid operational constraints, as soon as

a few EVs simultaneously charge at full-power on the same grid node, the EN-50160 [48] negative

sequence constraint would not be satisfied. Generally speaking, it seems that each car manufacturer
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designs its EV to safely charge in case it is the only grid-connected resource. However, since in prac-

tice multiple other resources and EVs are simultaneously grid-connected, their real impact on grid

operational constraints is expected to be way higher. In terms of controllability, the experiments

revealed that: (i) not all cars behave exactly the same way when it comes to setpoint tracking, and (ii)

independently of the EV, on-board chargers have response-times in the order of seconds or tens of

seconds. Therefore, again, it is clear that there is a need for different real-time (i.e. seconds-to-minutes

scales) smart charging control frameworks if EVs will be used in time-deterministic real-time controls

(e.g. frequency containment reserve or local grid voltage/line congestion controls). In terms of future

works, it would be interesting to test a fleet of different EV models and categorise their controllability in

terms of response times and setpoint implementation inaccuracies.

Chapter 6 This chapter proposed a grid-aware distributed controller (GADC) for EVCSs connected to

ADNs of generic topologies. It uses the ADMM to distribute a separably formulated OPF problem into

local ones. The latters are solved at the EV aggregators level while a central grid aggregator problem

ensures the non-violation of the grid operational constraints while taking into account all the solutions

coming from the EV aggregators. The grid aggregator problem takes into account the stochastic nature

of various resources by means of scenarios, it relies on a linearization of the power-flow equations and is

formulated for generic three phase ADNs. Therefore, it also takes into account voltage unbalances and

guarantees proper power quality subject to the EN-50160 std. bounds [48]. Furthermore, as previously

explained, as the control time-step is chosen to be in the seconds-to-minutes scale to match the results

presented in Sec. 5.2.2, scenario-based optimization was crucial to render the optimally computed

setpoints robust against the stochasticity of non-EV nodal power injections. The performance of the

method was numerically quantified on the IEEE-34 feeder by comparing it with two grid-unaware

controllers. It is shown that the grid-unaware controllers may provide a better service to EV users in

terms of matching the desired battery SoC levels. However, this is at the expense of severely violating

the grid’s static and power quality constraints. From the grid perspective, the proposed GADC kept

the ADN within safe operational bounds and, in most cases, was capable to satisfy the needs of

EV users. It is clear that the developed method can help grid operators to manage weak grids that

accommodate heavy EV loads. Future works may involve the integration of more realistic EV models

into the problem formulation as this was not done in the presented algorithms. The latter models

can, for instance, encapsulate the dependency of charging power limits on the EVs’ SoC and/or the

setpoint-implementation innaccuracies of EVs’ on-board controllers. They can then be included in the

EV sub-problem of Sec. 6.2.2 to compute optimal setpoints that are more realistic.

Chapter 7 This chapter proposed an extension to the work presented in [6] by accounting for EVCSs’

power and energy demand flexibilities in both day-ahead and real-time stages. More specifically, in

the day before scheduling, the stochastic OP, computing an aggregated DP at the PCC, is extended to

account for EVCSs as controllable entities. The OP in the day-ahead stage accounts for: (i) demand/-

generation forecasting errors using scenarios, (ii) resource constraints, (iii) grid operational constraints

by leveraging SCs, and (iv) next-day EV user behaviour through forecasted scenarios. The advantages

of considering EVCSs as controllable entities in the day-ahead stage were showcased through a set

of numerical simulations. The simulations revealed that, in terms of UEE, it is always advantageous

to control EV charging. In the real-time phase, the grid-aware MPC-based distributed control algo-

rithm proposed in [6] was extended with an MPC-augmented-version of the EV-subproblem model

presented in Sec. 6.2.2. The controller accounts for resource and grid operational constraints and aims

to compute active and reactive power set-points for heterogeneous resources so that their aggregated

contributions track the day-ahead optimally computed DP. Both day-ahead and real-time controllers

were experimentally validated using the EPFL-DESL-microgrid. The results of the experiment showed
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that, even with hardware issues, the DP tracking was within the day-ahead UEE bounds and EV user

needs were satisfied. Furthermore, if resources’ setpoint-implementation inaccuracies are accounted

for in the real-time controller, the DP tracking would have been even better. Future works will focus on

the latter by means of experimental validations using the full ELL grid shown in Fig. 7.7.
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Appendix

A - Affine-Transformable-Functions

Affine transformable functions (ATFs) are non-affine mathematical functions that can be expressed as

affine functions if they are included in an OP. In other words, if within an OP there are many ATFs, they

can all be transformed into linear constraints and objectives in order to preserve the OP’s linearity. In

the following we give two examples.

A.1 - min{a,b}

Starting from m1 = min{a,b} one can write an equivalent OP (7.23).

m1 =argmax
t

{t } = argmin
t

{−t }

s.t.

t ≤ a

t ≤ b

(7.23)

It is clear that (7.23) is a linear OP.

A.2 - max{a,b}

Starting from m2 = max{a,b} one can write an equivalent OP (7.24).

m2 =argmin
t

{t } = argmax
t

{−t }

s.t.

t ≥ a

t ≥ b

(7.24)

It is clear that (7.24) is a linear OP.
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